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SOME EARLY CHINESE BRONZE MASTERS

BY

BERNHARD KARLGREN

Our knowledge of the Chinese bronze art in its earliest epoch, that of the Yin

dynasty, has been considerably enhanced in the last decade. Through a system

atic study of a great number of bronzes with Yin inscriptions1) it has been poss

ible to determine quite fully and in detail which elements constitute the character

istics of the Yin art and form criteria that distinguish it from the modified

so-called Yin-Chou style of the first 150 years of the Chou era,2) and still more

from the subsequent Middle Chou style (originating circa 950 B. C.). It has fur

ther been possible, through an extensive analysis of the hundreds of ritual vessels

which belong to the Yin-style epoch, to subdivide this Yin style into two distinct

and in important respects strongly divergent sub-styles, the Yin A style and the

Yin B style.3)

1) In my work »Yin and Chou in Chinese bronzes » (BMFEA 8, 1935) I singled out three epi-

graphic elements which I concluded were criteria of Yin-time inscriptions: the Y a h i n g (our

fig. 1 here), the so-called »S i tsi sun» (fig. 2) and the so-called »Kii» (fig. 3,4). I adduced 357

illustrated vessels, the inscriptions of which contain these three symbols, and remarked that, if I

had also recorded inscriptions from the vessels which have not been illustrated, the number would

have risen to something like 450—500. All these hundreds of inscriptions have this in common,

that though they are sometimes quite extensive (I listed 108 such inscriptions which constitute real

texts), none of them contain Chou-time names or facts. On the other hand, I recorded 645 inscrip

tions which contain Chou-time criteria (Chou-time names or facts), and none of them (with three

isolated exceptions) have the Ya hing, Sitsi sun orKii. Figures as large as these are

indeed conclusive. Since the publication of that work I have received several new publications with

illustrated vessels and their inscriptions reproduced: the most important of these are: Sung chai ki

kin su lu; Cheng sung fang ki kin t'u; Ye chung p'ien yfk ch'u tsi; Ye chung p'ien yii er tsi; Tsun

ku chai so kien ki kin t'u; Sun hien yi k'i. In these albums there are 48 bronzes with inscriptions

containing Ya hing, Si tsi sun or Ku; a few of them are real texts which contain no Chou-

time names or facts. These bronzes are all, without exception, in typical Yin style such as I have

determined it to be in my two books on the subject (BMFEA 8 and 9). It is gratifying to find

one's conclusions confirmed so strikingly by all the new material that comes to light. The Yin-time

character of these three inscription symbols is hereby established more firmly than ever.

2) During this period, on the one hand many bronzes were still produced in unaltered Yin style,

on the other hand a sensibly modified epigonous art, the Yin-Chou style, was largely current, see

BMFEA 8 and 9.

3) See B. Karlgren, New Studies on Chinese Bronzes, BMFEA 9, 1937. Shortly summed up, the

difference is this: the A style was characterized by primary and orealistic » t'ao t'ie, with a complete

and well-defined face; by vertical dragons flanking the t'ao t'ie; by cicadas; and by »uni-decor » (the

surface of the body of a vessel covered with one single decor zone, not broken up into several

1
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Yet in all our researches into the Yin art we labour under one great and fun

damental disadvantage: that we do not know which bronzes were synchronous.

In a general way it has been possible to ascertain that the A style originated

earlier than the B style, since the latter in several fundamental features derives

from the former, having characteristic elements which are really over-stylized

and dissolved A-style elements; but it is equally certain that the A style did not

die out with the birth of the B style but continued to flourish parallel with the

new B style, in the very An-yang centre, down to the end of the dynasty, even

surviving into the early Chou epoch. But these facts, interesting and important

though they are, do not satisfy our demands. The Yin era extends over many

centuries, and what we want particularly to know is which bronzes of

that long era were synchronous.

To a certain extent we may expect to get an answer to this question by scien

tifically conducted excavations, when a number of bronzes are found in one and

the same tomb. Unfortunately, only one real excavation of this kind concerning

the Yin epoch has been carried out so far, viz. the excavation of the Academia

Sinica in the Yin capital An yang; and the results of this undertaking have only

been published in short preliminary notices (An yang fa kiie pao kao I—IV); owing

to the war, the numerous bronzes unearthed have not yet been published and

made accessible to archaeological research.

And even if we eventually obtain an extensive excavation material from Yin

time, it will only partially satisfy our demand for a knowledge of synchron

ous specimens. In regard to weapons, articles of apparel and adornment etc.

we may expect the material in one grave to be chronologically fairly homogeneous.

Not so in regard to the ritual vessels. I have had reason on several occasions1)

to emphasize that the ritual vessels were not as a rule cast for the purpose of

immediate burial in the tombs; at least not in the Chou era, for they often carry

inscriptions expressing the wish that for many generations they should be treasured

and used by sons and grandsons; and we have no reason to believe that customs

were different in Yin time in this respect. We must therefore reckon with the

great probability that in one grave were buried various vessels which were cast

many generations earlier than the weapons and everyday paraphernalia found in

bands, one above the other). These elements were freely interchanged and combined within the A

style, but as a rule they were never combined with the decisive characteristics of the B style. The

B style was characterized by completely dissolved t'ao t'ie, animal triple band (dissolved dragons

placed antithetically so as to form a dissolved t'ao t'ie), birds with detached tails, eyed spiral bands.

eyed bands with diagonals, circle band, squares with crescents, compound lozenges, spikes, inter

locked T's, vertical ribs. These typical elements were never, as a rule, combined on the same vessel

with the characteristic elements of the A style first mentioned. Besides these style-distinguishing

elements there were many decor features common to both styles, combinable with both A and B

elements: deformed (but not wholly dissolved) t'ao t'ie, dragons of many kinds, bird, snake, whorl

circle, blade, spiral band.

1) See particularly BMFEA 9, p. 7.

2
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that grave, vessels that sometimes may represent a whole series of chronological

stages.

In regard to the ritual vessels — by far the most important materials for the

study of the early bronze art — we thus have only one chance of obtaining really

synchronous materials. Just as the history of Greek vases and their decoration

was definitely established and worked out in detail thanks only to signed speci

mens, products of certain definite masters, so, in regard to the Chinese ritual

bronzes, we have to look for groups of bronzes attributable to

one and the same artist. And such groups can be safely determined

solely by aid of the inscriptions.

When it comes to Yin-time bronzes, it is only to a very limited extent that

it is possible, by aid of the inscriptions, to determine groups of synchronous ves

sels cast at one definite time by one bronze master. Yet the few cases ascertain

able are of such importance for our studies that I have thought it useful to cite

some examples in the present paper.

From Chou time, when the inscriptions were often very much longer and more

elaborate than in Yin time, we know a considerable number of such groups of

synchronous vessels. It was the custom to cast at the same time a series of

bronzes of different classes of vessel, all bearing the same, or very nearly the same.

inscription, clearly indicating that this series of bronzes was meant to form a

s e t in the ancestral temple. I need only quote a famous long inscription of

Middle Chou time referring to a master Sung, recurring in identical words on 3

Ting tripods, 5 Kuei bowls and 2 Hu flasks (cf Karlgren, BMFEA 8, p. 45;

many similar examples may easily be found ibid.). In the same way, in the ear

liest Chou time, we have, e. g., the Ch'en Ch'en set (one Yu, one Tsun and one

Ho with the same inscr., ibid. p. 33) and the Ming-pao set (one Yi and one Tsun,

with the same long inscr., ibid. p. 33).

In Yin time the inscriptions are mostly very brief. It is therefore much more

difficult to prove that a series of vessels carrying the same inscription were really

made at one definite time by one and the same master and meant to form a set.

Indeed there are scores of cases in which a number of vessels have identical in-

criptions and yet are obviously not synchronous. In the first place, such inscrip

tions are mere phrases saying but little, such as F u K i »(To) Father Ki» (Ki

being one of the cyclical characters which occur as personal names in hundreds

of inscriptions), or Tso fu Ki »Made for Father Ki» or Tso pao kuei

»(I) have made a precious Kuei-vessel» or Po tso yi »The elder brother has

made the vessel». From such inscriptions we cannot even know whether the

vessel is of Yin time or early Chou time.

In the second place, there are simple symbols of offerings, sometimes followed,

sometimes not, by a similar indefinable name (father Ki, father Ting, grandfather

Ting, grandfather Yi etc.). Examples of such are:

Figs. 1: a—k. This is the so-called Y a h i n g, a drawing of the t s'u n g jade,

3
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which here as a symbol means as much as »(a vessel for) the ancestral temple ».')

This occurs either alone or together with one or several characters which are often

unexplainable and as a rule are not sufficient to indicate a set made by one

definite master. In 1: a we have the Ya hing plain; in 1: b it is filled by a

figure of one kneeling in adoration; in 1: c there are two kneeling men and the

char. Tsu Sin »grandfather Sin»; in 1: d it contains two men hand in hand;

in 1: e, l:f and 1: g it is combined respectively with a sacrificial animal, a pig

(also for sacrifice) and an offering hand; in 1: h it is carried on the head of a

human figure; in 1: i it is combined with the Si tsI sun (see 2 below); in

1: k it contains a short inscription.

2. Another frequent inscription is the so-called Si tsi sun, of unknown

meaning, but probably with the same dedicatory purport. In 2 we have it with

F u Y i »Father Yi»; in 1: i we had it together with the Y a hing.

3—4. Two other frequent symbols (called K ii by the earlier Chinese anti

quarians) cannot be interpreted; they probably have some dedicatory sense ana

logous to 2 above.

5—10. Cases like 5—8, which show some vessel of one kind or another, merely

symbolize the ritual offering. This is emphasized in 9, where two hands present

the vessel, and in 10, where two kneeling men flank the ritual vessel.

11. The temple, alluded to by the t s'u n g symbol in 1 above, is probably

drawn in 11.

12—15. Simple figures of animals: birds, pigs, fishes etc., might of course stand

for names, but more probably they denote sacrificial animals; this is suggested

by 15, which shows a hand wielding a sacrificial knife over a pig lying on its back.

16—17. The very common 16 s h I 'scribe' as well as 17 t s'e 'brief of inves

titure' (also in 31 below) refer to the solemn rite of investiture in the ancestral

temple.

18—23. Homage in the temple is further indicated by the most varying sym

bols. 18—19 speak for themselves. In 20, 21 a man is holding up a child in a

') That the Ya hing is a drawing of the ts'ung jade (as in our figure here appended) if

easily realized. In my article Some fecundity symbols in Ancient China BMFEA 2, 1930 I have

extensively studied this ritual object and shown that it has a close connection with the ancestral

cult in the ancestral temple. Indeed the Char. g£ (the t s'u n g jade) does not consist of 'jade'

as radical and ^ t s u n g 'ancestral temple' as phonetic. It is one and the same character, in the

former case specifyingly enlarged by the rad. 'jade'. Indeed the two syllables ^ 'ancestral

temple', Arch. Chin. *ta6ng, and Jji 'the t s'u n g jade' Arch. Chin. *dz'6ng, are etymologically one

and the same word, two aspects of the same word-stem, and the

j3~^ latter fundamentally means 'the ancestral-temple object'. That this is

pcQ h>i so is proved by scores of parallels where there is a stem variation

tenuis : aspirated media, e. g. 3fc *tsieng 'a well': ^ *dz'icng 'a pitfall';

if! *tSang 'to pile up (layer on layer)': ^jf- *dz'ang 'layer'; ^5 *ts6ng

'to bury': |g£ *dz'dng 'to conceal'; 1^ *tsuwg 'pure, clear': (fjif *dz'l/n-g

'clearing sky'; *tsiag 'child': ^ *dzhg 'to breed'; jgj *ts,6g spirits':

*dz (6g 'spirits': etc.

s
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worshipful attitude; 22 shows a man presenting strings of cowries. More gruesome

is 23, which obviously refers to a human sacrifice.

24—32. A great many inscriptions have symbols referring to weapons and mili

tary scenes. It is impossible to decide whether this refers to a military guard at

the temple, to thank-offerings after successful warfare, or to mimic war dances

at the temple ceremonies. In 24 we have a simple k u o dagger axe, in 25 a

man with a bow, in 26 a man with dagger axe and shield, in 27 a stand with

arrows, in 28 a man carries the axe on his shoulder, in 29 he has a banner in

his hand, in 30 two men flank a standard, 31 shows a standard alone, 32 is gener

ally interpreted as the primary form of w e i 'to keep guard'.

The examples cited Will suffice to give an idea of the short symbolical

inscriptions; they form only a small selection out of an infinite variety. To

these groups should be added the innumerable short texts with one or a few

characters of absolutely unexplainable content, e. g. 33. Finally, there are

numerous short inscriptions with the names of masters which are only known

from one single vessel, e. g. 34: »X has made (the vessel) for grandfather

Mou» etc.

All the inscriptions discussed so far (of which 1—4 at least reveal that the

vessels were made in Yin time, whereas the rest do not even tell us whether

they hail from Yin or early Chou time), and hundreds of others of similar kinds,

have this in common, that they do not allow us to establish groups of synchron

ous vessels. A Ya h i n g, for instance (1: a—k), may be found on vessels of

the most varying types and styles: early and primary A-style vessels, with fero

cious t'ao t'ie or realistic cicadas in high relief, on late and baroque A-style vessels

with playfully and gracefully adorned t'ao t'ie masks, on discreet and dignified

B-style vessels, with only a narrow d^cor zone containing an »animal triple band»

(dissolved and almost unrecognizable t'ao t'ie), and so on. It is entirely out of

the question that they could all be attributed to one master, in spite of their

all having the Y a h i n g inscription. In other words, many an inscription symbol

was a commune bonum to various bronze masters belonging to different ages and

representing different art styles. The same is true of a great many other terse

inscriptions of the kinds exemplified above. For our present purpose: to find

series of vessels attributable to one master, they are of no avail. And this means

that perhaps 95 percent of all the early inscriptions cannot give us any points

d'appui at all in our quest.

If we would stand on more solid ground, we have to look for early inscriptions

of two kinds:

a. Longer and more elaborate inscriptions, sufficiently peculiar to reveal, when

found on two or more vessels, that they are repetitions from the hand of one

master;

b. Short inscriptions, analogous to those discussed above, but occurring on

several vessels which for other reasons may be suspected of forming a set made

9
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by one master. For such additional corroborative information we have primarily

to thank the modern Chinese antiquarians who try, to a far larger extent than

earlier scholars, to ascertain which vessels have been unearthed together. Pre

cious data of this kind have been vouchsafed by, among others, Shang Ch'eng-tsu

in his invaluable Shi er kia ki kin t'u lu 1935; and by Jung Keng in his great

work Shang Chou yi k'i t'ung k'ao 1941, a scholarly work which contains much

important information.

We shall now take up for examination some groups of these two kinds.

I: 1—9 (Pl. 1—3). The most complete set from Yin time that I know of so

far belongs to the Shang Ch'eng-tsu coll. and is published in Shi er kia ki kin

t'u lu. There were 11 vessels in the set: one Ting, one Li-ting, one Kuei, one Hien,

one Tsun, one Yu, one Kia, two Ku (identical), two Tsiie (identical), all stated

to have been excavated from one grave; unfortunately it is not stated where the

grave was situated. They all have the same inscription — that reproduced in

our fig. 35. The meaning of the two characters is unknown, but the Y a h i n g

places the set in Yin time. The fact that the inscription is identical would not

in itself connect them definitely, since it is so short; nor would the vessels' pro

venience from one grave in itself be conclusive, for reasons stated above. But the

two facts combined prove definitely that the 11 vessels belong together as a set,

and are absolutely synchronous, the products of one master. This is confirmed

by the homogeneous style. It is tantalizing indeed that this large set is almost

entirely without decor; the complete bareness of some of the vessels is relieved,

to a very modest extent, by two raised lines at the neck and at the foot in the

others. The whole beauty of the vessels lies in their form, which is sober and

simple. A strong tendency to avoid vivid profiles may be observed; this is parti

cularly noticeable in the lines of the Yu, the Tsun and the Ku. The middle part

of the two latter, in many other vessels protruding in forcefully bulbous lines,

setting them off in a very pronounced way against the neck and the foot, is here

only slightly accentuated. In the Tsun the profile has a cautiously undulating

line, in the Ku the central section is merely indicated by two raised lines and

does not influence the profile at all. There are no flanges dividing the fields into

panels; the lid of the Yu and the uprights of the Kia and the Tsiie are of an

extreme simplicity. The animals' heads on the handles of the Kuei and the Kia

(exactly identical) are little more than suggested and influence but little the pro

file of the handles. This great array of most of the standard vessel types of the

classical Yin art combined here into a synchronous set is very valuable and

instructive. We observe that there is no true Li tripod; evidently therefore the

Li-ting takes its place in the ritual set. The set does not include any specimen

of the Ho (flask with spout), of the Yi (high square vase), of the Lei (amphora),

or of the square Ting.

We next have some groups which prove that a master often combined bare

vessels with decorated ones to form one set.

10
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II: 1—6. A large and important set excavated in the Lo-yang region contains

6 vessels: One Ting, one Yu, one Tsun, one Ku, one Ho and one P'an. First they

all came into the Liu T'i-chi coll. (Shanchai) and now all belong to the Jung Keng

coll. (Sung chai), except the Yu, which is in the Yu Sing-wu coll. They all have

the inscr. in fig. 36: Y ii t s'u n g, probably a name. This short inscription,

again, would not suffice to connect them, but the fact that they were all found

together in one grave and that the same inscription occurs on them all is decisive.

The vessel types in this set are different from the preceding. We should observe,

inter alia, the P'an tray. In my work Yin and Chou in Chinese bronzes BMFEA 8

I ventured to put forward the theory that the P'an vessel class originated with

Chou and did not exist in Yin; this does not hold good, since a number of P'an

have been unearthed in An-yang; it seems rather that the earless P'an was

characteristic of Yin, whereas P'an with ears was the rule in Yin Chou, Middle

Chou and Huai.

The earless P'an of our set therefore appears to favour Jung Keng's Yin date for

the set. The Ho of our set has a body which in shape very closely resembles a Li

tripod: it is in fact practically a Li with vertical handle and spout. The profiles

of the Tsun and Ku, though still quite restrained, are somewhat more vivid than

in the preceding I set, and the Ku in particular has far more graceful lines than the

stiff and austere I-set Ku. As in the preceding set, some vessels are entirely bare,

whereas others have the modest decor of raised lines. Then, in strong contrast to

these wholly or nearly undecorated vessels we find one vessel as piece de resistance

in the set, the Yu (II: 4) — unfortunately I have only a drawn picture, as during

the war I have not been able to obtain the photographic album of the Yu Sing-wu

coll. — which surprises us by its beautiful and regular Yin B style decor: an animal

triple band (dissolved t'ao t'ie) both on the lid and on the neck, and a corresponding

decor (the t'ao t'ie eyes still preserved) on the handle; further plastic horned ani

mals' heads at the ends of the handle, and correspondingly free animals' heads in

the middle of the neck bands. The two raised lines on the Yu foot correspond to

the upper lines marking the bulb on the Ku.

III: 1—2. These two vessels, in the Chou Tsin coll., were found in the same

grave, together with one Ting, one Yu and two Tsiie (Shierkia, Kii 27—28); they all

carry one inscr. 37, of unknown meaning, and therefore form a set by one master.

I know of no photographs except these two. With the almost bare Kia is combined

the Ku in clear Yin B style (dissolved t'ao t'ie, circle band). The two raised lines

on the Kia recur in two places on the Ku.

IV: 1—3. In 1930, a set of vessels was unearthed in An yang: One Ting, one Yu,

one Kuei and »several more vessels » (acc. to Jung Keng), all with the same inscr.:

the Y a h i n g, which confirms the Yin date suggested by the place of discovery, and

k a o 'to announce' (sc. in the temple). On the Ting (IV: 1) the inscr. is our fig.

38. on the Kuei (IV: 2) exactly the same, on the Yu (IV: 3) it is our fig. 39. They

are identical but for the placing of the characters, and this variation is interesting

11
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and instructive: unless we knew that the two vessels were excavated together we

should not dare to attribute them to one master; here we learn that variations in

the placing of the characters of an inscription are not prohibitive in this respect.

The rather squat and heavy Kuei (in Jung Keng's coll.), with its body bare

but for the double raised lines, and the slender und graceful Yu (in a Japanese

coll.) almost every inch of which is covered with decor (Yin B style: vertical ribs),

are so heterogenous in feeling that we would never be tempted to attribute them

to one master if we had not the double criteria: the same grave and the same in

scription. I know of no illustrations of the other vessels in the set.

V: 1—2. Almost as disparate as the preceding are the two vessels here. Shang

Ch'eng-tsu (ShIerkia, Hia 3) narrates that there were 5 vessels in the set: two Kuei,

two Tsun and one Yu. The splendid Kuei (in the Ye Kung-ch'o coll.) has on its

square base the elephant motif that is common on An-yang specimens, which

supports Jung Keng's attribution of it to the Yin era. The inscr. of the Kuei is

our fig. 40, that on the Tsun our fig. 41. »X has made father Kuei's precious ves

sel». The name char. is very peculiar and complicated, and even the hand is identi

cal. The inscriptions are sufficiently elaborate to confirm that the same master

has made both vessels. Both of them offer unusual features. The vertical handle

on a Tsun is not very common. The shape of the Kuei: the small belly and the

very high foot are even more uncommon, and so are the shape of the vertical

dragons and the very high relief of the whorl circles. There are striking contrasts

between the two vessels, besides the fact of one being bare and the other profusely

decorated. The Kuei has the lid divided into 4 panels by strongly pronounced

flanges, and corresponding to this is the division of the body through the 4 heavy

handles; the Tsun is at the most marked off into two halves by the unobtrusive

little free animal's head opposite the handle. The heads on the handles are differ

ent on the Kuei and the Tsun, and the stout and long »ear-lobes» on the Kuei

handles are missing altogether on the Tsun.

VI: 1—2. These two vessels, a Yin B style Ku in the Jung Keng coll., and a

Kuang with handle, which once belonged to the Tuan Fang coll., are connected

by the inscr. 42: »X-x has made the vessel». The name characters are very

elaborate and peculiar, and the hand is absolutely identical in the inscr. on both

vessels. Since the Tuan Fang vessel was published long ago in the T'ao chai ki kin

lu, which is now classical, one might suspect that the inscr. on the Ku is a fake made

after the pattern in the said work; but the Ku belongs to the Jung Keng coll. and

was published by him, an expert on bronzes and bronze imitations, and we need

have no such misgivings. The two vessels go well together in a set. The Kuang

is bare but for the double raised lines; the latter recur above and below the bulb

on the Ku, which for the rest has only a very discreet B-style ornamentation (dis

solved t'ao t'ie on the bulb).

VII: 1—3. A set excavated in An-yang consisted of one Ting, one Kia, one

Ku and 8 Tsiie, all with the inscr. 43, evidently a name. The inscr. would be too

12
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short to connect the vessels if we did not know that they came from the same grave.

I know of no illustration of the Kia and Ku. The Ting is here (VII: 1) reproduced

after Jung Keng. Of the 8 Tsiie, 3 have been published, one in Lo Chen-yu coll.

(our ill. VII: 2) one in Huang Sim's coll. (in Tsun ku chai, 2: 48, almost identical

with VII: 2 here), and one (VII: 3) in Jung Keng's coll. Here again we have one

bare vessel (except for the raised lines, here triple), coordinated with beautifully

decorated ones. The dragons on the Ting are such as occur both in the Yin A

style and in the B style. The t'ao t'ie on the Tsiie is still fairly complete, yet the

elements, particularly the line of the mouth and the body, are strongly summarized

and degenerate.

VIII: 1—7. From An-yang came a set consisting of two Ting, one P'ou (of

which unfortunately I have no photo), one Ku and 5 Tsiie. The two Ting belong

to the Huang Sun coll., two Tsiie to Jung Keng coll., the Ku to the Lo Chen-yu

coll. The inscription (a signature) is the same on them all, yet the characters are

more summarily drawn on some specimens than on others; indeed, since the in

scription is so short, we would not venture to connect the vessels and disregard the

variations in the characters if we had not the information that they were all found

together as one set. These variations in the inscriptions are sufficiently instruct

ive to justify the reproduction of them all. VIII: 1 has inscr. 44, VIII: 2 inscr.

45, VIII: 3 has inscr. 46, VIII: 4 has inscr. 47, VIII: 5 has inscr. 48. Moreover,

some highly interesting weapons belong to the same set. Two of them (VIII: 6) are

in the Huang Sim coll. (together with the two Ting published in Ye chung p'ien

yii), and one (VIII: 7) belongs to the Yii Sing-wu coll.; their inscriptions, with

identical signature, are easily recognized on the plates. It is well known, that

weapons were used as ritual objects in Yin time, and here we have some brilliant

examples of weapons forming part of a ritual set together with sacral vessels. The

socketed celts (VIII: 6) I reproduce also in rubbing.

This great set is highly instructive in several respects. It belongs entirely to

the Yin A style, as is indicated partly by the t'ao t'ie on the Ku (VIII: 4) and the

Tsiie (VIII: 1), partly by the vertical dragons on the celt (VIII: 6). Here again

we have one bare vessel (the Tsiie VIII: 5), which has no d£cor except the triple

raised lines, combined in a set with richly decorated specimens. Of these, three:

the two Ting and the Tsiie VIII: 1, are stylistically very closely akin: the treatment

of the dragons on the Ting and the t'ao t'ie on the Tsiie, with the curvature

of the tails and the filling of the bodies, is exactly the same. And yet there is no

dead repetition. Closely cognate though the two Ting are, they are varied with

admirable taste. The hemispherical body of the one contrasts with the S-profile

of the body of the other (it is interesting to learn that these two Ting shapes are,

so to speak, »synonymous»). The former is divided into 4 panels by means of

unobtrusive flanges, which form the centre of a t'ao t'ie forehead shield; the latter

is divided into 6 panels by means of 6 whorl bosses. In the former the dragons

stand antithetically; in the latter they are consecutive.
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To these three stylistically very uniform vessels, the Ku forms a striking and

astonishing contrast. The t'ao t'ie is here of a type different from that on the

Tsiie. It is true that it has exactly the same forehead shield as the rudiment on

the Ting VIII: 3, but it has a higher relief and has no filling-decor on the raised

parts. The triple raised lines of the Tsiie VIII: 1 recur here on our Ku and connect

these two vessels.

IX: 1—3. This group furnishes another interesting example of sacral vessels

combined with ritual weapons. It is reported (Shierkia, Chu 19) that there were

found together two Tsiie and 6 daggers (the two Tsiie and two of the daggers are

now in the Wang Ch'en coll.). They all bear the inscr. T a y ii , which

Shang Ch'eng-tsu interprets as iz 3? T a y ii 'The great sacrifice for rain', men

tioned, inter alia, in Tso: Huan 5. They would thus form votive offerings praying

for rain. The daggers are also reproduced in Ye chung p'ien yii, which tells us that

they come from An-yang; moreover, in the same An-yang publication there is a

lance head (IX: 2) with the same inscription, and therefore certainly belonging to

the same set. The two Tsiie IX: 1 have inscr. 49; the inscr. of the daggers and the

lance are seen in the plate. Here again the hand of the inscriptions is varied, so

that we should not venture to combine the specimens into one set if we had no

information about their provenience. The two Tsiie are bare, except for a triple

raised line, the lance head is quite bare, the handle of the dagger is formed into a

dragon, curiously enough with a large isolated eye on the upper part of the body.

We shall now pass on to groups with no bare vessels.

X: 1—3. I reproduce here, after Umehara (Shina kodo seikwa), three vessels,

all of which have inscr. 50' (Umehara gives the inscr. only in respect of the Kuang

and the Yi, but the Tsun has the same, see Jung Keng, Shang chou yi k'i p. 399).

This short graph would alone be quite insufficient evidence to connect them to

gether; but their style is so absolutely identical as to reveal at once that they form

a set. They are in a forcible, first-class Yin A style. The square shape, the division

into 8 panels by 8 flanges, the type of the scored flanges, the formation of the

t'ao t'ie, the dragons, the free animals' heads, the bottom filling — all is entirely-

homogeneous. It is rare to find such a beautiful and consistent set. The Tsun

belonged formerly to C. T. Loo, the Yi and the Kuang are in Mrs. Christian R.

Holmes's coll.

XI: 1—2. In the Sumitomo collection we find two vessels, one Yu and one

Tsun, both of which bear inscr. 51. »X has made the precious vessel for father

Sin ». The inscr. is sufficiently elaborate and peculiar to prove that they are made

by the same master. Stylistically they are strictly congruous.

XII: 1—2. Another set of one Yu and one Tsun (after Umehara, both Wannieck

coll.) have the same inscr. 52. »X X-kao has made the precious vessel for Father

Yi». The inscription is sufficiently individualized to prove the connection, and,

again, the two vessels are stylistically quite congruous.
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XIII: 1—5. In An-yang an important set was excavated comprising one Ting

(XIII: 1), one Kuei (XIII: 2), one Chi (XIII: 3), one Yu (I know of no picture of

this vase), two Tsiie (XIII: 4) and six daggers (XIII: 5). They are connected by

their inscriptions. The Kuei has inscr. 53 »X-x to father Ki», and the Ting

exactly the same. The Chi has inscr. 54 »X-x (same characters) to father Kuei ».

One of the Tsiie has inscr. 55 (the other the same slighty differently placed): »X-x

(same char.) to Father Kuei, x x Mother ». The daggers (see plate) have an

abbreviation of the inscr., but with the addition of the Y a h i n g (Yin-time

criterion). The Tsiie have the dissolved t'ao t'ie of the Yin B style, and the Chi is

also in typical B style (compound lozenges, circle band). The decor of the Ting and

Kuei (these two are closely allied in their habitus) tallies excellently with this;

their decor, just as that of the Chi, is reduced to a narrow neck band with a

geometrical pattern in low, discreet relief, and, just as on the Chi, there are no

flanges, no division into panels, not even by free animals' heads. Stylistically

this entire set is very homogeneous. — The short inscription would be quite

insufficient evidence to connect these vessels together to form a set if we did not

possess the clue of their common provenience. How dangerous it would be to

conclude from a short inscription alone is demonstrated to us in this case by a

precious comparative material which we shall discuss under XIV, XV next.

XIV. This Chi bears inscription 56, which is very similar to that on the dag

gers in group XIII. The vessel itself, in good B style, would agree excellently

with all the vessels of the preceding set. Yet it belongs to the old Imperial

collections and must have been brought to light generations earlier than the new

An-yang set. To attach it to this set and ascribe it to the same master merely

because of this short inscription and the stylistic resemblance would be so bold

as to constitute an error of method.

XV: 1—2. A Ku in Lo Chen-yu's coll. (XV: 1) has inscr. 57, which, while not

identical with our inscriptions in XIII above, is very closely akin to them. Simil

arly, the splendid Lei (XV: 2) in the Nedzu coll. (Chinese Exhibition London 1935,

pl. 15) has an inscription, 58, which is very similar to the preceding and (but

for the Y a h i n g) almost identical with that on the daggers in group XIII.

It would be tempting indeed, on account of this epigraphical similarity, to attach

these two vessels to that same series (XIII), all the more so as at least Lo's Ku

has certainly been brought to light in quite recent times. Yet to do so would

be very imprudent. The inscriptions are much too scanty and tell us too little

to be conclusive. Moreover, there are positive reasons against it. On the one

hand, both vessels are in clear Yin A style: vigorous t'ao t'ie masks in high relief

(indeed, the treatment of the horns of the t'ao t'ie is so closely identical on these

two vessels that it would be natural to combine them into a set by themselves

if the inscription were not too short to make such a combination conclusive).

On the other hand, we have formal statements by both Shang Ch'eng-tsu and

Jung Keng that the set found in An-yang did not comprise these two vessels.
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XVI: 1—2. The Tsun (XVI: 1) has inscr. 59 and the Kuei (XVI: 2) has the

same inscr. 60: »Kuo has made the set of vessels ». The char. kuo 'dagger axe'

alone as an inscription is very common (see fig. 24 above) and was used by many

masters. But here it is a personal name, a signature, and even an inexperienced

eye would observe that the hand is the same in both inscriptions. Both vessels

first came into the Liu T'i-chi coll. (now they belong to the Jung Keng coll.);

we have every reason therefore to believe that they had been found together and

formed part of one definite set. This is confirmed by their homogeneous style.

The Kuei is in typical Yin B style: animal triple band (= dissolved t'ao t'ie),

and the bird band (such as on the Tsun) often occurs on B style vessels. The

triple raised lines on the feet and the raised line below the neck band are similar

on both vessels and connect them stylistically.

XVII: 1—2. This case is analogous to the preceding. There are two Kuei

(XVII: 1) with inscr. 61, one Chi (XVII: 2) with inscr. 62. By itself the inscr.

is too insignificant to connect the three vessels, but they all came into the Liu

T'i-chI coll. (the two Kuei now in the Jung Keng coll.), and in all probability

were found together. The Yin B style animal triple band of the Kuei in low,

discreet relief, coresponds to a similar narrow band in flat relief with spiral filling

on the Chi. And the similarity in profile of the feet of the Kuei and the Chi,

caused by identical double raised lines, is striking. There can be no doubt that

the three vessels form a set made by one master.

XVIII: 1—2. These two vessels have an identical inscription (inscr. 63), which

ends with »S i t s I t s u n », indicating Yin time. The inscr. is sufficiently long

and elaborate to connect the two vessels together definitely. The Kiie (in the

Shiobara coll.) and the Kuei (earlier in the Tuan Fang coll., now in a Japanese

coll.) are both in clear Yin A style. In spite of the poor photograph of the former

(from Chinese Exhibition, London 1935) we can discern that the treatment

of the mouth of the t'ao t'ie is the same on both vessels. To judge from the

Yin wen ts'un, there were one Ting and one Hien with the same inscription. The

Liu T'i-chi coll. has a bare Kia, also with the same inscr. under the handle (Shan

chai ki kin lu, vol. 7: 68), but it looks suspicious to me, and the inscr. may well

have been fabricated after the pattern of the famous T'ao chai ki kin lu of Tuan's.

XIX: 1—3. A set of vessels unearthed together (it is not stated where) contained

3 Ting, 2 Kiie, one Hien and one Tsiie, all with the same inscription K u-t sung

(probably a signature). I know of illustrations only of the two Kiie in the Liu

T'i-chi coll. (inscr. 64) and the Hien in the Chou Tsin coll. (inscr. 65, an inver

sion of the former). The Hien is in pure Yin B style (animal triple band, i. e.

dissolved t'ao t'ie). The Kiie represents more of a transitional stage from A to

B style: while on the belly some of the features of the t'ao t'ie are still clearly

discernible, the line of the mouth, the claws and the body are entirely corrupted;

except in the eyes, the relief is low and flat as in the B style. On the lid (I

reproduce, to afford a clearer view than in the photo, the drawing in Shan chai
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ki kin lu), the t'ao t'ie is even more completely dissolved than on the belly,

almost as much as on the Hien. In short, though the Kue more strongly recall

the A style than the Hien, the three vessels go well together stylistically.

XX: 1—2. The Kuei XX: 1 has inscription 66 and the Kuei XX: 2 has inscr.

67. Though the elements stand in inverse order, the legend: »X—x has made

(the vessel) for Father Ting» is clearly identical, and the two unknown characters,

thus combined, are known from no other inscription; it is very tempting to attri

bute them to the same writer. The vessels are both in excellent Yin B style.

XX: 1 has an animal triple band, XX: 2 has squares with crescents. The two

Kuei have several stylistic points of contact: the free animal's heads dividing

them into 4 sections are the same, and, what is more, the handles are almost

identical; the animals' heads on top of the handle as well as the form of the

»ear-lobe » and its C-shaped cutting are strikingly similar. If it is with some hesit

ation that I regard this pair as a set made by one master, it is because XX: 1

belongs to the Imperial collection and must have been unearthed long ago, where

as XX: 2, in the Huang Sim collection, is of unknown provenience; in this pub

lication (Tsun ku chai etc.) Huang usually depicts newly acquired specimens.

XXI: 1—5. This is a large set which was evidently brought to light in the

19th century, for specimens from it appear in the albums of several of the famous

collections of that era. XXI: 1 is a Ho in the Huang Siin collection (Tsun ku

chai) and bears inscr. 68 »Kuo Ngo has made (the vessel) for the dead mother ».

The same inscription, slightly varied in the hand and in the placing of the char

acters, recurs on all the rest. It is sufficiently elaborate and specialized to com

bine all these vessels into one set by one master. The Yu (XXI: 3) and the Ku

(XXI: 5) were in the Ts'ao Tsai-k'uei coll. (Huai mi shan fang), the Chi (XXI: 2)

in the Tuan Fang coll. (T'ao chai), and the Tsiie (XXI: 4) in the Wu Ta-ch'eng

coll. (Heng hien). The whole series is in beautifully pure and consistent Yin B

style, the decor being throughout the animal triple band = dissolved t'ao t'ie

(except on the Chi, which has an even simpler animal band with spirals). In

spite of the poor drawing, we can realize that the heads on the handles of the

Ho and the Kuei were almost identical.

XXII: 1—5. A set of 6 vessels came into the Ch'en Ch'eng-k'iu coll. and have

been published in the Cheng ts'iu kuan ki kin t'u. The Ting (1) bears inscr.

69 arranged in 3 lines, and the Kuei (2) has the same inscription, but arranged

in two lines: »When the prince far away made an inspection and coming from

the East was in the New city, (I) the servant K'ing (Hiang?) was given bronze

and with it made Father Yi's precious vessel ». Jung Keng's theory that the

»New city» was the Lo-yang of the early Chou is founded on very weak premisses;

it is impossible to decide whether the set is of late Yin or early Chou time. The

two Yu (one of which is our XXII: 3) have inscr. 70 »K'ing (Hiang?) has made

his dead father's vessel» and the Tsun (XXII: 4) has the same. Finally the Ku

(XXII: 5) has inscr. 71 »K'ing has made Father Yi's precious vessel». The word
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ing of some of these inscriptions is too short to be conclusive as to the connec

tion of all the vessels; yet »Father Yi» occurs on both 1 and 5, and the name

K'ing (Hiang?) in them all. Moreover the hand is much the same. Since they

all evidently came together into this modern collection, it would be overcautious

to doubt their forming a homogeneous set made by one master. Stylistically the

vessels are quite compatible. The Yu (3) and the Tsun (4) are most closely allied

in their decor; again, the Ting (1) and the Kuei (2) both have the animal triple

band (dissolved t'ao t'ie) of the pure Yin B style. The free animal's head so

common in the Kuei class hardly ever occurs on the Ting tripods, and so our

Ting (1) is divided into four sections by a simple low flange in a straight line;

the Kuei correspondingly has the free animal's head in the neck band, but just

the same straight flange as the Ting in the foot band. Exactly the same dispos

ition in this respect as on the Kuei recurs on the Yu (3), while the free animal's

head on the Kuei and the Yu are identical in execution. Moreover, the plastic

animal's heads on the handle of the Kuei and that of the Yu are exactly alike.

Consequently these elements closely connect 1—4. Then there is the interesting

case of the Ku (5). Though this retains some of the elements of the t'ao t'ie

to a larger extent than the entirely dissolved t'ao t'ie on the Ting and the Kuei.

it is nonetheless well on its way to dissolution: the line of the mouth and the

body are badly corrupted, and the features are detached from one another — we

are very far from the forceful, complete and connected t'ao t'ie masks of the pri

mary A style. Our Ku here forms an excellent and instructive parallel to the

Kiie of group XIX above. Here, as there, we observe that the vessels with half-

dissolved t'ao t'ie faces preferably go together with pure B-style vessels (animal

triple band, i. e. wholly dissolved t'ao t'ie), rather than with the uncorrupted

t'ao t'ie masks of the pure A style. On our Ku, just as in the neck band of

the Ting and in the foot band of the Kuei, the centre of the corrupted t'ao t'ie

face is formed merely by a thin flange in a straight line.

XXIII: 1—2. The square Ting in the Tuan Fang coll. (T'ao chai), our vessel

XXIII: 1, has inscr. 72, and the Yu in Huang Sun's coll. (XXIII: 2) (Tsun ku

chai) has inscr. 73. It is really the same inscr., though the characters are, as

often, slightly differently placed. The combination of the three names X—Ki.

Grandfather Ting and Father Kuei, together with the picture of the person kneel

ing in adoration, holding a banner, inside a big basin, makes the inscription suffi

ciently peculiar and elaborate to bring the two inscriptions back to one and the

same scribe. The drawing in the Tuan Fang catalogue is so dreadful that I have

taken the liberty of adding a picture of another square Ting (XXIII: 3) of the

same class (but with another inscription) from the Liu T'i-chi coll., merely to

offer an interpretation of the former very clumsy drawing. The two vessels, the

Ting (1) with its spikes and the Yu (2) with its animal triple band, are both

in pure Yin B style. Cf. BMFEA 9, pl. 28, where a square Ting, which has spikes

like those of our present Ting, in its upper band instead of the snake has
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the animal triple band of the typical B style. If I adduce these two vessels,

connected by their peculiar inscription, as being works by one master, I do so

with some hesitation for the same reason as that expressed in group XX above:

the Ting was unearthed already in the 19th century: no data about the find of the

Yu are available, but it is inserted in an album (Tsun Ku chai etc.) which mostly

publishes new finds. We might fear that the inscription on the Yu was made

in imitation of the Ting in the famous Tuan Fang album. Yet the Yu has been

examined and published by the gret expert Shang Ch'eng-tsu (Shi er kia ki kin

t'u), so that it ought to be above suspicion. Stylistically, as already stated, the

two vessels go well together.

XXIV: 1—4. We have here a set that was brought to light long ago. Vessels

1—3 belonged to the coll. of the famous Ts'ien Tien (Shi liu ch'ang lo fang),

and he published them in 1796. No drawing of the Yu 4 was published until

1872, when it had come into the coll. of Wu Yiin (Liang lei hien); later it passed

into the Sumitomo coll. I have reproduced both Wu Yiin's drawing and the

photo in Senoku seisho, since it is very instructive to see how far the Chinese

antiquarians manage to be faithful to the original. All the four vessels have

inscr. 74 »Chi has made the precious vessel ». There can be no doubt whatever

that they form a set by one master. They are highly congruous in style.

XXV: 1—2. There are two vessels, one Yu (XXV: 1) in Huang Sun's coll.

and one Tsun (XXV: 2) in the Liu T'i-chi coll. (Shan chai) both of which have

inscr. 75 »Tuei has made the precious vessel for Father Yi», the line ending with

a filled in Y a h i n g (Yin-time criterion). The inscription is sufficiently extens

ive and individualized to connect these two vessels together as works by one

master. In the neck-band of the Yu there is a summarily treated t'ao t'ie, with

the body stylized into some loops; these are highly interesting as they are the

prototype out of which, later on, the Middle Chou style, having completely rejected

the t'ao t'ie head, has created one of its most typical decor features, the »broad

figured band» (see for instance the Middle Chou Kuei in BMFEA 8, pl. 40).

The Tsun, on the other hand, has two antithetically placed dragons, with long-

drawn-out bodies and feathers rising from the back. The photo in the Shan chai

yi k'i t'u lu here reproduced is too poor to show the details clearly; but fortun

ately the Yu in the next group (XXVI) has almost exactly similar dragons, of

which I reproduce a rubbing. These dragon figures on our Tsun here and on

the Yu in XXVI are very instructive, since in some details they give a key to

the dissolved dragons antithetically forming a dissolved t'ao t'ie, which has turned

into the »animal triple band» of the Yin B style, e. g. our group II: 4 (Pl. 4

above): there one can recognize the row of feathers on the back. Our two vessels

here, one with t'ao t'ie and one with dragons, are very much akin stylistically,

and they represent an advanced stage of the Yin A style.

XXVI: 1—2. Both the Yu (XXVI: 1) in the Oscar Trautmann coll. and the

Tsun (XXVI: 2) in the Huang Sim coll. bear inscr. 76, which is quite sufficient
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evidence on which to attribute them both to one master. Moreover they were

both excavated in Sun hien. Jung Keng attributes them to early Chou time,

probably because of the place of discovery. Yet the Sun hien finds are extremely

heterogeneous and extend over many periods: there are Yin-time specimens (with

Y a h i n g and K ii), there are early Chou vessels and there are a great mam-

Middle Chou bronzes. Our Yu here (1) is very closely akin to another Sim hien

Yu (Sun hien yi k'i pi. 15), with quite the same dragon bands and an inscrip

tion ending with our fig. 1 h, which indicates Yin date. Hence I believe that

our two vessels here are likewise of late Yin time. They represent the Yin A

style. The dragons on the Yu, of which I give a rubbing here, are closely cognate

to those in the preceding group.

XXVII: 1—6. A set of 9 vessels excavated in Lo-yang found their way to

gether into the Liu T'i-chi coll. (Shan chai), but the Kuei (1) now belongs to Jung

Keng. They all have inscr. 77, 78 (variations in placing): »Fa (to) Father Kuei»

with a drawing of a hall etc. Of the Tsun (4) there were two and of the Ku (2)

two. There was one Chi, of which I have no picture. There is one very suspicious

fact here. It is easy to see that the Yu with its circle bands, the Ku with its totally

dissolved t'ao t'ie and compound lozenges, and the Tsun with its half-dissolved

t'ao t'ie are in full Yin B style, and the Kuei and the Lei have nothing that is not

compatible with this. But then the Ting, in a flaring Yin A style, entirely breaks

away from the company. As we shall see in gr. XXVIII below, it is not impossible

to find a mixture of style in a set. But here I believe the explanation might rather

be that the Ting, which so violently contrasts in style with the majority of the

vessels, is spurious. The inscription is very simple indeed: nothing is more easy for

an enterprising curio dealer than to take an uninscribed Ting of type 6 here (a

very common type) and incise the same easy characters as those on the vessels

of the genuine set, thus enlarging it by a valuable specimen, before offering it to

Mr. Liu. I should not venture to suggest this if it were not that I have several

proofs that not all the bronzes in the Liu coll. are reliable. We have studied above

two genuine Yin-time vessels (V: 1—2), which have inscr. 40—41. Now we find,

in the Liu coll. (Shan chai ki kin lu 8: 58) a Kuei in Middle Chou style with the

same inscription, obviously a fake. And in the same coll. there are three Ku and

one Kuei all having inscr. 79. They are all faked. The forger has betrayed himself

by being too exact! The four inscriptions are so closely identical as to show that

he has used a stamp, or calqued the one upon the other, which the Yin masters never
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did. And, most amusing of all, we can see where the faker took his model from

for the spurious inscription. In the Tuan Fang coll. there is a Yu with inscr. 80,

reproduced in the famous and classical T'ao chai ki kin lu, and this is what the

faker has copied as faithfully as possible. In our set XXVII here the astonishing

appearance in the Liu coll. of an A-style Ting in a set of B-style vessels must

therefore be accepted with the greatest caution, though, as we shall see below,

the possibility of its authenticity is not necessarily quite excluded.

XXVIII: 1—8. I shall discuss here, finally, a series of 9 vessels which offer a

somewhat complicated problem. The round Ting 1 and the square Ting 2 both

have inscr. 81, exactly alike. The round Ting 3 has inscr. 82, which is quite the

same. The Tsiie 4 has inscr. 83, which is the same character. The Yu 5 has inscr.

84, which is a similar character, but by no means the same, for it has the »mouth»

filled with a horizontal line which is not to be found in inscr. 81—83. The Ku 6 has

inscr. 85, which is the same char. as 81—83, followed by another undecipherable

character. The Tsiie 7 has inscr. 86, which is a char. similar to 81—83, but not

identical, for the central stroke is not cleft at the top. The Ku 8 has inscr. 87,

which, again, is the same character as 81—83 and 85. All these were originally in

the Huang Sim coll. (published in Tsun ku chai so kien ki kin t'u, 1936, and Ye

chung p'ien yu er tsi 1937).') Finally, there is a Ku in the Lo Chen-yii coll. (Cheng

sung t'ang ki kin t'u 1935, shang 54, photo too poor to permit of renewed repro

duction) which bears inscr. 88, where the first char. is exactly the same as that on

the Tsiie 7 (inscr. 86), differing in the top stroke from 81—83.

A glance at the 8 vessels reproduced here tells us that there is a striking differ

ence in style. A pure Yin A style is represented by the Ting 1 and 2 and the

Tsiie 4, with their clear and unadulterated t'ao t'ie masks; the Ku 6 and 8 have

more summary, yet quite clear and well-proportioned t'ao t'ie, moreover, 8 has

the realistic cicada, another decisive feature of the A style. Thus the vessels 1, 2,

4, 6, 8 are in typical A style. On the other hand, the Yu 5 with its vertical ribs,

and the Tsiie 7 with its band of circles are in just as typical Yin B style; and so

is the Ku in the Lo Chen-yii coll., which has dissolved t'ao t'ie (the Ting 3 has a

decor that occurs in both the A and the B style). This mixture of style is such that

at first sight one is inclined to conclude that the simple characters of the inscription,

some of them identical, others merely similar, are not sufficient to connect any

vessels together to form a set; they would be analogous to all these other short

inscriptions in fig. 1—34, which were used by many masters, of different ages and

styles. But now Jung Keng (p. 287) expressly tells us that there was a set in

earthed in An-yang », and that t'u n g c h'u t'u ng ming che »those which

came up together and had the same inscription» were the Ting 1, 2 and 3, the Yu

5, the Ku 8, and the Tsiie 4 and 7 — in short all the vessels here discussed, except

the Ku 6 and the Lo Chen-yii Ku. In other words, not only the vessels 1, 2, 4,

•) The Yu came into the Eumorfopoulos coll., Chinese Exhibition 1935, pi. 12, the inscr. there

placed upside down.
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8 in Yin A style, but also the B style vessels 5 and 7 are alleged to belong to one

connected An-yang set. Can we accept the statement as a scientifically reliable

fact to be built upon?

For my part, I confess that I have some misgivings. If we examine our present

series of vessels, most of which are stated to come from An-yang, we find that all

the vessels in A style (1, 2, 4, 6, 8) have one and the same character (the empty

»mouth » and the cleft top stroke; and all the vessels in B style (5, 7 and the Lo coll.

Ku) have characters different from the former (7 and Lo's Ku uncleft top stroke,

5 the »mouth» filled by a horizontal stroke). In short: an epigraphical difference

corresponds exactly to the difference in vessel style (A:B). Is this quite fortuit

ous? As far as I can see we have a choice between two attitudes in our interpret

ation of these 9 vessels.

a. The first would be to deny that the A-style vessels with their uniform in

scription graph and the B style vessels with their graphs that diverge from the

former really belong together and form a connected set. It would not be difficult

to guess, in such a case, what has really happened. The excavations » at An-yang

which have enriched the Huang Sun collection (Huang is an art dealer with a re

markable expert knowledge of early Chinese art, and has rendered invaluable

service by his beautiful publications) and many similar collections are not regular,

scientifically conducted excavations, like those of the Academia Sinica, but local

treasure-hunts, the loot passing into the hands of the keen art dealers in Peiping

and elsewhere. There is no real control whatsoever over which vessel t'u n g c h'u

»come up together », but the art dealer has to rely on the information vouchsafed

by the looter. We willingly accept such statements as true when they are borne

out by identity in inscription and art style, but when they utterly contradict the

testimony of inscribed characters and decor style we are bound to be more suspi

cious. This is exactly the case here. There may have appeared together in An-yang

a homogenous set of A-style vessels (1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8), all connected by one and the

same signature: the char. 81 (empty »mouth» and cleft top stroke). Then the

smart curio furnishers laid hands on some more vessels (the Yu 5, the Tsiie 7),

which had similar but not identical characters (uncleft top stroke, »mouth» with

horizontal stroke), possibly also hailing from An-yang or some other recent »find»

place, and because of the similarity of the »signature» nimbly passed them off as

having t'u n g c h'u »come up together with » the An-yang A style set (observe

that the Ku of Lo Chen-yu's, with the same character as the Tsiie 7, and probably

historically connected with that vessel, was acquired by the smart collector Lo in

1935 before it had a chance of being added to the number of the t'u n g-c h'u c h e,

»those which came out together» at An-yang). The weakness of this interpretation

is obvious: it may be considered a curious chance that by the side of the really

connected A-style set (1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8) there could be found, two vessels, 5 and 7,

(and, if we add Lo's Ku, even a third one), which happened to have signature

characters so similar to that of the A set, that they could with some show of
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plausibility be added to the list of the t'u n g c h'u c h e »those which came

up together ».

p. Another possible explanation which must not be overlooked is the following.

We may accept all these vessels (including, of course, also the Ku 6 and Lo's Ku)

as forming really one connected set, and attribute the difference in style to another

cause. Our above examination of twenty-seven sets of vessels, each of them attri

butable to one master, has given the result that as a general rule clear and typical

A-style vessels were not combined, in a connected set, with clear and typical B-

style vessels. This is but natural. When the A style and the B style lived on,

side by side, in the city of An-yang, it is probable that certain studios kept by

certain families of bronze masters, who passed on their technical knowledge and

art tradition from father to son, adhered strictly to the old A style, whereas other

studios, similarly headed by certain master families, went in for the new B style

and propagated its art tradition from father to son. The bronze masters were

plebeians in the service of noblemen, and in inscriptions like: »X-x has made the

precious vessel » the « signature» X-x is certainly not the name of the plebeian

bronze master himself but that of the nobleman in whose service he worked, and

the ritual set was made for the ancestral temple of that nobleman. If there is,

as a rule, such homogeneity in style (A + bare or neutral vessels; B + bare or

neutral vessels: but not A + B), it is because each such bronze-master family, in

the service of a noble house, had its own art tradition. But such a general rule

should not be pressed in absurdum; we must beware of being too dogmatic and

consider the consistency of style within a connected set to be an invariable

rule, which admits of no exception; indeed, our materials discussed above are

much too exiguous to allow us to establish such a strict rule; we can at most speak of

a pronounced and clearly discernible tendency in that direction. I am quite

convinced that future finds may now and then bring to light sets which combine

A and B style vessels. This may reasonably be expected, for nothing would be

more natural than a certain amount of syncretism towards the end of the Yin

period: when the A style studios and the B style studios had worked side by side,

in a kind of artistic competition, for some generations, it would be strange indeed

if it never happened that a young plebeian apprentice of one house, besides learning

the technique and art rules of his own father's studio, also found occasion to be

initiated into and practise the technique and style of a neighbouring studio working

for another noble family, and later, when he became a responsible worker in his

home studio, made vessels in both the styles he had mastered, and even combined

them in a connected ritual set. Perhaps such a syncretism in the production of a

certain studio is the explanation of our set XXVIII here? But this interpretation

(/?) suffers, again, from a great weakness: it would not explain the striking fact

already pointed out: that the characters on the B-style vessels are differently

formed from those on the A-style vessels.

In view of this fact, I confess that for my part I incline more towards interpr.
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a. Yet I fail to see how we can ever arrive at any definitely proved conclusion

in a case like this, when excavation conditions have obliterated all reliable proofs.

It is tempting to discuss in this connection the famous »altar set» found in 1901

in Pao ki hien in Shensi, which first came into the Tuan Fang coll. (see T'ao chai

ki kin lu) and is now in the Metropolitan Museum of New York. It has often been

illustrated, best in Umehara: Shina Kodo Seikwa pis. 1—9 and in Umehara's

monograph iStude arch^ologique sur le Pien-chin 1933, also in Sir6n, Ars anciens

de la Chine. Several of its vessels have inscriptions that place them in Yin time

(Y a h i n g). This set of vessels was obviously not cast at one time as a homo

geneous series, for the inscriptions vary very much indeed. Some vessels have as

inscription a summary drawing of a vessel (a tripod) which, as stated above (in

connection with fig. 5—19), was a symbol used by many masters at different times;

and then there are 7 totally different inscriptions on the vessels of the set, in differ

ent hands and of highly disparate types. On the other hand, the vessels of the

set offer violent contrasts in style. Whereas some of them are in a vigorous and

primary Yin A style, with ferocious t'ao t'ie masks and an exuberant decor in high

relief fining the whole surfaces of the vessel (Umehara, Seikwa pis. 2, 4 a, 5, 7),

others are in the most restrained Yin B style, the whole de"cor consisting of narrow

bands with a low and discreet relief; one Chi has the typical Yin B style band of

circles (Umehara pl. 4 b), one Kue has a completely dissolved B-style t'ao t'ie in

thin raised lines and in weak and gracefully playing curves. Stylistically there is

a world between these two groups. If all these vessels really formed one »altar set».

it would indeed prove, that an ancient nobleman did not hesitate to gather together

vessels of the most varying times and types and combine them into a sacrificial

»set ».

Yet the whole »altar set» tale is, in fact, very shaky. Umehara has already

drawn attention to the discrepancy between the different versions as to how the

find was made. Tuan Fang himself says nothing at all except the bare statement

about the year and place where the vessels were found. In our days the plundering

of graves on a grand scale is possible, the peasants forming bands at work under

the protection of armed sentinels; but it is out of the question that in the old Im

perial days a grave could have been plundered so openly as to allow of any reliable

account of what vessels were found together and how they were placed. A single

glance at the »altar set » reveals the fraud. The plunderers had been lucky enough

to find a kind of table on which bronzes were evidently meant to be placed, and the

curio dealers who were purveyors to the viceroy (known as a phanatic collector)

jumped at the opportunity: they crowded the table with as many early bronzes —

of different types, different styles and with disparate inscriptions — as it could

hold, and presented it all as a homogeneous »set» found in one grave.

But their tale is clearly refuted by the extreme stylistic and epigraphical hetero

geneity of the vessels.
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GLOSSES ON THE SIAO YA ODES

BY

BERNHARD KARLGREN

This paper is a direct sequel to my article

Glosses on the Kuo feng Odes, BMFEA 14. 1942.

Ode CLXI: Lu ming.

399. Shi ye chi p'ing 1.

A. Mao: p'ing 2 = 3, thus: »They (the deer) eat the duckweed of the open

grounds ». This would mean that 2 *b'i$ng would be a short-form for 3 *b'ieng. That 2

stands for 3 occurs e. g. in Ta Tai: Hia siao cheng. — B. Cheng (after Erya): p'ing

2 = 4, thus: »They (the deer) eat the Artemisia of the open grounds». — The deer would

hardly, with A, go out in the water seeking a water-plant. B is preferable.

Shi wo Chou hing, see gl. 12.

400. Shi min pu t'iao 5.

A. Mao: t'iao 6 Ift'iog / t'ieu /t'iao) = 7. This latter (*diu / fu / y ii), properly

meaning 'pleasant, to enjoy', makes no sense here, and it is a loan char. for 8 *t'u / t'dul

t ' o u. Indeed, K'ung had a version of the Mao comm. which read 8, and Shiwen

reads 7 *t'u / t'du / t ' o u, as if it were 8. Similarly, in Chouli: Ta si t'u, 7 is loan char.

for 8; (7 = ) 8 means 'mean, shabby, ungenerous' (ex. in Lun: T'ai po, Tso: Chao 16, etc.).

In Tso: Chao 10 (foll. by Shuowen) our ode line is quoted 9, this 10 *t'iog / t'ieu /t'iao

again defined as = 'mean' by Fu K'ien, Hii Shen and Tu Yu. 10 is well attested in the

sense of 'light' (see gl. 237), hence here by extension of meaning = 'to treat lightly and

meanly, to slight'. 6 is then a mere variant of this 10 *t'iog. Mao has no gloss to 11,

evidently taking it in its ordinary sense of 'to regard'. Thus: »Not regarding the people

in a (slighting:) mean way ,. So the sense of the line was already understood by the

Tso author, for the text there narrates how a wise man criticized human sacrifice

and insisted that the people should not be regarded with contempt. — B. Lu (ap. Chang

Heng: Tung king fu) reads 12. This 8 goes against the rimes (13) and is obviously a mere

gloss-word which has crept into the text. — C. The Lu version 12 has 14 inst. of 11

(so also Fu K'ien in his gloss to Tso: Chao 10) and Cheng says: »11 is the old form

of 14 », and he paraphrases: »Displaying (the virtue) to the people and causing it not

to be mean (in regard to the rites) ». Legge, also considering 14 as the primary reading,

turns the line differently: »Showing the people not to be mean». It is true that 11

*diar / 6i j a h i 'to see' and 14 *d'iar j dz'i / s h i 'to cause to see, to show, to display'

are closely cognate words (of the same stem), but of course 14 may just as well stand

for 11 as vice versa. — Cheng's and Legge's intcrpr. are very scholastic, and inferior

to the simple and natural interpr. A of Tso and Mao.
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Ode CLXD: Si mu.

401. Chou tao wei ch'i 15.

C h o u tao means 'the road of Chou' (with Mao), not 'the great road', with Chu,

see gl. 12.

A. Mao: wei c h ' 1 16 (*'iwar-d'idr) = 17 'passing far away'. Shiwen records the

variant 18 (*iwar). This 18 is well attested in the sense of 'to bend, to serpentine, tor

tuous' (see gl. 49), and in this sense 19 is merely an enlarged form. Ch'i regularly

means 'slow'. Thus the ode line: »The road of Chou is Winding and (slow:) long», to which

Mao's gloss is a free paraphrase. — B. Ts'i (ap. a paraphrase in Yi lin: Kua 56 and 59)

read 20 *iwar-dia (w e i - y i), a binome meaning 'to serpentine, to wind, to bend' (see gl.

49), thus: »The road of Chou is winding». — C. Han (ap. comm. to Wsiian) read 21,

this 22 defined as = 23 'precipitous, perilous', thus: »The road of Chou is precipitous».

Wei 24 regularly means 'to terrify, terrifying'. The 25 *didr j i j y i may be id. with

26 *dtdr j i / y i, in Ts'ie yiin defined as = 'precipitous'. This char. already occurs as

a name in the oracle bones (Yin k'i tsuei pien 1225), and abbrev. into 25 (as here) it

forms a part of the name of a mountain in Shu: Yao tien: 27 (»the Yii precipice»); this

is a binominal place name (it doe3 not mean: 'the country of the Yii barbarians'), vari

ously wr. 27 (Shu, ku wen version), 28 (Shu, kin wen version), 29 (Shuowen), 30 (Kuang

yiin), etc. — D. Another school (ap. Han shu: Ti li chi) read 31. This 32 Y ii - y i

(*'iuk-didr) was the name of a place in Shensi; thus: »The road of Chou (is in) Yu-yi».

Yen Shi-ku thinks this is the Han school, the Ts'ing scholars think it is the Ts'i school,

but their versions were different, see B and C above. — D is grammatically unsatis

factory. As to A, B and C, it is undecidable which of them best repr. the orig. Shi.

402. T'an t'an lo ma ,33.

A. Mao: t ' a n t'an 34 (*t'dn j t'an / t ' a n ) = 35, thus: »Panting are the black-

maned white horses». No text par. — B. Shuowen reads (alternatively) 36. This 37

*t'd j t'd j 1 ' o (and *td j td j t o ) is defined as = 38 'horses being sick, exhausted, fagged

out', thus: »Exhausted (fagged out) are the black-maned white horses ». No text par. —

C. Chu: t'an t'an 34 = 39, thus: »Numerous are the black-maned white horses ».

Cf. ode 178, phr. 40: »The war chariots were numerous». — Interpr. C is due to the

analogy with ode 178, yet there are other cases where 34 has various other meanings

(ode 259, Li: Yiie ki), and here, in a lamentation of one who is away from home, toiling

in the king's service, the context speaks in favour of A-B: »My four stallions run un

ceasingly, exhausted are the black-maned white horses». Just as we have an alternation

dn -~ dr ^ d in the word stem 'to dance': *b'wdn-sd — *b'wdr-sd — *b'wd-sd (see gl. 334),

we have a similarly varied word stem 'to exhaust': 41 *tdn 'to exhaust' (common: Chuang,

Mo etc., also wr. 42 in Li: Tsi yi, etc.): 34 H'dn 'exhausted' (our A above): 43 *tdn and

*tdr 'suffering, distressed' (Shi; »the yang force in winter is exhausted», Kyii): 44 *tdr

'exhausted' (Shi): 36 *td, *td 'exhausted' (our B above). If Mao defines his H'an

34 as = 'panting', it is because of the element 'mouth' in the char., thus a script ety

mology. Undecidable whether the orig. Shi had H'dn (34) or t'd (36); the meaning, in

any case, was 'exhausted'.

403. Pu huang tsiang fu 45.

A. Mao: tsiang 46 = 47, thus: »I have no leisure to nourish my father ». Mao

means that 46 * tsiang j tsiang /tsiang here is cognate to 47 *ziang j iang /yang

'to nourish'. This interpr. by sound similarity is very bold and arbitrary, yet it has

been accepted by all later comm. — B. Another interpr. Shuowen has a word 48

*tsiang j tsiang /tsiang = 49 'to uphold, to support'. This is but a variant of the

ordinary 46 in the sense of 'to take' = 'to hold, to lead', cf. Tso: Chuang 21, phr. 50:

»The prince of Cheng (took, held:) seconded the king, and they entered through the South
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gate». Thus here: I have no leisure to (uphold:) support my father». — We should com

pare:

Ode 206. Wu tsiang ta kii 51. A. Cheng: tsiang 46 = 52 'to uphold and

bring forward', thus: »Do not (take = uphold, support:) help forward the great carriage».

— B. Waley: »Do not escort the big chariot » (common meaning of tsiang). —

No reason to abandon the ancient interpr. (A).

Ode 257. T'ien pu wo tsiang 53. A. Mao: tsiang 46 = 47 (as above):

»Heaven does not nourish us». — B. tsiang 46 = 'to uphold, to support' (as above):

>Heaven does not support us».

404. Tsiang mu lai shen 54.

A. Mao (after Erya): shen 55 = 56 'to think of. Since the line is then difficult

to construe, Wang Yin-chi (King chuan shi ts'i) adds that lai 57 is 'a particle' =

58, thus: »To support the mother, of that I am thinking ». But for shen 55 = 'to

think' there is no text par. whatever, and it is probably but a speculation of the Erya

glossist based on the graph (55 having 56 for phonetic). And Wang's 57 = 58 is a school

ex. of arbitrary and poorly supported speculation. — B. Cheng: shen 55 = 59 'to

announce, tell, remonstrate', thus: »About supporting my mother, I come and report» (sc.

to my superior), sc. I wish to return home. Cf. Tso: Mm 2, phr. 60: »The prince of Sin

announced to (remonstrated with) prince Huan of Chou and said». Similar ex. in Kyii:

Lu yii and Kyii: Tsin yii. — B is much better supported.

Ode CLXTH: Huang huang ch6 hua.

Shen shen c h e n g f u, see gl. 17.

405. Mei huai mi ki 61.

A. Mao: mei 68 = 62 (this after Erya); huai 64 = 65. This latter builds on

Kyii: Lu yii, hia, where a dignitary, quoting this ode, expounds: 66 'to have feelings

of loyal harmony is the meaning of (the expression) mei h u a i » (of the ode). Mao

paraphrases more fully in the last st.: 67 »Although they have loyally harmonious feel

ings, they should themselves consider that they (do not reach =) are not equal to

their task». The line would then be extremely brachylogical: »Although having feelings,

they (know that they) do not reach». For 68 = 69 'although', cf. ode 164, phr. 70

»Although there are good friends» (par. to 71: »Although there are brothers » in the foll.

st.). — B. Cheng, having a Kyii ed. which read 72, thinks Mao's 73 is a copyist's fault

for this 74, and interpr.: »Whenever they have private feelings (i. e. think of their own

advantage), they will (not reach =) not be equal to their task». — C. Chu: 64 = 75:

»(In every case =) ever (thinking of =) anxious lest they should (not reach =) not

& *-f$ » * /^44€^4>l )7%.jL*~ & >* £ -

% »°$°Wm-% ufr&W*,j7 »
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be equal to their task». — D. Waley: »Each bent on keeping his place properly », i. e.:

»(Numerous are the runners), each of them (anxiously thinking of not reaching =) afraid

of lagging behind ». — A and B are hopelessly scholastic, C is slightly better. D suits

the context much better and is strikingly plausible.

406. Wo ma wei kii 76.

A. Mao reads thus: »My horses are colts». This 77 *kiu rimes with *niu: *k'iu: *tsiu in the

foll. lines. — B. Shiwen: one version reads 78: »My horses are high (tall)». This is

because Shuowen, under 79, quotes: »The ode says 80 d, and he thinks this refers to

our ode here. Yet 79 *kiog fails in the rime, and Shuowen may have quoted an ode

now lost. — A alone is satisfactory.

407. Chou yuan tsi tsii 81.

A. Mao: 82 'loyal and faithful is chou'. Thus: »If there are loyal ones, we shall make

inquiries (take their counsel) ». This builds on Kyii: Lu yii, hia, and on Tso: Siang 4,

where this ode is quoted in moralizing sermons, the Kyii text saying 82, the Tso text

running: »The ruler instructs the envoy saying: 83 you must make inquiries with the

chou loyal and faithful ones ». Chou 84 means 'all round', hence here taken to mean

'of an all-round virtue, perfect in virtue'. Although this interpr. of the ode is thus proved

to be very ancient, it is highly scholastic. — B. Chu: chou 84 = 85 'everywhere'

(common), thus: »Everywhere I make inquiries». — B is simple and plausible.

Wo ma wei k ' i see gl. 364.

408. Chou yuan tsi mou 86.

A. Mao reads thus. Applying our interpr. in gl. 407, the line then means: »Every-

where I make inquiries and take counsel ». 87 *miug j midu /mou rimes with 88 *g'idg /

g'ji j k ' i, a regular rime. — B. Lu (ap. Huai: Siu wu) reads 89, same meaning. 90

was *mdg and fails in the rime; it is probably a gloss word which has erroneously crept

into the text.

409. Wo ma wei yin 91.

A. Mao (after Erya and foll. by Shuowen): yin 92 = 93 '(a horse with) (darkish =)

grey and white mixed hair'. — B. Fan Kuang (E. Han time): yin 92 — 94 '(a horse

with) white below the eyes'. — No reason to abandon the oldest interpr.

Ode CliXTV: Ch'ang ti.

410. Ngo fou (p'ei) wei wei 95.

A. Mao: 96 ' n g o is equal to ngo ngo jan abruptly, and expresses the burst

ing out'. To 97 Mao has no gloss, but Wang Su, expounding Mao, says: »fou wei

wei is equal to a simple wei wei», fou ('not') then (with Chu) marking an ora

torical question. Thus: »The flowers of the c h ' a n g-t i tree (98, Lu reads t ' a n g-

ti tree 99, Han reads f u-yi tree 100), suddenly bursting out, are they not brilliant ».

Wang Yin-chi (King chuan shi ts'i) thinks fou 97 is a mere filling-out »particle », but

in the numerous par. texts which he adduces 97 is equal to p'ei 1 'great, grandly', cf. C

below, and his speculation is certainly no improvement on Chu's interpr. (acc. to which

an oratorical f o u 97 is = 2). For 3, cf. Ta Tai: Tseng tsi li shi phr. 4: »The sage utters

his words in a brisk way». 3 *ngdk / ngak / n g o is etym. id. w. 4a *ngdk 'startled'

(Ts'e etc.), and w. 5 *ngdk, 'to speak brusquely and frankly' (Lie). — B. Lu (ap. an

inscr. by Ts'ai Yung) and Han (ap. Yi wen lei tsii) read 6 inst. of 3, and this has led

Cheng to a desperate speculation: ngo 6 is = 'the calyx' of a flower, fou 97 is loan

char. for a 7 which would here mean 8 'foot', the 9 thus being a binome ('calyx-foot' =)

'calyx'; thus in our ode line: »The calyces are brilliant». But 6 = 'calyx' is known from

no pre-Han text, and the char. 6 of Lu and Han may very well be a loan char. for the 3

'abrupt' of the Mao version. When Cheng says that 7 (*p'iu j p'iu / p u 'to lay hands
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on') means 'foot', I suppose he means 10 (*piu / piu j f u) 'foot', which means precisely

'the base of a flower, the calyx' in Kuan: Ti yuan. For his curious idea that 97

*piug j piau j f o u is loan char. for 10 *piu 'foot, calyx' there might be a slender

support: in Tso: Ch'eng 2 there is a mountain called 11, and in Tso: Ch'eng 16 we

have a word 12 'gaiters'; Cheng may have imagined that 13 in the mountain name

was loan for this 121 In any case, his interpr. is exceedingly forced and un

reasonable: why should the calyces of the flowers be »brilliant»? — C. Kuei

Fu, in his Shuo wen kie tsi yi cheng, reminds that Shuowen has a w. 14 defined

as = 15 'flowers being ample, rich'. Of this w. there are no text ex., but Kuei thinks

that Hii had our ode in view, and that 14 is merely an enlarged form of our 97. The

char. 14 also means a plant called f o u-y i 16 (ode 8), and is then read *b'iug j b'isni /

f o u; but how Hii read it when meaning 'flowers being ample' is not known. Probably

it was read *p'iag / p'jwi / p ' e i, for 97 is exceedingly common as the primary graph

for 1 *p'iag / p'jwi / p ' e i 'great, ample'. Ode 274, phr. 17 »Amply illustrious were

Ch'eng and K'ang», ode 249, phr. 18 »Amply illustrious was the prince of Shen», is

equal to the p'ei hien in Shu: K'ang kao, phr. 19 »Your amply illustrious father

Wen wang»; Shu: Lo kao 20 »The amply illustrious virtue ». In the bronze inscriptions,

the graph is regularly 97 for 1, e. g. the famous Ta Yii ting, phr. 21 »The amply ill

ustrious Wen wang » (corresp. to the Shu ex. 19); the equally famous Mao kung ting,

phr. 22 »the amply illustrious kings Wen and Wu» corresp. to Shu: Wen hou chi ming

23. There are scores of ex. where 97 (equal to 1) *p'tag / p'jwi /p'ei means 'ample,

amply, grand, grandly'. Our ode line 95 (equal to 24, or 25) consequently means: »(The

flowers of the c h ' a n g-t i tree) become brusquely (in a sudden outburst) ample and bril

liant». — B is hopeless, A is forced and barely admissible, C is clear and natural, and

quite convincing.

411. Yuan si p'ou yi, hiung ti k'iu yi 26.

A. Mao: p'ou 27 = 28 'to assemble, bring together, come together'; k'iu y i

29 = 30 'brothers seek their brothers', thus: »Highlands and lowlands lie side by side, elder

brothers and younger brothers seek each other». Lu (ap. Kuo P'o comm. to Erya) reads 31

for 27, same reading and meaning. So also Shuowen. — B. Chu: »When (corpses) are

heaped on heights and in lowlands, brothers seek them out». This is because the

preceding line speaks of the sympathy which brothers show in times of death and

burial. — B, an arbitrary speculation, is not in the slightest borne out by the wording

of the text.

412. Mei yu liang p'eng, huang ye yung t'an 32.

For mei 33 see gl. 405; 34 was *%iwang / %iwaiig /huang (in Pekinese irregul

arly read k ' u a n g). Shiwen records the variant 35, where the phonetic (*%iwang /

yiwvng /hiung) stands alone, without radical, for 34.
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A. Mao: huang 34 = 36. Cheng thought that by 36 Mao meant 'this, here' (he

paraphrases: 37 'although there are good comrades coming here'), but huang can

have no such meaning, and later comm. have realized that by 36 Mao meant 38 'increas

ingly, all the more' (in ode 257 Mao says 35 = 38, see below). Thus: »(When brothers

are in difficulties), although there are good friends, they (increasingly =) all the more

heave long-drawn sighs ». Cf . ode 257 phr. 39 »The disorder increases »; Kyii: Tsin yu 40

»The people all the more consider it as a favour»; in Shu: Wu yi, where the orthodox

version reads 41, the Han stone classics (of the Hi p'ing period) read 42, and Wang

Su's version had 34: »They (increasingly:) all the more paid reverent attention to their

virtue ». Yet in our ode line this 'all the more' comes in rather illogically. — B. Chu:

huang 34 is 43 'an initial particle' (and hence simply skipped in Chu's paraphrase).

Yet when huang is a grammatical particle, it always means 'how much more' and

'moreover', it is never an »empty» and simply filling-out particle. — C. Another school,

mentioned by Chu, takes 34 (35) to stand for 44 *%iwang / %iwang /huang 'distressed',

as in Ch'u: Yuan yu, phr. 45; thus: »Although there are good friends, and even if they are

distressed, they (only) heave long-drawn sighs» (they do nothing more). In the next st.

we have a line of exactly this tournure: 46 »Although there are good friends, and even if

they are many, there is no aid» (cf. gl. 387). — The orig. graph was evidently 35

*%iwang, used as a phon. loan char., and certain early scribes, thinking that it served

for 34, filled out the char. by rad. 85. But obviously 35 could equally well serve as

loan char. for 44, which makes interpr. C quite plausible. B is clearly to be rejected;

A, though perhaps possible, is strained, and fails in the parallelism with next st. (phr.

46). In C the parallelism in construction is perfect, and the meaning of the line is good

and natural. — We should study further:

Ode 168. P'u fu huang tsuei. Mao has no gloss. A. Cheng: »The grooms

are (increasingly:) more and more exhausted ». — B. huang-tsuei is a binome:

»The grooms are distressed and exhausted ,.

Ode 257. Ts'ang huang t'ien hi 47. A. Mao: ts'ang 48 = 49 (expl.

by sound similarity: *ts'dng — *sdng); 35 = 38; 50 = 51, thus: »The ruin is (increas

ingly:) more and more (old:) long-continued ». For ts'ang 48 in this sense, no text

par. — B. Chu: ts'ang huang 52 stands for 53: »The affliction and distress are

long-continued ». 54 *ts'iang j ts'iang / c h ' u a n g 'affliction' (ex. in Li) is cognate to

55 Hsfiang 'to wound' etc.; huang 44 as above (Ma Juei-ch'en takes 50 as loan char.

for 56, an unnecessary alteration). — B is obviously preferable.

Ode 265. Chi huang si yin 57. A. Mao: huang 35 = 36: »You are intent

on (increasingly:) more and more to prolong this». (In our gl. 286 this gloss of Mao's

was wrongly interpr.). — B. Chu: huang 35 = 44: »The distress — that you pro

long ». — C. Huang 34 is common in the sense of an adverb 'moreover' (so often

in Tso), and c h i 58 is the adverb 'simply, only' (see gl. 286); chi-huang here

is therefore evidently an adverbial combination: »(You do not retire), yon only moreover

prolong this».

413. W a i yii k ' i w u 59.

A. Mao (after Erya): w u 60 = 61, thus: »Outside (the house) they defend one ano

ther from insult ». 60 *miug / miu / w u rimes here (an imperfect rime) with 62 *niong /

nziung / j u n g. Shuowen has a char. 63 *miug j miu / w u defined as = 64, and Erya

likewise has 60 — 64 'strong, to force, to do violence to'. We know this word 63 from

the Mao kung ting inscr., phr. 65 'to maltreat the widowers and widows', and 60 in

Erya and Shi (our ode here) is evidently but an enlarged form of this 63. — B. Another

school (ap. Tso and Kyii) reads 66, same meaning. This 61 was *miu / mju / w u (it

rimes regularly, in the Shi, with words ending in *-u, *-iu) and cannot even form an
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approximate rime to 62 *nidng. We must conclude that the Tso and Kyii authors have

replaced the 63, 60 *miug of the Shi text by a synonymous gloss word 61 *miu of some

early gloss, this latter 61 being more common and easily understood than the former

(in the same way Si-ma Ts'ien, in his Shi ki, frequently alters the Shu texts he incorpor

ates by substituting easy gloss words for more difficult words of the orig. text).

Mei yu liang p'eng, cheng ye wu jung see gl. 387.

414. Yin tsiu chi y ii 67.

A. Mao: yii 68 = 69, further expounded so as to show that he meant 'a private

and informal feast'. Thus: »(Set out your p i e n and t o u vessels), drink an in

formal feast of wine». Shuowen quotes 70, defined as = 71 'a festive repast'. This 68

(70) was read *? / iwo / yii both in Ts'ie yiin and Shiwen, and Anc. Chin. -iwo cannot

derive from any Archaic form that could rime with our rime words of the st.: 72 *d'u:

*g'iu: *niu. For the meaning, cf . Kyii: Chou yii and Lu yii, where 68 means a pecula

tion during which the drinkers did not sit down. — B. Chu: y ii 68 = 73 'satiated',

thus: »Drink your (satiety =) fill of wine». Cf. Tso: Siang 26, phr. 74 »They presented

food to satiety ». — C. Han (ap. comm. to Wsiian) read 75, defining 76 as a feast in

which everybody drinks just as much as he can, and is free to leave off when he wants

no more (in contrast to the more solemn feasts, where the drinking was regulated). Thus:

»Drink a satiety-feast of wine». Here again Ts'ie yiin reads 76 *? / 'iwo jyil, which

fails in the rime. — In ode 223 we have a word 77 *'iu / miu / yii (so Shiwen and

Ts'ie yiin, the latter also alt. +k'iu / k'iu / k'u), which would suit the rime here per

fectly, and means 'satiated, satiety'. Obviously the C version 76 is a mere variant of

this 77 and should be read *'iu (correct rime here, just like 77), and the line means:

»Drink your (satiety =) fill of wine». This, in fact, comes very near to the C definition.

Now the Mao school replaced the 76 ( = 77) by the synonymous 68 *? / 'two / y ii

'satiated, drinking to satiety, a free and informal drinking', which does not suit the rime

and should be rejected. And finally Lu Fa-yen (Ts'ie yiin), knowing that 76 was the

Han school equivalent to the 68 of the orthodox Mao text, altered the reading of 76

correspondingly (from *'iu / 'iu j y ii into *? / 'iwo / y ii), which was all the more unal

lowable since the phonetic 78 cannot possibly serve for a *? / 'two / y ii (see the series

in Karlgren, Grammata Serica p. 158).

415. Ho 1 o ts'ie j u 79.

A. Mao (after Erya): j u 80 =81 'attached', thus: »They are peaceful and happy,

and devoted ». Cf. Li: K'ii li phr. 82 »The (wife of) a dignitary is called j u j e n 'the

attached person' », to which Cheng Hiian: j u 80 means 81 'attached'. Chu further ex

pounds our ode line: j u 80 means 'baby-like' = 'devoted as a child to its parents',

thus deriving the metaphoric meaning from the ordinary sense of 80 = 'baby'. The

line would then fundamentally mean: »They are peaceful and happy, and child-like

(in their devotion) ». This is all very scholastic. — B. Chu Tsun-sheng (Shuo wen t'ung

hiin ting sheng): j u 80 *niu j nziu / j u is loan char. for 83 *diu / fu / y ii, thus: »They
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are peaceful and happy, and pleased ». This is phonetically improbable. — C. Waley:

»They are peaceful and happy, and mild. » I suppose Waley has in mind the common

and well-attested word stem *niu / nziu / j u 'soft, weak, timid', ordinarily wr. 84 (Kyii:

Tsin yii, Sun: Li lun etc.)- It is quite likely, indeed, that 80 *niu 'baby' fundament

ally means 'the weak one' (small and helpless), and belongs to the same stem. Again

it is interesting that Cheng Huan (comm. to Li: Ju hing) about the word 85 *niu j nziu /

j u 'scholar' says: it means 86 'mild, peaceful', evidently taking 85 *niu to be cognate

to 84. Further, Shuowen has a word 87 *niu / nziu j j u defined as = 88 'weak'; this 87

occurs in the sense of 'wife' ('the weak one') in one version of Yi: kua 54. — C is

certainly most convincing.

Y i e r k i a s hi see gl. 589.

Ode CLXV; Fa mn.

416. Niao ming ying ying 89.

A. Mao: ying ying 90 = 91, thus: »The birds cry scared». — B. Cheng: ying

ying (*'$ng j 'eng j y i n g) = 'the sound of the birds', thus: »The birds cry eng-'eng*.

— B is confirmed by the par. of the preceding line: »They hew the trees, (it sounds)

tSng-teng ».

Chung ho ts'ie p'ing see gl. 79.

417. Famuhuhu02.

A. Mao: h u h u 93 (*%o j %u0 j n u) Shiwen) = 94 'the appearance of the chips'.

What Mao really meant by this is not clear. Since there is no par. to show that a 'chip'

could be called a 93 *%o, he probably meant that %o-%o was an onomatope depicting

the whizzing sound of the chips flying, thus: »They hew the trees, whiz! (fly the chips) ».

Variant 95 %o j %uo j h u (ap. Yen shi kia hun). — B. Shuowen reads 96, defining it

as = 97 'the sound of hewing trees'. This char. 98 in its common sense of 'place' etc.

is read *sio / siwo / so, but there are reasons for believing that the char. also had another

reading with guttural initial: on the one hand, Shuowen says that the phonetic in

98 is 99 *g'o j yuo / h u (which tallies badly with *sio), on the other hand, in Han shu:

Su Kuang chuan, we find 100 for the ordinary 1. We may therefore suppose a read

ing *%o j %uo j h u, this 98 thus being a mere variant of the onomatope 93, 95 *%o of

the Mao version. (98 *sio is then quite a different char., a hu ei yi made of 'door'

and 'axe', which happens to coincide with this onomatope 98 *%o, a hie sheng made of

'axe' as rad. and 99 as phonetic). Tuan Yii-ts'ai says that this 2 depicts not the sound

of the axe but of the saw; and Kuei Fu, recalling Huai: Tao ying phr. 3 »Now,

those who lift big trees, those in front (cry) *zia-%o, and those behind also respond»,

thinks our *%o refers to the shouting of the lumbermen. That 93, 95, 98 *%o is an ono

matope is evident. We need not, however, speculate over what sounds it depicts,

but simply, on analogy with the 4 »They hew the trees, (it sounds) teng-t$ngt) of the pre

ceding st., translate: »They hew the trees, (it sounds) %o-%o d.

418. Ning shi pu lai, wei wo fu ku 5.

Mao says simply: w e i 6 = 7. Cf. ode 36, phr. 8 »If it were not for the lord's sake».

A. Cheng interpr.: (I call the uncles to the feast:) »N i n g it is better that shi it

happens they do not come, (and not that =) than that I do not show them regard >. — B.

Ch'en Huan takes ning as the interrogative adverb (see gl. 77) and shi = 'to go',

thus: »Where should they go and not come, let them not show me disregard», i. e. they

are sure to come. — B is very far-fetched. No reason to abandon A.

419. Li t s i u y u yen 9.

A. Mao: yen 10 = 11 'beautiful', thus: »The strained wine is fine». No text par. —

B. Chu: yen 10 = 12, thus: »The strained wine is abundant». Yen 10 'to overflow,
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abundant, rich' is common, e. g. Sun: Fu p'ien 13 »The violent men are abundant

(very numerous)»; Kuan: Shan chI shu 14 »The lying corpses are there in plenty and

(overflowing =) abundance». — B is better supported.

420. Yu tsiu sii wo 15.

Mao says nothing about the construction of 16 w o. A. Cheng, foll. by K'ung, takes

w o in the dative case and thinks the line refers to »the king »: »When (the king) has

wine, he strains it for us» (and gives us a feast). Yet there is nothing whatever in the

ode referring to any »king ». It is quite plausible that wo is a dative, but the sub

ject of the clause is an indefinite 'one, they'. I have prepared a feast for my kinsmen,

they have been formally invited and are there; all are ready for the meal: »H there is

wine, they strain it for ns» (followed by: »If there is no wine, they buy it for us, k'am-

k'am they drum to us, moving in rounds, they dance to us»). For a construction with

a dative following the verb in this way, cf. ode 161, phr. 17 »He shows me the ways of

Chou ». — B. Sie Fang-te (13th c.) foll. by the Ts'ing scholars, takes s ii wo as an

inversion of wo s ii: »If there is wine, I strain it» (so also Legge: »I strain it, do I»,

and Waley: »We strain it, we»). — B is grammatically unsatisfactory.

421. WutsiukuwolS.

A. Mao: 19 = 20 'wine (fermented) one night'. If so, it has to be read *g'o / yuo /

h u (Shiwen, Ts'ie yiin). Cf . ode 302, phr. 21 »There has been filled in (the vessels)

the clear overnight-wine », to which Mao says simply 19 = 22 'wine'. Ma Juei-ch'en,

in order to find an etymology, proposes to alter the reading into *ko / kuo / k u, taking

the word to be id. with the word *ko j kuo / k u 'coarse, badly made' which occurs vari

ously written 23, see gl. 301; for this arbitrary alteration there is no adequate justific

ation. If, with Mao, our 19 is to be taken as a kind of wine, we have to construe both

the s ii in the preceding line (phr. 15, see gl. 420) and our 19 here as verbs: »If there

is wine, they give us strained wine; if there is no (proper, finished) wine they give us

overnight-wine ». This is very forced. — B. Cheng: 19 = 24 'to buy' (then read *ko j

kuo j ku), thus: »(If there is wine, they strain it for us), if there is no wine, they buy it

for us». Cf. Mo: Fei ju 25 »and with it bought wine» (var. 26). The word indeed

means both 'to buy' and 'to sell', thus 'to deal in, to retail', cf. Hanfei: Wai ch'u, yu

shang 27 »There was a man in Sung who sold wine ». The same word is also wr. 26 (*ko /

kuo / k u) 'to buy' and 'to sell', cf . Lun: Hiang tang 28 »Bought wine and dried meat

bought in the market he did not eat »; Lun: Tsi han 29 »Shall I sell it? » Huan K'an,

in his comm. to Lun, reads our ode line 30, an alteration after Cheng's interpr. — B is

much clearer and simpler than A, and well substantiated by par.

422. K'an k'an ku wo, ts'un ts'iin wu wo 31.

A. Mao has no gloss to k'an k'an 32 (*jfc'am / k'dm / k'an) here, but in ode

112, phr. 33, Mao says: k'an k ' a n = 'The sound of the hewing of the fan -tree';
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and in ode 136, phr. 34, Mao 35: 'k ' a n k ' a n is the sound of beating the drum'.

Ts'iin ts'un 36 (*ts'iwan j ts'iuZn j t s ' u n) Mao = 37 'the appearance of dancing'.

*ts'iwan fundamentally means 'to turn round, make a tour', cf. Chuang: Chi lo 38 (equal

to 39) = 'to turn round and draw back'; Yen tsi: Nei p'ien, kien shang 40 »(You would)

walk round among the fields ». Thus: »K'am-k'am they drnm to us, moving in rounds, they

dance to us». Shuowen inst. of 32 reads 41 *k'am / k'dm / k ' a n, defined as = 42, or bet

ter, as quoted in Shiwen 43 (44 here stands for 45) 'a tune, a dancing melody', here

again referring to the music accompanying the dance; and inst. of 36 Shuowen reads

46 (rad. 33) = 47, or (as quoted in Shiwen) 48 'noblemen dancing'. — B. Lu (ap. Erya)

says 49: k ' a n k ' a n and ts'iin ts'un mean 'to rejoice', thus: mJoyfully they

drum to us, joyfully they dance to us». No text par. — A is much better supported.

Ode CLXVI: T'ien pao.

423. Pei cr tan hou 50.

A. Mao: tan 51 = 52 'truly': »It (sc. Heaven) causes you to be truly (ample = )

endowed » (hou 53 means 'thick, ample', hence often 'generous', as in ode 271; but the

context shows that here it means 'amply endowed', a common meaning). Lu (ap. Ts'ien

fu lun) reads 54, same meaning. 55 = 'sincere, truly' is common in the odes. In the

same way, in Shu: P'an Keng 56 »Greatly he admonished them with sincerity », the Ma

Jung version reads 57, same meaning. In Shu: Lo kao 58, Ma Jung interpr. t a n =

52: »Be sincere in the virtue of your grandfather Wen» (but cf. C below). — B. Mao

adds: »some say that tan 51 is = h o u 53 'thick, ample' (here: 'amply treated' =

'richly endowed'), thus forming a binome t a n - h o u 59: »It (Heaven) cauaes you to

be richly endowed». Then, again, 51 is equal to 55, in Erya defined as = hou 53. Cf.

ode 257, phr. 60: »I have met with the ample anger of Heaven»; t a n 61 (*tdn), Mao

= 53, is merely an enlarged char.; Shiwen registers here the variant 62. — C. Cheng:

tan 51 = 63 'to exhaust, exhaustingly, entirely', moreover taking hou 53 to refer

to the king's generosity: »May it (Heaven) cause you to be entirely generous ». Tan

51 would then serve for 64 (cf. gloss 402), cf. Li: Tsi yi 65 »When the year is (ex

hausted = ) finished»; Tso: Siang 27, phr. 66 »He will be entirely ruined and die», etc.

(common). So also Cheng interpr. the Shu: Lo kao phr. 58: »(exhaust =) carry out

entirely the virtue of your grandfather Wen». — The whole st. speaks of Heaven's

gifts to the king. Moreover the line is strictly parallel to the next line: 67 »It (Heaven)

causes you to have much increase», which decides in favour of A or B, and eliminates C.

Since our t a n is immediately followed by h o u 53, it is certainly preferable, with B,

to take tan-hou as a binome. — We should examine here:

Ode 271. Tan kue sin A. Mao (here foll. by Cheng): t a n 51 = h o u 53

'thick, ample, generous', thus: »He made (ample:) generous his heart». — B. Chu: tan

51 = 63, thus: »He (exhausted =) exerted all his heart ». — For A we have seen two

good Shi par. above (odes 166 and 257, phr. 50 and 60), for B there are none in the

Shi, hence A is preferable.

424. Hofupuch'u6S.

C h ' u 70 is ordinarily read *d'io j ct'iwo / c h ' u in even tone, but Shiwen indicates

here *d"io j diwo / c h u in falling tone; in the latter reading it means 'to pass away' (e. g.

in ode 114), but that is not applicable here, and Shiwen's gloss is very doubtful; it cer

tainly goes against Mao.

A. Mao: ch'u 70 = 71 'to open', thus: »What felicity does it (Heaven) not open

up (for you)». It is true that ch'u may mean 'to open up', as a road, an altar area

etc., but then the fundamental sense of 'to eliminate' is always there: 'to clear away' =

'to open up'. We should therefore have to twist the line into: »For what felicity does
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it (Heaven) not (clear away =) open up the way (for you)», which is exceedingly far

fetched. — B. Chu, feeling A to be unreasonable, says: c h ' u 70 is = 72 'to elimi

nate the old and create new': »What felicity does it (Heaven) not (eliminate =) replace

(for you)» — a desperate and comic attempt to overcome the difficulty. It is due to

the par. with Mao's gloss in ode 207, see below. — C. Ma Juei-ch'en: in ode 207 (see

below) 70 *d'ip acc. to Cheng stands for 73 *dio / iwo / y u. This 73 y ii, normally

meaning 'I, we', is the same word as 74 y ii 'I, we'. Since the latter char. 74 at the

same time can serve for the word y ii 'to give' (common), the char. 73 ought likewise

to be able to serve for y ii 'to give'. Consequently, in our ode line, c h ' u 70 is equal

to y ii 73 and this is equal to 74 'to give'; thus: »What felicity does it (Heaven) not

give (you)». This is a long series of surmises indeed, and for 73 y ii = 'to give' (let

alone then for 70 = 'to give') there is no support whatever in early texts. — D. Another

interpr.: 70 *d'io j d'iwo / c h ' u is loan char. for the homophonous 75 *d'iq / d'\wo / c h ' u

'to heap, to accumulate', thus: »(Heaven makes you richly endowed), what felicity is

not heaped (on you) ». Exactly the same loan in Yi: Kua 45 (76 t s u e i, which is de

fined by the T'uan as meaning 77 'to accumulate'), where we find: 78 »Accumulation

— the lord by c h ' u accumulating weapons prepares against unforeseen contingencies »

(the stone classics and several other versions have corrected 70 here into 75). — D is

confirmed, besides by the striking Yi par., by the parallelism with the next line: 79

»There is nothing which is not (numerous =) abundant». Our c h ' u 70 'heaped, accu

mulated' balances that s h u 'numerous, abundant'. — We should examine here:

Ode 207. Ji yiie fang chu 81.

Shiwen reads *d'io j d'iwo /chu in falling tone, against Mao.

A. Mao: c h ' u 70 = 72 'to eliminate the old and create the new', thus: »(Long ago,

when we set out), the days and months were just (eliminated = replaced =) renewed »

(it was New year). Yet there are no text par. whatever in support of the queer idea

that 'to eliminate' should be equal to 'to renew'. — B. Cheng: 82 »The 4th month is

called 70 », thus: »(Long ago, when we set out), the days and months were just in the

4th month ». This builds on Erya: Shi t'ien 83 »The 4th month is called y ii 73» (*dio),

and Cheng, imagining that the 70 of the ode has this meaning, has altered the Erya

formulation accordingly. But the same Erya passage has further: 84 »The 12th month

is called t ' u 85 » (*d'o / d'uo / t ' u), and the 70 of the ode might equally well be a vari

ant for this 85 as for 73. Since there are no text ex. whatever of either 73 or 85 in these

meanings, the Erya entries are of little value, and Cheng's speculation is a failure. — C.

Another interpr. In ode 114 we have the phr. 86 (70 here *d'io / d'iwo /chu, falling

tone): »The days and months will be passing away» (the meaning here quite unambiguous

and certain), and the formulation is so similar to our present ode line, that it would be

strange indeed if they had not the same sense. Our line therefore means: »(Long ago,
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when we marched), the days and months were just (passing away, dwindling =) coming to

an end», i. e. it was at the end of the year. Shiwen is therefore quite right in reading

chu (falling tone) here, as in ode 114, not ch'u (even tone), which would be the

reading if Mao were right (transitive: 'to eliminate'). — The par. in ode 114 decides

clearly for C.

425. Pei er tsien (tsin) ku 87.

A. Mao (after Erya): tsien 88 = 89 'felicity', thus: »It (sc. Heaven) makes you

felicitous and (good =) happy ». There is no text par. whatever for this, and it has

been variously expounded. Ch'en Huan thinks 88 is a loan char. for 90 (= 91) 'to

advance', thus 'advancement, success, felicity'; this is quite arbitrary. Chu Tsiin-cheng

insists that since 88 fundamentally means 'to cut, cut off, destroy' (see C below), it means

here 'to cut off bad influences', hence 'purification, auspicity'; it would then be analogous

to 92 f u, which means 'to expel bad influences' (Tso: Hi 6) and secondarily 'felicity'

(ode 252, phr. 93, in the Lu version ap. Kuo comm. to Erya). Indeed, Fang yen (W.

Han colloquial) says: »94 is called 95», where these two words are combined. I am

afraid that all this is too sophisticated and scholastic for me. — B. Chu: tsien 88

»is the same as» 96 (see C below), which means 97 'to exhaust', thus: »It (Heaven) makes

you (destroyingly = exhaustingly =) entirely (good:) happy ». Chu's interpr. of course

builds on the variant 88 — 96 in ode 300 (see C below), and just as the word 97 means

both 'to extinguish, to destroy' and 'exhaustingly, entirely', so 96, alias 88, 'to cut

off, destroy' would also mean 'entirely'. Again much too far-fetched. — C. Another

interpr. The only other text ex. of 88 is in ode 300, where Shuowen reads 98, corresp.

to the Mao version's 99: »Then began the (clipping, the cutting off =) the destruc

tion of Shang ». Both 88 and 96 were *tsian j tsian /tsien in Ts'ie yiin as well as in

Shiwen, which shows that both Lu Fa-yen and Lu Te-ming took 88 to be a mere

variant of 96. But since 90 was *tsihi j tsihi /tsin, and since the -an and the -hi

series are never combined in the hie sheng characters, that is to go too far. As

shown by its phonetic, 88 must have been a *tsi$n j tsihi /tsin, (against Ts'ie yiin

and Shiwen), meaning 'to cut' (rad. kuo 'dagger-axe'), and was not id. with but

only cognate to 96 *tsian. The latter means 'to clip, to cut off (in ode 300, Mao, after

Erya, says 96 = 100, equal to 1, 'to cut, divide', e. g. in Chouli: Shi yi; hence Cheng

elucidatingly 96 = 2 'to cut off; 96 in the fundamental sense of 'to clip, to cut' is

common). Therefore, in our ode here, I take k u 3 in its primary sense of 'grain'.

Following upon the lines: »It (Heaven) causes you to have much increase, so that there

is nothing that is not (numerous =) abundant », comes our 4- »It (Heaven) causes yon

to (cut:) reap your grain, so that (emptyingly = exhaustingly =) to the last straw there

is nothing that is not (proper:) good». And I am not sure whether the Erya gloss

88 = 89 is not simply a free mode of expressing this very idea. 89 'felicity' (*piuk) is

closely cognate to 5 (*piug) 'riches, wealth'. So also 88 'the reaping, the harvest' is

equal to 'riches, wealth, felicity'.

426. Ki kiian wei shi 6.

A. Mao: k ii a n 7 = 8 'pure', thus: »Auspicious and pure are your (sacrificial) wine

and food». Cf. Chouli: Ts'ii shi 9 »To eliminate what is not pure»; Kyii: Tsin yii 10

»The people of the state did not consider it pure», etc. (common). This 7 is read

*kiwan j kiwen / k ii a n (Ts'ie yiin, Shiwen), and it is etym. id. with 11 *kiwan / kiwen /

k ii a n 'clean, to cleanse' (which occurs in Kyii: Wu yii). — B. Lu (ap. Cheng's comm.

to Chouli) reads 12, this 13 *kiweg j kiwei / k u e i defined as = 14 'pure', the meaning

same as A. Cf. Yili: Shi yii li 15 »The grieved son So-and-so has purified himself and

in his grief offers this in sacrifice ». — When Shiwen says that 7 »anciently was read

like 13»t and when Kao Yu (comm. to Lii), Cheng (comm. to Chouli), Ma Jung (comm.
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to Shu), Chao K'i (comm. to Meng) all say that 7 is »read like 13 », this is all due to

the variant readings 16 in our ode here, but it is certainly erroneous. The sound 7

*kiuxm is confirmed by its identity with 11 *kiwan, and the char. was synonymous

with 13 *kiweg, but most decidedly could never be pronounced *kiweg j kiwei / k u e i. —

C. Another school (ap. Lu Pien, early 6th c, comm. to Ta Tai li) reads 17. This is

certainly a corruption, Mao's gloss-word 8 to 7 having crept into the text. — Unde-

cidable whether the orig. Shi read 7 *kiuxm or 13 *kiweg.

427. Y u kung sien wang 18.

A. Mao: kung 19 = 20, thus: »You serve (sc. with sacrifice) the former kings». It

is true that 19 is interchangeable, in the Shi (odes 177, 242, 262 etc.), with the homo-

phonous 21, which int. al. means 'to serve'. But neither 19 nor 21 ever occurs in the

special sense of 'to serve with sacrifice', which 20 frequently does. — B. Chu: kung

19 has its ordinary sense of 'prince', thus: »To princes and former kings». — The very

combination of kung with sien wang here makes B obviously right.

428. Kiin yiie pu er wan shou wu kiang 22.

A. Mao (after Erya): p u 23 = 24 'to give', thus: »The (dead) lords say: we shall

give you a myriad years of life, without limit». Similarly in ode 209, phr. 25, Cheng

says: 23 = 24. There has been much speculation on this gloss. Some think that 23

*jwk is loan char. for 26 *piu 'to give', which is phonetically impossible; others point

out that Han in a gloss on ode 212 says 23 = 27, and think that 23 *puk = 27 *pog,

which is just as unlikely; and since Po hu t'ung says that 23 etym. means 28, others

think that 23 *puk is loan char. for 28 *p,iug — but as this means 'to hasten, to

hurry', it is difficult to see how this could be construed here. — B. Chu: p u 23 =

29 'to stipulate beforehand', here then 'to predict', thus: »The (dead) lords say: we predict

for yon a myriad years of life, without limit». Pu fundamentally means, quite technically,

'to prognosticate by means of tortoise-shell', but by extension of meaning a more

general and vague sense 'to prognosticate > 'to prophecy, to predict' is very natural.

— B is certainly most plausible.

429. S h e n c h S t i (t i a o) y i 30.

A. Mao (after Erya): 31 = 32, thus: »The spirits come». This has been accepted

by all later comm. Ma Juei-ch'en adds that the phrase is analogous to ode 256, phr.

33 »The spirits come». — B. Waley: »The spirits are good» (properly: »[there is] the

goodness of the spirits»). The word 31 constitutes a very complicated problem, and we

must examine a series of examples.

In the sense of 'grieved' we have it in ode 149, phr. 34 »In the core of my heart I am

grieved* (here quite unambiguous), then read *tiog j tieu / t i a o, since it rimes with 35;

Tso: Hi 24, phr. 36 »Anciently, Chou kung was grieved that the two uncles were not

concordant». Same reading (tiao) in Meng: Liang Huei wang, hia: c'hu k'i kiin er

tiao k'i min »He punished the rulers but commiserated, pitied, comforted the

people». Again, same reading (tiao) in the sense of 'to condole' (the classics, passim).
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On the other hand, when defined as = 32 (Shuowen then has the var. 38, which, how

ever, never occurs in texts), both Ts'ie yiin and Shiwen give alternative readings *tiog j

tieu / t i a o and *tiok j tick / t i.

a. Ode 191. Pu tiao (ti) hao t'ien 39. A. Mao: 31 = 32 (simply repeating

Erya's definition, see above). Cheng asserts that by 32 Mao meant 40 'good': p u

shan 'not good', thus: »The great Heaven which is not good». So it was generally

understood by the ancient scholars. To Tso: Ai 16, phr. 41, Ying Shao comments 42

»The stern Heaven is not good to Lu», and Cheng Chung (comm. to Chouli: Ta chu)

quotes Tso as reading 43, same meaning. But such a meaning might be derived in two

ways: either the fundamental sense is 'grieved' = 'commiserating, pitying': »The (not-

compassionate, not pitying =) merciless Heaven» or the fundamental sense is (with Erya)

'to come': 44 = 45 'not coming', i. e. not acceding, holding aloof, not coming to meet

the wishes of the people, thus: »The not-acceding great Heaven». Similar phrases are

common, e. g. Shu: Ta kao and Kiin shi 46, Shu: To shi 47. The same uncertainty

concerns them all: whether the fundamental meaning was 'grieved, pitying' or 'coming,

acceding'.-.

p. Ode 264. P u tiao (t i), p u siang 48. Mao has no gloss. A. Cheng 44 =

45, but here expounded very scholastically (49 'the virtue not attaining Heaven'): »You

are not (attaining =) perfect». — B. Chu: 31 = 'to pity': »You are not commiser

ating». — C. Ch'en Huan simply: »You are not good, (practically synon. with the

following 50).

y. Shu: K'ang kao: Wei ti (tiao) t s i pu yii wo cheng jen t 6 tsuei 51.

The pseudo-K'ung comm. 31 = 32: »If those who come to this are not considered

as offenders by us, the rulers»; also accepted by Kiang Sheng. But Sun Sing-yen: 31 =

40: »If there are good ones, these should not be considered as offenders by us, the rulers ».

And there is also the third possibility: »If we are pitying (kind to) these, and they are not

considered as offenders by us, the rulers».

d. Shu: P'an Keng: Fei fei kiie mou, tiao (ti) yu ling 52. Pseudo-

K'ung 31 = 32, fully expounded by Sun Sing-yen: »I do not reject their counsels; when

they come, I follow the best ones». But obviously we could equally well interpret:

'I do not reject their counsels, but kindly follow the best ».

e. Shu: Pi shi: Wu kan pu ti(tiao) 53. Pseudo-K'ung and Cheng Hiian:

31 = 32. The former explains: »Do not dare not to be (attaining =) perfect (in your

work)»; Cheng says: 31 = 40: »Do not dare not to be good». Indeed, a few lines later,

the text says: 54 »Do not dare not to be good», and the par. is conclusive.

f . Tso: Chao 26. Shuai k'iin pu tiao (ti) chi jen yi hing luan

yu wang shi 55 »They led all the (not good = ) bad people to stir up trouble in

the Royal House».

To sum up: of all these cases there is not a single one where 31 quite unambiguously

has the meaning of 'to come' in the ordinary sense of the word, both cases y (phr. 51)

and <5 (phr. 52) being susceptible of other and better interpretations. Hence also the

meanings 31 — 32 in a figurative sense, either 'attaining, reaching the point, perfect'

(Cheng m /?, phr. 48, pseudo-K'ung in e, phr. 53), or 'to accede' (one alternative under a,

phr. 39) are eliminated. We conclude that the word stem 31 (both readings Hiog j tieu j

tiao and *tiok j tiek / t i having the same meaning, being variations of one and the

same stem) fundamentally means 'grieved' (phr. 34 and 36). By extension of meaning,

this 'grieved' means 'to commiserate (Mit-Zetd), to pity' (hence also the common 'to

condole') and so we have it in the phr. 39 and 51. Further generalized into 'kind,

kindly, good-hearted' (phr. 52), and simply 'good' (phr. 48, 53 and 55).

Since 31 tiao, t i thus cannot be proved ever to have meant 'to come' (in spite
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of Erya), we have to follow Waley (B) in our ode 166, phr. 30: »The spirits are good»

(the par. 33 in ode 256 proposed by Ma being of course in no way conclusive).

430. K'iin li po sing 56. Mao has no gloss to 1 i here.

A. Cheng (after Erya): li 57 = 58, thus: »A11 the numerous (people of) the hundred

clans ». Similarly, in ode 258, phr. 59 »The crowd of people that remained of the Chou »,

Cheng: 57 = 58. In the same way, Shu: Yao tien 60 is expl. by pseudo-K'ung as

= 61 »the numerous people» (accepted by all the best Ts'ing scholars). Cf. Shu: Kao

Yao mo (Yi Tsi) 62 »The numerous wise men of all the states» (so expl. by pseudo-

K'ung and all the best Ts'ing scholars, Kiang Sheng, Sun Sing-yen etc.; Ts'ai Ch'en,

Sung school, interpr.: »The black wise men of all the states» = »The black-haired

wise men of all the states» = »The wise men among the black-haired people of all

the states» — a ridiculous juggling with the words). Further Ch'u: T'ien wen 63 »And

all the people submitted and greatly rejoiced » (here even Chu Hi, cf . B below, says 1 i

57 = 581). — B. Another school. Shuowen: 1 i 57 = 'black', and li min 60 = 'the

(black =) black-haired people'. This idea was much older than Shuowen, for in Lii:

Ta lo we already meet with 64 'the black heads' (= 'the people'), which is evidently a

paraphrase of what Lii thought was the idea of the ancient binome 1 i min 60.

Accepting this, Chu in our ode here interpr.: »Ail the black(-haired) (people of) the hund

red clans». Li 57 (sometimes wr. 65 or 66) = 'black' is common, e. g. Lii: Hing

lun and Sun: Yao wen 67 »The face black»; Ts'6: Ts'in ts'e 68 and Lie: Huang ti 69

»The face black»; Mo: Kien ai 70 »had a black colour»; Shu: Yii kung 71 »Its earth

is greenish (bluish?) black». — Thus both the meanings 'numerous' and 'black' are

well attested for the char. li 57. The B interpr.: »the black people» = »the black-

haired people» is already somewhat far-fetched, in spite of the speculations of the Ts'in

writers, since a »hair » has to be supplied which is not there. On the other hand, binomes

with min 'people' and a first word meaning 'numerous' are very common: S h u-m i n

72 (odes 191, 196, 242, 256), w a n - m i n 73 (odes 225, 256, 300), cheng-min 74

(odes 255, 275), chung-min (Meng). And 1 i - m i n 60 = 'the numerous people'

is so strongly supported by these analogies as to become definitely established. — We

must examine here also:

Ode 257. Min mi y u 1 i 75. A. Mao: 1 i 57 = 76. What Mao meant by this

has been a matter for much speculation, but remains quite obscure. Still more so is

Cheng's quite opposite definition: 1 i 57 = 77. — B. Yen Ts'an: li 57 = 58, thus:

»The people has no multitude (no great number)» (is greatly reduced in number). — C.

Chu: »Among the people, there are no (black =) black-haired ones». — D. Wang Yin-

chi, foll. by Ma Juei-ch'en: 1 i 57 — 78 'old', thus: »Among the people, there are no

old ones» (the old and feeble have not been able to survive). Indeed, Fang yen (W.

Han coll.) says 57 = 78, and in Kyii: Wu yii, as well as in Mo: Ming kuei we find 79

(that here, with Ma, 57 *lidr should be loan char. for 80 *g'ier 'old' is phonetically

excluded, in spite of a variant in Shu: 81 — 82; li 57 in li-lao 'old' probably only

45 * fL K * % T % 45 \% Jkjt- -M* ^ £ tr* f. * jJJ <?, A i? $ ft % K n * #5 ^
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means 'swarthy', wizened face, as opp. to fresh and bright-coloured youth). — B, which

takes 1 i in the same sense as in the other odes, is clearly preferable.

431. Wu pu er huo ch'eng 83. Mao has no gloss.

A. Cheng and Chu take ch'eng 84 in the sense of 'to continue', which it often

has (e. g. in ode 135). K'ung paraphrases: 85 »There is nothing that will not be continued

for you» (nihil non tibi forte continuabitur). Just as a direct object follows after the

verb in a positive clause (ode 29, phr. 86 »He requites me») but precedes it in a nega

tive clause (ode 22, phr. 87 »She does not take us»), so the indirect object stands

after the verb in a positive clause (ode 161, phr. 88 »He shows to me»; ode 165, phr.

89 »They dance to us »), but precedes it in a negative clause: pu er ch'eng 90

»will not be continued for you (tibi) ». — B. Legge takes huo 91, not as the adverb

of probability ('forte') but as the subject: 'some', and e r as a direct object: »It will

not (be) that not some will continue you » ( = »may there always be those who shall

succeed to you»). This misses the par. of wu pu yi 92 »There is nothing that is

not good» in st. 2. — C. Han (ap. comm. to Wsiian): ch'eng 84 = 93 'to receive',

the commonest meaning of the word. Waley follows this: »A11 these blessings may you

receive » (properly: »There is nothing that you will not receive»). But this is grammat

ically inadmissible, because of the wrong word sequence; the line should then have run

94. — A alone is grammatically satisfactory and in accordance with the par. in st. 2.

Ode CLXVII: Ts'ai weL

Pi n i w e i ho, see gl. 264.

432. Siao jen so fei 95.

A. Mao: fei 96 (*b'iwar j b'jwei j fei) = 97. All expounders agree that Mao's 97 is

short for 98, but the expl. vary: »(We have yoked those four stallions, the four stallions are

strong, they are 99 what the nobleman relies on), what (the small men =) the common

soldiers (avoid =) keep out of the way of » (Ch'en k'i-yiian); or: »(They are) that by which

the common soldiers (avoid =) escape harm» (Wang Su). For a *b'iwar in the sense of

'to avoid' 98, no text par. whatever. — B. Cheng: fei 96 should be 100 'to shade,

to protect': »They are what the common soldiers make a protection » (they take pro

tection behind the horses). Thus Cheng alters 96 *b'iwar ('calf of the leg') into 100. This

char. is read *b'\ar j b'ji / p i = 'name of a plant', but serves as loan char. for 1 *piar j

pji j p i 'to cover, protect', e. g. in Chuang: Jen kien shI. Thus, if Cheng were right, we

should have to say that 96 *b'\war is loan char. for 1 *ptar, which is phonetically un

likely. Later comm. have improved this into 96 being loan char. for 2 *b'iwar / b'jwei /

fei. This latter means 'to conceal, hidden,', e. g. Li: Sang ta ki 3 »The screened,

hidden, obscure place in the north-western part of the temple ». Thus: »(The stallions

are) what the common soldiers take as protection ». Waley turns it round in yet another

way. »(The stallions are) what the lesser men protect » (form a screen round). — C. The

char. 96 *b'iwar / b'jwei /fei properly means 'calf of leg', cf . Chuang: T'ien hia 4:

»(When Yii regulated the waters), his (calf of) leg had no small hair, his shank had

no hair»; Tse: Ts'i ts'e 5 »(The dog) caught Kung-sun's leg and bit it». Other ex. in Han-

fei: Yang k'iian etc. Ch'eng Hao (Sung) takes 96 in our ode here in this fundamental

sense of '(calf of) leg': »(The stallions [and their chariots] are what the common soldiers

are (legging =) following on foot». This is refreshingly concrete and obviates all forced

loan char. speculations. — We should compare:

Ode 245. Niu yang fei tsI chi 6. A. Mao: fei 96 = 97, and t s i = 8,

thus: »(The infant was thrown into a narrow lane), the oxen and sheep avoided (were

careful not to trample) and cherished him». Again, *b'iwar cannot be proved to have

any sense of 'to avoid'. — B. Chu (after Cheng's gloss in the ode above): 96 = 100.

i
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this improved by Ma Juei-ch'en into 96 = 2: »The oxen and sheep screened and fostered

him». — C. Another interpr. 96 has its primary sense of 'leg': »The oxen and sheep

at their legs (between their legs) nurtured bim». — Here, again, C is convincingly concrete,

making loan speculations unnecessary.

433. Si mu yi yi 9.

A. Mao (after Erya): yi yi 10 = 11, thus: »The four stallions are well-trained »

Essentially the same has Chu: yi yi = 12 'in well-ordered rows'. Thus briefly: »The

four stallions are orderly». — B. Cheng has no gloss here, but to the quite analogous

ode 178, phr. 13, he says: y i yi 10 = 14 »The black-mottled grey horses are s t r o n g»

(Waley, in our ode here: »The four steeds so grand»). — The doublet yi yi as

well as the single y i is common in the Shi and quite difficult of interpretation:

o. Ode 209. Wo t s i y i y i 15. Mao has no gloss. Both Cheng and Chu: »Our

millet is abundant».

fi. Ode 210. Kiang yi yi yi 16. Mao and Chu: »The boundaries and baulks

are well-adjusted».

y. Ode 235. Kiie yu yi yi 17. Mao (after Erya): y i y i = 18: »Their

plans were reverently (laid) ».

6. Ode 236. Siao sin yiyi 19. Cheng: y i y i = 20 »Careful and reverent».

e. Ode 237. Tso miao yi yi 21. Cheng: 22, Chu: yiyi = 23: »They made

the temple solemnly correct». Ch'en Huan: »They made the temple reve

rently».

£. Ode 263. Mien mien yi yi 24. Mao: yiyi = 25: »(The army was) con

tinuous and reverent». Chu: »Continuous and orderly». Ma Juei-ch'en (after

Kuang ya): y i y i = 26: »Continuous and ample».

T]. Ode 305. Shang yi yi yi 27. Chu: »The city of Shang was orderly».

0. Ode 177. Yu yen yu yi 28. Mao: yi = 25 »Grave and reverent».

t. Ode 189. Ju k'i si yi 29. Mao: »Like one standing on tip-toe, so rev

erent». Ch'en Huan: k'i 30 is loan char. for 31: »Like a wing, so flying»

(because of the par. two lines later 32); yet Han (ap. Yii p'ien, confirmed by Shiwen)

reads 33, which confirms Mao and shows that 30 is not loan for 31.

x. Ode 244. Yi yen yi tsi 34. A. Mao: yen 35 = 36, and 10 — 25 »In

order to make his son tranquil and reverent». — B. Tu Yii (comm. to Tso: Wen 3,

where this ode is quoted): y i 10 = 37 'to complete, to perfect': »In order to make

his son tranquil and perfect».

X. Ode 246. yi yin yi yi 38. Mao: y i = 25: »In order to make them advance

and be reverent». Cheng: y i = 39: »In order to pull them forward and assist

them ».
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[i. Ode 252. Yu p'ing yu yi 40. Mao: »You have (something to) depend

on, you have (something to) assist you».

r. Li: Shao yi 41: »What is beautiful in chariots and horses is that they are f e i

f ei elegant and yi yi». Does yi yi mean 'orderly' or 'strong' or 'ample'?

o. Lun: Hiang tang 42. K'ung comm. (ap. Ho Yen): y i j u = 43: »When he

hastened forward, he did so in a correct (orderly, dignified) way». Chu: »When he

hastened forward, it was (with the arms) wing-fashion ». Shuowen quotes 44, yet

without defining the meaning of this 45.

n. Mo: Ming kuei 46. Does this mean: The great dance was 'reverent' or 'orderly'

('well-trained') or 'wing-like' (as birds in flight)?

Thus, besides the primary sense of 'wing, wing-like, wing-fashion', we have no less

than 9 loan char. meanings proposed, some of which, however, may be taken to be

variations of one fundamental sense: 'reverent: orderly: well-trained: well-adjusted:

perfected: strong: abundant: ample: to assist'. The last, which builds on the primary

sense of 'wing': 'to keep the wings over, to protect, to aid, assist' is well attested by

par. texts, e. g. Shu: Kao-yao mo (Yi Tsi): 47 »You should assist »; Meng: T'eng Wen

kung, shang 48 »Help him, assist him» (other ex. Tso: Chao 9, Kyu: Ch'u yiietc., com

mon). This certainly suits the cases x, X and fi best. The meaning 'reverent, to be rever

ent' is also well attested: Kyii: Chou yu (in a sermon on the ode Hao t'ien yu ch'eng

ming 49): 50 »That it is said ch'eng ming 'a complete charge' and praisingly

speaks of 'the great Heaven', that is to revere one's superior»; Li: K'ung tsi hien

kii 51 »The dignified demeanour being reverent » (more ex. in Shu: Ta kao and Yi Chou

shu: Shi fa; Ts'ie yun has a char. 52 *giak / iak / y i, homophonous with 10, = 25

'reverent', but there are no early text ex. of this char.). Now, in Chinese it is very com

mon that words meaning 'respectful' (53 etc.) by extension of meaning also mean 're

spectfully attentive, carefully attending to, careful' (54), punctilious, accurate, orderly'

(as opp. to 'careless, undisciplined'), and this forms a bridge from the well-attested

'reverent' to the 'orderly' ('well-adjusted, well-trained') of the commentaries. For the

meanings 'strong' and 'abundant' ('ample'), on the contrary, I can find no support, and

I think we must try to carry through the meanings ('assist: reverent: orderly') which

can be corroborated as above to all our debatable cases. We thus obtain:

Ode 167 here (phr. 9): »The four stallions are (carefully maintaining the order:) orderly.

Same meaning in ode 178, phr. 13).

Ode 209 (a, phr. 15): Our millet is (carefully adjusted:) growing in orderly rows».

Ode 210 ((i, phr. 16): »The boundaries and balks are (carefully adjusted:) orderly ».

Ode 235 (y, phr. 17): »Their plans were (carefully laid:) orderly ».

Ode 236 (d, phr. 19): »Careful and reverent ».

Ode 237 (e, phr. 21): They made the temple (carefully:) in careful order ».

Ode 263 (f, phr. 24): »(The army was) continuous and (carefully observant of order:)

orderly ».

Ode 305 (r/, phr. 27): »The city of Shang was (carefully laid out:) orderly».

Ode 177 (0, phr. 28): »Grave and reverent».

Ode 189 (t, phr. 29): »Like one standing on tiptoe, so reverent».

Ode 244 (x, phr. 34): »In order to tranquillize and assist his son».

Ode 246 (k, phr. 38): »In order to pull them forward and assist them».

Ode 252 (/u, phr. 40): »You have (something) to depend on, you have (something)

to assist you ».

Li: Shao yi (v, phr. 41): »That they are elegant and (carefully adjusted:) orderly».

Lun: Hiang tang (o, phr. 42): »When he hastened forward, he did so in a (reverent:)

carefully orderly way».
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Mo: Ming kuei (n, phr. 46): »The great dance was (carefully observant of order:)

orderly ».

Hien y ii n k'ung ki see gl. 354.

434. K ' i p u j i k i e 55.

From a gloss in Shiwen it appears that some version read 56, with the particle 57 inst.

of 58 'daily'; yet the Han shu already quoted with 58, and that is certainly preferable.

A. Cheng: »Should we not daily warn one another? » — B. Waley: k i e = 'to be

on one's guard', thus: »Should we not daily be on our guard ». — B is clearly preferable.

435. Hing tao ch'i ch'i 59.

A. Mao: ch'i ch'i 60 = 61: »We travel the road which is long and far». Ch'i

means 'slow', hence secondarily 'requiring long time, long'. So we had it in ode 162,

phr. 62 »The road of Chou is winding and (slow =) long». — B. Another interpr.:

♦We travel the road slowly». — In ode 35 we had exactly the same line: 59, and there

Mao said: ch'i c h i = 63 'walking slowly', thus: »I travel the road (slowly:) linger-

ingly », which is universally accepted; there is no reason for a different interpretation here.

Ode CLXVm: Ch'u kit.

436. Wo ch'u wo k ii 64.

A. Mao reads thus: 65 *kip j kiwo / k u. — B. Lu (ap. Siin) reads 66: 67 *zio j \un j

y ii, meaning the same. Similarly in st. 3, Mao has 68, Lu reads 69. — Undecidable

which version best repr. the orig. Shi.

P'u fu huang tsuei, see gl. 412.

Ch'u kii pang pang see gl. 218.

437. Hien yiin y ii siang 70.

A. Mao reads thus: 71 *aniang / siang /siang: »The Hien-yiin are expelled ». —

B. Lu (ap. Ts'ien fu lun) reads 72, same meaning. 73 was *tt\ang I niiang / j a n g.

*sniang and *niung were cognate words (two aspects of the same stem). — Undecid

able which version best repr. the orig. Shi.

438. Chi sin huo ch'ou 74.

A. Mao says that sin 75 is = 76 'words, speech', and he has no gloss for ch'ou

77 here. T s ' i 76 is the technical term for the questions and answers at a lawsuit,

and sin 75 is common in the sense of 'to interrogate, to put to the question' (e. g.

Tso: Chao 21); here it therefore means 'interrogandus', a (living) prisoner for exami

nation, as opp. to slain enemies. Ch'ou 77 (*t'i6g / t&'i%u /ch'ou) is defined by

Cheng (after Erya) as = 78 'a crowd', cf. ode 180, phr. 79 »We pursued the herd»;

Kyii: Chou yii 80 »Even the king cannot endure it, how much less then you a (cate

gory, class =) crowd of small people» (etc., common). The word is cognate to 81 *d'\dg j

d'i%u / ch'ou 'class, category' (Shu etc.). K'ung, taking c h i and huo as coordinated

verbs, expounds: »We have seized prisoners for the question and caught a crowd». The

A wtlffSS^fl *<sT % ^ v3 A si K3 « fl o <Tt M_£j$jx Jl « $&
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contrast between s i n and c h ' o u here may imply, with Chu, that sin were the

more intelligent and prominent captives (officers?), suitable for »the question », and

c h ' o u, 'the crowd', the ordinary lot of stupid common soldiers. — B. Cheng, who

takes s i n and c h ' o u with these same meanings, construes differently: »Holding

that for the question captured crowd». — C. Ma Juei-ch'en and Ch'en Huan: in ode

241 the word 82 'to cut the left ear of a slain enemy' (as a trophy) is defined as = 83

'to catch' by Mao, and therefore the 83 *g'wak / ywek / h u o in our line here is loan

char. for 82 *kwek / kwek / k u o, thus: »The seized interrogandi and the eared ones

are many ». Cf . Li: Wang chi: The king, when returning from a »punitive expedition »-

(a war expedition) with »culprits» (prisoners), he sacrifices in the school and 84 »makes

a declaration about the sin (living) prisoners for the question and the k u o (eared

ones =) killed and eared enemies». — D. The Li shi (Han time stone inscr.) has a

phrase 85, which probably alludes to our ode, and shows that some ancient writers

thought 77 *t'i6g was loan char. for 86 *&i6g, thus: »We have seized prisoners for the

question and caught heads » (or, with Waley: »and captured the 'heads' = chieftains »).

— D is very arbitrary and phonetically hardly convincing. C is very tempting, because

of the striking Li par., yet it means an unnecessary loan speculation which is supported

by no loan par. B misses the parallelism of the verbs c h i and h u o. A is therefore

best and safest.

Ode CLXIX: Ti to.

Y u huan k ' i s h i see gl. 87.

439. T'an kii ch'an ch'an 87.

T'an kii:

A. Mao: t'an k ii 88 = 89 'service carriage' (used in the y i war expedition ser

vice). In ode 234 we find 90, and this 91 *dz'an / dz'an / c h a n means 'carriage box

made of bamboo or wooden laths' (cf. Chuang: Ma t'i, where 91 means 'shed made

of intertwined branches'), thus: the carriage with lath box'; to this Mao says: 92 = 89

»the chan kii isa service carriage ». It seems therefore, that Mao, in our present

ode, considers 93 *d'dn j d'dn /t'an to be a loan char. for the 91 *dz'an of ode 234.

— B. K'ung takes t'an 93 in its ordinary sense of 'a kind of tree' (as in odes 76, 112,

184), thus: »The t'an-wood carriage». — A is a quite unnecessary and arbitrary loan

speculation.

Ch'an ch'an:

A. Mao: ch'an ch'an 94 (*?'fan / t&'\an /ch'an) = 95 'worn, dilapidated'

(foll. by Shuowen). No text par. — B. Han (ap. Shiwen) reads 96, this 97 *t'ian j

t&'ian /ch'an (Shiwen) defined as = 98 'slow' in Shuowen and Kuang ya. Similarly

another school (ap. Hou Han shu) reads 99 (*Vian / t&'itin /ch'an), same meaning

Cf. Li: Yiie ki 100 »The sound is slow and tardy »; Lie: Li ming 1 'slow, phlegmatic';

Lao 2 »Slow and good at laying plans » (3 *Vian j t&'ian /ch'an = 'slack, slow, deli

berate'). Thus, in our ode: »The t'an-wood carriages are very slow». — B is much better

supported.

440. Pu s h i kie chi 4. Mao has no gloss.

A. Cheng: kie 5 (*ker j k&i j k i e) = 6, thus: »The tortoise-shell oracle and the

milfoil oracle (are there together =) have both been resorted to». — B. Waley: kie

5 — (g° together =) to agree', thus: »The tortoise-shell oracle and the milfoil oracle are

in accord». — C. Ma Juei-ch'en: kie 5=7 'good': »The tortoise-shell oracle and the

milfoil oracle are favourable». For adduced par. see below. — B is confirmed by the

context; next line has: »They jointly say that they are near» (see gl. 441 below).

— We should study here:
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Ode 170. Wu k'i chi yi, wei k'i kie yi 8. Mao has no gloss. A. Cheng:

k i e 5 = 9, thus: »The things are good, and they are equal » (different kinds duly

represented). — B. Lii Tsu-k'ien, more ingenious than convincing: kie 5 = of

both kinds, i. e. both from the land and the sea! — C. Ma Juei-ch'en. kie 5 — 7

'good': »The things are chi good and they are kie good». He refers to the

par. in the preceding st. 4, phr. 10: »The things are plentiful, and they are fine»;

he thinks our kie 5 in st. 5 corresponds and is analogous to the k i a 7 'good, fine'

in st. 4, which, however, is a mistake (see D next). He also adduces ode 220, see

below. He further points out that Kuang ya says 11 — 7 (the 11 equal to our 5 here),

adding that k i e and k i a »had the same initial » (and therefore, presumably were

cognate words); yet the phonetic similarity between 5(11) *ker and 7 *ka was slight in

deed. For the meaning 11 (5) = 7 'good, fine' there is no text par. whatever, except

the debated cases in our gloss here. — D. Another interpr. The word-stem 11 *ker jkat j

k i e fundamentally means 'all, all together, in full number' (cf. Tso: Min 2, phr.i2

»The cattle, sheep, swine, chickens, dogs, all together, in their complete number, in

total were 300 »), secondarily also 'alle beide, both, together' etc. The char. 5 ('together'

in odes 47, 133 etc.) is etymologically the same word, as has been correctly realized by

Wang Nien-sun, Ma Juei-ch'en and all their followers, the char. 11 being simply en

larged by rad. 13. Now, the two stanzas (4 and 5 in our ode 170) form the inversion

of one another, as so often in the Shi (cf. odes 18, 49, 51 etc.). St. 4 (phr. 10): »The

things are plentiful, and they are 7 fine» -'"St. 5 (phr. 8): »The things are good,

and they are 5 (in full number, voUzahlig —) plentiful». There is a clear and unmis

takable chiasma here. Our 5 of st. 5 corresponds, not, as Ma thinks, to the 7 'good,

fine' of st. 4, but to its 14 to 'plentiful', and should be analogous to that in meaning,

which agrees perfectly with the fundamental sense of 11, 5 *ker. This decides for

our interpr. in st. 5: »The things are good, and they are plentiful».

Ode 220. Yin tsiu k'ung kie 15. Mao has no gloss. A. Cheng: kie 5 =

16 'uniform and united', thus: »They drink wine, very harmoniously (in great concord) ».

B. Ma Juei-ch'en: kie 5=7 'good, fine' (as above): »They drink wine that is very

good». He refers to the par. in st. 4, phr. 17: »They drink wine that is very good,

fine». — C. Another interpr. We have here exactly the same two notions 'good, fine'

and '(vollzahlig, in full quantity =) plentiful' as in ode 170 above. This already in

st. 1, for the complete line runs: 18 »The wine is well-blended and chi good, they drink

the wine that is very kie plentiful ». And then the same two notions balance each other,

if we place st. 1 and st. 4 together: st. 1 (kie) »They drink the wine that is very

plentiful » — st. 4 (k i a) »They drink the wine that is very fine ». In short, in ode 220,

just as in ode 170, 'good, fine' and 'plentiful' form pendants, a striking par. that

decides in favour of C, which, moreover, builds on the fundamental sense of 11, 5 *ker

'all, in full number'.

Ode 279. Kiang fu k'ung kie 19. Lu (ap. Shuo yuan, so also Tso: Siang 2)
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reads 20, which again confirms the identity of 11 and 5. A. Mao: k i e 11 = 21 'com

plete, all round': »There come down blessing! that are very (complete, in fall number — ) plenti

ful». — B. Ma Juei-ch'en: »There come down blessings that are very good» (as above).

— In the light of odes 169, 170, 220 above, A is right, as already realized by Mao.

Ode 205. Kiekieshitsi22. A. Mao: k i e k i e 5 = 23, thus: »Vigorous

officer(s) ». No text par. — B. Another interpr. k i e 5 id. w. //, thus: »Ail the many

officers ». — A, lacking every support, should be rejected in favour of B, which is based

on the fundamental meaning of the word stem.

441. Huei yen kin chi 24.

A. Mao: huei 25 = 26: »The assembled men (the college of diviners) say that

they are near». Quite far-fetched. — B. Cheng: »They jointly say that they are near».

— C. Ch'en Huan thinks yen 27 is not the verb 'to say' but the common particle,

adducing as par. ode 96, phr. 28. But since it is precisely a question of a pronoun

cement of the oracle, there is no reason whatever why yen should not mean 'to

say'. — D. Waley would read 29 for 30 (»both tell glad news»), an arbitrary and

unnecessary text alteration. — B is simplest and quite convincing.

Ode CLXX: Yu 1L

442. Yfi li yfl liu 31.

A. Mao: 1 i '32 (*lieg j liei / 1 i) = 33 (*liek / liek / 1 i) 'to pass through', thus: »The

fishes pass on into the fish-trap». Possibly Mao thought *lieg and *liek were cognate

words. But there are no text par. where 32 means 'to pass'. So probably Mao took

32 to be equal to 34, see B next and ode 207 below. — B. Cheng (in comm. on Yili:

Hiang yin tsiu li) reads 35 (and Shiwen, on the strength of Cheng's gloss, records this

as a variant; whereas 32 in A was *lieg, this 34 was *lia j / 1 i, so they were by no

means homophonous). But probably this does not represent any early school but is a

correction of Cheng's, under influence of ode 70, phr. 36, and also, perhaps, of Yi: Kua

30, where 34 (*lia) is defined as = 32 (*lieg), though there in a different sense. Now

this 34 *lia may be taken to mean 'to fall into', thus in ode 70, phr. 36: »The pheasant

falls into the net», and here phr. 31 »The fishes go into the fish-trap», cf. Tso: Wen 5, phr.

37 »to (meet with, incur:) fall into difficulties»; Tso: Siang 21, phr. 38: »You will (incur:)

fall into guilt»; Tso: Ai 16, phr. 39 »I have fallen into sickness». But it may also be

differently interpreted, see C next. — 0. Legge reminds that 1 i 32 (*lieg) sometimes

means 'to attach to, fasten to, be attached to'. We may then translate: »The fishes

fasten in the fish-trap». Cf. Li: Tsi yi 40 »When the prince (leading the victim) had

entered the temple gate, he fastened (the victim) to the stone pillar (Cheng: 1 i 32

= 41); Yili: Shi sang li 42 »They put on him (the dead man) an archer's thimble, it

is (applied to, attached to =) fastened to the wrist»; Chouli: Hiang shi 43 »To each

(of the culprits) he (attaches =) applies the law» (pertaining to this crime) (Cheng: 32

= 44); Yi: Kua 30, phr. 45 »Sun and moon are attached to heaven, the grains, plants

and trees are attached to the earth» (comm. 32 = 46); Tso: Siian 12, phr. 47 »He shot

at the deer, and (the arrow) fastened in the hump (Tu Yii: 32 = 46); 32 * lieg 'to attach'

is cognate to 48 *li$g / Z/t'g / 1 i 'a rope' (ode 222). Now also 1 i 34 (*lia) has a meaning

'to attach', cf. Chuang: P'ien mu 49 »To be attached is not dependent on glue». —

It is obvious that ode 70, phr. 36 and our 35 are analogous phrases, and that 32 *lie<j

and 34 *lia are synonymous words. The only meaning common to both words, as-

attested by text par., is 'to attach, to fasten'. So we obtain:

Ode 70, phr. 36: »The pheasant fastens in the net».

Our ode here, phr. 31: »The fishes fasten in the fish-trap ,.

We should study here further:
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Ode 207. T s a i li han shu 50. Mao has no gloss. A. Cheng: 1 i 34 — 51 'to

change, to pass through successively'; K'ung 34 = 33 (cf. Mao in ode 170 above!), same

meaning: »We have successively passed through cold and heat». Cf. Kyu: Tsin yii 52

»Without (the help of) Heaven, one cannot pass through a number (of generations)»

(Wei Chao 34 = 33). In Han time texts, this meaning is very common, e. g. Shi ki:

T'ien kuan shu 53 »The various mansions (parts of the firmament) which the moon passes

through ». — B. Chu: 1 i 34 = 54: »We have come to the cold and the heat periods ».

34 in this sense of 'to come to, to meet with, to fall into' is common, as exemplified

above. — While B is quite plausible, the older intepr. A is well substantiated and worth

following.

Ode 232. Y ii e 1 i y u p i 55. A. Mao and Cheng have no gloss. K'ung: 32 = 33:

»The moon passes through the (constellation) Pi ( »the Heavenly Fork ») ». — B. Lu (ap.

Lun heng and Huai etc.) reads 56: »The moon (is attached to =) dwells in the constella

tion Pi». — Since 32 has no sense 'to pass through', and since 'to attach' is the only

meaning common to the words of both versions, B is preferable. Undecidable whether A

(*lia) or B (*lieg) best repr. the orig. Shi; the meaning in any case is the same.

Wei k'i kie yi seegl. 440. Wei k'i shi yi, see gl. 553.

Ode CLXXI: Nan yu kia yii.

443. St. 1: Cheng jan chao chao 57;

St. 2: Cheng jan s h a n s h a n 58.

For c h e n g see gl. 387.

A. Mao (after Erya): chao 59 (*tdg j tau / c h a o) = 60 'basket for catching fish'

(put down from above over the fish); Khan 61 (*san j San / s h a n) = 62 'wicker trap

for catching fish'. Thus: 57 »In great numbers they are taken under baskets»; 58 »In great

numbers they are taken in wicker traps». Shuowen for the former has the var. 63,

without definition. For 59 cf. Huai: Shuo lin (description of various modes of fishing):

64 »Those who fish with chao baskets press them down». For 61 no text par.; it

may, however, be cognate to 65 *#wdn / sudn / s u a n 'basket' (Yili etc.). — B. Another

school. Kuang ya has an entry 66. Since 67 (river name in Shuowen and Ts'ie yiin)

is homophonous with 61 (both *san / san / s h a n), and since 68 (ordinarily *ndg / nan j

n a o) has the same phonetic as 59, this entry evidently refers to our ode, thus both lines:

»(The fishes) in great numbers are many (go in shoals) ». When Shuowen defines 61

as = 69 'the appearance of fishes swimming in water', this may simply be another way

of expressing the same idea: swimming in shoals. No text par. —A is better supported.

444. Kia pin shi yen yu sf 70.

8 I is the final particle. Mao has no gloss to y u.

A. Cheng: y u 71 — 72 'to repeat', thus: »Fine guests then feast again and again ».
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— B. Ma Juci-ch'en: y u 71 is a short-form for 73 'to assist, to second', thus: »Fine

guests feast and second him». — The par. with the preceding st. 74 »(The lord has wine),

fine guests feast and comfort him» (cf. ode 4) decides for B.

Ode CLXXII: Nan shan yu t'ai.

445. L o c h I k u n ts S 75.

A. Cheng: c h i 76 (ii$g / j c h i) = 77: »Happy be this lord ». — B. 76 is very

common as a mere empty, filling-out particle, and there is no reason for giving it

another sense here: »Happy be the lord». — C. Another school (ap. Tso: Chao 13 and

Siang 24, as quoted by Wang Ying-lin, Shi k'ao, and confirmed by the wording of Tu

Yu's comm. and the T'ang stone classics) read 78, the 79 (*?pr / tH / c h i) = 'good':

»Happy and good be the lord». — Undecidable whether B or C best repr. the orig. Shi.

446. Hia pu mei shou 80.

A. Cheng: hia 81 = 82, and 83 = 84: »He is far from not having a vigorous old

age» = »He is near to having a vigorous old age». Very far-fetched. — B. Chu: hia

81 (*g'&) = 85 (V«), later comm. better: 81 (*g'd) loan char. for 86 (*g'o): -How should

he not have a vigorous old age ». Confirmed by the par. in ode 228, phr. 87 »Why should

I not say so» (cf. gl. 111).

447. P a o a i (y i) e r h o u 88.

A. Mao (after Erya): a i 89 (Shiwen *ngdd / ngdi / a i) = 90, thus: »May you pre

serve and nourish your descendants ». For this meaning of 89 there is only one (unsafe)

par., see ode 216 below. — B. Another interpr. 89 is sometimes used in the reading

*ngiad j ngivi j y i, interchangeable with 91, in the sense of 'to govern, to correct, to

regulate' (Shu Kao Yao mo 92 is quoted 93 in Han shu: Ku Yung chuan) cf. ode 195,

phr. 94 »Some are respectful, some are governed» (see gl. 581); 91 in this sense is

common. Thus here: »May you preserve and govern well your descendants». In Shu: K'ang

kao we find 95 »and thereby preserve (protect) and govern (regulate) the people»; all

comm. agree that here 91 y i (*ngiad) with Erya means 96. It is obvious that the 97

of our ode is the same binome as the 98 of the Shu. — The Shu par. decides for B.

— We should compare:

Ode 216. F u 1 u a i (y i) c h i 99. A. Here again, Mao says: 89 = 90: »May feli

city and emoluments (nourish =) sustain him». But since the only text par. which

could be adduced (see above) falls out, this interpr. lacks text support. — B. Another

interpr. 89 = 96, as in the ex. above: »May felicity and blessings (regulate him ■») stabilize him».

Ode CLXXrH: Lu siao.

448. Ling lu sii hi 100.

A. Mao: s a 1 — 'the appearance of the dew', which explains nothing. — B. Ch'en

Huan: sii 1 = 2 'ample, abundant': »The fallen dew is abundant». Confirmed by par.,

see gl. 298.

449. Shi yi yu yii ch'u hi 3. Mao has no gloss.

A. Cheng: »Thereby there will be (a settled place =) constancy for the fame». — B.

Chu: »Thereby there will be fame and (settlement =) tranquillity». — C. Chu quotes

Su (Su Shi?) as interpr. y u 4 as = 5 in the sense of 'joy, joyous, happy', thus: KThere-

fore:) and so there is joy and tranquillity ». Wang Yin-chi and Ch'en Huan accept this.

Y u 4 (*zjo j fun / y ii) need not necessarily be a loan char. for 5 (*diq / two / yii) but

only a cognate word. Cf. Meng: Liang Huei wang, hia 6 »He made one pleasure-trip

and one enjoyment», which is quoted 7 by Fu K'ien in comm. on Tso: Chao 2; in that

Tso chapter, 8 is expl. by Fu: »(There was a fine tree), Siian-tsi enjoyed himself under

it» (Tu Yii, however: »Siian-tsi praised it»). Wang points out that in ode 218, to st. 1,
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phr. 9, corresponds st. 2, phr. 10, where parallelism clearly indicates: »We will feast

and rejoice ». Similarly, to ode 177, phr. 11 »Ki-fu feasts and rejoices» corresponds ode

261, phr. 12 »Han Ki feasted and rejoiced» (here even Chu says 4 = 13). — C suits the

context much better. Y ii 'fame' really makes no sense here.

Yi hiung yi ti, see gl. 589.

450. T'iao ko (lS) ch'ung ch'ung 14.

T'iao ko (le).

A. Mao: t'iao 15 (*d'i6g / d'ieu / t ' i a o) = 16 'reins'; k o 17 = 18 '(head =) ends

of the reins'. — B. Kuo P'o in his comm. on Erya already realized that k o 17 is a

short-form for 19 1 e 'reins'. And Tuan Yii-ts'ai points out that 15 (which does not

exist in Shuowen) is but a variant for 20 (*d'i6g / d'ieu /t'iao) = 'metal ornaments

on rein-ends' (Shuowen). This is amply confirmed by many bronze inscriptions. We

find the phrase 21 'metal-ornamented reins' as early as on the Lu po Tung kuei (early

Chou, cf . BMFEA 8, p. 37, K'i ku shi ki kin wen shu 4: 16), later in many inscr. and also

on the Shi ku »stone drums». — B is therefore clearly preferable.

Ch'ung ch'ung.

A. Mao: ch'ung ch'ung 22 (*d'idng j 3'\ung /ch'ung) = 23 'the appearance

of down-hanging ornaments', thus: »The rein-ends have hanging ornaments». 22 *d'i6ng

'to surge' would then be loan char. for such a word. No text par. whatever. — B.

Chu: ch'ung-ch'ung 22 = 24, thus: »The rein-ends are hanging down ». It is

quite amusing to witness how Chu by a slight trick has altered Mao's gloss materially.

No text par. — C. Waley: ch'ung ch'ung = »are jingling ». I suppose W. means

that d'i&ng-d'iong was an onomatope. Cf. ode 154, phr. 25 »We cut the ice d'i&ng-d'i6ng»

— here the onomatope is evident. Thus our ode line here: »The metal-ornamented reins

tinkle». — C is confirmed by the par. of the very similar next line 26. — We should

study here:

Ode 283. T'iao leyuts'iang 27. A. Mao: yu ts'iang 28 = 29 'are

well-regulated'. No text par. — B. Cheng: ts'iang 30 = 31 'the appearance of metal

ornaments' (possibly Cheng meant that these ornaments were bird shaped? 30 when read

*ts'dng means 'crane'). Ch'en Huan, accepting this, proposes that the ch'ung-

ch'ung 22 (*d'i6ng) in ode 173 above is loan char. for this 30 *ts'iang, since they

were phonetically similar (yi sheng chi chuan)! — C. Chu: ts'iang 30 is the

tinkling sound of the reins, thus: »The metal-ornamented reins tinkle ». Cf. ode 302, phr.

32 »The eight bit-bells jingle (sound ts'iang-ts'iang) ». Shiwen records the var. 33, and

Shuowen quotes 34. This 35 *ts'iang means 'the tinkling of jade' (so in ode 178, phr.

36) and in the phr. 37 of ode 178 it is synon. w. our 30 of ode 302. The same word

is wr. 38 in ode 260, phr. 39. — C is strongly substantiated.
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Ode CLXXIV: Chan ln.

Yen yen ye yin, see gl. 316; tsai tsung tsai k'ao, see gl. 160; k'i

s h i 1 i 1 i, see gl. 196.

Ode 0LXXV1: Tsing tsing che ngo.

451. Tsing tsing che ngo 40.

A. Mao reads thus: tsing 41 (*tsieng / tsieng /tsing) = luxuriant ». — B. Han

(ap. comm. to Wsiian) reads 42. This 43 was *tsien / tejen / c h e n, same meaning. —

Both words are well attested. Undecidable which version best repr. the orig. Shi.

Ode CIiXXVII: Liu yiie.

452. Liu yue si si 44.

A. Mao: si si 45 (*siar j aiei / s i) = 46 'the appearance of inspection', thus: »In the

sixth month they are inspecting » (sc. the war chariots). No text par. — B. Chu: s i s i

45 = 47, thus: »In the sixth month there is bustle ». As text par. has been adduced

Lun: Hien wen 48 (the 49 being a variant of and interchangeable with 45): »Why are

you, K'iu, so (bustling =) eager, assiduous»; this is Hing Ping's expl. (T'ang time), but

it is very uncertain (cf. C next). — C. Another interpr. S i 45 *siar fundamentally

means 'to roost' (ode 66), 'to rest' (ode 138), and so does the interchangeable 49 *siar

(ode 205; Chuang: Chi lo). It is exceedingly unlikely that there should also exist a

homophonous word *siar with exactly the opposite meaning: 'to hustle, to bustle', and

written with the same character! I conclude that 45 has its ordinary, fundamental sense

here. In the hot weather of the sixth month there ought to be no war expedition, as all

the comm. agree, and the ode depicts the startling sensation of the campaign. Thus:

»In the (roosting =) quiet rest of the sixth month» (the war chariots were equipped). Simil

arly Legge takes the si si 49 in Lun (phr. 48) in the same sense, here spoken ironi

cally: »Why are you, K'iu, (roosting =) keeping so still? ». — C is linguistically best.

458. Tsai shi ch'ang fu 50.

A. Mao: 51. This is a direct quotation from Chouli: Si ch'ang: »The banner with

sun and moon is the c h ' a n g ». Thus in our ode: »We load (on our carriages) these

ch'ang banners (with sun and moon emblems) and the clothes ». — B. Cheng: 52 —

53 »ch'ang-fuis = the cap and garments of leather » (the ch'ang regular =

regulation clothes of the soldier), thus: »We load (on the carriages) the uniforms». Cf.

Tso: Min 2, phr. 54 »The commander of an army has regular clothes », i. e. a certain,

fixed uniform (in the passage it is precisely a discussion about a commander with un

usual clothes, breaking the rule, so here ch'ang fu is undeniably = 'regular clothes');

ode 235, phr. 55 »They constantly wear (wear as regular garments) the embroidered skirt

and ceremonial cap». — C. Waley: »We load our bow-cases and quivers». 56, short

for 57, occurs e. g. in ode 167, but how can a 58 mean 'bow-case'? That 58 *diang

should be a loan char. for 59 *t'iang is very unlikely. — B is best supported.

Wo shi yung ki, see gl. 354.

454. Yi k'uang wang kuo 60. Mao has no gloss.

A. Cheng (after Erya): k'uang 61 =62 'to correct', thus: »In order to (correct =)

set aright the king's state» (the frontiers of which were invaded by the Hien-yiin).

K'uang = 'to correct, regulate' is very common (ode 205; further Lun: Hien wen

63 »He united and corrected the whole world »; Tso: Siang 14, phr. 64 »When they are

wrong, then they correct them»). Cf. particularly Yi: Kua 30, phr. 65 »The king there

fore sends out an expedition, in order to set aright his state »; this is practically n
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word -for- word paraphrase of our ode line here, which runs 66, and c h e n g 62 'to

correct' in Yi corresponds to our k ' u a n g 61. — B. Fu Kuang (Sung time), followed

by Ma Juei-ch'en: k ' u a n g 61 = 'to assist, to succour', thus: »In order to succour

the king's state ». Cf. Shu: P'an Keng 67 »They cannot succour each other to preserve

their lives»; Tso: Hi 26, phr. 68 »and succour them in distress ». — While B is quite

plausible, A is even more strongly corroborated by the Yi ex. 65, and by the par. in

st. 3: 69 »in order to settle the king's state».

Yu yen yu yi, see gl. 433.

455. St. 2: K i c h ' e n g wo f u 70;

St. 3: K u n g w u c h i f u 71. Mao has no gloss.

A. Cheng: in st. 2, phr. 70: fu 72 = 'war clothes', thus: »We prepared our (war)

clothes ». But in st. 3, phr. 71: f u 72 = 73 'business, work', cf. Li: Tsi t'ung 74 »You

continue your father's work». Thus: ^Discharging (75 = 76? or, if 75 = 77, respect

fully attending to) the military work ». — B. Waley: f u 72 in both lines = 'work',

thus: 70 »We have finished all our (field) work»; 71 »We fulfil the task of war». — C.

Another interpr. The word fu 72 occurs thrice in st. 1—3. In st. 1, phr. 78, the

meaning of f u 72 = 'clothes' is quite unambiguous (see gl. 453 above). We load those

(regular clothes:) uniforms ». It is very unlikely that the same word fu would have

two entirely different meanings in the first three stanzas of the same ode. Hence the

lines reasonably must mean: 70 »We (completed ) prepared our (war) clothes»; We (71)

provided the war clothes ».

456. H i e n y u n f e i j u 79. Mao has no gloss here.

A. Cheng: j u 80 = 81, which is Mao's gloss in ode 26, thus: »The Hien-yun did

not calculate ». For j u = 'to measure, to examine, to scrutinize' see our gl. 66. Cf. further

ode 276, phr. 82 »Come and consult, come and scrutinize». — B. Ma Juei-ch'en (after

Kuang ya): j u 80 = 83, thus: »The Hien-yun are not soft». Cf. Ch'u: Li sao 84

»I grasp the soft Orchis »; Hanfei: Wang cheng 85 »Weak and soft and with little

power of decision». — While B is quite plausible and has text support, A is equally

well substantiated, and more in accordance with practice in the Shi, the par. 82 being

quite decisive.

457. Chi wen niao chang 86.

A. Mao has no gloss to c h i 87, and, as Tuan Yu-ts'ai has pointed out, he therefore

certainly took it in its ordinary reading *ti9k / t&idk j c h i and meaning 'to weave':

»There were woven patterns, bird emblems», as in Shu: Yii kung 88 »In their baskets

there were (fabrics with) woven patterns». — B. Cheng: 87 — 89 (var. 90). The h uei

91 was a kind of banner (ex. in Tso: Chao 21). Cheng builds on Shuowen, which has

an entry 92 (var. 93). Now, there are two possibilities. Either Cheng meant that

87 was a loan char. for 94 'banner' (ex. of this word in Hanfei: Wai ch'u, yu shang),
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thus: »The banner's pattern was the bird emblem*; if so, it has to be read either *i'iag j

t&'i / c h ' i (Ts'ie yiin, Shiwen), or *s~iag / &i / s h i (Ts'ie yiin, Shiwen), or *§iak j

stakj sh I (Shiwen to Tso: Chao 21). Or Cheng meant that 87 was a loan for 95

in its common reading *tiag / t&i / c h I (so Shiwen here) = 'to record, to inscribe, to

denote, to mark', 95 then = 'the denoter' = 'the ensign', thus: »The ensign's pattern

was the bird emblem ». For this latter, cf. Li: T'an kung 96 »The inscription, that means

the funeral banner; since the dead one now cannot be distinguished, therefore by the

banner he denotes him». Indeed, Kia Kung-yen (comm. to Chouli) and Yulan

quote our ode line 97, and Ch'en K'iao-tsung thinks that this was the original Mao

version, and that 87 was erroneously introduced in the T'ang stone classics and from

there carried over into the present orthodox version. But this does not hold good; the

T'ang stone classics were cut in 838 A D., and Lu Td-ming (Shiwen) two centuries

earlier already has 87, as is seen from his gloss, where he expressly has to state that 87

(after Cheng) has to be read either *ipg / tf| / c h I (i. e. = 95) or *t'fag j ts"'i / c h ' I

(i. e. = 94). Obviously Kia Kung-yen and Yulan have altered the Mao text after Cheng's

gloss. There is therefore no good reason for doubting the traditional Mao version 98.

— A. is simple and plausible and takes 87 in its ordinary reading and sense, without the

unnecessary loan speculation of B. Moreover, it is strongly supported by the Shu par.

(88) which shows 98 to be a standing phrase.

458. Po pei ying ying (yang yang) 99.

A. Mao reads thus: »The white streamers were brilliant». In the same way, we have

100 in odes 168, 178, phr. 1. Shiwen says 100 was read either * fang j iang /yang or

*'iSng j ' ivng j y i n g; in the former case, it would be an independent word; in the

latter, it is a short-form for 2. K'ung (in comm. on Cheng feng) quotes our line 3.

Cf. ode 229, phr. 4 »(Flowery =) brilliant are the white clouds » (yet here Han ap. Shiwen

reads 5 »Flowing are the white clouds »). The reading *'i8.ng j -iony j y i n g seems most

plausible, since it can be connected with a well-known word stem ('flowery' > 'brilliant').

— B. Lu (ap. comm. to Kung-yang) reads 6 »the silken streamers were brilliant». —

Undecidable whether 'white' or 'silken' best repr. the orig. Shi.

459. Si mu ki ki 7.

A. Mao: k i 8 (*g'i$t / g'j,k / k i) = 9, thus: »The four stallions were (straight =)

orderly, unswerving ». — B. Cheng: k i 8 = 10, thus: The four stallions were robust ».

— The word k i is a hapax kgomenon, and it is difficult to get any confirmation of

either interpr. Yet there are two words which may be cognate, wr. with the same phonetic:

11 *g'iet j yiet /hie 'to straighten the neck', see gl. 71; and 12 *kiei / kiet / k i, defined

by Shuowen as = 13 'a straight tree (log)'; this forms part of the name of a gate in

Cheng (Tso: Chuang 28) phr. 14 ('the gate timbered with straight logs'), and it means

'a well sweep' (a long, straight beam) in Chuang: T'ien yiin. Thus there seems to exist a

word stem *kiet: *g'iet: *g'$t with a fundamental sense of 'straight', which would con

firm A.

Ode CLXXVUI: Ts'ai k'i.

Po yen ts'ai k'i: for the binome particle p o - y e n cf . gl. 10, 11.

460. S h I h a n c h I s h I 15.

A. Mao (after Erya): s h I 16 = 17; h a n 18 = 19; s h I 20 = 21; thus: »For

use as a host of protectors ». For 18 read *g'dn j ydn / h a n see gl. 27. For s h I 20 =

'to use, to employ', cf. Lun: TsI han 22 »I am not used (employed in office)»; Li:

T'an kung 23 »When the weapons and buff-coats are not used», etc. (common). — B.

Chu: s h I 20 = 24 'to train', thus: »A host of protectors that are trained». Shi 20

often has the meaning of 'to try, to prove', e. g. Ts'e: Ts'in ts'e 25 »I beg that I may
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try it». »Tried soldiers» then = »trained soldiers». — C. Ma Juei-ch'en thinks 18

should be read *kan 'shield', but then the line can hardly be construed. — No reason

whatever for abandoning the oldest school, A.

Si k'i yi yi, see gl. 433. Yiie k'i ts'o heng, see gl. 152. K'ifeili

t ' i e n, see gl. 582.

461. Yi tsi yuan chi 26. Mao has no gloss.

A. Cheng (after Erya): yuan 27 = 28. Chu and all later comm. take this in the

ordinary sense of 28 = Mand. 29 'in, at, on', thus 30 = 31 »It settles in its stopping-

place ». But whereas yuan 27 is common as a particle = 'then, thereupon', e. g.

ode 31, phr. 32 »And then we lose our horses» etc. (very common in the odes), or

simply an »empty» particle (analogous to 33), e. g. Yili: Shi kuan li 34 »The name

is very fine», there is no single ex., to my knowledge, where 27 means 'in, at, on'

(Mand. 35). — B. Another interpr. It would be tempting to take chI 36 in this line

to be merely the final particle, since the st. has two other lines ending with that par-

ticle: 37. Yet our phrase 26 recurs in ode 252, without any such par. lines, and in

ode 192, phr. 38, it is clear that chI 36 is the principal verb. In our line 26, y i

39 and y u a n 27 are both adverbial particles, introducing the two coordinated verbs

tsi 40 and chI 36: »(Swift is that flying hawk, it flies and reaches heaven), but

again it settles and then stops ». Similarly in ode 192, phr. 38, y ii a n 27 does not mean

35 'in, at, on' but is an initial particle, as passim in the Shi: »Look at the crow, it

stops — on whose house? ».

462. Chen 1 ii t'ien t'ien 41.

A. Mao: 42 »To (enter =) go back (with the army) is called chen 1 ii, it means

to readjust the seniors and the juniors ». In Tso: Yin 5, we have the passage 43: »Every

three years one has the military drill; when one (enters =) ends it, one chen lu».

Mao's idea is that after the disorder caused by the battle, when seniors and juniors all

go valiantly forward, the ranks have to be restored, with due distinction between superiors

and inferiors. Couvreur therefore translates: »Avant de rentrer, onreforme les

cohortes». — B. Cheng has the same idea, that in our ode — just as in the Tso

passage — it is the time after the battle, but he adds: chen 44 = 36 'to stop':

»When one (enters =) goes back, one stops the cohorts». — C. Ch'en Huan

thinks the ode phrase has nothing to do with »going back» at all, but simply means:

'to (arrange:) marshal the cohorts'. Chen lu in this sense is also common: Tso: Ch'eng

7, phr. 45 »When the Middle states do not marshal their cohorts, the Man and Yi

barbarians enter and attack them»; Tso: Ch'eng 16, phr. 46 »In the battle of Han,

prince Huei could not marshal his cohorts », etc. — For B: c h e n = 'to stop' there
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is no support whatever. Between A and C there is no fundamental difference, as to

the meaning of the verb c h e n 44; it properly means 'to shake', and 'to shake the

cohorts' means simply to bring them into due order by awe-inspiring commands or

(drum) signals. Chen 1 u therefore fundamentally means 'to marshal the cohorts' —

be it to array them before the battle (as in 45, 46), or to reform them properly after

battle (as in 43). There is nothing here in the ode to indicate that the battle is over;

hence C is preferable.

T ' a n t'an t ' u n t ' u n, see gl. 390.

463. Ch'unerManKing47.

A. Mao (after Erya): c h ' u n 48 (*t'iwdn / t'iu&n j c h ' u n) = 49 'to move', thus:

»Moving are you King-people of the Man-tribes ». Cf. Shu: Ta kao 50 »The people of

the western region are also not quiet; now they are moving (are agitated)»; ibid. 51

»They (put in motion =) disturb the widowers and widows »; Chuang: T'ien ti 52 »In

their movements, they employ one another»; Tso: Chao 24, phr. 53 »Now the royal

house is truly (moving =) shaking» (in Shuowen quoted 54, but meaning the same);

Li: Hiang yin tsiu li 55 »Spring means movement». Coll. current in W. Han time (Fang

yen 48 = 56). — B. Chu: ch'un 48 = 57 'stupidly moving', thus: »Foolishly moving

are you King-people of the Man-tribes». Evidently Chu thinks that there is a con

nection between our 48 and the homophonous 58 (H'iwdn) — 'stupid', e. g. Huai: Fan

lun 59 »stupid men and foolish women». — The meaning 'to move' (with no accessory

idea of »stupidity ») is so well established by many par., that B is clearly to be rejected.

Ode CLXXIX: Kii kung.

464. Tung yu fu ts'ao 60.

A. Mao (after Erya): f u 61 (*pjuw / piu / f u) = 62, thus: »In the East are great

grass-lands». Cf. ode 261, phr. 63 »The bream and tench are big»; ode 102, phr.

64 »Do not cultivate (too) big fields». — B. Lu (ap. Po hu t'ung and comm. on Ch'u),

Han (ap. comm. to Wsuan) and Ts'i (revealed by an allusion in an ode by Pan Ku)

all read 65. Of this, however, there are two expl. a. Han (Sie Han) says 66 = 67

'wide, great', the interpr. id. w. Mao's under A. This is a mere script etymology, 61

entering as part in both characters 66 and 67. fi. 66 *pwo / puo / p u means 'park', thus:

»In the East there are the grass-lands of the (royal) parks ». Cheng defines these regions more

precisely. In Erya it is said: 68 »In Cheng there are the Park-fields », alluding to a

district (in the present Jung tse hien) which first belonged to the Royal Domain proper,

and then, when the fief of Cheng was created, was laid to its territory. It is men

tioned in Tso: Hi 33, phr. 69, and in Kyii: Chou yu 70, and in Mo: Ming kuei it is ex

pressly stated that this was the traditional hunting-ground of the Chou kings: 71 »King

Siian of Chou assembled the princes and hunted in the P u - t ' i e n Park-fields ». When,

however, Cheng tries to reconcile the Mao (A) version 72 with this, by reading 61 here

*pwo j pno j p u, as a short-form for 66, this is going too far. — In the next st. we

have: 73 »They hunt in Ao», and this Ao, a place-name well known e. g. from Tso: Siian

12, was also in the present Jung tse hien. This confirms B.

Siian t'u hiao hiao, see gl. 68.

465. Po shou yii Ao 73.

A. Mao has no gloss, and therefore he simply took p o 74 (*pdk / pdk / po) in its

ordinary reading and meaning: »They catch animals in Ao ». For Tuan Yii-ts'ai's guess

that the char. 74 is erroneous and that Mao orig. read 75 there is no sufficient justi

fication. — B. Another school (Cap. comm. to Wsuan) read 76, and yet another (Cap.

Shuei king chu and ap. comm. on Hou Han shu) read 77. The 78 *&i6g 'animal' often

means 'to hunt', e. g. Tso: Siian 12 and Siang 14, and differs only in tone from 7°
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&i6g 'to hunt'. In these versions, 75 *b'dk / b'dk / p o is the common particle, see gl.

11, thus: »They hunt in Ao». — Undecidable which version best repr. the orig. Shi.

466. Si m u y i y i 80. Mao has no gloss.

A. Han (Cap. comm. to Wsiian): y i y i 81 (*ziak j iak j y i) = 82 'ample', thus:

»The four stallions are large». Cf. ode 261, phr. 83 »Great is the Liang-shan (Mao: yi

81 = 84); ode 198, phr. 85 »Great is the temple »; Kyii: Chou yii 86 »For (ample =)

many generations they have achieved their virtue ». This y i 81 = 84 'great' was

coll. current in W. Han Time (Fang yen). — B. K'ung: y i y i 81 = 87, thus: »The

four stallions are well-trained ». There is no text par. for this, though K'ung thought

there was in ode 301, see below. — C. Chu: y i y i 81 = 88 'connected and yet spread

out', thus: »The (teams of) four horses were in a long row». For this meaning there is

no text par., it was invented by Chu ad hoc, to serve as par. to the huei t'ung yu

y i, see gl. 467 below. — B and C are unsupported, A is well substantiated; moreover

it is confirmed by the par. in st. 1, phr. 89 »The four stallions are fat». Our phr. reverts

in ode 261, in a connection which shows definitely that yi yi is a description of the

horses themselves, not (with C) of the position of the teams: 90 »The four stallions were

big, very long and broad ». — We should study here:

Ode 300. Sin miao yi yi 91. Mao has no gloss. A. Cheng: y i y i = 92,

thus: »The New temple is beautiful». — B. There is no reason why yi yi should

mean any thing else here than in ode 198 above, phr. 85, thus: »The new temple is great».

Ode 301. Wan wu yu yi 93. Mao yi = 94, an ambiguous gloss, since this

94 has many meanings, i. a. 'to train' and 'great'. A. Cheng thinks that Mao meant

'to train', thus: »The grand dance is well-trained »; so also Chu: »The grand dance is

orderly ». But for such a meaning of yi 81 there is no text par. — B. Ma Juei-ch'en

thinks that Mao meant 94 = 'great', thus: »The grand dance is great». This is the

ordinary, well-attested meaning of y i 81, see above, and therefore preferable.

Ode 217. Yu sin yi yi 95. A. Mao: 96 'y i - y i -wise unsettled', thus: »My

grieved heart is unsettled». — B. Lu: Erya, Shi him, says: 97 = 98 'grieved', thus:

»My grieved heart is grieved». But, as Ho Yi-hang points out, in next st., phr. 99,

Mao says: 100 = 1 'the grief being ample and full', and both terms p i n g - p i n g

and yi-yi have a fundamental sense of 'ample, great', thus: »(My grieved heart =)

The grief of my heart is ample».

467. Huei t'ung yu yi 2.

A. Mao (after Erya): y i 3 (*di&k / iak / y i) =4, thus: »At the (princes') meeting

there is a display ». This is based on the primary meaning of the word 3: 'to draw out

(as a thread), long-drawn, to evolve, to unfold', here then a display in a long, contin-
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uous row. Cf. Li: She yi 5 »Each one (draws out =) evolves, unfolds, displays his

own purpose ». — B. Han: Wang Sien-k'icn thinks y u y i 6 is equal to y i y i 7,

which by the Han school (ap. comm. to Wsiian: Kan ts'iian fu) is defined as = 8

'ample', thus: »The meeting (of the princes) is (ample =) grand». This is the same word

as 9 *diak / iak j y i 'ample, over-much' (hence also 'satiated', see gl. 9). That this

is the proper meaning here is confirmed by a striking par. with ode 301. In our

present ode, we have the word-pair 10 (*zi&k / iak / y i) — 3 (*diak j iak / y i), in fact

two closely cognate words, namely: phr. 11 »The four stallions are large», corresp. to

phr. 2 »The meeting (of the princes) is (ample:) grand ». We find in ode 301 the word-

pair 9 ~~ 10:

Ode 301. Yung ku yu yi, wan wu yu yi 2. For the latter part, see

gl. 466 above. The y i 9 (*didk) is here defined as = 13 by Mao (by Cheng = 'orderly',

quite unsupported by text par.), Thus: »The bells and drums are (ample =) amply-sound

ing, the grand dance is great ». — We should compare further:

Ode 297. Yi ku yi yi 14. The line refers to horses, Shiwen var. 15. A. Mao:

yi yi 7 = 16 'good at running', thus: »With their chariots they go nicely-running ».

No text par. — B. Chu: yi yi 7 = 17, thus: »With their chariots they go in a

continuous row». — C. Han (ap. comm. to Wsiian, see above): yi yi 7 = 8, thus:

»With their chariotf, they go (amply =) grandly». The par. with the other stanzas of

the ode shows that it is always a description of the horses and their movements, not

their number: st. 1, phr. 18 »With their chariots they go bang-bang» st 2, phr.

19 »With their chariots they go strongly» — st. 3 (our line here, phr. 14) — st. 4, phr.

20 »With their chariots they go sturdily». This excludes B, and C is better supported

than A.

Ode 263. Sii fang yi sao 21. A. Mao: y i 3 = 4. This is very obscure and

has been differently explained. K'ung: »The Sii country (displayed =) reported

and shook» (sc. the defenders, by telling of the invading royal army); Ch'en Huan:

»The array (sc. troops) of the Sii country was shaken ». — B. Cheng: y i 3 stands

for y i 15 (*didk): »The relays of the Sii country (shook:) scared» (the defenders),

i. e. the observing spies of the Sii country transmitted by fast relays the news of the

royal invasion. — C. Chu: y i 3 =22 'connectedly, consecutively', thus: »The Sii

country from stage to stage was shaken ». — D. Another interpr. Y i 3, as in all the

above cases (with the Han school 7 = 8)= 'ample': »The Sii country was (amply:)

grandly shaken». — D is simple and plausible.

Ode 290. Y i y i k ' i t a 23. Mao and Cheng have no glosses to y i y i. A. Erya

has an entry 24 »y i y i means to grow », and an old comm. (She jen), followed by

K'ung, thinks that it refers to this ode, which would mean that the Lu school read 25.

Therefore Chu thinks that the 26 of the Mao version is a loan char. for this Erya word

and says 27 'the appearance of the growing sprouts'. Thus: »Growing are its sprout

ing blades». No text par. — B. Ch'en Huan: yi yi (wr. 7 or, with the loan char.

26, both *didk j iak / y i) =8 (with the Han school definition 7 = 8, see above): KAmple

) amply-growing are the sprouting blades». B is well supported by all the above cases.

468. Ki1eshikits'i2S.

A. Mao: t a ' I 29 (*te'<jar / to'i / t s ' I) = 30 'convenient': »The thimbles and the

armlets are convenient». Cf. ode 119, phr. 31 »Why do you not help (me)», to which

Mao: 29 = 32. Thus t s ' i means 'to help, assist', here 'to be of assistance, helpful,

convenient'. — B. Cheng: t s ' I 29 means that 33 »hand and finger are following the

one after the other », i. e. the thimble is put on the finger and the armlet on the wrist,

thus: »The thimble and the armlet are successibly fitted on». This means that Cheng

thinks t s ' i 29 is loan char. for the homophonous 34 (*ts'i9r) 'to arrange in a sequence';
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and indeed the ode line is quoted so: 35 in Cheng Chung's comm. on Chouli: Shan

jen; this fact may have led Cheng (Hfkan) to his interpr. — The par. in ode 119

decides for A. In Cheng Chung's reading 34 is merely a short-form for 29.

469. She fu ki t'ung 36. Mao has no gloss.

A. Cheng paraphrases: »When they have shot, they 37 together revert to the posi

tion for shooting», thus: »The archers have come together (to the shooting positions)».

This meaning of t'ung 38: 'to come together' is common, see ode 154, note b. Wa-

ley similarly: »The bowmen, assembled ...» — B. Chu: t'ung 38 — 39, Legge: »The

archers act in unison ». — C. Ch'en Huan: t'ung 38 refers to the assorting of

the archers, such as it is described, in regard to the ritual shooting, in Chouli: Ta si ma

(»When there is the great shooting, he brings together the 40 six pairs of princes»),

and in Yili: Ta she yi (»The dignitaries are associated with dignitaries, or noblemen

[wait upon =] shoot together with dignitaries»). Thus: »The archen are assorted».

— In st. 1 we had: 41 »Our horses are assorted » (well-matched, those brought together

which form suitable teams). The parallelism here is perfect, and it is very unlikely

that the word t'ung 38 should have quite different meanings in these two corre

sponding phrases. This decides for C. It is very amusing that when the same phrase

36 recurs in ode 220, both Cheng and Chu (with Legge) have forgotten their interpr.

here and all adopt interpr. C: Cheng 42 »When they have assorted all the pairs»;

Chu 36 = 43 'to assort the pairs' (Legge: »The archers are matched in classes»).

470. Chu wo k fl t s I 44.

A. Mao: ts I 45 = 46 'to heap, a heap, a pile', thus: They help us to rear a pile».

Shiwen here reads 45 *tsi&r / teig / t s i and *dz'tar / dz'ie / t s I. The char. 45 is

normally read *dz'ar / dz'ai / c h ' a i and means 'fireword' (Li etc.), but also 'to hedge

in, to block, to obstruct' (Chuang), so the fundamental sense may be 'to pile up, a

pile', then particularly applied to »the piled up things» = 'firewood'. If so, *dz'&r:

*dz'i&r: *tsiar are variations of the same stem. — B. Shuowen, quoting this ode,

reads 47, defining 48 as = 46, meaning the same as in A. Yet this 48 is read *dz'dr /

dz'ai j c h ' a i in Ts'ie yiin, just as the ordinary 45 'firewood, to hedge in, to block'. —

C. Lu (ap. comm. to Wsiian) reads 49, this latter 50 *dz'%ar / dz'ifi / t s I = 'carcass'

(this w. occurs in Li: Yiie ling), thus: »They help us to lift the carcasses » (dead bodies

of the animals killed in the hunt). — Ma Juei-ch'en thinks the 45, 48 of A and B are

simply loan char. for 50, but that goes against Mao's definition, and both A—B and C

make good sense. Undecidable which version best repr. the orig. Shi.

Liang ts'an pu yi, sea gl. 370.

471. She shI ju p'o 51.

A. Cheng takes j u 52 in its ordinary sense, expounding: 53 'as a hammer breaks an

object', thus: »They let off the arrows, as if breaking (things) ». — B. Wang Nien-sun:

tnttf > if ♦ p*. r e. < fit* 7mf * £H , fc»<k„v9

rrfiWfi fattest IS] »tf/> *e A***&&&.|S] H. » Hi £.
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j u 52 is here equal to 54, thus: »When (the archers) let oif the arrows, they (split:) pierce

(the game)». Cf. ode 127, phr. 55 »When he lets off the arrow, he hits». For ju

52 equal to e r 54 in this way, Wang Yin-chi (King chuan shi ts'i), following up his

father's idea, adduces a long list of examples. Many of them are strained and uncon

vincing, but some are quite conclusive, e. g. Li: T'an kung 56 (equal to 57) »Where

should I travel and go», cf. Kuliang: Siian 17, phr. 58, same meaning; Ta Tai: Chu yen

59 »Let the officials every day examine it and every season scrutinize it» (52 = 54).

Cf. Further Ch'un ts'iu: Chuang 7, phr. 60 which Tso and Kuliang both take to mean 61;

ode 263, phr. 62 where Shiwen records one version 63; Tso: Yin 7, phr. 64 »He smeared

blood and yet forgot it», to which Fu K'ien: 52 = 54. — The par. of ode 127 (phr.

55) confirms B.

Y u y u p e i king, see gl. 90.

472. T'u y u pu king ta p'ao pu ying 65. One version, ap. comm. on

Wsiian, reads 66, and K'ung interpr. 67 (which is already the reading in Erya: Shi hun)

as = 68. They are indeed homophonous (*kihtg) and etym. identical (trans. 67 'to scare',

68 'to warn, to admonish'; intrans. 67 'to be scared', 68 'to be attentive').

A. Mao says: 69 pu king is equal to simply king, i. e. he takes p u king

as an oratorical question: »The footmen and charioteers, are they not attentive, the

great kitchen, is it not filled! » — B. Chu: »The footmen and charioteers (were not

scaring =) caused no alarm (were not noisy), the great kitchen was not filled» (claim

ed no more than a moderate part of the game). — C. Waley: »H the footmen and

charioteers are not attentive, the great kitchen will not be filled». — C is simple and evidently

right.

Ode CLXXX: Ki ji.

473. Ki po ki tao 70.

A. Mao: p o 71 (p&k j pok / p o) = 72 'the ancestor of the horses', thus: »We sacri

ficed to the horses' ancestor and prayed ». 73 *tdg j tdu /tao 'to pray' is common.

Mao builds on Erya: 74 »(The Shi phrase) ki po ki tao means the horse sacrifice ».

For p o, no text par., yet the char. p o 71, originally simply wr. 75, was a phallic

symbol analogous to 76 'ancestor', orig. wr. 77 (see Grammata p. 329), which fact bears

out Erya and Mao. — B. Another school (ap. Shuowen, in the Sii Hiian version, quot

ing this ode; in the Sii K'ie version the Shi quotation does not belong to the Shuowen

text but only to the Sii comm.) reads 78 (Feng su t'ung yi quotes 79). Shuowen de

fines 80 as = 81 »the sacrifice with prayer for the victim animals and the horses », which

is based on Chouli: T'ien chu 82 »When they make prayers for the victim animals and

the horses». But this is evidently only a special application of the word in this con

text; 80 and 73, both *tdg j tdu j tao, fundamentally mean 'to pray'. This B version

has been variously explained. 83 *md / ma /ma means 'sacrifice in the camping place'

(of an army), sc. to placate the spirits of the soil where the intruders march; ex. in

ode 241 and in Li: Wang chi. Thus: »We have sacrificed at the camp and prayed ».

So far, so good. But when Ma Juei-ch'en and followers think that the 71 *p&k / pok /

p o of the Mao version (A) was merely a loan char. for this 83 *md j ma / ma, this

is clearly impossible. Their reason is that Chouli: Ta si ma and T'ien chu have a sacri

fice called 84, which was identified with and read like 83 (*m&) by Cheng Chung, but read

*p&k by Tu TsI-ch'un; this really proves nothing, beyond the incertitude of the scho-

lasts. The char. 84, through a frequent confusion with 85 (for Li: Chung yung 86 Shi

wen reads 87, and for Shi, ode 241, phr. 88 Shiwen reads 89), has come to be read

*mak I mvk / mo, and then secondarily served as loan char. for the sacrifice 84 of Chouli,

which hence should be read neither *md (with Cheng Chung) nor *pdk (with Tu) but *m&g /

ma /ma (as proved by the char.) and which is obviously not identical with 83 *md j ma j
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m a: 84 *mak can serve as loan char. for a *mdg but certainly not for a *md. — Ma

-Juei-ch'en's attempt to reconcile A and B having failed, we can come no further than to

state that it is undecidable whether A »We have sacrificed to the horses' ancestor and

prayed», or B »We have sacrificed at the camp and prayed» best repr. the orig. Shi.

K i c h ' a wo ma, see gl. 332. Y u 1 u y ii y u, see gl. 110.

473 a. Ts'i Ts'ii chi ts'ung 90.

A. Mao: »(Following =) along the Ts'i and the Ts'ii (rivers)». — B. »By the Ts'i

and the Ts'ii we punned them». — In st. 1 we had: 91 »We pursued the herd». We must

take ts'ung in the same sense here; to have two different meanings of ts'ung

in two contiguous stanzas is not plausible.

K'i k'i k'ung yu, see gl. 39.

474. Piao piao si si 92.

A. Mao: 93 'When they rush it is piao piao, when they go (move along) it is

si si'. Thus: »They rush, they move on». For 94 (*piog j piau j p i a o) 'to rush, to

run' see gl. 170. For 95 *dz'iag j dz'i /si cf. Shuowen 96 *dz'iag / dz'i / si, quoting a

lost ode 97; and, correspondingly, Erya: Shi hiin 98 'p u si means not to come'. — B.

Han (ap. comm. to Wsuan and to Hou Han shu) reads 99, with the same definition as

in A: 100. For 1 (2) *p'iag j p'jwi j p ' e i 'to gallop, to run', cf. Ch'u: Chao hun 3

»He pursues you, rushing along»; for 4 *dz'\ag j dz'i j s I only Han time text ex. (Si

king fu). — C. Another school (ap. Shuowen, quoting this ode) reads 5, defining 95

as = 6 'great'. The 7 *p'iag / p'jwi / p ' e i ordinarily means 'robust' (so in ode 297),

thus: »They are robust and great». For 95 = 'great' no text par. (Kuang ya has an

entry 8 = 9 'numerous'; whether this refers to the present ode in the Shuowen version

.on to ode 297 is uncertain). — D. Yen Ts'an, while following Mao's version (A), takes

95 in its common meaning = 'to wait': »They rush on or wait for one another». — The

95 *dz'iag of A is evidently the same word (loan char.) as the 96 *dz'iag of the lost ode

quoted by Shuowen and as the 4 *dz'iag of B, the word meaning 'to move on, to come

along'. Since both the two old schools Mao and Han agree that the line means: »They

rush, they move on», and since both 94 and 1 are supported by text par., this interpr.

is certainly best substantiated. In the C reading, therefore, 7 does not mean 'robust'

but is a loan char. for the homophonous 1; and 95 does not (with Shuowen) mean

'great' but 'to move on', as just stated. It is, however, undecidable whether A 94 *pjpg

or B 1 *p'iag best repr. the orig. Shi; the meaning is the same.

475. Si shuai tso yu yi yen t'ien tsI 10.

A. Mao and Cheng: »A11 go along to left and right (of the game), in order to (tran

quillize = ) make it easy for the Son of Heaven» (to facilitate his shooting). — B. Chu:

»We led on all the t s o y u attendants, in order to please the Son of Heaven ».

&. T7 k 74 tttem® n tefatsL&»i& v 5£**j»m**& «« « £*s
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Ode CLXXXI: Hung yen.

476. Su su (shu shu) k'i yii 11.

A. Mao: a u 12 = 13 'the sound of the wings'. Shiwen reads *si6k j siuk /shu, re

cording a variant 14. 12 *si6Ic / «|'ujfc / s u would then be a loan char. for this onomatope.

— B. Another interpr. 12 is short-form for 15 *«{<5fc / siuk / su, thus: »Beating (batter

ing, flapping) are their wings », see gl. 25.

K'u lao yii ye, see gl. 86.

477. Yuan ki king (kin) jen, ai t s' i kuan kua 16.

A. Mao: king 17 (or rather *g'ihi / g'iSn / k ' i n, see Grammata p. 209) = 18 'to

pity'. Cheng expounds this further: y ii a n is the initial particle; the king commands

his officers: »You should (reach =) attend to these pitiable men, and commiserate the

solitary and widows ». This is very scholastic. — B. Another interpr. The lines refer

to the feelings of the poet, who pities on the one hand the soldiers (just mentioned),

who suffer in the wilds, on the other hand the helpless and destitute people left at

home. K i 19 — 'together with', as often. Thus: »Together with these pitiable men

alas for the solitary and widows», i. e. »Alas both for those pitiable men and for these

solitary and widows». — C. Waley: k i 19 stands for 20, and king 17 means 'strong'

(as in ode 190), thus: »In dire extremity are the strong men; sad are their wives, left

all alone ». — C involves an unnecessary text alteration; moreover, there is parallelism

between king jen in the first line and kuan kua in the second, which shows

that king really means 'pitiable', not 'strong'. B is therefore preferable.

478. K'i kiu an tse 21.

Mao says: kiu 22 = 23. This is an ambiguous gloss, since k ' i u n g has many

meanings. A. Cheng (and Chu) take 22 (= 23 =) 24, thus: »(Although they toil),

in the end they will find rest in their dwellings ». Cf. Lu: Jen ti 25 »Now one tells the

people that it is at an end (finished)»; ode 255, phr. 26 »Without limit, without

end». — B. Ch'en Huan: 22 (= 23) = 'to be exhausted', thus: »(Although they toil),

the (exhausted ones:) destitute ones will find rest in their dwellings». For kiu 22

= 'to exhaust, go to the extreme point', see gl. 300. — Logically A is much better

than B; there is the antithesis: now they are toiling, afterwards they will be

at rest.

479. Wei wo siian kiao 27.

A. Mao: siian 28 = 29 'to show': »They say that we show arrogance». Siian

would then be a transitive verb with kiao as an object. — B. Wang Yin-chi: in

analogy with the preceding line 30 »They say that we are toiling and suffering», where

k'ii-lao is a binome of two kindred words, the siian-kiao here should be a

similar binome: »They say that we are (displayrol ) boastful and arrogant». — B is gram-

matically preferable.

Ode CLXXXH: Ping liao.

480. Ye wei yang 31.

A. Mao: yang 32 — 33 'morning', thus: »The night has not yet become morn

ing», i.e. »The night is not yet at an end». Similarly Cheng says wei yang — 34

'not yet finished'. And Lu (ap. comm. to Ch'u) says yang 32 = 35 'exhausted, fi

nished'. Cf. Ch'u: Li sao 36 »The time is not yet passed». Curiously enough, Shi-

wen cannot decide whether Mao's gloss really had 33 *tdn or whether it should be 37,

and it gives for the latter alternatively *ts'jd / te'ja / t s ' i e and *tsip / tefwo / t s ii.

The Ts'ing scholars have seized upon 37. Hu Ch'eng-kung defines it as = 38 'to go, to

pass'; Ma Juei-ch'en, horribile dictu, thinks 37 *tef'o is equal to the 39 *g'iq j y'jtfo / k ii
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of Cheng's gloss (34)\ All this is futile and unnecessary, Mao's gloss being perfectly clear

and natural. — B. Wang Su, foll. by Chu: y a n g 32 = 40 'middle' (common meaning),

thus: »It is not yet midnight ». — The Chu par. (36) decides in favour of A.

481. Ye wei yi (ai) 41.

A. Mao reads 42 *ngdd j ngdi / a i = 43, thus: »The night has not continued long »;

a i 42 'Artemisia' has by extension of meaning come to mean (Artemisia-coloured =)

grey-haired, old' (so Li: K'u li, Tso: Ting 14 etc.), and Mao seems to have taken our

42 here metaphorically: »The night is not yet old» = has not continued long. — B.

Cheng reads 42 *ngiad / ngivi / y i = 44 'to mow the tips of, i. e. to cut off, thus:

»The night is not yet (cnt off =) finished». This 42 *ngi&d = 'to mow' is common

(ode 276, Li: Tsi t'ung etc.); cf. further Tso: Ai 1, phr. 45 »They do not cut down

and kill its people»; Tso: Chao 1, phr. 46 »The state has not yet been (cut off:) brought

to an end»; Tso: Ai 2, phr. 47 »The grief is not yet finished »; Tso: Siang 9, phr. 48

»The great labour is not yet (cut off:) ended». A curious fact is that Shiwen, while

reading 45 and 46 *ngiad j ngivi / y i, gives alternative readings: *ngidd / ngivi / y i and

*ngdd / ngdi / a i in the cases (47, 48) where the word is used more metaphorically: 'to

end, to finish'. This is not convincing; consistency demands *ngi$d in all these cases. —

B is well supported by par. texts having this very phr. 49. — We should study further:

Ode 287. Chen wei yu yi 50. Mao ha* no gloss. Shiwen reads *ngdd / ngdi /

a i, Sii Miao *ngi&d j ngivi / y i. A. Cheng: 42 a i = 57. This is obscure, since s h u 51

has many meanings, but probably (with Ma Juei-ch'en) Cheng builds on Erya 42 = 52,

and 52 = 51 'to pass through, to go through, to count off, to tell off', thus: »I have

not yet gone through» (sc. my task). For 42 in this sense there is no text par. — B.

Chu: 42 y i = 53, thus: »I have not yet had (a cutting-off =) an end» (to my task),

cf. above. — C. Ch'en Huan: 42 *ngidd j ngivi / y i = 54 'to govern, to regulate', thus:

»I have not jet (regulated <=) achieved order» (in the state). Cf. ode 195, phr. 55 »Some

are respectful, some are governed» (Mao: 42 = 54); Meng: Wan chang, shang 56 »He

was annoyed with himself and regulated (governed, reformed) himself». This is the same

as 57 *ngi&d / ngivi / y i 'to govern, to regulate, to correct' (Shu etc., common), see

gl. 447. — C is by far most simple and plausible.

482. Luan sheng huei huei 58.

A. Mao: huei huei 59 (*%wad j %yAi / h u e i) = 60 'to move slowly and regularly',

thus: »The sound of the bit-bells is slowly rhythmical». — B. Mao to exactly the

same phr. 58 in ode 299: 67 'it expresses its sound', thus: »The sound ol the bit-bells

(goes) %wdd-)rwdd». Shuowen quotes 68 = 'the sound of the carriage-bells', and Kuang

ya writes 69, same meaning. — That *%wdd is an onomatope is confirmed by par., see

gl. 172.

* 3.3 « 4 « H# tfttt /rJ| « & A*-/ofc*t*Mr n ft n 1* n A.i..f. z, t^H^u.
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Ode CLXXXm: Mien shnei.

482. Ch'ao tsung yu hai 70. The same phrase occurs in Shu: Yii kung 71.

A. Mao explains: 72 »as if (the waters of the river) had somebody to whom to go and

pay court». Thus: »(Swelling is that flowing river), it goes to pay court to the seav

The formulation of Mao's gloss shows that he took the line to be a metaphor, and

Cheng expounds it further by quoting Chouli: the spring audience of the princes in the

royal court was called ch'ao 73, the summer audience tsung 74. — B. Shuowen

has an entry 75. This evidently refers to our Shu and Shi phrase here, and 76 is a

short-form of 77 c h ' a o 'a tide' (which occurs e. g. in Ch'u: Kiu chang). Sun Sing-

yen, in comm. on Shu, thinks tsung 74 is a. loan char. for 78, which latter is defined

in Shuowen as = 79 'a small water (river) entering a bigger', cf. ode 248, phr. 80 »The

wild ducks are at the junction of the rivers». 74 was *tsdng; as to the reading of 78

there is great uncertainty: Ts'ie yiin gives alt. *dz'dng, *iiong and *dz'ung, Shiwen

only the last. A *tsdng as loan char. for a *dz'dng may be considered quite plausible.

Thus our line (in Waley's formulation): »(In flood those running waters) carry their

tides to join the sea». — B is very ingenious. Yet it presupposes first that 73 is short-

form for 77 and secondly that 74 *tsdng is loan char. for 78 *dz'dng. And yet the

text as it stands, with well-attested meanings of both 73 and 74, makes excellent sense,

the metaphor being very natural in feudal times; and we have an early text (Chouli)

to confirm that 73 ch'ao and 74 tsung were synonymous in the sense of 'to go

to pay court'. There is really no reason for abandoning the earliest interpr. (A).

Min chI ngo yen, see gl. 306.

Ode CLXXXIV: Ho minff.

484. Ho ming yii kiu tse (kao) 81.

A. Mao: 82 (83) *kog j kdu /kao = 84 'marsh': »The crane cries in the Nine marshes ».

— B. Cheng: kao 82 = »The place in a marsh from which the water flows out is

a hollow; counting from the outside to the ninth, symbolizes that it is deep and far

(far into the marsh) », thus: »The crane cries in the ninth marsh hollow». Similarly Lu

(ap. comm. to Ch'u) says 82 = 85 'a (concavity =) hollow in a marsh', and Han (ap.

Shiwen): 86 = 87 'a marsh with nine (breakings = ) depressions'. These expl. are evi

dently made ad hoc, in order to explain the meaning of the kiu 'nine' in the ode

line. — C. Shuowen has a char. kso defined as = 89, the first two words referring

to the elements of the char. And Hii adds: 90 »The k u w e n ancient form of this

was used as the char. 84». What has happened is this: 91 (without rad. 'water') was

the short form of 84 *d'ak j d'vk /tse 'marsh', so used in Sun: Cheng lun 92 »At his

side he carries the Orchids of the marshes» (the same as the 93 of Yili). Because of the

similarity of the characters, this 91 has then been corrupted into 88 or 82, 83; so Tso:

Siang 17, phr. 94 is quoted 95 by K'ung in his Shi comm.; to Lie: T'ien juei 96 cor

responds Sim: Ta liie 97, etc. Now, since 82 (83) was well known in the reading *kdg /

kdu /kao in various meanings, this reading was transferred also to the 82, 83 in the

sense of 'marsh', and also to the variant 88 of Shuowen, but erroneously. Since they

are both corrupted variants for 91 = 84, they should all be read *d'8k j d'vk /tse. Our

ode line should therefore read: ho ming yii kiu tse »The crane cries in the Nine

marshes».

485. K ' i h i a w e i t ' o 98.

A. Mao: t ' o 99 (*t'ak j t'dk j t' o) = 100, thus: »Under them are fallen leaves».

Same meaning in odes 85, 154. — B. Ma Juei-ch'en: since next st. has correspondingly 1

(in some versions erroneously wr. 2; Waley therefore: »Beneath them are only husks»

— yet 2 means 'grain', not 'husk'), defined by Mao as = 3 'a worthless tree': »Under
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them are Broussonetia shrubs », our 99 here should also be the name of a tree, and is

therefore loan for 4 *d'&k j d'ok / t s e 'a kind of jujube tree' (ex. in Yili). Thus: »Under

them are t s e shrubs ». Yet this is to carry the demand for parallelism too far, and

means an unnecessary altering of the text.

Ode CLXXXV: K'i hi.

486. K'i fu yii wang chI chao ya 5.

A. Mao reads thus: »Oh, minister of war, we are the claws and teeth of the king». —

B. Han (ap. Yii p'ien) reads 6. Tu Yii, in his comm. to Tso: Siang 16, refers the line

to K'i fu, the minister of war, as subject: »0h, minister of war, yon are the claws and

teeth of the king». Wang Sien-k'ien points out that in Han time texts (Han shu: Ch'en

T'ang chuan, K'ing Ki chuan, Feng Feng-shi chuan) chao y a always refers to 7

'claws and teeth officer', i. e. a high military officer, who is the defender of the king,

and concludes that this must have been so already in Chou time, which confirms the

Han reading and Tu's interpr. This is further corroborated by st. 3, phr. 8 »Oh, mi

nister of war, you are truly not intelligent », where the words following upon K'i fu

likewise refer to this officer. It is moreover evident that with Mao's reading 5: yii

'we' can also obtain the same sense: »You are the claws and teeth of o u r king».

487. Hu chuan yii yii su 9.

A. Cheng: chuan 10 = 11 'to transfer, to remove'. Shuowen defines chuan as

= 12 'to turn over, to transport'. Thus: »Why do yon (transfer ns into =) throw as

into misery». Chuan in this sense: to move something from one place to another,

is common, cf. Tso: Chao 19, phr- 13 »(The people) toil, become exhausted, die or

move away »; Huai: Chu shu 14 »When they die, there are no thrown away corpses » (Kao

Yu comm. chuan = 15). — B. Legge: »Why have you rolled us into this sorrow »,

Waley: »Why should you roll us on from misery to misery». — No reason for aban

doning A.

Mi so chI kii, mi so ti chi, see gl. 142.

488. Yu mu chi shI yung 16.

A. Mao: shi 17 = 18 'to set forth': »There are mothers who set forth the dishes».

For par. see gl. 43. — B. Chu: shi 17 = 19 »There are mothers who preside over

the dishes» (the cooking). (Criticized under gl. 43). — C. Ma Juei-ch'en quotes Po

hu t'ung yi 20 »s h i means 'to lose, to lack'», thus: »There are mothers who lack food».

But there are no text ex. whatever of such a meaning of shi 17.

Ode CLXXXVI: p0 kii.

489. Pi j a n 1 a i si 21.

A. Mao: 22 = 23 'adorned, ornate'. This is a quotation from Yi: Su kua; cf. also

A&vAtttL* n&„^6$ nth ,% 5 „ % « tf&ft f* %
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Sun: Yao wen 24 »When loyalty and sincerity are ample in the interior, it is ornately

apparent in the exterior » (to which Yang Liang: 25 = 26). Hence Shiwen in our ode

reads it *pidr j jyjie / p i. Cheng further expounds it by 'yellow and white colour', i. e.

variegated; since it was said in the preceding st.: »Brilliant is the white colt», this

pi would not refer to the colt itself but to the equipment. Thus: »Ornate he comes».

— B. Su Miao reads 22 = 27 *pw»n / pu&n /pen; and since 22 sometimes stands for

27, e. g. Ta Tai: Hia siao cheng 28 »The ant runs along », Shu: Li cheng 29 »Those who

rush like tigers », Ma Juei-ch'en follows Sii Miao here; thus: pen jan lai si »(Bril

liant is the white colt), rushing along he comes». — While B is quite possible, there is

no reason for abandoning the oldest tradition as to the meaning (A), which is well sup

ported.

490. Mien er tun si 30.

A. The comm. generally take the si 31 in the sense of 'thought': »(Be careful about

your pleasant recreation), (force =) repress your thoughts of retirement». — B. Another

interpr. Mien er tun si here corresponds to p i j a n 1 a i s i 21 in st. 2, where

si 31 is the well-known final particle. Parallelism decides that it is merely a particle

here as well. Like the preceding stanzas, the whole passage is an exhortation to the

eminent visitor to stay and enjoy his leisure: »(Be careful about = take care to have

your pleasant recreation), mien (force =) insist upon having e r tun your (escape,

sc. from work =) leisure ".

T s a i pi k ' u n g k u, see gl. 372.

Ode CLXXXVTI: Huang niao.

491. Pu wo k'en ku 32.

A. Mao (after Erya): ku 33 = 34 'good', thus: »They are not willing to treat me well».

Cf. ode 137, phr. 35 »a good morning»; ode 257, phr. 36 »This good man, his doings

are good»; Shu: Hung fan 37 »A11 the principal men, having been remunerated, will be

good »; Lun: T'ai po 38 mot arriving at being good »; Li: K'ii li 39 »In the interior he

calls himself: the not-good one (the bad one)». Other ex. in odes 166, 196: 3, 257: 9,

298 (etc., common). — B. Ma Juei-ch'en: ku 33 = 40, thus: »They are not willing to

nourish me». The char. 33 fundamentally means 'grain', and this would be an exten

sion of meaning: 'to give grain to, to feed, to nourish'. For possible par. see below.

There is, however, no single ex. which is not explainable in other ways, and we have

therefore no sufficient reason for abandoning the oldest interpr. (A). — We should

compare:

Ode 197. Min mo pu ku, wo tu y u li 41. Mao has no gloss. A. Cheng: k u

33 — 40: »Among the people there are none who are not nourished, I alone am in

misery». — B. Chu: ku 33 = 34: »Among the people there are none who are not (good )

happy », etc. — C. Ch'en Huan (after Erya): k u 33 = 42: »Among the people there

are none who are not living», etc. Cf. ode 73, phr. 43 »While living you shall have a

separate chamber, when dead you shall have the same grave (as I)».

Ode 211. Yikuwoshinu44. A. Mao: ku 33 = 34: »To bring good to our

men and women ». — B. Cheng: k u 33 = 40: »To nourish our men and women ». Here,

indeed, the context rather favours B: . . . »To pray for sweet rain, to increase our millet,

yi ku wo shi nu to nourish our men and women ». But A also makes good

sense, and is better supported by the parallels.

Chouli: Ta tsung po 45 »The viscount holds the ku-pi jade», to which Cheng: 46

»that by which one nourishes people ». This expl. of the term k u p i »the grain p i-

jade» is, of course, only a scholastic speculation of Cheng's.

Ode 196. Wo su ch'u pu, tsihonengku47. Mao has no gloss. A.
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Cheng: ku 33 = 42 (cf. ode 197 above): »With a handful of grain I go out and divine:

from what shall I be able to live?» ('live' = 'be nourished'?). — B. Chu: ku 33 = 34:

». . . from what can I become good? », the k u then referring to the moral quality. —

C. Ma Juei-ch'en: k u 33 = 34 = 48: ». . . from what can there be (good —) luckf » (i. e.

how can there be luck). This is confirmed by ode 204, phr. 49 »I am every day in

curring misfortune, how can I have luck» (to which Cheng: 33 = 34).

In short: k u 33 can in all these odes be explained as = s h a n 34 'good', a meaning

which is quite unambiguous in the ex. adduced in phr. 36—39. A meaning 'to nourish'

is very poorly substantiated in the Shi, though it might be quite plausible as an ex

tension of meaning from k u 'grain'.

492. Pu k'o yii ming 50.

A. Mao takes ming 51 in its ordinary sense: »To them one cannot make clear »

(explain, sc. the right principles!). — B. Cheng: 51 is short-form for the homophonous

(*miang) and cognate to 52: »With them one cannot make an agreement ». — A presup

poses an ellipsis, the object of the verb ming having to be understood; B is complete

in itself and therefore preferable.

Ode CLXXXVni: Wo hing k'i ye.

493. Hun yin chi ku 53.

A. Cheng: »the father of the wife and the father of the husband call each other h u n-

yin». Thus: »Because of your father and mine (I went to live with you)». Hun-

y i n = 'relatives by marriage' is common, and so we have it in ode 192, phr. 54 »Your

relatives are very numerous»; ode 223, phr. 55 »Brothers and relatives». — B. Another

interpr.: hun yin frequently means simply 'marriage', e. g. ode 51, phr. 56 »She was

eagerly thinking of marriage», and so (with Waley) it may be taken here: »(Because

of =) with a view to marriage, (I went to live with you)». — The ode being evidently

a complaint of a repudiated wife, B is clearly preferable.

Er pu wo hii, see gl. 99.

494. K'iu er sin t ' 6 57.

A. Mao: sin t ' e 58 = 59, and Cheng expounds further: 60 'a girl who has come

extra (specially) as a mistress'. Thus Cheng builds on the meaning t ' 6 = 'extra, spe

cial'. Thus: »You sought your new mistress». — B. Chu: t 'e = 61: »You sought your

new mate». — The latter is right, see gl. 129.

495. Ch'eng pu yi fu, yi chi yi yi 62.

This line is very vague and ambiguous. Mao has no gloss except 63 = 64 'only'. A.

Cheng: »By achieving it you will have no prosperity, you will only thereby aberr » (from

the right principles). — B. Lun: Yen Yuan quotes: 65, and from Chu onwards all comm.

agree that 66 is a short-form for 67. Chu: »It was truly not because of her riches, it

was only because of the change» (you wanted a new girl). Ch'en Huan supports the

idea of the »riches» by a reference to ode 58, phr. 68 »You carried me away with my

% 3ft.«^£^*su#-rtiM&<3 **U *L« ft X & ? »>&9i*£.
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(goods:) dowry ». — C. Another interpr. The whole ode is a reproach by a rejected

wife, and it ends by a prophecy that the faithless husband will have no luck from his

new alliance and that he has made a great mistake: »Truly yon will not thereby have any

prosperity, you only thereby have (aberred =) made a mistake». So it must have been

understood by Confucius, since he quotes this line to illustrate an error of judgment,

an illusion.

Ode OIiXIXII: Si kan.

Chi chi si kan, seegl. 160, 317. Ju chu pao yi, see gl. 365.

496. Wu siang yu yi 69.

A. Mao: y u 70 = 71 (after Erya 72 = 71). K'ung has understood this as 73, thus:

^(Brothers should love each other), and not (tell principles to =) reproach each other ».

But that was certainly not Mao's idea. Y u 70 is common in the Shi in the sense of

'plan' (Cheng: 74, 75), and in many such cases Mao defines it by 71 'a way, a method,

a plan', e. g. ode 195, phr. 76 »The counsels and plans are crooked and awry», to which

Mao: 70 = 71. Hence Chu only varies Mao's mode of expression when he expl. our line

by 77. Now m o u 74 and t ' u 75 are both common in the meaning of 'to plan against,

to plot against', and the line then means: »(Brothers should love each other) and

not plan (plot) against each other ». — B. Cheng: y u 70 (*zidg j i%u / y u) »ought to

be» 78 (*diu j iu j y ii), which means 79, thus: ». . . and not hurt each other ». This

arbitrary text alteration is due to Cheng's (2nd c. A. D.) ignorance of the early phono

logy. —- C. Another interpr. Chu mentions that »some» think yu 70 (*zidg) is loan

char. for 80 (*giug j jigu / yu): ». . . and not blame each other». This, again, is phonetic

ally inadmissible.

497. Si sii pi tsu 81.

A. Mao: s i 82 (*dzidg j zi / s i) is loan char. for 83 (same sound): »He has (con

tinued:) succeeded his foremothers and forefathers». For alleged text par. see below. —

B. Cheng: s i 82 »is read like » 84 (same sound), and he explains: 85: »He achieves their

temple ». What Cheng really meant by this si 84 is very obscure. — C. Another

interpr.: s i 82 has its ordinary meaning 'to resemble, be like', thus: »He resembles and

(continues:) succeeds his foremothers and forefathers ». In other words, he is like his great

ancestors, has the same virtue and prestige, has not degenerated from their high standard,

continues their line with the same high qualities. This natural interpr. obviates all loan

char. speculations. — We compare:

Ode 214. Wei k ' i y u chi, s h i y i si chi 86. A. Mao: 82 = 83. The

preceding lines were 87. Mao takes t s o 'left' to refer to the sacrificial rites at the court,

and y u to the funeral rites! Therefore, Cheng expounds, the king gives the princes

hereditary positions and makes their sons and grandsons inherit them: »They act to

the left, to the left, the noble men do it properly; they act to the right, to the right,

the noble men (possess it = ) know how to do it; therefore they continue it».

Frightful scholastics. — B. Chu: si 82 = 'to resemble', i. e. their outward demeanour

answers to their inner virtue. — C. As to s i 82 = 'to resemble', Chu is certainly

right. But the whole ode describes how a person (probably a lady) admires the elegance

and the fine appearance of a nobleman: in st. 3 he is seen statelily driving his chariot;

then follows our st. 4: »He swerves to the left, to the left, the nobleman does it pro

perly; he swerves to the right, to the right, the nobleman (possesses it =) knows how to

do it; just because he knows how to do it, (he looks like it =) it shows in his whole appear

ance ». For tso chi tso chi and yu chi yu chi in this sense of manoeuvr

ing, cf. Li: Kiao t'e sheng' 88 ». . . in order to train the legions and cohorts; he makes

them swerve to the left, swerve to the right, keep still, start, in order to see their exer

cises and evolutions». This par. is quite conclusive.
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Ode 252. Si sien kung ts'iu A. Mao: si 82 = 83, and 90 = 91, and

Cheng expounds: »May you continue (the work of) the former princes and achieve it*. —

B. Lu (ap. Kuo's comm. to Erya) reads 92 »May your end (achievement?) be in con

tinuance of (that of) the former princes». — C. Chu (reading like A): si 82 = 'to re

semble'. The preceding line was: 93, thus »(May you go to the end of your natural

years), and like the former princes (your ancestors) end them, (die a natural and good death).

— The context clearly confirms C. In the B version, therefore, 83 is a loan char. for the

homophonous 82.

Ode 262. Shao kung shI si 94. A. Mao: 82 = 83, thus: »The prince of Shao,

you (continue:) succeed him». — B. 82 = 'to resemble': »The prince of Shao, you are like

him ». There is no reason whatever why s I 82 should not have its ordinary meaning here

but be a loan char.

Ode 291. Yi si yi s ii, s u ku chi jen 95. A. Mao: 82 = 83: »To succeed,

to continue, to continue (the work of) the ancient men». — B. 82 = 'to resemble':

»To resemble, to continue, to continue (the work of) the ancient men ». Again, no reason for any

loan char. speculation.

Ode 196. Shi ku si chi 96. Mao has no gloss. A. Cheng: »(Teach and in

struct your sons and) using good (principles) be like those» (sc. the wasps which hatch

and rear the young ones of the mulberry insects). — B. Chu: »Using good (principles)

cause them (the sons) to be like (you) ». Chu takes s I as a causative verb. — C. Legge:

s h I 97 is a particle, as regularly in the Shi: «and then in goodness they will be like

(you)». — D. The Ki ku pien quoting an old comm.: 82 = 83: »(In teaching your

sons) one who uses good (principles) will (continue =) succeed you» (take your place,

sc. if you cannot manage properly!). — C is by far the most simple and plausible.

In short, in all the cases where s I 82 has been taken by Mao and others to be a

loan char. it is just as well or better taken in its ordinary sense.

498. Yiie chi ko ko 98.

A. Mao: k o k o 99 (*kldk j kdk / k o) = 1 i 1 i 100 'seriatim:, thus: .They bind

them (sc. the frames) one over the other». 99 means 'shelf, itag&re' in Li: T'an kung, and

k o k o '6tagere-wise\ one shelf above the other. — B. Another school (ap. comm. on

Chouli) reads 1. Erya has an entry 2 (*klUk j knk / k o) = 3, which probably refers to

this, thus: »They bind them (the frames) (liftingly =) higher and higher». No text

par. — C. Tuan Yii-ts'ai: Shuowen has a word 4 (*gldk j ldk / 1 o) = 'raw-leather thong',

and the 99 or 2 of the Shi text is a loan char. for this: »They bind them, thong by

thong». This 4 means 'hide' in Lu, but there is a 5 *gldk meaning 'cord, bridle' in

Chuang, so the existence of a *gldk = 'thong' in early times is confirmed. Yet Tuan's

interpr. means an arbitrary and uncalled-for text alteration. — A is best supported.

\% x UN* 77&4@ 7f 4& 7t fa u./L v ^ffct/ffl ni.X w A3 » & *.- C- '& * tfatt
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499. Kiin tsi yu h ii 6. Shiwen var. 7.

A. Mao: h ii 8 (*%iwo / %iu j h ii) = 9 'great'. This means that he takes 8 to he

loan char. for 10 *y_rwo 'great', which is well attested, see gl. 244. In Fang yen (W.

Han coll.) both 10 and 8 are defined as = 9 'great'. Chu, accepting Mao, construes

this 'great' as a transitive verb: »Which the lord will make great ». But the par. with

the preceding lines 11 shows that y u means 'where', and acc. to Mao we would have:

»Where wind and rain are eliminated, where birds and rats are kept away, where

the lord is great». — B. Cheng: h ii 8 should be corrected into 12, which means 13

'to cover', thus: »Where the lord is (covered =) sheltered ». 8 was *%iwo j %iu. / h ii

and 12 was *%mwo j %uo / h u, so this arbitrary correction is inadmissible. — C. Another

school (ap. Yang Hiung and comm. on Chouli) reads 14 *giwo j jiu y ii. This, however,

admits of three interpr.: a. 15 is loan char. for 10 'great' (meaning as in A); Erya

says 15 = 9, and some comm. to Sim: Fei shi er tsi take 16 to have this meaning.

/?. 15 *giwo fundamentally means 'eaves' (Shi etc.), and hence it can also mean 'to

cover, to shelter', cf . Kyii: Tsin yii 17 a »what the prince's virtue covers (spreads

over) », to which Wei Chao: 15 = 13. The line will then mean: »Where the lord is (eaves-

covered = ) sheltered ». y. 15 sometimes means 17 'to dwell' (an extension of meaning:

to be eaves-covered = to have a sheltered dwelling = to dwell), e. g. Yi Chou shu:

Tso lo 18 »He made K'ang-shu dwell in Yin». The line would then mean: »Where

the lord dwells ». — B is clearly to be rejected, A suits the context badly, and so

does C a. The choice is really between C /? and C y. Of these, C /? continues the pre

ceding lines most organically: »Where wind and rain are eliminated, where birds and

rats are kept away, where the lord is (eaves-covered =) sheltered». The 8 of the Mao

version is then merely a loan char. for 15.

J u k ' i si y i, see gl. 433.

500. J u shi si k i 19.

A. Mao: k i 20 (*kiak / kiak j k i) = 21 'angular', thus: »Like an arrow, so angular ».

No text par. But Han (ap. Shiwen) reads 22, this 23 (*Uak j lijik / 1 i) defined as = 24

'cornered, angular'. Did Mao think that the 20 *kiak of his version was a loan char.

for this 23 *lidk of the Han version? For this 23, however, there is no text par. — B.

Cheng: k i 20 — 25 'k i lance', as in the expression (Tso: Ai 25) 26 'to bend the

elbow in an angle like a k i lance'. Cheng evidently took 20 *k\ak to be a loan char.

for this 25 *kiak, and the idea is similar to Mao's: »Like an arrow, so sharp-angular».

— C. Chu: ki 20 = 27, thus: »Like an arrow, so swift ». 20 *khk is then loan char.

for 28 *kidk 'to hurry, swift'. For text par. see gl. 354. — All the commentators think

this st. refers to the palace building, but that means quite ridiculous similes:

»Like one standing on tiptoe so reverent, like an arrow, so sharp-angular, like a bird,

so spreading the wings, like a pheasant, so flying, is (the hall) where the lord ascends ».

This is nonsense. The lines must refer to the lord himself: »Like one standing on tiptoe

so reverent, like an arrow, so swiftly-moving, like a bird, so spreading the wings,

like a pheasant, so flying, thus is the lord where he ascends ».

501. J u n i a o si k o (ho) 29.

A. Mao: 30 = 31 'wing', thus: dike a bird, so (winging =) spreading the wings ».

Han (ap. Wang Ying-lin, Shi k'ao) reads 32 (Shiwen reads 33, which is a corruption

of 34) defined as = 35 'wing' (so also Shuowen). Shiwen says Mao's 30, which is here

merely a short-form for 34, is read *kek j kek / k o, and so it is also read in Kuang yiin;

but Ts'ie yiin reads *g'ek j yek / ho. The word is probably cognate to 36 *g'lSk j yek /ho

'root of feather' (Chouli). — B. Cheng paraphrases: »Like a bird which in the heat of

summer has thinned its plumage and stretches its wings ». He seems to think of Shu:

Yao tien 38 »Birds and beasts have their feathers and hairs thin». Word-for-word
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the line would then mean: »Like a bird which has feather-thinned ». — C. Chu: k o

30 = 39, paraphrasing 40 »like a bird which is alert and changes »(?), whatever that

may mean; 30 = 'to change' is common, however, and Legge translates: »Like a bird

which has changed its feathers ». — A is strongly supported by the par. in next line:

ju huei si fei, see gl. 502.

502. Ju huei si fei 41. Mao has no gloss.

A. Shuowen, foll. by Cheng: huei 42 = 'pheasant', thus: »Like a pheasant, so

flying». This builds on one definition in Erya. Cf. Li: Yii tsao, Chouli: Nei si fu

etc.: 43 a ritual robe of the queen's, where 44 [*f{war / %jwgi /huei) is identified

by Cheng with our 42 (*%iwar) and means: 'robe with pheasants depicted on it'. — B.

Ma Juei-ch'en: Shuowen has also a definition 42 = 'to fly grandly', which builds on

another definition in Erya: »the birds of prey, their flying is called 42 ». Thus: »As

if grandly flying, so flying ». No early text par. Yet huei 42 'to fly' was current

in W. Han colloquial (Fang yen). — Parallelism with the preceding lines (46, 47) shows

that the word here should be a noun, which confirms A.

503. Yu kiie k'i ying 48.

A. Mao: kiie 49 = 50, thus: »Lofty are the pillars». — B. Cheng (after Erya): k ii e

49 = 51, thus: »Straight are the pillars». (Chu comically tries to escape the difficulty

by saying 49 = 52 'high and straight'!). — We should compare:

Ode 256. Yukuetehing53. A. Mao (after Erya): 49 = 51 'straight', thus:

»a straight virtuous conduct ». — B. Cheng: 49 = 54, thus: »A great virtuous conduct»

(Chu, again, tries to elude the difficulty: 49 = 55 'straight and great'!). — C. Ts'i (ap.

Li: Tsi yi) reads 56, where Cheng says 57 — 58 'great, straight' (same trick as Chu's!). —

49 was *kdk / kdk / k ii e, and 57 was *k6k / kuok / k u. This latter usually means 'ma

nacles', and Cheng Chung (1st c. A. D.) in comm. on Chouli: Chang siu defines it as =

59 'one piece of wood on each hand'. Evidently the fundamental meaning was a wooden

bar, a straight piece of wood, confirming the meaning 'straight' for 57 *kok. The 49

*kpk is then a cognate word, a variation of the same stem, meaning 'straight', and the

oldest interpr. (Erya) is preferable. Erya also has an entry 60 (*kpk / kdk / kiie) =

51 'straight', which is yet another graph for the same word; earliest text ex. in Shang

shu ta chuan (W. Han time).

504. K'uai k'uai k'i cheng, huei huei k'i ming 61.

Mao says briefly that cheng 62 means c h a n g 63, and ming 64 = y u 65,

which is very obscure and has led to various interpr. A. Cheng adds that 66 (*k'wad j

k'wai /k'uai) is = the homophonous 67 'pleasant, comfortable', and 68 (*%wdd j %uai /

huei) =69 'bright'. For 66 cf. Huai: Tsing shen 70 »pleasantly (comfortably) able

to sleep». For 68 = 'bright', no text par. Cheng thinks cheng 62 is = 71 'day

time', and ming 64 = 'night', and interpr.: »Pleasant it (sc. the palace) is in day-
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time, bright (well-lighted) in night-time ». How c h e n g 62 can mean 'day-time' he

leaves unexplained (the »principal» time, as opposed to night as »the inferior time»?).

— B. Wang Su: 62 = 6\? c h a n g = 'principal officers', 64 ( »the unenlightened ones»?)

= 65 'the young, small' = 'inferior officers'; 66 means 72, and 68 = 73, thus: »Broad-

minded are the principal officers, well-trained are the inferior officers ». But for these

meanings of k ' u a i 66 and h u e i 68 there is not the slightest support. — C. Chu:

Since K'ung already pointed out that Erya 64 = 65 has the variant 74, and that Sun

Yen (comm. on Erya) therefore took 65 ( 74) to mean 'deep and obscure', a good interpr.

of ming 64, Chu accepts this, and adds that h u e i 68 is = 'deep and wide, ample';

c h e n g 62 is then the 'principal parts' of the palace. Thus: »Pleasantly comfortable

are the (principal parts ) front rooms, ample are the obscurer parts ». For h u e i 68 =

75, cf . 76 which is read *%wdd j yyAi / h u e i (Kuang yiin) = 77 'water being ample'

(Shuowen), and *'wdd j 'udi / w ei (Kuang yiin) = 75 'deep and wide, ample', e. g.

in Han shu: Li yiie chi 78 »The bounty is wide and ample and embraces all the countries »

(no pre-Han text ex.). — D. Ma Juei-ch'en: Ta Tai: Li kao chi says 79 »brightness is

senior (superior), darkness is junior (inferior) ». Therefore c h e n g 62 'the principal'

is equal to 'brightness'. Huei 68 is »similar in sound » to 80 'dark', and stands for

this. Thus: »Gay is the brightness (bright parts of the palace), obscure is the darker

part». But 'principal' = 'brightness' is highly scholastic, and 68 *^wdd was not

similar to 80 *mwdd. — The context shows clearly that it is a question of the palace,

not of the officers. C is the only interpr. that is supported by parallels (though only

by Han-time text ex., it is true), and clearly preferable.

505. Wei huei wei she 81. Mao and Cheng have no gloss to huei.

A. Chu: huei 82 is a kind of snake, with narrow neck and big head, the colour like

a patterned ribbon, the biggest ones being seven or eight ch'i in length. There is no

real anc. support for this. Under huei 82 Shuowen defines the lizard 83 or 84, a bi-

nome quite different from the single huei 82. Again, K'ung identifies the huei with

the 85 fu-huei of Erya, but this is in Erya's »fish» section, and there is no good

reason for identifying the huei with the animal called by the binome fu-huei. —

B. Another interpr. Huei 82 is the young of the snake, thus our ode line here: »snake

brood and snakes ». Cf. Kyu: Wu yii 86: »If, when it is snake brood, it is not (broken:)

crushed, when it becomes a snake, what can be done about it? » (then it is dangerous).

To this Wei Chao: huei 82 — 87 'small snake, young of snake'. — B alone is con

firmed by an unambiguous early text.

506. WufeiwuyiM.

A. Mao says: 89 owoman's nature is (such as) to have no dignity». He therefore does

not divide the line into two coordinated sentences: wu fei, wu yi, but takes it as

a whole: They shall have nothing which is not void of dignity = »They shall have

nothing but simplicity. — B. K'ung divides the line: »She shall have no fault (must

commit no fault), and she shall have no dignity». This is an unnatural combination

'not have (= commit) fault: not have (= possess) dignity'. — C. Cheng: yi 90 = 91

'goodness': »She shall have no fault and have no goodness», i. e. »It will be hers neither

to do wrong nor to be good » — she is so inferior that, though she is held to do nothing

wrong, she is not expected to do anything good (!). — D. Ma Juei-ch'en: y i 90 = 92

'to judge' (as in ode 260, phr. 93), thus: »She shall have no f e i transgressions (disobed

ience), she shall have no y i (judging:) authority to decide». Very scholastic. — B.

Waley: fei 94 is loan char. for 95 (just as in ode 55 the char. 96 is loan char. for 95),

and y i 90 = 'emblem', thus: »For her no decorations, no emblems». But the former

is an unnecessary text alteration, for y i = 'emblem' no text par. — A is simple and

plausible.
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Ode CXC: Wu yang.

507. K i u a h I k ' i j u n 97.

A. Mao: j u n 98 = 'a brown ox with black mouth', thus: »Ninety are the black-

lipped brown oxen ». — B. Lu (ap. Erya with comm.): jun 98 = 'an ox 7 c h ' I (feet)

high', thus: »Hinety are the oxen which are seven feet high». Shi-tsi 99 (ap. Hing Ping's

comm. on Erya) already had that definition. — B is the earliest definition attested,

and therefore preferable.

K'i k u e chi chi, see gl. 21.

508. Huo ts'in huo ngo 100.

A. Mao (after Erya): n g o 1 (*ngwd / ngud j n g o) = 2, thus: »Some are sleeping, some

are moving». Cf. ode 70, phr. 3 (Shiwen var. 4) »Would that I could sleep and not

move (stir) »; Shu: Yao tien 5, quoted 6 in comm. on Chouli, and in Shiki quoted 6 or

(one version) 7: »The work of the southern parts ». 8 and 1 are interchangeable forms

for the char. *ngwd, see gl. 306. Just as t s o 9 means both 'to move' and 'to act', so

*ngwa 1, 10, 8 means 'to move, to act, to work' and this is closely cognate to 11

*gu-ia 'to act, to do' (two aspects of the same stem: *ngwd : *guna). — B. Han (ap.

Shiwen) reads 12, defining 8 *ngwd as = 13: »Some are sleeping, some are waking ».

It might be argued that the Han definition is merely a free rendering of the same idea

as A: the sleeping are still, the waking move. Yet this is not sure, for we have the
word 14 *nffwdl (falling tone) = 'to lie down to sleep, to sleep', and 8 *ngwd- (even

tone) may be a variation of the same word stem: *ngux£ to sleep : ngwd- (to un-

sleep =) to wake. — A is well supported by par.

509. Wo k ' i e n w u p e n g 15.

A. Mao: p e n g 16 (*pang) = 17 'flock-sickness', thus: »There is no defect, there is

no epidemic in the herd». Mao evidently thinks the peng 16 is cognate to 18 *b'mg

in the sense of 'two together, a class, a group' (19), also wr. 20 (Shuowen) and 21

(Kuan: Yu kuan), hence his definition as sickness of the k ' iin 22 'flock'. — B. Peng

16 normally means 'to fall down, to collapse' (as a mountain), therefore often meta

phorically = 'to die'. This makes the most natural sense here: »They are not defective,

they do not fall down (break down) ».

510. Chung wei yii yi, chao wei yu yi 23. The line describes the dream of

the herdsman.

A. Mao: »When the yang and y i n forces are harmonious, the 24 fishes are nu

merous ». Thus he refers chung to yii: »Numerous are the fishes ». But this allows

of no corresp. expl. of the second line. — B. Cheng: chung 25 refers to 'a crowd of

people', and he paraphrases: »A crowd catches fishes; and there are chao banners

and y u banners ». This entirely misses the parallelism of the two lines. — C. Ma

Juei-ch'en: chung 25 (*tidng) is a short-form for chung 26 (*ii6ng) 'locust' (which

word occurs e. g. in Kungyang: Wen 2). So far Ma is certainly right, for in line 1
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c h u n g stands to y ii 'fish' as in line 2 'c h a o banner' stands to 'y ii banner', which

shows that c h u n g must be some kind of animal. In the following lines of the ode it

is said that chung wei y ii is an omen of plentiful years; and locusts and fishes

were both symbols of fecundity. But then Ma enters upon some wild speculations: »The

locusts (wei 27 = 28) are fishes », and he quotes Pei ya: »On the slopes and in the

marshes, in the places where fish-eggs fall, if they are exposed to drought and burning

sun, they are all changed into flying locusts; if the falling rain is plentiful and soaking,

they are all changed into fishes ». But the Pei ya is only from Sung time, and no such

folk-lore theme is known from pre-Han time. Moreover, the par. in the 2nd line: »The

chao banners are y ii banners » makes no sense. — D. Waley, accepting Ma's 25 =

26, translates: »Dreams of locusts and fish, of banners and flags ». But w e i 27 never

is such a coordinating particle meaning 'and'. — E. In the preceding ode (189) there is a

quite similar tale of presages by dreams: 29 »There are black bears, there are brown-and-

white bears; there are snake brood, there are snakes». This clearly shows that our lines

chung wei y ii yi and chao wei y ii yi are simply abbreviated formulations of

wei chung wei y ii yi, wei chao wei y ii yi 30: »There are locusts, there are

fishes; there are tortoise-and-snake banners, there are falcon banners».

Ode CXCI: Ma nan shan.

511. Tsie pi nan shan 31.

A. Mao: tsie 32 (Shiwen *dz'iet or *tsiet) = 33, thus: »Lofty is that Southern moun

tain ». No text par. Shuowen has a char. 34 *tsiet / tsiet /tsie = 35 'protruding angle,

the tsie of a high mountain', which seems to indicate that Hii took 34 and 32 to be

one and the same word. But of this 34 there is no text ex. Ma Juei-ch'en thinks 32 is

loan char. for 36 which occurs in the mountain name 37. But this is read *dz'dt / dz'dt j

t s a (Ts'ie yiin) and is only known from Han texts. — B. Han (ap. Shiwen): tsie 32 =

38, thus: »Look at that Southern mountain ». No text par. — C. Another interpr. Tsie

32 was the technical name of the capital, crest, crown of a pillar (the fundamental mean

ing of the word being 'segment'); in Erya: Shi kung, it is wr. 39 *tsiet / tsiet /tsie.

Cf. Lun: Kung-ye Ch'ang 40 »Tsang Wen-chung had mountain-shaped pillar-crests ».

Similarly Li: Li k'i 41 »Kuan Chung had etc. » It is said by the comm. that this was a

prerogative of the king's, usurped by Tsang Wen-chung and Kuan Chung. Since the

mountain-shaped pillar-tops were evidently considered very stately, it is no wonder that

this theme was used in a simile of our ode, thus: »Crest-like is that Southern mountain '. —

C alone is well supported by par.

512. Yu sin ju t'an 42.

A. Mao: t ' a n 43 (*d'dm j d'dm / t'an, Ts'ie yiin) = 44, thus: »The grieved

hearts are as if burning». — B. Han (ap. Shiwen) reads 45 (*diam / iam / yen): »The

grieved hearts are as if aflame ». — C. Another school (ap. Shuowen) reads 46 (*d'dm / d'dm /

t ' a n, Ts'ie yiin) = 47, thus: »The grieved hearts are smouldering ». — Undecidable

which version best repr. the orig. Shi.

Y u s h i k'i y i, see gl. 370.

513. T'ien fang tsien ts'o 48.

A. Mao (after Erya): ts'o 49 = 50, thus: »Heaven now repeatedly causes sickness '

(epidemics). Cf. Tso: Chao 19 and Kyu: Chou yii 51 'epidemics'. — B. Shuowen quotes

52, this ts'o 53 defined as = 54 (or, another version, 55): »Heaven now repeatedly

has laid the fields waste ». No text par. — A is better supported.

514. Ts'an mo ch'eng tsie 56. Mao says simply: t s ' a n 57 = 58.

A. Cheng: »There is nobody who stops them, alas!» (sc. the complaining people, by

showing them kindness). That the tsie 'alas', common at the opening of a sentence,
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should stand at the end like this, is quite without parallel. Therefore Wang Yin-chi

would see in it a mere final particle, analogous to 59, cf. ode 193, phr. 60 »Why is

there nobody to stop it» (the suffering of the people), where the line ends by the

c h ' e n g. But for t s i e as an empty final particle there is no text par. whatever. —

B. Chu refers the line to the grand-master Yin: »And you have not (repressed =) cor

rected nor bemoaned yourself ». Chu has felt that t s i e cannot be an adverb loosely

placed at the end, and curiously construed it as a transitive verb. — C. Another interpr.

The line is a natural sequel to the preceding two: 61 »Death and disorders are widespread

and many, the words of the people have nothing good» (they criticize their superiors),

ts'an mo ch'eng tsie »There is nobody who (represses = ) stops their lamentations».

515. Wei Chou chi ti 62.

A. Mao: t i 63 (*tiar / tiei / t i) = 64 'root, base', thus: »You should be the base of

Chou». In Ts'ien fu lun the line is quoted 65, which latter (*ttar j tiei / t i) int. al. means

'bottom' (Lie); cf. 66 *ti9r j tiei / t i 'root, base' (Lao), 67 *tiar j tiei / t i 'to lower'

(Chuang) etc. They are all one and the same word stem. — B. Cheng: 63 »should be»

68, as in the word 69 'linch-pin', thus: »You should be the linch-pin of Chou ». This char.

68 normally means 'foot fetters', a sense' linch-pin' is confirmed by no early text ex.

Cheng's 68 'linch-pin' is read *iiSt I t&itt / c h I in Shiwen, *tiSd / ti j c h I by Sii Miao.

— B is an arbitrary speculation of Cheng's, without any support whatever. Moreover

the rimes of the st. confirm A and refute B: 71 *tiar: *diwar: *6'jar: *mtar: *sidr (B *ti(t

or *tied would make a poor rime).

516. Si fang shi wei 72. Mao and Cheng have no gloss.

A. Chu: wei 73 = 74, thus: »The four regions, them you should uphold». The

binome wei c h ' l 75 'to uphold, support', already used by K'ung in his paraphrase of

this passage, is not ancient. — B. Wei 73 regularly means 'to bind', cf . ode 186, phr.

76 »tether him, bind him», hence also 'to bind together, unite', e. g. Chouli: Ta si ma

77 »in order to unite the states (to which Cheng: wei 73 = 78). This obviously is the

meaning here: »The four regions, them you should unite ».

517. T'ien tsi shi p'i 79.

A. Mao: p ' i 80 (*b'iar j b'ji /p'i) = 81 'thick, ample'. This has been differently

expounded. Ch'en Huan: »The Son of Heaven (treats you amply =) shows you ample

favour ». But on the analogy of the preceding si fang shi wei 72 »The four regions,

them you should unite», our t'ien t s I here must be the object in the clause, and

the subject is Master Yin. Hence K'ung: h o u 81 = 82: »The Son of Heaven, him

you should revere». Yet the context shows that it is more a question of the aid vouch

safed to the king by the powerful Master Yin; hence h o u must mean 'to make ample,

to increase, to augment': "The Son of Heaven, him you should (augment ) strengthen ».

So it seems to have been conceived by Cheng, who says: p'i 80 = 83 'to support'. There
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are two important text par. One is in ode 222. The char. 80 is really a corruption of

84 (so Shuowen) 'navel', and this again occurs enlarged by rad. 130 as 85. The char.

80 and 85 are therefore really identical. A third variant is 86. Now all these forms

have been used as loan char. for *b'iar / b'ji j p ' i 'ample'. Erya says 86 = 81; ode

222, phr. 87 »May felicity and blessings (make ample, augment =) strengthen them».

Further Chuang: Tsai yu 88 (to which the Si-ma comm. p ' i = 89 'to aid'): »If a man

is very merry, it (makes ample:) augments (promotes) the y a n g force» (when Yii Yue

here tries to interpr. p ' i as = 'to destroy', this goes against the context). — B. Another

school (ap. Wang Su) reads 90, and in Sim: Yu tso the line is quoted 91 (or 92), in Suei

shu: Lii li chi 93. The 94 are clearly loan char. for 95, which is synon. with Mao's 80.

Erya says 95 = 81; ode 40, phr. 96 »The affairs of government are ever more increased

on me». But in our ode here 95 *b'igg j b'jig / p ' i would break entirely out of the rime

system in the st. (*ttar: *diwar: *b'iSg: *miar: *siar); Mao's 80 *b'iar is evidently right.

Probably the 80 of the ode text has been defined by the synon. 95 in some early (pre-

Han) gloss, and from there 95 (94) has erroneously crept into the text of the B version.

P u t i a o h a o t ' i e n, see gl. 429; pu ying k'ung wo shi, seegl. 372.

518. Fu wen fu shi, wu wang k ii n tsi 97.

A. Mao says simply, in paraphrase: 98 »Do not cheat your superior in your actions»,

thus taking k ii n - t s I to refer to the king. — B. Cheng: shi 99 = 100 'to examine',

which builds on Erya 1 (homophonous w. 99) = 100. No text par. (When Cheng has

the same defin. for Shu: Yao tien [Shun tien] 2, and for Chouli: 3, it is because they

refer to the »minister of crime», but that, of course, cannot prove that 1 'officer' has

any fundamental sense of 'to examine'). Further Cheng says: »w u 4 ought to be 5»,

thus: »You do not inquire, you do not examine, and (the people) m o finally cheats

its superiors». Now it is true that 4 *miwat 'do not' and 5 *mwoi 'not' are closely cog

nate words; but when Cheng concludes that 4 can serve as loan char. for 5 in its quite

different meaning of 'end', he is much too bold. — C. Wang Yin-chi, foll. by Ma Juei-

ch'en and others, thinks 4 is merely »a particle », so that wu wang 6 is equal to a

simple 7: »you cheat your superior». An impossible and quite unsubstantiated specula

tion. — D. Another interpr. There has been much discussion whether the simple words

of this st. should be interpr. as a reproach against the king, against the people or against

Master Yin; but the context (the preceding st. speak directly of Yin) decides for the last.

Since s h i 99 recurs in the last line of the st. in the sense of 'office', it clearly means

the same here. K ii n tsi 8 stands in contrast to s i a o j e n 9 'mean men' in the next

line, and consequently means 'the noble man', not 'the superior, the king'. The line

therefore means: »You do not (inquire =) take counsel, you do not give office — do not cheat

the noble mem».

519. Shi yi shi yi, wu siao jen tai 10.

A. Mao: shi 11 = 12 'to use', but he applies this only to the first shi; further:

y i 13 = 14 'even, just'; tai 15 — 16 'danger, risk'. He paraphrases: 17, which, as

further expounded by K'ung, means: »Use just men, so will it (sc. the insubordination of

the people) end, and you will not through the words of mean men (unworthy men) come

to danger»; word for word: »Use just ones, then it ends; you will not have the danger of

mean men». Tai = 'danger' is the regular meaning of the word (so in odes 192, 194,

303 etc.). This is unacceptable, for if shi means 'to use', it must do so in both cases.

— B. Cheng: Y i 18 should be k i 19 serving for k i 20 'to regulate'; tai 15 = 21

'near'. Thus: »Use just men, use regulating men (capable of regulating their tasks), do

not have (the proximity of mean men = ) mean men around you ». It is true that t a i

15 sometimes means 22 or 21 'near to', but then always as an extension of meaning of

the fundamental sense 'danger, risk': »there is risk that» = »there are great chances
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of» = »it is near to, likely to», e. g. Tso: Siian 2, phr. 23 »(There is risk that =) it is

likely that (it is imminent that) it will come to ruin»; Li: T'an kung 24 »The master is

(in risk of, near to =) on the point of becoming sick». But this t a i 15 never occurs

in the concrete sense of 'to be near to, close to, in the neighbourhood of somebody, so

Cheng's interpr. is impossible. — C. Chu says nothing of s h I 11, and takes y i 18 ('to

atop') as = 'to depose, to dismiss', sc. incapable officers: »Use justice and dismiss. do

not have the danger of mean men». — D. Ma Juei-ch'en: s h I 11 is merely a particle,

as in the line 25 in st. 6 of the ode. This is undoubtedly right, see gl. 103. Further:

there is a clear connection between our line shi yi shi yi here and next st.: »If the

noble men are 26 (limited, restrained = ) moderate ... if the noble men are 13 peaceful »

(see gl. 521 below). The k i e 26 there is equivalent to our y i 18 here 'to stop, to be

restrained, moderate', and y i 13 'peaceful' is the same in both passages. This is deci

dedly right. Moreover, the same y i 13 recurs in st. 8 here, phr. 27 »When we have

got peace and joy ». Indeed, 13 *diar / i / y i certainly fundamentally means 28 'level,

even', but never in the extended sense of 'just' (alleged cases of this have other expl.,

e. g. Meng: Tsin sin, hia 29 »If we [make even =] balance and examine their actions»,

etc.). On the contrary, it often means 'to nivellate, to smoothe down, to pacify, to tran

quillize, peaceful, at ease', see gl. 41. Cf. further ode 168, phr. 30 »The Hien-yiin. them

he goes to pacify»; ode 257, phr. 31 »Disorder grows and cannot be tranquillized»; Shu:

Yao tien 32 »Its people are (even =) at ease, at peace»; Kuan: Ti yuan 33 »Its people

are peaceful and merry»; Hanfei: Wai ch'u, tso hia 34 »When it is peaceful, they manage

the business of the court». — The line, in acc. with D, undoubtedly means:» Be peaceful,

lie (stopping ) moderate, do not (nave the danger of ) let yourself be endangered by mean men».

— We should study here also:

Ode 284. Kiangfuk'ungyi35. A. Mao: y i 13 = 36 'easy' (comfortable):

»(Heaven) sends down felicity that is very peaceful». K'ung curiously took Mao's 36 to

mean 'easy' = 'natural': »It was natural that (Heaven) should send down felicity».

Y i 13 can have no such meaning. — B. Chu: yi 13 = 37, Thus: »(Heaven) sends

down felicity that is very great». No text par. Ma Juei-ch'en, however, tries to con

firm it: the char. 13 consists of 38 'bow' and t a 37 'great', hence the char. must also

have a meaning 'great'! In reality, the char. consists of a drawing of a man and a

bow. — B is quite unsupported.

Tse wu fu shi, see gl. 580.

520. Haot'ienpuch'ung 39.

A. Mao (after Erya) c h ' u n g 40 (*t'iung j i'iwong j c h ' u n g) = 41 'even, just',

thus: »The great Heaven is not just». Cf. Sun: Cheng ming 42 »If the heart is tran

quil and contented, even though the colours do not attain to being (just =) correct,
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they can (nourish =) satisfy the eyes» (so interpr. by Ch'en Huan; yet several other

expl. have been proposed). From Han time several ex., e. g. Cheng Chung: comm.

on Chouli, Tien t'ung 43 'correct and even' etc. — B. Han (ap. Shiwen) reads 44,

This 45 *diurvg / iworvg / y u n g defined as = 36, evidently in the sense of 46 'easy':

»The great Heaven is not easy ». Y u n g 45 is very common in the sense of 'ordinary,

normal, common, trivial', a kindred notion. — C. Another school (ap. Tsin shu: Yuan

ti ki) reads 47. This 48 *didng j iung / j u n g means 'harmonious', thus: »The great

Heaven is not (harmonious = ) friendly, kindly ». Cf . Tso: Yin 1 k'i lo ye jung

j u n g »Its joy is very harmonious ». — Undecidable whether *t'iung (A), mdiung (B>

or *didng (C) best repr. the orig. Shi.

Kiang ts'i k u hiung, see gl. 253.

521. Kiin tsi ju kie, pei min sin k'iie, kiin tsi ju yi, wu nu

s h i w e i 49.

A. Mao (after Erya): kie 50 = 51, and yi 52 = 53- Since 51 may mean both

'limit', 'to come' etc., this really tells us little about Mao's opinion. — B. Cheng: kie

50 = 54, in the sense of 'to reach the utmost limit' (one of the meanings of 51, so

here Cheng thinks he follows Mao): »H the superiors (go to the utmost limit =) follow

the highest principles, the hearts of the people are set at rest; if the superiors are

(easy =) mild in the governing, hatred and anger are removed». For kie 50 = 'limit'

cf. ode 255, phr. 55 »Without limit, without end ». The word 50 *ked j k&i /kie is

closely cognate to 56 *kdd j kai /kie 'limit, boundary'. — C. Chu is somewhat obscure

in his paraphrase, but he seems to mean: »If the noble men are (arriving =) coming

into office, the hearts of the people are set at rest; if the noble men are just, hatred

and anger are removed». For kie 50 = 'to come', cf. ode 197, phr. 57 »I do not

know where it (sc. the boat) (arrives = ) goes to». This is an extension of meaning from

the fundamental sense of 'limit': 'to have its limit' > 'to find its terminus' > 'to arrive'.

— D. Ma Juei-ch'en: kie 50 certainly means 'limit', but in the sense of 'to limit one

self, be restrained, moderate'. For yi 52 = 'peaceful' see gl. 519 above. Thus: »H the

noble men are (limiting themselves ) moderate, the hearts of the people are set at rest; if the

noble men are peaceful, hate and anger are removed». — D is conclusively confirmed by a

par. in ode 264:

Ode 264. Mi yu yi kie 58. The ode is a lamentation about bad government and

miseries, analogous to our ode 191. The combination of y i 52 and k i e 50 is the same

in both odes.

A. Mao (foll. by Cheng): y i 52 = 59 'norm, rule'; Cheng adds: kie 50 = 51, thus:

»(Nocuous insects [i. e. bad officers] are destroying and hurting), there is no nonn,

no limit». When 52 *diar / 1 / y i means 'norm, rule, law', it is loan char. for 60 *di,dr

j i j y i 'law, norm', cf. ode 260, phr. 61, quoted 62 in Meng: Kao tsi, shang. It is

very far-fetched to apply this loan meaning of y i 52 in the present ode. — B. Chu:

y i 52 = 63, thus: »There is no peace, no (limit, restraint ) moderation»; in next line

we have correspondingly 64 »There is no peace, no cure». — We should study here

two more debated cases of k i e 50:

Ode 222. Kiin tsi so kie 65. Mao has no gloss. A. Cheng: 50 = 51. The st.

has described the banners, horses' bells and teams of the noblemen as they go to

court; then, acc. to Cheng: »This is whereby the lords reach the limit», i. e. are adorned

in a perfect way. — B. Chu: »This is where the lords arrive». — C. Another school

(Ap. Yen-tsi: Nei p'ien, kien shang) reads 66 »That is wherein the noblemen are careful»

(i. e. in their apparel). Yet this 67 *keg j kai /kie does not suit the rimes of the st.

(*%iwdd: *sidd: x), which 50 *ked does. — B is simple and plausible.

Ode 300. Chi t'ien chi kie 68. Mao has no gloss. A. Cheng says kie 50 =
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51 (var. 69), his paraphrase showing that he meant 51, 69 in the sense of 'to punish

with death, to kill', as in Shu: Yao tien (Shun tien) 70, thus: »He applied Heaven's

death penalty ». For k i e 50 in such a sense, no par. whatever. — B. Chu likewise:

50 = 51, but in the sense of 'utmost limit', thus: »He effected Heaven's limit » (sc. to

the rule of Shang). — B is clearly preferable.

Shi yiie si sheng, see gl. 103.

522. Tsuei (tsu) lao po sing 71.

A. Cheng: tsu 72 = 73: »You will finally (entirely) cause toil to the people ». —

B. Ma Juei-ch'en: tsu 72 is a short-form for 74 'suffering, distress', thus: »You will

cause suffering and toil to the people». Cf. ode 202, phr. 75 »You bore me with suffering

and toil». 76 is thus the same binome as this 77 inverted. — The par. in ode 202

is conclusive.

523. SI mu hiang ling 78.

A. Mao: hiang 79 (*g'tmg / ydng /hiang) = 80 'big'. This has always been

taken to mean: »The four stallions have big necks » (variously expounded by the scholasts,

e. g. Cheng: the king only feeds his horses until their necks become fat, without ever

using them; so the high officers are arrogant and the king does not command them —

and many other expl. just as absurd). For hiang 79 = 'big' no text par. whatever. Ma

Juei-ch'en thinks Mao took 79 *g'ung to be a loan char. for 81 *g'ung j yung /hung

'big, fat bird' (occurring as 82 in Han shu: Si-ma Siang-ju chuan; in pre-Han texts only

as N. Pr. in inscriptions). Again, Shuowen has a 83 *g'ung j yung /hung defined

as = 84 'big belly', but of this there are no text ex. — B. Another interpr. Since

hiang 79 regularly means 'neck' (Tso, Yili etc.) and the following ling 85 means

'neck', it would be strange indeed if hiang 79 in our line did not mean 'neck' just

as well as ling. Yet it is clear that they cannot here form a binome hiang-ling

(synonym-compound like 86), for then there would be no verb in the clause. Therefore

I believe the first is a verb: »The four stallions (»neck their necks » =) stretch their

necks » (are eager to start). And I wonder whether this was not Mao's idea: 80 »they

make big their necks » = »they stretch their necks ». If so, Mao's gloss is merely a free

paraphrase of hiang 'to neck' = 'to stretch the neck'.

524. Tsu tsu mi so ch'eng 87. Mao has no gloss to tsu.

A. Cheng: tsu tsu 88 (*tsidk j tsiuk j t a u) = 89 'to shrink, shrunk', and he expl.

the line: »(I look at the four quarters), they are compressed (shrunk =) reduced, and

I have nowhere to drive », adding that they were reduced by the incursions of the bar

barians. Cf. ode 265: »There were such as the prince of Shao, in a day he enlarged

the state a hundred 1 i, 90 now, in one day, they (compress = ) reduce the state a

hundred li», to which Mao: 88 = 91 'to press'. That 'press' here is equal to 'to com

press' is clear from the context. Cf. also Meng: Liang Huei wang, hia 92 'to compress

the root of the nose' (to knit the brows). — B. Lu (ap. Erya): tsu tsu 88 = 93

{where 94 is loan char. for 95) 'harassed and exhausted', thus: »(I look to the four quarters),
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they are greatly harassed, I have nowhere to drive ». Cf. Tso: Ch'eng 16, phr. 96 (*tsiok j

tsiuk j tsu) »The state in the South is harassed, in distress»; ode 207, phr. 97 »The affair*

of government are ever more pressing, harassing », to which Mao: 88 = 91, here not

in the sense of 'to compress' as under A above, but 'to press, to urge, to harass'. The

t s u t s u of our line, if taken in this sense, might of course equally well be referred

to the subject: »(I look to the four quarters), I am greatly harassed and have nowhere

to drive ». — C. Shiwen says that Wang Su read 88, not *tsi.6k but *ts'i6k j ts'iek j

t s ' i, which reveals that he took it to be equal to 98, thus: »(I look to the four

quarters), very grieved, I have nowhere to drive ». — D. Ch'en Huan: tsu tsu 88

(*tsiok) is equal to 99 *sidk j siuk j s o 'to drag the feet'. — C is an unnecessary text

alteration, D an arbitrary guess. The fundamental meaning of 88 is 'to trample' (e. g.

in Li), and then secondarily it means both 'to press, harass' and 'to compress'. So both

A and B are quite plausible and well supported by par. Yet I think A is somewhat

far-fetched: that the »four quarters » should be reduced (in area). The best par. seems

to be the Tso text 96: »The state in the South is harassed », which .supports B in its first

variant.

525. Fang mou er ngo, siang er mao yi, ki yi ki yi, ju siang

c h ' o u y i 100.

A. Mao says simply (after Erya): mou 1 = 2 'to make an effort, to enforce', and

y i 3 = 4 'to submit', but how he understood the passage as a whole is unknown. When

m o u 1 means 2 it is a loan char. for m o u 5. Shiwen to Erya: Shi hiin (as above)

says 1, variant 5. Shang shu ta chuan quotes Shu: T'ai shI 6, and the same phrase

occurs as 7 in Shu: Kao Yao mo. Shu: K'ang kao 8 »stimulate the sluggish » is quoted

9 in Tso: Chao 8. When Chu takes m o u 1 in its ordinary meaning: »(Luxuriant =)

ample is your evil », this is certainly inferior to the ancient interpr. Y i 3 means

'pleased, joyful', and Mao imagines an extension of meaning 'pleased > satisfied > to

submit'. — B. Cheng, foll. by Chu, thinks the passage is addressed to the high officers:

they are freakish, now enemies, now friends. Cheng interprets: »When you just give

force to your evil, you look at your lances (sc. as if you were inclined to battle); when

you are pacified and satisfied, you are as if pledging each other» (like friends at a feast).

This is strained. — C. Ch'en Huan: The er 10 'you' in this st. must refer to Master

Yin, just as well as in st. 1; this is quite undeniable. Further, ch'ou 11 (*ifi6g /

zhu /ch'ou) has in Shiwen the var. 12, same reading. Both graphs may mean 'to

pledge each other with wine for the second time' (so in ode 209), but the fundamen

tal sense is simply = 13 'to requite', e. g. Tso: Chao 21, phr. 14 »He recompensed (re

quited) him amply, the gifts reaching also his followers». Finally, j u 15 is = 16, as

often in early texts, see gl. 471. Ch'en, accepting Mao's 3 = 4, interprets: »We have

been pacified and submitted, but we shall requite you» (a threat). Yet the combina

tion y i 17 : y i 3 is the same as in ode 301, phr. 18 »Are they not (at peace:) at ease

and joyful», and we cannot translate differently here. Still with er 10 referring to

Master Yin, with ch'ou 11 = 'to requite' and with j u 15 = 16, Ch'en Huan fashion,

we obtain: »Juat now you give force to your (evil ) cruelty, we see your lances; but when we

have got peace and joy, we shall requite you».

526. Fu yuan k'i cheng 19.

A. Mao: Cheng 20 = 21 chang. He says nothing about f u 22, but in an ana

logous line in ode 194, phr. 23 »On the contrary, they proceed to do evil», Mao says f u

22 = 24. Similar ex. in odes 256, 257. Particularly clear in ode 264, where to 25 cor

responds, inside one st., 26. Thus: »On the contrary, he is annoyed with his principal

officers». Just like fan 24, the fundamental sense is 'to turn', by extension of meaning

'turning round' > 'on the contrary'. — B. Wang Su (ap. K'ung) says f u 22 = 27,
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thus: »He turns the back on and is annoyed with his principal officers». Probably this

is because of ode 257, phr. 28 »When the back is turned, they are good at (prone to)

reviling». Since fu 22 primarily means 'to turn', it would seem that fu-pei is

here a binome; yet even here the f u 22 means 'on the contrary', as proved by corresp.

lines in preceding stanzas of that ode (29), thus: »f u on the contrary, p e i when the

back is turned» etc. Whereas Wang's idea is perfectly plausible in itself, Mao's interpr.

agrees best with the usage of the word in the Shi. — C. Chu: c h e n g 20 means 'to

correct': »0n the contrary, he ia annoyed with (his rectifiers =) those who correct him». Since

the preceding line was: 30 »He does not correct his heart», C is most convincing.

527. Kia fu tso sung 31.

A. Mao reads thus: kia 32 was *kd / ka / k i a. — B. Lu (ap. an essay by Ts'ai

Yung) and Ts'i (ap. Han shu) read 33. Kia 34 was *ka j ka j k i a. — Undecidable

which version best repr. the orig. Shi.

Ode OXCII: Cheng yue.

Min chi ngoyen, seegl. 306.

528. Yu s i n king king 35.

A. Mao: king king 36 = 37 'the grief not leaving' (being incessant); Erya has

simply king king = 38 'grief; thus: »My grieved heart is (incessantly) grieved ».

No text par. — B. Chu: king king 36 = 39 'great': »(My grieved heart =) the

grief of my heart is very great». Cf. Tso: Chuang 22, phr. 40 »Nobody was great in

comparison to him»; Kungyang: Huan 9, phr. 41 »What does king mean? It means

great». — B is better supported.

529. Shu yu yi yang 42.

A. Mao (after Erya): shu 43 and yang 44 both mean 45 'sickness, suffering'.

In ode 194, phr. 46, where 47 is a short-form, Cheng says 47 = 38 'grief. These are

but two shades of the same meaning. Thus: »I am painfully grieved so that I am sick».

(ode 194, phr. 46: »I am thinking painfully and weep blood»). Cf. Huai: Shuo shan 48

(quoted 49 in Yulan) »By 'wild-cat's heads' you cure the shu sickness »; Shan hai king:

Chung shan: »(There is a herb . . .) 50 which can stop the shu sickness». — B. Chu:

shu y u 51 = 52 'hidden grief; same expl. to phr. 46. The idea is that shu 47

'rat' means 'rat-like', i. e. retired and hidden in its hole: 'rat-grief therefore = 'hidden

grief. An amusing etym. speculation. — A is well supported.

530. Yu sin yu yu 53.

A. Mao: y ii 54 (*diu / iu j y ii) =55 'grieved and scared', thus: »My (grieved:)

pained heart is grieved». Erya has an entry 56 (*diu j iu j y ii) = 45 'to suffer', which

ftft« ftifc.k & « jL is -AA ii Z~*7 f » ft* 4 f*» Hit $

zt H4l^^*/ ^-S^.Afc >^$- * A n fL «i£vk
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possibly refers to this ode, and then this would be the Lu school reading. This word is

etym. id. w. 57 (*diu / iu / y ii) which occurs at the beginning of our st. (58), there de

fined by Mao as = 45 'to suffer'. The Mao version 54 in our line here would then be

a loan char. for this 56, 57, due to the scribes' reluctance to have the char. 57 twice

in the same st. — B. Chu: y ii y ii 54 = 59 »the idea of increase and intensity »,

thus: »(My grieved heart =) the grief of my heart is ever-increasing». — B has the adven-

tage that it takes the 54 of the Mao version in its orig. sense, not as a loan char.; and

it is confirmed by the par. in the preceding st. 35 »The grief of my heart is very great»

(see gl. 528).

531. Ai wo jen si yii ho ts'ung lu 60. Mao has no gloss.

A. Cheng takes a I 61 to mean 62, and ts'ung 63 to belong to the preceding h o

64, 1 u 65 to be a verb: »I grieve for this (position) of our people, yii-ho-ts'ung

wherein lu shall they be blessed ». — B. Ma Juei-ch'en: ts'ung 63 is a principal

verb = 66 (Kuang ya); lu 65 = 67; thus: »(Wherein =) how shall they pursue good

ness ». — C. Another interpr.: 1 u 65, with Cheng, is evidently the same as in line 2 of

the st. (68 »I think of how we have no blessings »); si 61 is merely the final particle

(ai wo jen si, yii ho ts'ung lu); ts'ung 63, with Ma, is a verb: »I grieve

for us, (wherein:) how can we (pursue:) be bent on blessings». Cf . Tso: Hi 24, phr. 69: »They

deviate from Chou kung and Shao kung and (pursue:) are bent on all kinds of evil».

Chan wu yii an ch I, see gl. 461.

532. Shi t'ien meng meng 70.

A. Mao (after Erya): meng meng 71 = 72 'confused, in disorder'; Shuowen says

= 73 'not enlightened', and Han (ap. Shiwen) = 74 'bad'. All these are free paraphrases

of the fundamental sense of the word: 'covered, darkened'; it is closely cognate to

75 *m u n g 'to cover' (Shi), 'dark' (Shu), 'ignorant' (Yi), 'disorderly' (Shi); to 76 *mung

'to cover' (Yi Chou shu), to 77 *mung 'blind', and to 78 *miung, *mwang 'darkened'

(Chouli). Our char. meng 71 therefore means on the one hand 'to dream, a dream'

(the darkness of sleep), on the other hand 'darkened, confused, disorderly'. Shiwen

reads here *rmmg / mung /meng, but that goes against the rimes in the st. (mtiang:

*&iang: *tsang), and Ts'ie yiin's *miung / miung /meng is therefore preferable. Mao

thinks t'ien 'Heaven' stands for the king: »(The people is now in peril), it sees how

(Heaven =) the king is disorderly». — B. Chu takes t'ien = 'Heaven' in its ordi

nary sense and interprets: »(The people is now in peril), it looks on Heaven as (darkened,

unenlightened =) blind, undiscerning ». This is confirmed by a par. in ode 256: 79 »August

Heaven is very (bright =) enlightened, but I am living without joy; 80 when I see you

so unenlightened, my heart is very sad». Here h a o t'ien cannot mean »the king».

Here we see that 'enlightened' (discerning) and 'unenlightened, blind, undiscerning' are

epithets that can be applied to »Heaven» above. — C. Ts'i (as revealed by an essay by

Lu Ki) reads 81. The latter *mwdng / mwdng / m a n g 'obscure, confused' (ex. in Chuang)

does not suit the rimes. — B is best substantiated.

533. a. Wei shan kai pei, wei kang wei ling 82;

fi. Wei t'ien kai kao, pu kan pu kii 83;

y. Wei ti kai hou, pu kan pu tsi 84.

A. All early comm. pass over char. 85 in silence, which means that they read it as

kai, a »particle». Then the explanations of these difficult lines vary exasperatingly

and cannot all be reviewed here. If, with Chu and Ma Juei-ch'en, we take the lines as

examples of absurd lies: »They say that the mountains are low, but there are ridges and

cliffs » (they tell us obvious lies), then this is not applicable in /?: »They tell us that

heaven is high», for that is no lie. And yet the three, a, /? and y, are obviously pa

rallels. — B. Ch'en Huan: 85 is a loan char. for 86 (as in Li: T'an kung), and since this
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86 is sometimes = 87, the lines are equal to 88 etc. He does not say what the lines

would then really mean, and I fail to see how they can be construed. — C. K a i 85

as an adverbial particle always has an expletive force: 'namely', and often corresponds

to Germ. 'ja', and this, I believe, is the key to these stanzas. Though the country is in

a fearful state, the incompetent officers and sycophants minimize the difficulties and

deny the true state of things; and yet there are great difficulties and extreme cause for

caution:

a. »They lay that the mountains are low (die Berge sind ja niedrig, there is no diffi

culty in crossing them), and yet there are ridges and cliffs (the difficulties are almost

insurmountable);

ji. ,They say that heaven is high (der Himmel ist ja hoch, there is no risk of our being

crushed), and yet we dare not but stoop» (we are in constant danger);

y. »They say that the earth is thick (die Erde ist ja dick, there is no risk of its bursting

beneath our feet), and yet we dare not but step warily».

534. Y u 1 u n y u t s i 89.

A. Mao: t s i 90 (*tsiSk / textik / t s i) = 91 'reason', thus: »(They cry out their asser

tions) as having principles, having (spine = ) reason ». T si 90 fundamentally means 'spine'

(ex. in Li), and an extension of meaning: »his words have spine » = »his words have

fundamental principles, reason» is quite natural. — B. Ch'en Huan thinks 90 *tsi$k

is loan char. for 92 *tsiSk j tsiak / t s i 'foot-print', and he refers to ode 183, phr. 93 »I

am thinking of those (who do not follow the foot-marks, the path =) lawless men». Our

t s i 90 here would then mean 'foot-marks' = 'proper path': »(They cry out their asser

tions) as having principles, having a (proper path =) norm». This interpr. is influenced

by Ch'en's knowledge of C next, but is decidedly inferior to A. — C. Ts'i (ap. Ch'un

ts'iu fan lu) reads 94: »having principles, having (tracks, proper path =) norm», cf.

B above. T s i 95 *tsi&k j tsiak / t s i was not identical with but only cognate to 92

*tsiSk, and fails in the rimes here (*tsiSk : x : *di$k); this eliminates C.

535. H u w e i h u e i y i 96.

A. Mao reads 97 (*di$k / iak / y i) = 98 'lizard': »(Alas for the men of this time),

why are they lizards». Shiwen reads 97 *siek j sitk / s i, because Lu TS-ming thinks

it is loan char. for 99, see B next. — B. Ts'i (ap. Yen t'ie lun) reads 100. This 99 *siek j

siek j s i is synon. with and cognate to 97 *diSk, but by no means identical. — Undecid-

able whether the orig. Shi had *di$k or *siek.

536. T'ien chI wu wo, ju pu wo k'o 1.

A. Nearly all comm. take j u 2 in its ordinary sense: »Heaven shakes me, as if it

could not overcome me». — B. Ch'en Huan: j u 2 = 3, as often, see gl. 471: »Heaven

shakes me, bnt it does not crnsh me ». — We shall see that B alone admits of a reasonable

expl. of the whole st. Moreover it is confirmed by the par. in the last line, phr. 4, where

y i 5, an adversative conjunction 'and yet', is synon. with 3.

£ £Z.£ » AWT " Jft a. tt aft c* -ft <rfo « *£ a % «,
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537. Pi k'iu wo tse, ju pu wo t 6 6.

A. Cheng paraphrases: »When the king first sought me, it was as if he feared not to

obtain me », thus simply ignoring the w. tse 7. This has caused Ma Juei-ch'en and

others to say that tse was an empty »final particle». Yet tse can never serve in that

function. — B. Chu, rightly realizing that tse must be a noun, interpr.: »He sought

me to serve as a model, as if (he feared that) he could not obtain me». — C. The whole

st. describes the feelings of the virtuous man, the poet, who deplores the incompetence

of the officers. j u 2 again is = 3: »They (seek my pattern =) try to emulate me, but they

do not attain to me» (cannot vie with me).

538. Chi wo k'iu k'iu, yi pu wo li 8.

A. Mao says simply (after Erya) k'iu k'iu 9 — 10 'arrogantly'. Cheng expounds

further: »He (detains me =) keeps me in office (yet) in an arrogant way, and does not

consider me (strong =) capable». For k'iu = 'arrogant', no text par. — B. Chu:

k'iu k'iu 9 — 'enemy fashion' (the commonest meaning of k ' i u 9 is 'enemy'),

li 11 = 12 'to use' (sc. in office). Cf. Yi Chou shu: Wu k'iian 13 »If one excessively

applies punishment, there will be enmity (animosity)». Thus: »He detains me, as if I

were an enemy, and he does not use me». For li 11 = 'to use', no text par. — C.

Another interpr. Yipuwoliisa strict par. to ju pu wo k'o 1 in the first line:

to the k'o 14 'to vanquish, to crush' corresponds 1 i 11 'to force' here: »They have

seized me, enemy-fashion, and yet they cannot force me».

539. Kin t s i chI cheng 15. Mao has no gloss.

A. Cheng: cheng 16 = 17 chang 'principal, chief, thus: »The present rulers-.

Cf. ode 194, phr. 18 »The chiefs and dignitaries»; ode 258, phr. 19 »The many princes

and former rulers »; ibid. phr. 20 »Exhausted are the principal officers» (heads of depart

ments); Shu: Li cheng 21 »May the officers regulate it», etc. (common). — B. Chu:

cheng 16 = 22, thus: »The present government ». The two words are closely cognate;

16 often means ('to correct' =) 'to govern', but is rarely, if ever, used as a noun 'go

vernment'. In any case, there is no ex. in the odes. — A agrees better with the usage

in the Shi.

540. Liao chi fang yang, ning huo mie c h i 23.

A. Mao reads thus. Cheng ning 24 = 'how': »When the fire is just (raised =)

flaming high, how can any one extinguish it» (Ma Juei-ch'en: ning 24 = 25, which was

refuted in gl. 77). — B. Another school (ap. Han shu: Ku Yung chuan, as quoted

by Wang Ying-lin; the present version has in part been corr. after Mao) read 26 ». . . can

one in some way extinguish it». — The B version is less safely attested than A.

541. Pao Si hiie chi 27.

A. Mao reads thus: 28 *%mitmt / %\voai / h ii e 'to extinguish, to destroy'. — B. Lu

(ap. Lie nii chuan) reads 29 (*miai j miat / mie). Meaning the same. — B is clearly

inferior, since the preceding line ended in m i e, and, with Lu, the word would rime with

itself.

542. Chung k'i yung huai 30. Mao has no gloss.

A. Cheng refers c h u n g 31 to »the king»: »A11 of it (what the king does), I constantly

have anxiety about it ». — B. Su Shi (foll. by Chu) takes c h u n g as object: »I am

constantly anxious about the end (the issue)». — C. Ch'en Huan: the next st. begins

with 32, and chung...yu is analogous to the 33 k i . . . y u in ode 101, phr. 34

and ode 157, phr. 35. But there are no safe ex. of c h u n g as a particle with the

same perfect tense value as k i. — D. Another interpr.: c h u n g 31 means, as usual,

'to the end', i. e. everlasting, thus: -Everlasting is the constant anxiety». This is proved

by a par.:

Ode 278. Yi yung chung yii 36. Mao and Cheng have no gloss. A. K'ung:
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»To make long the everlasting fames i. e. ,to perpetuate the fame». — B. Another school

(ap. Hou Han shu) reads 37 »To make long a (numerous =) universal fame». Ma Juei-

ch'en thinks the 31 of A is loan char. for the homophonous 38 (both *ii(mg) of this

version. — C. Waley: »May he long keep holidays word-for-word: »to make long a

lasting enjoyment ». W. thus takes chung 31 in its ordinary sense (as in A), which

is corroborated by the combination of y u n g 'long, to prolong' and chung 'to the

end, everlasting', two closely kindred notions. For y ii = 'joy, enjoyment', see gl. 449.

— C might be plausible in itself; but since it is not an ordinary feast that is described,

but the ode is a sacrificial hymn, A is preferable. The line follows upon 39 »May we

(be there) morning and night » (for official attendance, as in many odes), and the ode

has the same phrase 40 »Our guests come» as ode 280, which is clearly a sacrificial

hymn. In version B, 38 is probably merely a loan char. for 31. — This combination of

y u n g and chung in ode 278, phr. 36 is the same as in our ode 192 above, phr. 30,

which confirms interpr. D in that ode.

543. Yu k ii n yin yii 41.

A. Mao: k ii n 42 (*g'iwen j g'iwSn j k ii n) = 43 'to embarrass, to press, to distress',

thus: »(Everlasting is the constant anxiety), and moreover we are harassed by soaking

rain». Cf. Ts'e: Han ts'e 44 »Ts'in and Ch'u (pinched =) pressed Han, in order to em

barrass (harass, distress) Wei»; Lie: Huang ti 45 »He was distressed by hunger and

cold», etc. (common). That disturbances in nature express the wrath of Heaven over

bad government is a constant theme. — B. Cheng: k ii n 42 = 46 'to repeat, reiterate',

thus: ». . . and moreover there are reiterated soaking rains ». Erya has an entry 47.

Since 48 cannot mean 25, Chu Tsiin-sheng is certainly right in concluding that aye

has been lost here, and that there should be two entries: 49. Then both k ii n 50 and

c h e n 48 are defined by j e n g 46 'to reiterate', and Cheng, building on Erya, has

thought that 42 of the ode was a loan char. for 50. But for neither 50 nor 42 is there

any pre-Han text par. with this sense. The earliest ex. is Han shu: Sii chuan 51 »(Re-

peated = ) several generations (repeatedly = ) one after the other went to ruin » (here

k ii n and t a i e n are synon.). — A is much better supported.

544. Nai k'i er fu, tsai shu er tsai, ts'iang po chu yii 52.

The general meaning of the st. is clear: »(When your carriage is loaded), you throw

away your aids, then (the first 53 here = 54) you let fall your load and beg your leader:

help us». It is still the righteous officer who reproaches the incompetent officials: they

first ruin the government and then cry for help. The simile with the »aids» is common,

cf. Tso: Hi 5: »The proverb says: the car and the aids depend on one another, when

the hps are destroyed, the teeth are cold». The poet here likens himself to a necessary

»aid» to the carriage (the state). The dissension concerns the word f u 55 »aid».
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A. K'ung: Since in the ancient descriptions of the cars there are never mentioned

any f u 55, »these must be detachable (separate) things, something like the poles tied

to the spokes of our times». Legge therefore translates »wheel-aids» (»used, on occa

sion, to prevent the wheels from sliding»). This is a mere guess. — B. Tseng Chao:

the f u 55 is the same as what is called 56 »the lying hare » in Chouli: Chou jen and

57 in Chouli: K'ao kung ki paragr. 1, and 58 in Yi: Kua 34, i. e. a support under the

carriage box, resting on the axle. This, again, is a mere guess, without substantiation,

and moreover very unlikely: »When your carriage is loaded, you throw away the sup

port under the box» is quite absurd. — C. Ch'en Huan: f u 55 are the side-boards

which keep the load in place, in other words the detachable left and right parts of the

s i a n g 59 'carriage box'. Fang yen (W. Han coll.) says 60: »The s i a n g carriage

box is called 61 *b'war / b'udi / p ' e i, and Erya says 62: »f e i (*p?Wr j pjwgi j f e i)

and f u 55 mean aid, support». It is obvious that 61 *b'war 'carriage box' is of the

same stem as 63 *piwar and fundamentally means 'an aid' (a support for the load) and

is thus quite analogous to our f u 55 'the aid, support', which is the side-board sup

porting the load. Furthermore this 55 *6Vu» / b'iu / f u occurs in the sense of 'upper

jaw-bone, chin' (also wr. 64) in Yi: Kua 31, phr. 65 »He moves his upper and lower

jaws and tongue»; and this is a very telling metaphoric denomination. The lower jaw

is called 66 »the teeth carriage » (see Tu Yii to Tso: Hi 5) and the f u 55 are the »side-

boards» forming the sides of the »carriage box» on top of the »teeth carriage». — C

is a brilliant and convincing interpr. and explains our ode very well: »(When your car

riage is loaded), yon throw away your side-boards; then yon let fall your load and beg your

leader: help us».

545. Yiin yii er fu 67.

A. Mao: y ii n 68 (*giwan / jium j y u n) = 69 'to increase, augment'. As pointed out

by Ch'en Huan, Mao, who was a follower of Siin-tsi's, here refers to Sim: Fa hing, which

quotes a lost ode: 70 »When the nave is broken, then they enlarge the spokes ... is

that an improvement». Mao therefore probably took our ode line here yiin yii er

f u 67 to be analogous to that of the lost ode 70, thus: »You make an enlargement (im

provement) in your spokes ». For y ii n 68 = 'to increase' there is no text par. Yet

y ii n 68 and y ii n 71 (*giwan) are interchangeable characters in the anc. texts (see

gl. 238 and 546), and y ii n 71 again sometimes stands for y ii n 72 (*giwan) 'ample,

numerous', see gloss 546. Mao may have thought that Siin's 73 was equal to 74 'to make

ample'. — B. Chu, misunderstanding Mao, thought his y i 75 meant 'to be of ad

vantage for' and takes the line together with the preceding line: »(Do not throw away

your aids), they are of help to the wheel spokes». But y ii n 68 has no such meaning.

— C. Chu Tsun-sheng: y ii n 68 is a short-form for 76 'to fall down': »(Do not throw

sway your side-boards), (the cargo) will fall down on your spokes». This is strongly con

firmed by the par. in the preceding st.: »Then you throw away your side boards, and

77 you let fall your load ». To the s h u 78 'fall down, collapse' (Cf. Kuliang: Yin

6, phr. 79 »People from Cheng came and threw down, ruined the peace») of that line

corresponds our y u n 68 = 76 'fall down' here. — C is ingenious and gives a quite

convincing expl. of yiin 68, which A does but poorly and B not at all.

546. Hun yin k'ung y tin 80. ShIwen records the var. 81 for 82; the two graphs

are interchangeable, see gl. 238.

A. Mao: y ii n 82 (*giwan j jiuan j y tin) = 83 'to turn round'. Cf. Kuan: Kie 84

»The four seasons revolvingly come down» (comm. = 85). This 82 (*giwan, even tone)

is closely cognate to 85 'to revolve, turn round' (*giwan falling tone). By 83 Mao means

86 'to turn round to' (these two char. are interchangeable) in the sense of 87 'to turn to,

give allegiance to'; thus: »Their relatives grandly turn to them». In this he builds on
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Tso: Siang 29, where it is said: »If it (sc. the state of Tsin) rejects all its cognate houses,

88 who will then come to it? (Then our ode line is quoted) Tsin is not neighbourly, 89

who will then turn to it? » But such a sense of y ii n 82 = 'to revolve', is very far

fetched, and there are no text par., except this Tso text, where this meaning of 82 is,

at least, very doubtful. — B. K'ung, unaware that Mao simply built on Tso, takes his

s ii a n 83 in the sense of 90 'to surround, go about somebody with attentive friendliness',

thus: »To their relatives they are grandly (surrounding =) attentive ». To take 82 'to

revolve' in this sense is even more far-fetched than A and quite without par. But prob

ably Cheng already held that view, for he says: y ii n 82 = 91 'friend, friendly, to be

friendly', a free paraphrase of the same idea. — C. Wang An-shi: y ii n 82 = 'to praise',

thus: »The relatives are very (speaking =) full of praise ». But 82 means 'says, has

said' (introducing a quotation), but certainly not 'to praise'. — D. Another interpr.

Y ii n 82 is a short-form for the homophonous 92 (*giwan j jiuan / y ii n) 'ample, numer

ous'. Such short-forms: the same graph minus the radical, are common in the Shi. Thus:

•Their relatives are very numerous'. Cf. ode 214, phr. 93 »Ample are the yellow ones»;

Lao 94, to which the comm.: y ii n y ii n = 95: »The flowers and leaves being ample

(numerous) »; and particularly Chuang: Tsai yu 96 »The things are innumerable » (comm.

= 97) — here y ii n 82 is clearly a short-form for .93, and the short-form is exactly the

same as in our ode. — The context confirms D: 98 »Their relatives are very numerous,

I think of my own solitariness ». The idea is the contrast between y ii n 'numerous'

and t u 'solitary'. The Chuang ex. 96 is a strong corroboration.

547. S u s u fang yu k u 99. ShIwen's ed. read su su fang ku (without

y u).

A. Mao: s u s u 100 {*suk j suk j s u) = 1 'mean'; Cheng: k u 2 = 3; thus: »(4 Those

petty ones have houses), the mean ones have emoluments'). Fang <5 is then the common

filling-out adverb. Erya: 6 »s u - s u and tsu-tsu = harassed and exhausted »

(cf. gl. 524). This s u - s u (*suk / suk / s u) probably refers to this ode: »The exhausted

ones, the destitute, poor, mean fellows ». Li: Yii tsao: 8 »When he saw one whom he

revered, he was modest and (reduced =) humble », to which Cheng: 9 (*suk) = 10. —

B. Lu (as revealed by an essay by Ts'ai Yung) reads 11, which (as expl. by the T'ang

comm. Li Hien to Hou Han shu) meant: »The mean ones (have the wheel-naves side by

side =) have their carriages going abreast» (vie with each other in driving fine carriages);

fang 5 defined as = 12 'side by side', cf. Yili: Hiang she, phr. 13 »He does not

place the feet side by side». — Both versions give good sense; but A forms a better par.

to the preceding line and therefore seems preferable.
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548. T'ien yao shi cho 14.

A. Mao paraphrases: 15 »(Heaven =) the king kills them, and those in office strike

them», word for word: »Heaven kills and those strike ». Y a o 16 properly means 'a pre

mature death' (Shu, Tso passim etc., common). For cho 17, cf. ode 7, phr. 18 »We

beat it down» (sc. the pegs). — B. Cheng: »Heaven kills them, and he (sc. the king)

strikes them». — C. K'ung: cho 17 = 19 'to slander, to blame', cf. Tso: Ai 17, phr.

20 »The eldest prince again slandered him». The same w. is wr. 21 in Ch'u: Li sao.

Etym. 18 'to strike' and 18, 21 '(to strike at, attack =) to blame' are one and the same

word. Thus: »(Heaven =) the king kills them, those (in office) slander them». — D.

Chu: yao 16 = 22, and cho 17 = 23, the shi 24 is object: »Disaster from Heaven

hurts them ». — E. Lu (as revealed by an essay by Ts'ai Yung) read 25. This has caused

Ma Juei-ch'en to interpret y a o - y a o = 'beautiful', as in ode 6 (see gl. 23), and cho

= 'to slander' (see C above), thus: »Though beautiful, they are slandered » (sc. the good

and poor people). Very strained. — F. Another interpr. Chu has construed the sen

tence right, but yao 16 does not mean 'disaster' but 'to kill', thus: »Heaven's (kil

ling = ) destruction strikes them». This is proved by a par. in Shu, where we have this

same t'ien yao: Shu: Kao tsung yung ji 26 »It is not that Heaven prematurely kills

the people; the people in the midst cuts off its own life». — The Shu par. confirms the

reading in version A against that in E. But it also eliminates interpr. A and C; and B

is very forced.

549. K o y i f u j e n 27.

A. Mao: k o 28 (*kd / led j k o) = 29 'will do, passable, all right', thus: »AU is

well with the rich people» — they are situated so that 29 it will do, they may get through.

Mao thinks 28 *kd and 29 *k'd are cognate words. — B. Tu Yii to Tso: Chao 8, where

ode 194, phr. 30 is quoted, says: k o 28 — 31, thus here: »Fine (happy) are the rich

people». Tu evidently thought 28 *kd was cognate to 31 *ka (both having the same

phonetic 32). This has been accepted by Wang Yin-chi and Ch'en Huan. — Both

etymologies are plausible; but there is no reason for abandoning the oldest interpr. (A).

Ode CXCm: Shi yiie chi Mao.

550. Shan chung tsu (suei) peng 33. Mao has no gloss to t s u.

Shiwen records the var. 34.

A. Cheng: tsu 35 (Shiwen: *dz'iwdt / dz'iudt /tsu, the »old » reading *tsiwdt j tsivuit j

tsu) = 36 'high cliff, crag'. Thus: »The crags of the mountain tops collapse». The

word 35 occurs in Han texts; in pre-Han literature I know only of one par.: ode 232,

phr. 37 »How high-pointed (cragged) they are» (par. to 38 in the preceding st.). Here

Shiwen says: »Mao reads *tsiwdt j tsiuM /tsu, Cheng reads *dz'iwdt / dz'iuM / t s u »

which shows that in our ode 193 above the »old reading» was that of Mao. The dif

ference of reading between the two scholars corresponds to different opinion as to the

etymology. Cheng thought 34, 35 was cognate to 39 *dz'wdr j dz'udi /ts'uei and

therefore read *dz'iwdt; Mao thought it was etym. id. with 34 *tsiwdt 'to end, to finish',

for he defines it (in ode 232) as = 40 'the end, the limit, the utmost point' = the highest

peak of a cliff (K'ung and later comm. have misunderstood this gloss of Mao's). — B.

Ma Juei-ch'en: the preceding line was 41 »Ail the streams bubble up and rise », and pa

rallelism shows that 42 or 43 must be two verbs. The original graph was simply 34

(as Shiwen's variant), and this has been wrongly filled out into 35, it should have

been filled out into 44; in short: 34 and 35 are loan char. for 44 *swdd j sudi /suei. Thus:

»The mountain tops break and collapse ». — B is evidently right. Chung 45 already

means 'top', and the addition of yet another 35 'crag, point' would be meaningless. More

over, with A the balance (the rhythm) of the line is spoiled: shan chung tsu —

peng; with B, it is quite normal: shan chung — suei peng.
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551. Yen ts'i shan fang ch'u 46.

A. Mao: yen 47 = 'beautiful', shan 48, in Shuowen quoted 49, means 'to blaze,

to be splendid' (Ts'i short-form 50, see below). The fang 51 has caused two interpr.

a. K'ung: fang 51 = 52 'side by side', a well-attested meaning (see gl. 547); thus:

»The beautiful wife splendidly side by side (with the king) has her place ». /?. Chu: fang

51 = 'now, just, then': »The beautiful wife splendidly now has her place » — much

inferior to a. — B. Lu (ap. Han shu: Ku Yung chuan) reads 53, this 54 expl. (by Yen

Shi-ku) as a clan name: »The wife (of the clan) Yen splendidly » etc. — C. Ts'i (ap.

Chung hou chi Lo kie) reads 55, this 56 likewise expl. as clan name. — D. Shuowen

(one version) inst. of ch'u 57 quotes c h ' i 58, which, however, is vetoed by the

rime. — B and C are supported by no anc. text, and A a therefore seems preferable.

552. Y i ts'i Huang f u 59. Mao has no gloss.

A. Cheng: y i 60 (*'idk / 'iik / y i) = 61 (*'idg j ji j y i), an interjection, cf . ode 277,

phr. 62, thus: »Oh! This Huang-fu! » Evidently Cheng thought 60 *'idk was a loan char.

for the phon. similar 61 * idQ. — B. Han (ap. Shiwen): y i 60 = 63. This 63 cannot

have its ordinary meaning here. It would be tempting to take Han's 63 to be a short-

form for Cheng's 61, but that is not correct. Chu says in our ode here: y i 60 = 'an

initial particle'. We have it in Lun, passim, with an adversative nuance: 'however,

or, but, or else', e. g. Lun: Tsi-chang 64 »It will do; but (however) that is the (branches =)

adiafora »; followed by y i 65 we have it in Lun: Tsi-lu 66 »However (or, but) they may

be the next» (cf. also ode 78, where 60 . . . 60 y i . . . y i means »either ... or » 'in the sense of

mow . . . now»). Now, for this y i 60 'however, but, or else' the char. 63 often serves as a

loan char. Lun: Hue er 67 »Does he seek it, or rather is it given to him? » was wr. 68

in the Han stone classics (as quoted by Tai Tung: Liu shu ku). And Ta Tai: Wu wang

tsien tsu has 69 »(The principles of Huang-ti and Chuan-hu), have they been preserved,

o r have they been neglected and can no longer be seen? » Here y i y i 70 is obviously

the same as the y i y i 71 in Lun, phr. 66. So the y i 63 of the Han school means

exactly the »initial particle» of Chu. Thus: 'However, this Huang-fu ...» — C. Ch'en

Huan: yi 60 = 72 'beautiful, admirable', thus: »Admirable is this Huang-fu ». Cf.

ode 106, phr. 73 »How beautiful the forehead» (but when Ch'en thinks 60 *-idk and 72

* iSd were »similar in sound », he is wrong; they were simply synonymous). — C, of course,

is quite possible; but there is no reason for abandoning the oldest interpr. (B, Han),

which is well supported by par.

553. K'i y ii e pu shi 74.
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A. Mao: a h i 75 = 76, thus: »(However, this Huang-fu), how does he (say =) admit

that he is not right (acts wrongly) ». 75 *didg j it / s h i is cognate to and synonymous

with 76 *c!iSg / itg / s h i, both in the sense of 'this' (very common) and in the sense of

'correct'. For ex. see below. — B. Chu: s h i 75 = '(proper) season', thus: »How

does he (say =) admit that he (is unseasonable ) is acting out of season-. Pu shi 77

in this sense is common, e. g. Tso: Chao 1, phr. 78 »Now the lord is immoderate and

(unseasonable = ) acts out of season ». — Since a few lines later there follows a complaint

that the fields (neglected during the proper working season) are turned into marshes

or weed-covered, B is certainly right. — We must examine here:

Ode 217. E r y a o k i s h i 79. A. Mao: shi 75 = 80 'good', an extension of

meaning: correct > good: »Your viands are (correct = ) good ». Corresp. to this we have

in st. 1 phr. 81 »Your viands are fine», st. 3 phr. 82 »Your viands are ample». —

B. »Your viands are in season» would also make a good sense. It is a constantly re

curring theme in the anc. texts that the viands should be those proper to each season.

In Li: Yiie ling this theme is fully treated, describing which foods are proper to each

month. The parallelism. 1: Your viands are fine — 2: Your viands are seasonable

— 3: Your viands are ample, would be quite good enough. But even Chu follows Mao

here, and that certainly brings out the parallelism even better; it is safest to follow Mao.

Ode 170. Wei k'i shi yi 83. Mao has no gloss. A. Cheng: »(The things, i. e.

the eatables) are in season» (as B in the preceding). — B. Hu Ch'eng-kung: »(The things)

are (correct =) good». This corresponds to the 84 in the preceding st. — In view of ode

217 above, B is preferable.

Ode 209. K'ung huei, k'ung shi 85. Mao has no gloss. A. Cheng: h u e i

86 = 87, and shi 75 = 88: »You have been very compliant, very observant of

the proper seasons (for the sacrifices)». — B. Ma Juei-ch'en says shi 75 = 80 'good',

and Ch'en Huan 75 = 76 'correct', thus: »You have been very compliant, very (correct =)

good». — A is certainly more far-fetched.

Ode 220. Y i t s o u e r shi 89. A. Mao: shi 75 = 90 'those who hit' (in the

shooting), properly = 76 'the correct ones', thus: »To (perform music for = ) celebrate those

of you who have been correct» (in the ritual shooting). Cf. Ta Tai: Yii tai te (in a passage

about the teaching of ritual shooting): 91 »Those who are correct (in the shooting)

are rewarded by (the grant of) territories, those who are not correct are fined by (loss

of) territories» (cf. Li: She yi: »Those who 92 hit the goal often are allowed to be

present at the sacrifice . . . those who are often present at the sacrifice are rewarded by

the prince . . . those who are often rewarded, get their territories augmented»). — B. Cheng:

shi 75 = 93 'those whom one's heart reveres', thus: »To (perform music for =) cele

brate those whom you 75 find correct» (approve of). — C. Chu: »In order to perform

your seasonal» (sc. sacrifices). — A is best supported by the quite conclusive par. in Ta

Tai (91). Moreover the shi 75 'correct' here balances the neng 93 a 'capable' in

phr. 93 b a few lines earlier: »One celebrates each of you who has been capable » (in

the shooting).

Ode 235. Ti ming pu shi A. Mao: shi 75 = 76: »Was not the appoint

ment of God (correct =) good!». — B. Chu: »Was not the appointment of God timely!» —

Immediately before we have: »Though Chou is an ancient state, its heavenly appoint

ment is new»; the context confirms B.

Ode 245. Hu hiu tan shi 95. Mao has no gloss. A. Cheng: h u 96 = 97,

paraphrasing: 98 »Is it that the fragrance is truly in season? ». — B. Ma Juei-ch'en:

h u = 99 'great', and shi 75 = 80 'good', thus: »The great fragrance is truly (cor

rect = ) good ». For h u he refers to Kuang ya 96 = 99, and pretends to find this meaning

in ode 290, phr. 100 'great old age', Yili: Shi kuan li, phr. 1 'great felicity'. Chu Tsiin
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sheng has improved this by pointing out that just as h i a 2 (*g'& / ya / h i a) is loan

char. for hu 96 (*g'o j yuo j h u) in ode 228, phr. 3 »Why should I not say so,), so

here 96 *g'o is loan char. for 2 *g'd 'far, far-reaching' (h u k ' a o 100 = 'far-reaching

old age', h u f u 1 'far-reaching felicity' id. with the h i a f u 'far-reaching felicity' of

ode 216), thus: »The far-reaching fragrance is truly (correct:) good ». — B is strikingly plausible.

Ode 247. Wei yi k'ung shi 4. A. Cheng: »Your dignified demeanour was

very (timely:) suitable for the occasion ». — B. Ma Juei-ch'en: Your dignified demeanour was

very (correct:) good ".

Ode 255. Feishangtipushi5. A. Cheng: »It was not that God on High

(here metaphor for the king!) was not (timely =) born at the right time»(!). — B. Chu:

»It is not that God on High (is not timely =) causes this bad time »(!!). — C. Ma Juei-

ch'en: »It is not that God on High is not (correct:) good ,.

554. T'ien tsu wu lai 6.

A. Mao: The low ones are pools, the high ones are weed-covered, thus: »Our fields

are all pools or weed-covered (areas) ». — B. Han (ap. Yii p'ien): w u 7 = 8 'dirty, un

tidy' = weed-covered, thus: »Our fields are all weed-covered". — W u - 1 a i as a binome

seems best.

555. Yiie yii pu ts'iang, li tse jan yi .9. Mao has no gloss.

There is an uncertainty as to how the Mao text ran. A. Cheng has it like 9: ,He says:

I do not maltreat you, according to law it is like that» (the government has the right to im

pose work on the people). — B. Wang Su (ap. Shiwen) has it thus: 10 »(He says:)

they say that I am not good, but according to law it is like that». — Version B, in which

we have to supply a phrase ( »he says ») which is not in the text, is clearly inferior.

556. Pu yin yi yi lao 11. Mao has no gloss.

A. Cheng: yin 12 (*? / ngihi j y i n) = 13 a particle expressing that one forces one

self, against one's will', thus: »He did not even grudgingly leave a single old man». No

text par. — B. In the id. phr. 11 in Tso: Ai 16, Tu Yii says: yin 12 = 14, thus taking

it to be a mere empty particle: »He did not leave a single old man ». Similarly in Tso:

Chao 28, phr. 15 »He will die together with them; I will let my lord hear of Sheng's and

Tsang's death», where Tu again says that yin 12 is an "initial particle» (= 14). Yet

here yin may equally well be taken to mean: »I wish to let my lord hear...»,

cf. C; so there is no safe text par. — C. Another school (ap. Siao Erya, quoted by Shi

wen): yin 12 = 16 'to wish, to be willing', thus: »He was not even willing to leave a

single old man ». Cf. Kyii: Tsin yii 17 »I wish to shield Chou Li»; Kyii: Ch'u yii 18 »I

wish to place it in the ear» (to listen to it). — D. Han (ap. Shiwen): yin 12 = 19

*rujien j ngibi /yin 'affable' (ex. of this in Lun: Hiang tang and Sien tsin), thus:

»He did not affably leave a single old man». No text par. The gloss is based on the

sound similarity of 12 and 19. — C is best supported and makes good sense.
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557. Yi kii ts'u Shang 20. Mao has no gloss.

A. Cheng: Kii ts'u is an inversion of ts'u kii: »To go to live in» and he interpr.:

»(He selected those who had carriages and horses) and with them went to dwell in Shang ».

This is grammatically impossible, unless we frankly declare the text to be corrupt

and alter it into 21. — B. Wang Yin-chI: kii 22 (*kio j kiwo j k ii) is a mere »particle»,

so that 20 is equal to 23, thus simply: »And with them went to Shang ». As a final par

ticle we have this k ii 22 in ode 26, phr. 24 »Oh sun, oh moon». As an enclitic on

interrogative pronouns and adverbs it is common: Tso: Ch'eng 2, phr. 25 »who»; Li:

T'an kung 26 »how» (Shiwen here reads *? jkjijVi, probably a speculation that it is

equal to 27); Chuang: Ts'i wu lun 28 »how». In these cases it is cognate to 29 *g,io /

g'nco /kii, e. g. Chuang: Ts'i wu lun 30 »how». But the position in the clause of our

k ii 22 here is quite different, and there are no conclusive par.; those alleged should all

be expl. differently, see below. — D. Another interpr. Since the st. describes precisely

the erection of a new city in Shang and Huang-fu's high-handed transfer of the popu

lation, it is obvious that k ii 22 has its fundamental meaning here. But it means not

only 'to dwell, to reside' but also 'to take up an abode, to settle', cf. ode 194, phr. 31 »For-

merly when you went out to take up an abode (elsewhere) »; ode 241 , phr. 32 »He settled

to the south of K'i» etc. (common). Thus here: »(He selected those who had carriages

and horses) and in order to take up an abode went to Shang ». — We should examine further:

Ode 198. Er kii t'u ki ho 33. Mao has no gloss. A. Cheng: k ii t ' u =

»those followers with whom you live», thus: »Your (dwelling followers =) clients, how many

are theyP». — B. Ma Juei-ch'en: kii 22 is a mere particle, the clause being equal to

er t'u ki ho. Ch'en Huan further takes t'u 34 in the sense of 'barely, merely',

thus: »How many are you, barely ». — No reason whatever for abandoning A.

Ode 265. Wo kii yii tsu huang 35. A. Mao simply says: y ii 36 (*ngio j

.ngiwo / yii) = 37 'border land'. Cheng further expounds: »Our settlements and border

lands are all waste». — B. Ma Juei-ch'en: kii 22 is a particle, the line is equal to wo

yii tsu huang. This is quite arbitrary. — C. Han (ap. Wai chuan) reads 38 »Our

abode and service are entirely famine-fashion », the y ii 39 *ngio j ngiwo / y ii meaning

service with food and decorations etc. as described in the Wai chuan chapter. This is

far-fetched. When the Han text had 39, this was probably a mere loan char. for the

homophonous 36.

Ode 245. Shang ti kii hin 40. Mao has no gloss. A. Cheng: k ii 22 = 41;

»Sod on High (tranquilly:) placidly enjoyed» (the fragrance of the sacrifice). This sense

of k ii is common, and we have it in this same ode 245, phr. 42 (»Tranquilly:) easily she

bore her son ». — B. Wang Yin-chI: k ii 22 is a particle, the clause being equal to

Shang ti hin. Quite unfounded.

Ode 223. Shi kii 1 ii kiao 43. Siin: Fei siang quotes 44, the two char. 45 and

46 being interchangeable. Mao has no gloss. A. Cheng reads 45 *glu j Iqu j 1 o u = 47

'to accumulate' (Erya: 48 = 49, yet no text ex.), and interpr.: »And so they (dwell =)

remain and accumulate their (crimes of) arrogance». — B. Chu: kii 22 = 50 'to in

crease, accumulate' and 45 = 51, thus: »And so they accumulate their constant arro

gance ». Chu must have thought of Shu: Kao yao mo (Yi Tsi) 52 (Si-ma Ts'ien: »to

change the abode ») which the Sung school (Ts'ai Ch'en) interpr. » to exchange the hoarded

goods»; cf. also Kyii: Tsin yii 53 »hoarded riches» (Wei Chao: 22 = 54). So Ch'u does

not lack par., but »to hoard arrogance» is very far-fetched. — C. Ch'en Huan, simply

skipping k ii 22, evidently again taking it to be a mere particle, and taking 45 (46 *gliu j

liu j 1 ii) = 55 'repeatedly' (common), interpr.: »And so they are repeatedly arrogant».

— D. Ma Juei-ch'en has realized that 45 (46) cannot be a transitive verb (with Cheng)

nor an adverb (with Chu and Ch'en), but that the 1 ii - k i a o must be a binome, and
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he takes 45 = 56 'peak' (of which there are no early text ex.), and this would mean

'high', i. e. 'haughty', just as kiao 57 means 'high' and 'arrogant'. K ii 22 = 41, as

in ode 245 above. Thus: »They are tranquil in their haughtiness and arrogance. » —

E. Another interpr. The char. 45 is defined in Shuowen as = 58 'empty', e. g. Lun:

Sien tsin 59 »Huei is well on his way; he is empty » (not: »he is often empty », cf. Liu

Pao-nan ad locum). In our ode here 'empty' (just as very often its synon. 60) is taken

in a pejorative sense: lii-kiao = '(empty:) worthless and arrogant'. For k ii 22, cf.

Kyii: Tsin yii 8, phr. 61 »Yang in his mode of living is respectful, he dare not be easy

(negligent).» In our ode, as in the Kyii passage, it is a description of the character of

certain persons, and just as there ku-ch'u kung 62 means »the mode of living is

respectful », so here shi k ii 1 ii kiao 43 means: »In their mode of living they are (empty:)

worthless and arrogant» (s h I 63 being a mere particle, as passim in the Shi). — The Kyii

par. 61 is decisive.

Ode 224. K ii yi hiung king 64. Mao has no gloss on k ii. A. Cheng: k ii 65

is a transitive verb: »He (the king) will (settle me =) place me in a miserable and danger

ous (place) » (i. e. banish me to the border-lands!). — B. Chu: k ii 65 = 66: »I shall

only be miserable and pitiable. » No text par. — C. Ch'en Huan: k ii 65 is »a par

ticle »: »I shall thereby be miserable and endangered.» — D. Another interpr. To our

line here corresponds in the preceding stanzas: 67 and 68. H o u 'afterwards, in the

end' is balanced by our k ii 65 here; thus: »(In the settling down =) in the end I

shall thereby be miserable and pitiable» (for 70, Mao = 71 'danger, endangered' no text

support; the common meaning 'to pity, pitiable', as e. g. in ode 181, is here, with

Chu, clearly preferable).

558. Ch'an k'ou ao ao 72.

A. Mao has no gloss here, but since in ode 179, phr. 73 »They count the footmen with

great clamour» Mao says: ao ao 74 (*ngog / ngdu / a o) = 75 'sound', he evidently

means the same here: »The slanderous months are clamouring». — B. Cheng: ao ao

74 = 76: »The slanderous mouths are numerous ». No text par. — C. Lu (ap. Liu

Hiang) reads 77. This 78 (*ngog) we had in ode 181, phr. 79 »Their woeful cry is (cla

mouring:) resounding». — A 74 and C 78 are homophonous, simply two ways of writing

the same word. It is also wr. 80 (*ngog j ngdu / a o) = 'to vilify' (properly: 'to clam

our against') e. g. in Lii: Huai ch'ung.

Min mien ts'ung shi, see gl. 95. C h I k i n g y u j e n, see gl. 286. Y u y u

wo li, see gl. 90.

559. Si fang yu sien 81.

A. Mao: sien 82 = 83 'surplus, abundance, affluence', thus: »In the four quarters

there is affluence » (I alone dwell in grief). Cf . Meng: T'eng Wen kung, hia 84 »Out of the

» t£ » # *E *- g & *%tJLtf%» ^Mlkjift y,%k.zr<RM ®%1Lxffl »
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surplus supply what is insufficient »; Chouli: Siao si t'u 85 »Those who are supernume

rary are considered as a surplus »; etc. (common). — B. Ma Juei-ch'en: In comm. on

Wsuan (Yu T'ien t'ai shan fu) a Han school gloss is quoted: a i e n 82 = 86 'to wish,

to desire', and Ma thinks that refers to this ode, thus: »In the four quarters they have

their desires (fulfilled) » (I alone dwell in grief). But the Han gloss certainly refers on

ode 241, phr. 87 »Do not indulge your desires like that». This, however, does not pre

vent ode 241 from being a good support for the B interpr. S i e n 82 = 'to desire' is

well attested: Lie: Yang Chu 88 »Why does he desire (covet) longevity », etc. — B re

quires to be filled out: »they have their desires » = they have their desires fulfilled.

A gives a good and well-supported meaning as it stands.

560. T'ien ming pu ch'ett

A. Mao: ch'e 90 = 91 'way', and Cheng, expounding this, takes »Heaven» in the

sense of »the king »: »The king's orders are not in accordance with the (right) way. »

That is very unnatural, and Ch'en Huan explains Mao better thus: »Heaven's decrees

are not following the (regular) way, » which would refer to the first theme of the ode,

the eclipse. Mao builds on Erya, which says 92; for 93 'not acc. to the proper way' (Lu

in ode 29), see gl. 78; for 94, same meaning, see ode 183, phr. 95. This means that Erya

takes 90 (^d'iat / d'iat /ch'e) to be loan char. for the homophonous 96 *d'iat 'wheel-

track'; cf. Chouli: Tsiang shi, where 90 serves for 96 ('circumference of a cart-wheel').

— B. Chu: ch'e 90 = 97 'even, equal', thus: »The decrees of Heaven are not (even =)

just». Chu seems to build on Lun: Yen Yuan 98 »Why not take a ch'e tax», to which

Cheng: »Acc. to the Chou law one tenth was the tax, 99 it was called ch'e; ch'e

means t'ung to penetrate, pass through, pervade, it was the (pervading =) general

law of all the world». A common meaning of ch'e 90 is 'to penetrate' (concrete e. g.

in Tso: Ch'eng 16, phr. 100 »It [the arrow] penetrated seven buff-coat slips »), and 'per

vading' would then mean 'equal to all'. This etymology is already doubtful for the tech

nical term ch'e 'tithe'. To apply it in our ode here (with Chu): »Heaven's decrees

are not (pervading = equal to all =) just» is exceedingly strained. — C. Legge: ch'e

90 has its well-established meaning of 'to penetrate', but in the sense of 'to penetrate

with the mind, to understand', thus: Heaven's decrees are (not to be penetrated =) im

penetrable ». Cf. Chuang: Ying ti wang, phr. 1 »(Penetrating =) perspicacious and clear

sighted». Etym. the same word is 2 *d'iat 'clear, limpid', properly 'transparent, pos

sible to (penetrate =) see through'; cf. Chuang: Ta tsung po 3 »Thereafter he could be

lucid (clear-minded) as the morning». — Whereas A means a loan char. speculation, C

takes ch'e in a regular sense of the char., with good text par.

Ode CXCTV: Yu wu cheng.

561. Pu tsiin k'i te 4.

A. Mao (after Erya): t s ii n 5 (*tsiwan j tsiuln j t s fl n) = 6 ch'ang 'long, to pro

long'. Cheng, expounding this, curiously refers it to the (not mentioned) king: »(Oh,

wide and great Heaven), you (the king) do not (prolong = ) continue its (Heaven's)

virtue». Mao's idea probably was quite simply: »(The wide and great Heaven) does

not prolong its grace (sending down death and famine» etc.). — B. Chu (likewise after

Erya): t s ii n 5=7 'great': »(The wide and great Heaven) does not make great its

grace». — The char. 5 fundamentally means 'great and fine horse' (Mu t'ien tsi chuan

1 and 5, Huai: Jen kien etc.) but it is etym. id. w. 8 *tsiwan j tsiufat / t s ii n 'eminent,

grand' and is defined as = 7 by Mao in many odes. The Erya-Mao gloss here: t s ii n

= ch'ang 6 'to prolong' is merely an extension of meaning of this fundamental sense:

to make great = to increase = to prolong, which undoubtedly best suits the context

here.
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562. Min t'ien tsi wei 9.

Min.

The text of the Mao version is here uncertain. Shiwen reads min 10, and says that

some versions with h a o t'ien 11 are wrong. K'ung, however, has the latter, and

since the preceding st. had h a o t'ien, this seems most convincing. Yi Chou shu:

Tsi kung also reads 12 hao t'ien tsi wei.

Tsi wei. Mao has no gloss.

A. Cheng: »Great Heaven dislikes your terrorism », taking t s i as a transitive verb

with w e i as object. — B. Chu: tsi wei is a binome = 13: »Great Heaven is mal

treating ». Ch'en Huan also takes tsi wei as a binome, but refers to the par. in ode

255, phr. 14, where Mao says: tsi 15 = 16 'to let people suffer', and wei 17 — 18

'to incriminate people'. It is really no use forcing the isolated words thus. Tsi-wei

is evidently a binome practically equal to wei 17; in our ode here: »Great Heaven is

terrific » ; ode 255 »Terrific is God on High».

563. She pi yu tsuei, ki fu k'i ku 19.

Mao simply says she 20 = 21, and this has been differently explained. A. K'ung:

she 20 (22) = 21 'set aside' in the sense of 'to let off, thus: »It (sc. Heaven, here

meaning the king) lets off (pardons) those who have guilt, they have already undergone

their (sufficient) punishment» (it does not destroy them entirely!). — B. Chu: she

20 = 23 'to lay aside' in the sense of 'to let be, not speak of, thus: »Let alone (let us

not speak of) those who have guilt, they have already undergone their punishment». —

C. Ch'en Huan: Mao's c h ' u 21 = 24: »It (Heaven) punishes those who have guilt . . . ».

But she 20 (22) has no such meaning, unless, in a free way, 'to set aside' would mean

'to cast off, eliminate', thus: »It (Heaven) eliminates those who have guilt». — D.

Another interpr. She 20 (22) means 'to leave aside' in the sense of 'not care about',

as in ode 125, phr. 25 »Put them aside, put them aside» (do not care about them, sc.

the words of liars). Thus: »It (Heaven) (leaves aside =) cares not about those who

have guilt. » — The whole st. describes the blind severity of Heaven (which here is cer

tainly not a metaphor for the king), and this confirms D: »Great Heaven is terrific, it

does not ponder, it does not plan; it cares not about those who have guilt, they have already

undergone their punishment; even such as these who have no guilt are all together made

to suffer ». This D interpr. of she is necessitated by a par. in ode 264, an ode which

is strongly kindred to our ode 194 here; there, as here, we have the antithesis: »(leaving

aside =) not caring about this — do that»:

Ode 264. She er kie t'i, wei yu sii ki 26. A. Mao: 27 (Shiwen *t'iek j

t'iek /t'i) = 28, which shows that Mao took it to be a short-form for 29 *t'iek 'distant'.

How Mao understood the line is unknown. Wang Su expounds: »You (leave aside =)

do not care about your k i e great (principles) and t ' i far-reaching (thoughts), you

only feel hatred against us» (30 = 31). This, of course is hopeless scholastics. I wonder

whether Mao did not, after all, have the idea that 27 the Ti barbarians (*d'iek j d'iek /
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ti) and 29 *t'iek 'distant' were cognate words (»the distant ones»), cf. Shu: Mu shi 32

»From far away you are, people from the Western regions». If so, he may have taken

the line thus: »You do not care about your great distant ones» (the foreign foes), which

would come near to B next. — B. Cheng reads 27 in the ordinary way *d'iek j d'iek / t i :

»You (leave aside = ) do not care about your k i e mail-clad Ti barbarians, but only

have hatred against us». This is curious. The Ti were certainly not »mail-clad»; and

the word e r 33 'your' would be meaningless, if t i meant the Ti barbarians. — C.

Ma Juei-ch'en: t i 27 is a pejorative, as most of the ancient names of foreign tribes, and

Shuowen defines it as = 34 'immoral miscreants'; t i in our ode is a pejorative of this

kind: »You (leave aside =) do not care about your great miscreants, you only have

hatred against us» (your good people). This is ingenious, but there are no par. texts

whatever where t i 27 was used in such a sense: it always means 'Ti barbarian', never

'miscreant'. — D. Another interpr.: t i 27 should, with Mao, be read *t'iek j t'iek / t ' i,

but it is a short-form, not for 29 'distant' but for 35 *t'iek j t'iek / t ' i 'anxious, anxiety',

thus: »You (leave aside = ) do not care about your great anxieties (troubles), you only nave hatred

against us». The whole ode is one great lament over the distress and anxieties of the

state. Cf. Ch'u: Kiu chang 36 »I am sad over the anxieties of the future» (comm. t ' i

t ' i = 37 'grief and fear'). The word is etym. id. with 38 *t'iek j t'iek / t ' i, e. g. ode

142, phr. 39 »In my heart I am (troubled:) grieved». The adj. kie 40 'great' is

used with just such abstract nouns: 41 'great felicity', see gl. 374.

564. Lun s ii yi p'u 42.

A. Mao (after Erya): lun 43 (*liwan / liuen /lun) - shuai 44 'to lead on'

(Ho Yi-hang to Erya thinks 44 should here be read *liwat / liuet / 1 ii, the gloss being a pho

netic expl.: *liwan = *liuiat; but that will not do, for Han, Lu and Ts'i, see C below,

have correspondingly 45 *sliwat j siuH / s h u a i, which shows that 44 here had its read

ing *sliwat j stw6t / shuai). On p'u 46 Mao has no gloss here, but we find it in ode

262: p'u 46 = 47 'to suffer, to cause to suffer', which means that Mao takes it to be

a loan char. for 48, see C below. Thus: »(Even such as these who have no guilt) are in

volved and made to suffer ». This means that 1 u n - s ii 49 would be equal to s u - 1 u n

50 'mutually involved', for s ii 51 = 52 regularly stands before its verb. But

such an inversion is grammatically impossible. — B. Cheng follows Mao as to lun-

s ii, but takes p'u 46 = 53 'everywhere, all round, comprehensively': »(Even such as

these who have no guilt) are involved so as to be all round» (all are made guilty). This

is certainly no improvement. — C. Han (ap. Hou Han shu, with Li Hien's comm.) reads

54, the 55 defined as = 45 'to lead on', 51 = 52, and 48 = 47. The 55 is here a variant

for 56 (both *%iwan j %iuan / h ii n), for on Han shu: Sii chuan the Tsin Cho comm. says:

Ts'i, Han and Lu read 56 = 45. Hence h ii n - s ii 57 would mean the same as Mao's

1 u n - s ii 49: » . . . are involved and made to suffer», and h ii n - s ii 57 would be an

inversion of a s ii - h ii n 58 'mutually involved', which inversion, as already pointed

out, is grammatically impossible (and yet Pan Ku in Han shu: Sii chuan, on the autho

rity of Mao-Han, employs the phr. 57 in that sense!). — D. Huei Tung, realizing the

impossibility of the inversion in the ancient interpr., and disregarding the Mao version

entirely, interprets the Han-Lu-Ts'i version 56 *%iwan j %iuan / h ii n as a loan char.

for 59 *%mwan j %uan /bun 'gatekeeper' (one punished for crime by amputation of legs

and placed as gatekeeper), and sii 51 = sii-mi 60 'convict' (common word), thus:

»(Even such as these who have no guilt) are made gatekeepers and convicts and made

to suffer ». Yet a *%iwan as loan char. for a *%mwan is of course out of the question. — E.

Chu: lun 43 = 61; s ii 51 = 52; p'u 46 = 53: »(Even such as these who have no

guilt) fall down together so that it is all round». For lun 43 = 'to fall down', cf. Ch'u:

Yuan yu 62 »A slight frost falls down»; Ch'u: Kiu ko 63: »I (sc. the sun) descend». But
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here, again, the s ii 51 = 52 is grammatically wrongly placed; moreover the Han-

Lu-Ts'i version is entirely disregarded. — F. Ma Juei-ch'en likewise refuses to accept

the wrongly placed su = siang 52 and takes 1 u n and s ii as two coordinated

verbs. Under 1 u n 43 Shuowen says: 64 »one meaning is 'to sink' »; s u 51, acc. to Ma,

is a short-form for 65, which he declares means 'to wet', and 1 u n - s ii 'to sink and wet'

would be equal to n i 66 in Tso: Chao 26, phr. 67 »to be steeped in and enter into diffi

culties»; thus: »(Even such as these who have no guilt) are (immersed and wet =) steeped

and made to suffer ». Indeed, to Shu: Wei tsi 68, the pseudo-K'ung comm. says (after

Shuowen!) lun 43 = 69: »Yin has sunk and perished »; but the par. is not safe, for

Shi ki renders the passage 70 (the element 71 forming part of both 43 and 72, so either

43 is wrong for 72, or 72 for 43). As to s ii 65, it means 'to strain wine' etc. (various

loan functions), but never 'to wet'. Moreover, Ma entirely disregards the h ii n - s ii

of the Han-Lu-Ts'i versions. We may add that in ode 257, phr. 73 »Then all together

you will come to (being mired =) being immersed » (in disaster), Ma should, if he were

consistent, interpret: »Then you will be steeped and come to being immersed ». But he

fails to do so. — Q. Another interpr. Mao's 1 u n - s u 49 and Han-Lu-Ts'i h ii n - s ii

54, 57 are evidently not identical (*lfwdn being loan char. for *%iwdn or vice versa) but

analogous expressions. L u n - s ii (*lywdn-sio) is an adverbial binome, a synonym-com

pound. S ii 51 regularly means 'mutually, together', also 'all together, all', e. g. ode

257, phr. 73, just quoted. The char. lun 43 has various meanings; one of them we

have in the binome hun-lun 74 'confused, mixed', e. g. Lie: T'ien juei 75. »The

myriad things are confused, mixed, and not yet (separated:) distinguished». The binome

1 u n - s ii 49 has this sense: »(Even such as these who have no guilt) are (indiscriminately:)

all together made to gutter». In the Han-Lu-Ts'i version hiin-sii 57, the 56

*%iwdn j %iudn / h ii n 'fragrant herb' obviously must be a loan char. for another, homo-

phonous word *%iwdn, and this *%iwdn must be synonymous with 76 *g,wdn j yudn / h u n

and with the following s ii 51, the meaning being the same as Mao's 1 u n - s ii : 'mixed

and together, indiscriminately, all together': h ii n - s ii yi p'u »are all together made to

suffer». In other words, hun-lun 74 (*g'wdn-liwdn) — lun-sii 49 (*liwdn-sio) and

h ii n - 8 ii 57 (*%iwdn-aio) are synonymous adverbial binomes. Indeed 76 *g'wdn and 56

*%twdn are two variations of the same word stem. A stem variation with and without

the medial ? is very common, e. g. 77 *ndp 'to introduce': 78 *ntdp 'to enter'; 79 *ngdng

'to raise': 80 *ngiang 'to raise the face, look upwards'; 81 *ndg 'then': 82 *nidg 'then';

83 *shng 'to bear': 84 *sibig 'family, clan'; etc. (153 more ex. in BMFEA 1934, p. 107).

And a stem variation g' % is also well attested, e. g. 85 *g'o, 'oh!, final exclamation

particle': 86 *%o '*° cry ou^, oh!'; 87 (88) *g'ian / yien / h i e n 'conspicuous, manifest':

89 *#mito / %te» / h i e n 'conspicuous, manifest'. So a stem variation 76 *g'wdn — 56

*%iwdn is hi full order. In the line lun-sii (hiin-sii) yi p'u, the y i 90 may

seem curious, but there are many par., e. g. ode 257, phr. 91 »But that stupid man, in his

madness is pleased». — G alone obviates all the difficulties inherent in interpr. A—F.

— We should study here:
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Ode 215. K ii n t a I 1 o s ii 92. A. Mao: s u 93 (*«?b / siwo / s ii) = 94 'all', as in

ode 257, phr. 73 »Then all together you will come to being immersed ». Thus: »The

lords are joyful, all of them». Similarly Lu (ap. Kia Yi: Sin shu, Li p'ien) says sii

93 = s i a n g 52 'mutually, together': »The lords rejoice together», thus operating with

the same inversion of a s ii - 1 o (as in ode 298, phr. 95) into 1 o - s ii, as of a sii-lun

50 into I u n - s ii 49 which for grammatical reasons was refuted above. — B. Ma Juei-

ch'en, who recognizes the impossibility of the inversion, thinks Mao never meant it:

Kuang ya says k i e 94 = kia 97, and he believes that Mao in his gloss meant s ii

93 = Vie 94 = kia 97 'fine'. But s ii 93 certainly has no such meaning. — C.

Cheng: s ii 93 = 98 'one who has talent and wisdom', thus: »The lords are joyful and

wise». He takes s ii 93 to be a short-form of 99 *a»o / siwo / s ii 'wise, clever' (Shuowen

= 100), cf. Huai: Pen King, phr. 1 »They make sly and shrewd (plans) ». (When Cheng

thinks that official titles in Chouli like 2 etc. are short-forms for this 99, this is certainly

wrong: s ii means here 'to aid, assist', a common meaning of the char.). C is a despe

rate attempt to escape the difficulty: it would be quite impossible in the analogous line

in ode 261, phr. 3 »The princes feast and are wise»; this is so obvious that there Cheng

falls back on Mao's interpr.; he paraphrases 4 »They feast together »! — D. Chu: sii

93 in these two odes (phr. 92 and 3) must simply be a final particle: »The lords are joy

ful», »the princes feast». — A—C being quite impossible, we must accept D, in spite

of the absence of par. texts. We may, however, (with Chu Tsiin-sheng) recall the

analogous final particle 5 *sd / ad / s o, so common in Ch'u.

565. Chou tsung ki mie 6.

A. The Mao version reads thus, but Cheng says Chou tsung = 7 Hao king,

the Chou capital, thus taking Chou tsung as = Tsung Chou 8. Indeed, Tso:

Chao 16, quotes 9 »Tsung Chou has been destroyed». If the Mao version is not simply

corrupted (as Ma Juei-ch'en thinks), with an erroneous inversion, its Chou tsung

means »the clan-place of Chou » (where its clan-temple is), which makes it id. w. Tsung

Chou. — B. Chu: »The house (family) of Chou has been extinguished». This being

obviously unreasonable, Legge translates: »The honoured house of Chou is [nearly]

extinguished» (!). — A is clearly preferable.

566. M o c h I w o y i 10.

A. Mao: y i 11 (*ziad / iai / y i) = 12, thus: »Nobody knows my toil». — B. Another

school (ap. Tso: Chao 16) reads 13, meaning the same. This y i 14 (occurring a. o.

in ode 35) was *diod j i j y i, so the words, though synonymous, were by no means iden

tical. When Ts'ie yiin for 11 has two readings: iai and i, it is because it alternatively

took our 11 here to be a loan char. for 14, and then gave it a reading id. with that

of the latter. But this was an erroneous speculation. As shown by the phonetic (15

*siad) the only correct reading of 11 is *ziad / iai j y i. — Undecidable whether the

orig. Shi had *ziad or *didd in our ode.

567. Pi yen pu sin 16.

A. Mao: p i 17 = 18, thus: »(Lawful:) just words are not believed». Pi in this sense

is very common, e. g. Shu: Kin t'eng 19 »If I am not lawful»; Tso: Chao 6, phr. 20

»If the people know that there are laws»; Li: Wang chi 21 »The minister of justice regu

lated the penal statutes and made clear the laws»; etc. — B. Another interpr.: pi 17

= 'ruler', thus: »The words of the rulers are not reliable». P i 17 = 'ruler' is exceedingly

common, particularly in the Shi, e. g. ode 215, phr. 22 »To all the rulers (chiefs) they

are a pattern»; other ex. in odes 238, 249, 260, 261, 269, 282, 283, 305. — The whole

context is a denunciation against the worthless princes and rulers, and the following

line is a logical sequel to our line: »The words of the rulers are not reliable, they are

like those wayfarers who come nowhere». This confirms B. — We should study here:
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Ode 244. Huang wang wei pi 23. A. Cheng: p i = 24 »The august king was a

(true) ruler. — B. Shiwen: pi = 18: »The august king was a (law:) pattern ». — No

reason to abandon the oldest interpr. (A).

Ode 254. Minchitopi, w u t s i 1 i p i 25. A. Mao: pi 17 = 18. It is not

clear whether this refers to the 1st or the 2nd or to both pi. Hence Mao's gloss re

mains obscure. — B. Cheng: the 1st p i should be read 26 p ' i 'depravity', and Mao's

gloss refers to the 2nd. Cheng interprets: »Now when the people have many depravities,

do not yourself (imagine that) you have established (proper) laws». Indeed, in Hou

Han shu, Yii p'ien, Yi ts'ie king yin yi, comm. on Wsiian etc. the 1st line is quoted 27.

And though Tso: Siian 9 and Chao 28 quotes 25, the context there shows that the author

took 17 to mean 26 'depravity' (17 as short-form for 26 is common, e. g. Tso: Chao 6);

the Tso author understood the ode lines somewhat differently from Cheng: »Now when

the people have many depravities, do not yourself put up the law (to them)». — C.

Chu: »Now, when the people have many depravities, do not yourself (also) start depravities ». — C

is undoubtedly right in demanding that the char. 17 should have the same meaning in

both lines.

Ode 256. Pi er wei te, pei tsang pei k i a 28. A. Cheng: p i 17 = 18,

thus: »Make (lawful =) just your practising of virtue, let it be good, let it be fine». —

B. Chu: pi 17 = 24, thus: »Oh prince, in the practising of virtue, etc. » A voca

tive, resumed by a following e r 'you': Pi! — er wei te ... is very foreign to

the style of the Shi. — C. Ma Juei-ch'en: p i 17 = 29, and w e i 30 is an »empty

particle », the phrase being equal to 31: »Make clear your virtue». For pi 17 = 29, cf.

Li: Li yiin 32 »(Lay open =) make clear the right». Here 17 is a short-form for p ' i

33 'to open up', just as in ode 241, phr. 34 »He opened up and cleared» (the trees). It

is not necessary to take wei 30 as an »empty particle» (which is bad), but the line

could mean: »(Open up =) make manifest your practising of virtue». — The fol

lowing: »let it be good, let it be fine» refers to the quality of the virtue, and so does

p i 'make just' acc. to A; a logical sequence which speaks in favour of A.

Jung c h ' e n g p u t ' u e i, see gl. 184.

568. T'ing yen tse ta, ts'an yen tse t'uei 35.

Lu, ap. Sin sii, reads 36; 37 *tdp and 38 Hwdb were synonymous ('to answer') and

cognate words.

A. Cheng says: t a 37 = 39 'to oppose, resist, obstruct', thus taking t a 'to answer'

in the sense of 'to answer back, to refute', and he takes t'uei as a transitive: 'to cause

to withdraw'; thus: »If there are (hearable words) words worth to be heard, you refute them,

if there are criticizing words, you keep (the speakers) off». — B. Chu: »If (the king)

listens to your words, you (simply) answer (but do not speak your whole mind), when

J&& "kM&M%, w m *) % uMfolg. fcjtM Z.vHM «
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there are slanderous words (against you), you withdraw into retirement ». — C. Another

interpr. There is a clear parallelism with the preceding st.; there we had 40 »Oh, you

many lords, each of you be careful about your persons», etc., an unambiguously ex

pressed exhortation. So our present line is also an exhortation: »A11 you many lords . . .

when there are (hearable words =) words deserving to be heard, then respond, when there are

slanderous words, then keep aloof».

569. Fei she shi ch'u 41.

A. Mao paraphrases 42: »I (do not =) cannot put out the tongue» (following after the

words: »How pitiful, not to be able to speak »). Thus she 'tongue' is the object of

the verb. For the construction cf. ode 195, phr. 43 »They do not make-a-standard

the ancient people », where sien min is likewise in accusative case, the object of

c h ' e n g taken as a transitive verb. The idea that one »puts out » the tongue when

speaking may seem funny to a modern phonetician, but cf. ode 264, phr. 44 »When a

woman has a long tongue, she is the provoker of evil*. — B. Cheng construes 45 »(The

words) cannot come out on the tongue », thus taking she in locative = 'on the ton

gue'. — C. Chu takes she as the subject: »It is not (only) the tongue that brings

out (the words) ». — The par. adduced (phr. 43) decides in favour of A.

570. Yuan ki p'eng yu 46.

»The odium reaches to one's friends ». A. Chu (foll: by Ch'en Huan and Legge):

»One excites the resentment of one's friends ». — B. Another interpr.: »The odium (one

incurs) reaches to (Delails also) one's friends». Cf. Tso: Siian 12, phr. 47 »If I cause the

prince to bear anger, so that it (reaches to:) involves my city» etc. (very common).

B is amply supported.

Shu si k ' i h ii e, see gl. 529.

Ode CXCV: Siao min.

571. Min t'ien tsi wei 48.

A. Mao has no gloss to m i n here, but in ode 65 he says that m i n 49 (*mian j mijtn /

m i n) is equal to 50 *miwen / miwSn /min 'to pity', thus: »The compassionate Heaven ».

This has been largely accepted by later comm. (Cheng Chung in comm. on Chouli even

corrected Tso: Ai 16, phr. 51 into 52), but it is almost nonsensical in many contexts,

e. g. in our ode here: »Compassionate Heaven is terrific»; Tso: Ai 16 phr. 51 »Compas-

sionate Heaven is not commiserating»; Shu: To shi 53 »The not commiserating com

passionate Heaven» (!). — B. The oldest definition of min t'ien is that of Erya:

= 54 'the autumnal Heaven'. This has been variously explained: a. Chao K'i on Meng:

Wan chang = 'the dark Heaven' (foll. by Chu in our ode here); /?. Ma Jung on Shu:

To shi: min = 55 'the killing air' of autumn, thus: »The severe Heaven is terrific». —

The idea connecting autumn with death and severity is very current in anc. texts, so

B /? seems most convincing. The word may be etym. id. with 56 *midn j mi$n /min,

Shuowen = 'strong, violent', see gl. 95.

572. Mou yu huei y ii 57.

A. Mao: huei 58 = 59 'oblique, awry', and y ii 60 (*giwet j iuil / y ii) =61 (i. e. in

the sense of 62) 'oblique, deflected', thus: "The counsels and plans are crooked and awry».

The binome recurs in odes 256, 257, 265. Huei 58 'to turn round' in the sense of

'crooked, perverse' is common (e. g. Tso: Siang 23, phr. 63 »Villainous and crooked and

not following the proper path »). For 60, cf. Sim: Fei shi er tsi 64 »cheating and brag

ging». To this Yang Liang says: »equal to 67 'false' (*kiwat / kiwet j k ii e), or read

*giwet j iiiSt j y ii ». In other words, Yang is not sure whether 66 is a mere short-form

for 67 (then to be read *kiwat), or an independent synon. word *giwet. The latter

is strongly confirmed by our Shi par., where ancient tradition has it that 60 is read
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*giwet j iu$t / y ii. Thus 65 *kiwat and 66 *giwet are two aspects of the same word stem,

and 60 in our ode is a loan char. for 66 *giwet 'oblique, crooked, perverse, false'. — B.

Cheng, knowing that the char. 60 y ii properly means 'to follow' (Shu etc., see gl. 78),

tries to bring the binome into accord with this: »The plans (of government) are awry

and not following the virtue of Heaven »! Word for word that would be: »The

counsels and plans are crookedly following » (i. e. deviating from what they should be)

— a hopeless attempt. — C. Han (ap. Shiwen) reads 67, this 68 (*giwSt j iu$t / y ii)

defined as meaning the same 62 'oblique'. Han as quoted in comm. on Wsiian reads

69, and Ts'i (as revealed by a f u in Wsiian) reads 70. The char. 68 *giw$t is other

wise only known as meaning 'swiftly-flying, swift' (ode 132) and is evidently a mere

loan char. for the phonetically similar 60 (66) *giwet in A above. The 71 (*g'iwet 'cave',

common) and 72 (*%iwet 'empty space', Ch'u: Kiu pien) are likewise loan characters.

Cf. Erya: Shi shuei 73 »K u e i means a spring which hue ch'u; hue ch'u means

obliquely coming out». Here, evidently, in this pre-Han gloss text, the char. 71 should,

after all, not be read *g'iwei j yiwet /hue, as in its ordinary sense 'cave', but *giwet j

iuet j y u, being a loan char. for our 60, 66 *giwet 'oblique' as in A above.

573. H o j I s I t s ii 74.

A. Mao: tsu 75 = 76 'to destroy, be destroyed, collapse': »When will this collapse»

(sc. the realm). Cf. Ts'e: Chao ts'e 77: (The clay statue said:) »If I meet with violent

wind and soaking rain and am destroyed (collapse), I again revert to earth ». — B.

Cheng: t s ii 75 = 78 'to stop': »When will this stop» (sc. the misdeeds of the king).

T s ii 75 = 'to stop' is exceedingly common, e. g. ode 198, phr. 79 »The disorder would

probably be quickly stopped ». — The two meanings are etym. one and the same, the

fundamental idea being 'to stop', hence 'cause to stop, make an end of, destroy'. But

the question is precisely whether we here have to take it in the primary (B) or the secon

dary (A) sense. B is far more common. In the odes there are two more cases where

t s ii unambiguously means 'to stop' (odes 198, 258). B therefore seems safest here

as well.

574. Hi hi t s i t s I 80.

A. Mao: hi hi 81 (*%iap j %iap / h i) = 52 'to cause trouble to the superiors'; t s I

t s i 83 (*tsiar / teig / t s i) = 84 'not bent on responding to the superiors', in short:

hi hi tsi tsi = 'insubordinate and undutiful'. This agrees in a general way with

Erya 85 = 86 'not doing one's duty'; and the very vague Han definition (ap. Shiwen)

87 = 87 'not good' says nothing contrary. Similarly in ode 265, phr. 88, Mao says tsi

t s i = 89 'lazy and not doing one's work'. For hi hi 80 or 85, no text par. whatever

in this sense. Did Mao take *%iap to be a loan char. for 90 *%i&p j %ivp /hie 'to throng,

to constrain'? Or was Erya's definition based on the idea that *%iap often means 'to

contract' as opp. to 91 'to expand' (wr. 92 in Lao etc., 85 in Sim: Yi ping), thus: (con-

BiAst a.4& ts& 13 * %f (rifr <&%crUM® &<<s&<* Q kK
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tracting =) 'reserved' (unwilling to come forward and work)? For tsi 83 in the sense

of 'lazy, undutiful', no text par. at all. Did Erya and Mao mean that 83 *tsidr was a

loan char. for 93 *tsiar j tsi / t s i 'careless, licentious'? (In Sun: Fei shi er tsi a 94 has

been interpr. as loan for 93, but the case is contested). — B. Lu (ap. Liu Hiang, in Han

shu) reads 95 or (ap. Sim: Siu shen) 96, and from the context in both places it is clear

that the Lu school took *%iap (92, 96, 98) to mean 'to unite', and *tsiar (88, 94, 97) to mean

'to slander, denigrate'. Chu expounds this further into: »Now they are agreed, now

they defame one another », but that is far-fetched. The Lu idea certainly was: »They

league together and are slanderous». For *%iap 'to unite', cf. Shu: Kao yao mo 98 »to

unite and receive» (comm. hi = 99); ode 164, phr. 100 »When brothers are (united:)

concordant», etc. (common). When *%iap (92, 98) means 'to contract, press together'

(as stated above), it is an application of the same fundamental meaning (to unite > to

bring together, concentrate); this *xiaV is one aspect of a great word stem 'to unite'

(closely cognate to 99 *g'ap, 1 *kap, 2 *g'ep etc.). For t s i 94,95 = 'to denigrate, slander'

cf. Li: K'ii li phr. 3 »He does not lightly speak ill of, denigrate (anybody)»; Chuang

Shan mu 4 »He does not praise, he does not denigrate», etc. (common). — B is much

better supported than A. So t s i means 'to slander' also in ode 265, phr. 88.

575. Yiyuhuchi5.

Y i 6 is a particle equal to 7, as often. Mao has no gloss.

A. Cheng: y u 8 = 9 'to go', thus: »(I consider the counsels and plans), if one (goes =)

follows them, where does one comeP » In the Shi, y ii 8 is very often an »empty particle »,

and it is often difficult to determine where it really means 'to go' or simply is a particle:

even in the common phrase 10 »This young lady goes to her new home» there has been

much discussion on this point. But there are many good ex. in which y ii 8 clearly is the

verb 'to go': Shu: Ta kao 11 »I respectfully go with them»; ibid. 12 »I will go and attack

Yin»; ode 194, phr. 13 »You say: to go and take office . . .», etc. — B. Ch'en Huan

takes y ii h u 14 together, = 15. H u 16 is common in the Shi, but in no other ex.

is it governed by a preposition, which refutes Ch'en's idea. — A, which balances y ii

'to go' against c h i 'to come': yiyii — huchi, is very plausible.

576. Shi yung pu tsi 17.

A. Mao: tsi 18 (*dz'rap) = 19: ^Therefore there is nothing achieved». — B. Han

(ap. Wai chuan) reads 20 (*dz'iqg), meaning the same. — B alone satisfies the rimes

of the st. (*ziog, g'iog, d'og). Mao's gloss has probably been inverted, and should run

21, and in consequence of this the tsi 18 of the gloss has erroneously crept into the text.

Ju fei hing mai mou, see gl. 357.

577. Fei ta yu shi king 22.

A. Mao: y u 23 = 24, and king 25 = 26 'norm' (here taken as a verb): »They do

not make a norm the great (way:) principle». — B. Chu Pin, quoted with approval

by Ma Juei-ch'en: »The great road they do not (go along =) follow». — Yu 23, 27

(two graphs that are interchangeable) is often defined as = 24 'way', but it always

serves in the abstract sense of 'way, norm, method, plan', never in the concrete sense

of 'road'. It is true that in Erya: Shi kung (»Expl. of palaces») we have 27 = 24, and

the context seems to indicate there that it really meant 'a road'; but there are no text

ex. in support of this. In this same st. of our ode, the first line is 28 »How pitiful

their making their plans», and in the whole ode y u constantly means 'plan, counsel';

it certainly means the same here. Moreover, the 2nd line is 29 »They do not c h ' e n g

make-a-standard the ancient people », and then follows our 22. Cheng 30 (Mao =

31) properly means 'measure', here as a verb 'to make a measure, take as a standard',

and the parallelism shows that Mao's king 25 = 26 'make a norm' is here correct.

Thus: »They do not (make a norm the great counsels =) make the great counsels their norm».
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578. Weieryenshicheng32.

E r yen 'near words' means superficial, shallow words.

A. Mao: »(Only shallow words do they listen to), only shallow words do they vie with each

other (in uttering) ». — B. Cheng: ». . . only shallow words do they contest » (= dispute

about). — C. Ma Juei-ch'en: c h e n g 33 (*tshig / tseng / c h e n g) is a short-form for

34 (*dz'ihig / dz'iang / t s i n g), which in Kuangya is defined as = 35: »Only shallow

words do they (make fine =) embellish ». Cf. Kung-yang: Wen 12, phr. 36 »A flatterer

who well adorns his words » (the comm. says t s i n g = 37 'to choose', but 34 is funda

mentally cognate to 38 *dz'iSng 'pure, fine', and rather, with Kuangya, means 'to make

fine, adorn'). — C is an unnecessary loan char. speculation, 33 unaltered making good

sense. A gives a better meaning than B.

579. Shi yung pu huei yii ch'eng 39.

A. Mao: huei 40 (*g'wdd j yudi /huei) = 41 'to achieve'. This has been

expounded by Cheng: 42; thus: »Therefore they are not able to achieve it». When

Ma Juei-ch'en adds that 40 *g'wdd is loan char. for 41 *dziwdd, this is phonetically

impossible. The only alleged text par. (ode 265) of 40 in the sense of 41 is not con

clusive, see below. — B. Ch'en Huan: huei 40 is a loan char. for 43, which he says

means 41. This 43, however, has no such meaning, and I fail to see how a 44 can

make any sense. — C. Another interpr. Huei 40 fundamentally means 'water break

ing its banks, turbulent, violent' (see gl. 101), and here it is used with an extension

of meaning: 'rushing, driving, pushing, energetic': »(They are like those housebuilders

who take counsel in the road and) therefore are not (rushing =) energetic in the achievement

(of the work). — We should study here:

Ode 265. Ts'ao pu huei mou 45. A. Mao: huei 40 (*g'wdd) = 41, thus:

»(In those years of drought) the plants are not achieved and luxuriant». Li Fu-p'ing

adduces in support Shuowen 46 = 47 'long', but there are no text ex. of this word. —

B. Ts'i probably read 48: »(In those years of drought) the plants are not numerous and

luxuriant ». 49 *giwdd j jwgi / w e i (huei) fundamentally means 'class, group, several

of the same kind' (Yi: Kua 11), secondarily 'numerous'. That this was the Ts'i school

reading is revealed by a fu by Pan Ku (Han shu: Sii chuan) alluding to our ode: 50 »The

branches and leaves are numerous and wonderfully luxuriant » (Yen Shi-ku 49 = 51),

and therefore Cheng, correcting Mao after Ts'i, says: »Mao's 40 ought to be 49 ». The

Mao version's 40 as loan for 49 is really a text corruption due to the fact that a follow

ing line in the same st. runs 52 (see gl. 101), and from there 40 *g'wdd has erroneously

crept in and been substituted for the phonetically similar 49 *g{wdd in the 1st line.

K u o s u e i mi c h i, see gl. 142.

580. Min suei mi wu (hu) 53.

The char. 54 is read alt. *%mwo j %uo j h u and *miwo j miu / w u by both Ts'ie yiin

and Shiwen.

tr&v % %&k,HR v g£ £ & %M »&. v & * 1 J f >r-£- u
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A. Mao has no gloss on w u here, but he had it in ode 191, phr. 55 »They will then

not enjoy great offices », where Mao says: wu 54 (Shiwen *miwo) = 56 'thick, ample,

rich'. Thus here: »Though (the population is not big, ample =) the people are not numerous ».

Wang Su also expl. the Mao version here thus, for he says 54 = 57 'big' (though Shiwen

says Wang read *%mwo). For par., besides ode 191 just quoted, cf. ode 237, phr. 58 »The

plain of Chou was very ample», where Mao says 54 (Shiwen *miwo) = 59 'beautiful',

but Cheng better = 60 'fat and beautiful', the fundamental sense being 'ample,

rich'. Cf. also 61 *miwo / miu / w u 'big house' (Kuan: Ts'i ch'en ts'i chu); Li: T'ou

hu 62 »Do not be (*pmco great =) overbearing or arrogant »; ode 198, phr. 63 »The

disorders are so great as this» (64 *%mwo, Shiwen var. 65 — when Cheng here takes 64 —

65 = 'arrogant': »you are disorderly like this, and arrogant », he misunderstands the

rhythm). — B.Cheng: wu 54 = 66, thus: »Though the people have no law ». No text

par. In Han shu a char. 67 serves as variant for 68 'rule, pattern', which may have given

Cheng this idea. But of that 67 there are no pre-Han text ex. — C. Han (ap. Shiwen)

reads 69, defining it as =70 'of no considerable quantity', the meaning thus the same as

Mao's: »Though the people are not numerous ». Similarly in ode 237 Han (ap. comm.

on Wsiian) reads 71, meaning same as Mao (72 = 59, i. e. 'fat and beautiful, ample, rich')

»The plain of Chou was very ample ». The char. 72 was *mwag j mudi / m e i. Cf . Tso:

Hi 28, phr. 73 »The plains and fields are ample (rich) », where 74 *mwag / mudi / m e i is

the same as our 72 here. — B should be rejected, since it lacks support. A and C are

both plausible and well supported, and give the same sense. But Han's (C) *mwag suits

the rime system better than Mao's (A) *miwo (or *%mwo). Particularly is this so in ode

237, rimes 75 *mwag: diag: miug: kiwag — a 54 *miwo in the 1st line would break the

system. In our present ode we have rimes 76 *t\ag : piiig : mwag : miug. If we accept

Mao's 54 *miwo in the 3rd line, we shall have to say that only 1:2:4 are rimes, which

is admissible but less satisfactory.

581. a. Huo sheng huo fou 77;

/?. Huo che huo mou 78;

y. Huo a u huo y i 79.

Cf. glosses 447 and 481.

A. The commentators take all the adjectives sheng:che:mou:su:yi as

laudatory epithets: »Some are wise, some are not; some are clever, some are good at

counsels; some are respectful, some are (governed =) orderly ». This is because that

very enumeration of virtues recurs in Shu: Hung fan, though in a different order: 80.

But then there is a glaring inconsistency in the 1st line: »some are wise, some are n o t»,

corresponds badly with the rest: »some are clever, some are good at counsels», etc.,

where both members are praising. Mao 'attempts no explanation of this, but Cheng

has been troubled by the halting parallel, and takes huo fou 81 »some are not» to

mean: not so good as the wise ones but still 82 enlightened, thus: »Some are wise, some

(are not =) are (merely) enlightened». A very amusing trick. — B. Another interpr.

To the antithesis in the 1st line must correspond similar contrasts in the following lines:

»Some are wise, some are not; some are clever, some are (merely) plotting; some are respectful,

some are (merely) (governed:) forced to obedience». In other words, even in an unsettled and

small state, there are both good and bad men, and the prince ought to discern whom he

should employ. — B alone makes the st. consistent. The Shu: Hung fan par. of

course is not conclusive in favour of A, for if there is any connection at all between

the two texts (which is very doubtful), it may simply show that the early author

of the Hung fan misunderstood the ode in the same way as later on Mao and his

followers did.
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Ode CXCVI: Siao yuan.

582. Han fei li t'ien 83.

Han 84 means 'wing'. When Mao says h a n 84 = 85 'high', this is a free para

phrase: 'to wing it' = 'to fly up high'.

A. Mao (after Erya): 1 i 86 (*liad / liei / 1 i) = 87: »It flies up and reaches Heaven ».

Cf. ode 299, phr. 88 »The prince of Lu has come to it»; Shu: Lo kao 89 »Without con

sideration of the distance, they will therefore come to you». In our ode here, Lu (ap.

a fu by Yang Hiung) has the same reading as Mao. — B. Han (ap. comm. on Wsiian)

reads 90, to which Sie Han: 1 i 91 (*liad / Iiai / 1 i) = 92 'to attach to, come into con

tact with', thus: »It flies up and touches Heaven». Cf. Chuang: Ta tsung shi 93 »You

dream that you are a bird and (touch:) reach Heaven » (comm. 91 = 87). The Han gloss

91 = 92 is due to a par. in ode 224, phr. 94 »There is a bird which flies high, it even

(touches:) reaches Heaven» (Cheng: 95 = 87). 95 (*b'iwo j b'iu j f u, not identical but

synonymous with and cognate to 92 *b'iu j b'iu j lu) means 'to attach to, to apply' in

Tso: Hi 14, and 'to approach, come near to' in Tso: Yin 11 and Hi 25 etc. — Li 86

(*liad) was not a loan char. for 1 i 91 (*liad), nor vice versa, but the two synonymous

expressions 96 and 97 were evidently both current. In the Shi the former was more in

use. In our ode both the Mao and Lu versions had 96; it recurs in ode 178, phr. 98

(there we know of no other variant), and in ode 239, phr. 99 we happen to know that

both Han (ap. comm. on Wsiian) and Ts'i (ap. Li: Chung yung) read 96 just as Mao did.

So for the odes A is better supported.

Ming fa p u m e i, see gl. 262.

583. Jen chi ts'i sheng 100.

A. Mao: ts'i 1 = 2 'straight, correct', thus: »Men who are correct and wise»; so

also Erya: 1 = 3 'holding the middle way, correct'. This builds on the fundamental

meaning of ts'i 1 'even' = 'well-adjusted'. The binome ts'i-sheng is a stand

ing phrase, e. g. in Tso: Wen 2, Wen 8. — B. Chu (after Tu Yii on Tso: Wen 2): ts'i

1 = 4, thus: »Men who are grave and wise», Though he does not say so, this interpr.

would entail that we should have to read / chai. C. Wang Yin-chi points out that

ts'i 1 (Erya = 5) often means 'quick, nimble, quick-witted', i. e. intelligent, and since

ts'i sheng here stands as contrasts to the 6 »those (darkened =) ignorant and stupid

ones» in next line, it obviously refers to the intelligence; thus: »Men who are quick-witted

and wise». Cf. Sun: Ch'en tao 7 »Quick like the echo»; Sun: Sing ngo 8 »Quick-witted

and nimble-minded ». Indeed, when Sun: Siu shen says 9 »He who is intelligent without

limit, he is a sage », where the binome ts'i-ming makes it clear that ts'i refers to

the ming 'understanding', intelligence, he probably alludes to our ode here, which

shows that this interpr. of ts'i is older than Mao's. — C is quite convincing. — We

should observe here also:

% «iM^<t « A n k ,0 MMK„f% «.pft/3
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Ode 260. Chung s h a n fu ts'u ts'i shi ch'uan k'i kuei 10.

A. Mao and Cheng have no gloss on ts'i, which shows that they take it as the ordi

nary state name: »Chung-shan-fu inarched to Ts'i, and quick was his returning». — B.

Another school. To Erya: ts'i 1 = 5 'quick', Kuo P'o adduces this ode as a text ex.:

Chung-shan-fu ts'u ts'i, which shows that he interpreted: »Chung-shan-fu's mar

ching was rapid, and quick was his returning ». — B is quite plausible, and even tempting

because of the parallelism between the two lines. Yet immediately before it was said:

»The king ordered Chung-shan-fu 11 to wall the city in that eastern region», which

must evidently be combined with our Ts'i here. A, therefore, seems safer.

584. Yin tsiu wen k'o 12.

A. Mao has no gloss here, but in st. 6, phr. 13 he says: wen wen 14 (*'wan j 'uan /

wen) = 14 'harmonious and soft', thus here: »When drinking wine, they are mild

and self-controlled ». This wen 14 fundamentally means 'warm', and the extension

of meaning 'mild, gentle' is very common (odes 28, 128, 220, 301), e. g. Tso: Chao 12,

phr. 16 »Outside there is strength, inside there is mildness», etc. — B. Cheng expounds

14 by 17, which binome is the same as 18 or 19, which in Han and later texts means

'helpful, courteous'. Hence Cheng read 14 *'iwan / 'iuan j y u n. He has the same idea

about 14 wen as a loan char. for 20 y ii n in Li: Nei tse and Li : Li k'i. But there

are no pre-Han text ex. whatever of such a meaning of 20 or 21. — A is much better

substantiated.

585. Y i t s u e i j i f u 22.

A. Cheng: »As soon as they are drunk, they consider themselves from day to day ever

more rich» (23 = 24). — B. Chu: »They are wholly intent on getting drunk and from

day to day to a higher degree (23 = 25). — C. Ma Juei-ch'en: y i 26 is »a particle»;

f u 23 (*piug j pigu / f u) is loan char. for 27 (*b'iuk j b'iuk j f u), Shuowen = 28

'full', cf. Fang yen 29 (*piak / pijk / pi) = 28 'full', and Kuangya 30 (*p'iak / p'iak /

p ' i) = 28 'full'. Thus: »They get drunk and daily more full». But of these dic

tionary words and meanings there are no pre-Han text ex. whatever. — D. Wang Sien-

k'ien: f u 23 'rich' is taken in a figurative sense, as in Lun: Yen Yuan 31 »Rich, indeed,

are those words» (to which K'ung: f u = 32 ample): »They (uniquely get drunk =) do

nothing but get drunk, and are daily more (rich =) self-important ». — In the preceding line

we had: »Men who are quick-witted and wise, when drinking wine are mild and

self-controlled». The antithesis comes here: Those ignorant and stupid ones

are self-important, as a contrast to self-controlled. This confirms D.

586. Kuo lo fu chi 33.

A. Mao: f u 34 (*b'iiig / b'idu / f u) = 35 'to hold, to carry'. More precisely f u

means 'to carry on the back' (odes 190, 245). Thus: »(The mulberry insect has young

ones), the solitary wasp carries them on its back». — B. Ma Juei-ch'en: f u 34 (*b'iug)

is a loan char. for 36 *p'iug j p'iu / f u 'to hatch, to rear': »The solitary wasp rears them ».

A quite unnecessary loan speculation.

Shi k u si chi, see gl. 497.

587. Wo ji si mai er yue si cheng 37.

All comm. agree that mai and cheng both mean 'to go forward'. But there

are all kinds of speculations. A. Cheng: w o refers to »the king » (who is not men

tioned in the whole ode!): »Every day I (sc. the king) come (to the court), every month

I go (to the temple, inaugurating the month)» — frightful scholastics. — B. Chu:

e r 38 = 'you': »Since I (come on:) advance every day, you also every month (advance:)

progress». — C. Legge: »My days are advancing, your months are going on». — D.

Ch'en Huan: the phrase is a close par. to ode 288, phr. 39 »I will every day progress

and every month advance». There it is said of advance in studies and understanding,
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and so it is here, as shown by the context, thus: »We (come on:) advance every day, we (go

forward:) progress every month». — C is strikingly plausible.

Kiao kiao sang hu, see gl. 321.

588. Ai wo tien kua 40.

A. Mao: tien 41 (Shiwen *d'ien j d'ien / t i e n, rising tone) = 42 'to exhaust',

thus: »Alas for our exhausted and solitary ones». Ma Juei-ch'en and Ch'en Huan point

out that the word 43 *d'idn j d'ien /tien (rising tone) 'to destroy, cut off in ode 268

by Mao (after Erya) is defined as = 42, and they think that Mao took 41 (ordinarily

read *d'ien j d'ien / t ' i e n, even tone = 'to fill') to be a loan char. for 43, and that

this has determined Shiwen's reading *x / d'ien /tien (rising tone). If so, we should

have to reconstruct Shiwen's form into *d'idn j d'ien /tien, not into *d'ien j d'ien /

tien. But that is unlikely. The phonetic 44 belongs to the -en class, not to the -an

class, and Mao's version would not have & 41 as loan char. for a 43 *d'idn. Lu Te

nting (Shiwen) did not have the idea that 41 was loan for 43, for then he would not

have said 45 but 46. His gloss shows simply that he followed a tradition that the word

should have an initial d', and the phonetic 44 shows that this goes back to an Archaic

*d'ien, not a *d'idn. — B. Chu: 41 (*d'ien j d'ien j t ' i e n 'to fill') is a loan char. for 47

*tien j tien /tien (even tone) 'suffering' (existing e. g. in ode 265), thus: »Alas for our

suffering and solitary ones». This is an unnecessary sound alteration, against the old

tradition (Shiwen) that the word should have initial d' and rising tone. Mao's 41 *d'ien

(rising tone) 'exhausted' and this 47 *tien (even tone) 'suffering' of ode 265 are not iden

tical but cognate words, two aspects of the same word stem. — C. Han (ap. Shiwen)

read 48, this 49 (*t'idn j i'idn /ch'en) defined as = 50 'to suffer', thus: »Alas for our

suffering and solitary ones». Cf. Kyii: Yiie yii 51 »The sick and suffering, poor and

pained ones». — A and C are both plausible. Undecidable whether A *d'ien or C *('ian

best repr. the orig. Shi. — We compare:

Ode 258. Hu ning tien wo yi han. 72. A. Mao reads 47: »why does

one (sc. Heaven) make us suffer by drought», this 47 (*tien j tien / t i e n) by Cheng

defined as = 53 (as in ode 265). — B. Han (ap. Shiwen) reads 74, meaning the same;

the Han school definition 49 = 55 (after Erya 56 = 55?) is clearly erroneous. — Here

again it is undecidable whether *tien or H'idn best repr. the orig. Shi.

589. Yi an yi yii 57.

Mao says simply: a n 58 (*ngdn / ngdn / an) —59 'litigation, lawsuit'. This means

that it is loan char. for 60. Han (ap. Shiwen) reads 61, and says that 60 (*ngdn / ngdn /

a n) means a provincial prison, whereas y ii 62 means a prison in the capital. Just as

62 means both 'litigation, lawsuit' and 'prison', so *ngdn must have meant both, and

Mao's definition does not conflict with that of the Han school. Y ii - a n 63 means 'prison'
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in Sun: Yu tso. A. Y i 64 is taken by K'ung, Chu etc. in its common sense of 'to be

suitable': »(Alas for our exhausted and solitary ones), they are suitable for (worth no

better than) custodies and prisons» (sc. in the opinion of the cruel officials). — B.

Cheng: y i 64 — 65 'still attaining to', and he paraphrases: (these solitary ones) 66 »they

will still have prison and litigation affairs ». Ma Juei-ch'en concludes that Cheng's text

version had 67, an original t s ' i e 68 having been corrupted into the similar char. 64

in the current editions. But y i 64 is not a corrupted t s ' i e 68, for the reading y i

64 is exceedingly well attested in all early quotations (Yen t'ie lun, Wei Chao's comm.

on Han shu, Shuowen, Feng su t'ung yi etc.). Cheng's meaning was quite different: y i

64 = 'liable to': »(Alas for our exhausted and solitary ones,) they are liable to be im

prisoned ». Cf. Tso: Ch'eng 6, phr. 69 »He is liable not to be able to endure long ». — In

A you have to supply something which is not in the text ( »in the opinion of the offi

cials»); B is therefore better. — We should study here further:

Ode 6. Yik'ishikia70. Shikia may have several meanings. Shi means

both 'chamber' (odes 99, 124) and 'house' (odes 50, 155); k i a means 'house', 'home'

and 'family'; and s h i - k i a as a binome may mean 'family' (ode 17). A. Mao: »(This

young lady goes to her new home), she is suitable for (having) her chamber and house»,

i. e. she is of the right age for marrying. This interpr. is not applicable to the almost

identical phrase in ode 164 (see below), and therefore excluded (quite different meanings

to the same phr. in the two odes are very unlikely). — B. Ts'i: »She will order well her

chamber and house». This interpr. is attested as early as in Li: Ta hue, which quotes

ode 6: 3, phr. 71 and expounds: 72 »She orders well her house-people, thereafter she can

instruct the people of the (whole) state». Cf. Tso: Siang 31, phr. 73 »to preserve the

clan and rightly order the family», which again should be compared with Shu: K'ang kao

74 »Thereby preserve and govern (regulate) the people», ode 172, phr. 75 »May you pre

serve and govern well your descendants» (cf. gl. 447); 76 and 77 are evidently synon.

expressions. — C. Wang Sien-k'ien: »She will find peace in her chamber and house».

Indeed, y i 64 may sometimes mean 'to find suitable, approve of, be satisfied with',

cf. Li: Nei tse 78 »When the son is satisfied with his wife». — D. Waley: »She brings good

to house and family». I can find no text support for this. — B is far best supported.

Ode 164. Yi er shi kia, lo er ts'i nu 79. From what was adduced under

ode 6 above it follows that we should translate: »Order well your chamber and house,

give joy to your wife and children».

Ode 173. Yi hiung yi ti 80. In the light of ode 6 above, and the regular

use of y i 64 in the sense of 'to govern well, to regulate', as referring to the members

of the household, we have to interpret (with Chu): »(He regulates his brothers =)

he sets an example to his brothers».

Tsi ho neng ku, see gl. 491.

590. Wen wen kung jen, ju tsi yii mu 81.

A. Mao says: 82 »fearing to fall down». Thus: »Be mild and respectful (men), as

if perched on a tree», fearing to fall down, hence cautious and prudent. This idea is

due to the par. with the following: »be fearsome and careful, as if (approaching =) on

the brink of a valley» etc., and it has been accepted by all later comm. — B. Another

interpr. If it were really the intention of the poet to depict a dangerous position by

»perched on a tree», it would be exceedingly curious to say: »be mild and respectful».

Now tsi 83 is regularly used, in the Shi, of birds settling on trees (odes 2, 121, 162,

178, 187 etc.), and the simile here has nothing to do with the »fear of falling down»,

for which there is no need to be »mild », but depicts the harmoniously mild and friendly

aspect of the birds peacefully settling together on a tree: »Be mild and courteous (men),

like (birds) settling together on a tree».
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Ode CXCVII: Siao p'an.

591. P'an (fan) pi y u si 84.

A. Mao: p'an 85 (*b'wdn / b'udn / p ' a n) = 86, thus: »Joyous are those crows ».

Mao took the char. 85 (ordinarily *b'\an j b'ian / p i e n 'cap') to be loan char. for 87

*b'wdn 'joy' (see gl. 160). — B. Chu: 85 = 88 'the appearance of flapping the wings

in flying', thus: »Flapping (their wings) are those crows». This means that Chu (in spite

of his giving the reading p'an!) took 85 to be a short-form for 89 *b'ian j b'ian / p i e n

'to clap the hands' (ex. in Ch'u: T'ien wen, Lii: Ku yiie). — C. Another interpr.: 85 is a

short-form for 89 in the reading *p'iw&n j p'iwon /fan, which is the same word as 90

(*p'iwdn) 'to fly', thus: »Flying are those crows ». Cf. ode 289, phr. 91 »Flying is a bird»,

to which Shiwen: 89 read *p'iwan j p'iwvn /fan; here Han (ap. comm. to Wsuan) reads

92, defining 93 = 94. Cheng (probably knowing the Han variant) paraphrases 89 by 93.

— In our ode C is obviously right, as proved by this par.

Kuei fei ch'I ch't, see gl. 271; min mo pu ku, see gl. 491.

592. K ii wei mou ts'ao 95.

Mao says simply: k ii 96 (* Iridic j kfuk / k ii) (var. 97) = 98 'to exhaust', cf. gl. 253

and gl. 100. This has here been differently expounded. A. K'ung takes k ii = 98 in

the sense of 99 'exhaustingly, entirely': »(Even is the road of Chou, but) it is entirely

rank grass » (all overgrown with rank grass). Cf. Hanfei: Yang k'iian 100 (comm. 97 =

99) »In inspecting it and examining it, exhaust it» (examine it exhaustingly, entirely,

completely). — B. Chu Kung-ts'ien, foll. by Ch'en Huan: k ii 96 = 1 'to stop up, to

block'. There is no strict text par. to this, and I suppose it follows Erya: k ii 97 = 2

'full', as in ode 191, phr. 3 »Sending down these full (ample) quarrels »; thus here: »Fill

ing it there is rank grass». But this is grammatically weak; we should then expect

4 inst. of 5. — C. Chu Tsiin-sheng: k ii 96 (*kiok) is a loan char. for 6 *g'i6g j g'iau /

k ' i u 'wilderness, overgrown' (ex. in ode 207). An arbitrary loan speculation. — A is

simplest and grammatically best.

593. Ni yen ju tao 7.

Mao says n i 8 = 9 'to think longingly'; the fundamental meaning of the word is

'hungry, dissatisfied', see gl. 35.

A. Mao: tao 70 (*tdg j tdu / t a o) = 11, thus: »I am thinking longingly, as if heart

sick ». Shiwen adds: »originally some wr. 12». Shiwen reads this also *tog / tdu / t a o.

But T'ang yiin gives alternative readings *iog j tdu /tao and *d'iog j d'i%u / c h ' o u,

considering 12 (of which there are no other text ex.) as a variant of 13. Now Han (ap.

Shiwen) reads our ode 14. This 13 *d'\6q j d'i$u /chou (so both Shiwen and Ts'ie yiin,

the latter also *tiog j tiau /chou) defined as = 11, same definition as Mao's. The

fundamental meaning, however, was 'bowel-sick, pain in the bowels', e. g. Lii: Tsin shu

15 »If (the obstruction) takes place in the belly, it causes dilation, it causes spasms of
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pain». Kuang yiin therefore defines 13 (12) as = 16 'intestine-sick'. Since ni 8 pre

cisely means 'hungry, hungrily dissatisfied', the whole simile is that of a person pained

by the bowel pangs of dissatisfied hunger: »I am hungrily dissatisfied as if bowel-pained ..

Mao's definition 'heart-sick' must therefore be understood in the more general sense

of 16 'intestine-sick', and he clearly considered 10 as a loan char. for 12 or 13: *tog

-~ *tiog — *d'iog (three aspects of the same stem), in full agreement with Han. — B.

Yen Shi-ku (comm. on Han shu k. 53) and K'ung: t a o 10 = 17 'to pound, to beat',

thus: »I am thinking longingly (dissatisfied), (feeling) as if pounded ». This is the ordi

nary meaning of the char. 10, cf. Li: Nei tse 18 »The pounded delicacy » (pounded meat);

Kuan: Tu ti 19 'to beat to pieces', etc. — B entirely misses the simile, which is con

sistently carried through in A.

594. Kia mei yung t'an 20.

A. Mao reads thus (without gloss), and so does Lu (ap. comm. on Ch'u), and Wang

Yi says that to sleep without removing cap and sash is called kia mei »to borrow

sleep ». Thus: »I can only steal a moment's sleep, without undressing». Cheng similarly

(building on Wang): 'to sleep without removing cap and coat'. — B. Han (ap. comm.

on Hou Han shu) reads 21 »waking and sleeping ». The phr. w u m e i occurs also in

odes 1 and 145. — Since A is attested in two of the ancient schools, it ought to be safe.

595. Pu chu yii mao, pu li y u li 22.

K'ung's version had 23 (*lia), but the T'ang stone classics had 24 (*Zta), and the for

mer was but a loan char. for the latter. Li 24 has here the sense of 'to attach, be

attached, fastened on to, relying on', as in Yi: Sii kua 25 »Li 24 means 26 being

attached (adhering) to», see gl. 442. That this is the meaning here is proved by the

par. with chu 27 'to be attached to'. The preceding lines run: »The mulberry tree

and the Catalpa tree, one absolutely has reverence for them (they are planted at the

homestead and are tended and loved, they symbolize the home); nobody is to be looked

up to, if it is not the father; nobody is to be depended on, if is not the mother ».

then follows our line here.

A. Mao explains: mao 'the hair' is outside, it is y a n g, that means the father;

1 i 'the interior' is inside, it is y i n, that means the mother. This gives no clear idea

of Mao's view. — B. Cheng takes the line as an oratorical question: »Did I alone not

receive the vitality of my father's hair and skin? Did I alone not dwell in my mother's

womb?» Word-for-word: »Am I not attached to the hairs (of my father)? Am I not

attached to the inside (of my mother)? » Extremely forced. — C. Another interpr.

L i 28 means 'the inside, the lining' of a garment, cf . ode 27, phr. 29 »A green robe with

yellow lining» (common); in contradistinction to this, mao 30 'hair' means 'the hair-

side, the outside' of a fur garment. Mao and 1 i are here used antithetically as a me

taphor for 'outside' and 'inside'. The poet complains that whereas other people have

their dear homesteads, with their mulberry trees and Catalpas, with fathers and mothers

to rely on, he has no home or family, he is quite alone and without support: »I am not

attached to the (hair-side) outside, I am not attached to the lining», i. e. neither externally

(by marriage) nor internally (by birth) am I attached to a home, a family.

596. Wo ch'en an tsai 31.

A. Mao: ch'en 32 = 33, thus: »(When Heaven gave me birth) (where was my

time =) at which (unlucky) time was it?» Cf. ode 257, phr. 34 »I was born (untimely =)

at an unhappy time». — B. Ma Juei-ch'en: ch'en 32= 'heavenly mansion, con

stellation': »Where was my star?». — The par. in ode 257 (phr. 34) confirms A.

597. Pu chi so kie 35.

A. Mao reads thus: »I do not know where it (the boat) will arrive (go to) ». Kie

36 was *ked j kdi /kie. It rimes here with 37 *%iwdd : *p'iad : *midd. — B. Erya has
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an entry 38 (*tsung / tsung / t s u n g) = 39 'to arrive' (In gloss 333 it was stated that

Erya and Fang yen have the entry 40 = 39; this was an inadvertence, they both have

38 = 39, but this is immaterial, for 38 and 40 are used interchangeably: Shu sii (ortho

dox version) 41 is wr. 42 in Hou Han shu: Kiin kuo chi, and Shu sii is so quoted in

the comm. ibid.; 38, 40 and 43 are three variants for *t s u n g 'to arrive', see gl. 333).

To this Erya gloss, Sun Yen (44, 3rd c. A. D.) says: »38 is the old character for 36 ».

Evidently Sun has had a Shi version (Wang Sien-k'ien thinks it was the Lu version)

which read 45, and since Sun clearly saw that this 38 in its normal reading *t s u n g

could not rime with the 37 *%iwad : p'iad : miwad of our st., he took a desperate way

out of the difficulty by declaring that 38 was »the old char. » for 36 *ked. Blindly foll

owing this, the Kuang yiin (but not the Ts'ie yiin!) gives alternative readings *tsung j

tsung /tsung and *ked j kai / k i e for the char. 381 Now this char., with the phonetic

46 *tsung, can never have had any reading *ked. What has happened is that in some

early Shi manuscript the k i e 36 of the text was glossed, explained by tsung 38

'to arrive', and then the char. of the gloss erroneously crept into the principal text,

ousting the correct 36. Sun Yen had it in this corrupted version; his assertion and

Kuang yiin's alt. reading *ked for 38 should therefore be entirely rejected.

598. Wei tsu k'i k'i 47. Shiwen records the variant 48.

A. Mao: k'i k'i 49 (*g'i$g / g'jig j k ' i) = 50 'slowly, comfortably, tranquilly', thus:

»(When the deer are running), their feet go tranquilly" (not violently or laboriously).

Kuangya has an entry 51 = 52 'to go, to walk', this 53 *g'iSg j g'jig /k'i certainly

having our ode here in view; of this 53 there are no text ex., but our var. 48 (mostly

read *k'iSg / k'jig /k'i and serving as a frequent variant of 54 'to lift the heel, stand

on tiptoe') is in Ts'ie yiin also read *g'i$g j g'jig. /k'i and defined as = 52 'to go, to

walk', thus id. w. 51. Cf. Yi Chou shu: Chou chu 55 »Those who walk and breathe »;

similarly Huai: Yuan tao 56; in Huai: Shu chen the same phr. is wr. 57. This 58

*g'i$g j g'jig /k'i again is defined as = 59 'to walk slowly' in Shuowen (as quoted in

comm. on Wsiian) and is used in Huai: Siu wu for the walking of insects 60. Briefly,

49, 53, 48, 58 *g'i$g means 52 'to walk' as opp. to 61 'to run'. In our ode, the idea

is that the deer, even when running, move at an easy and tranquil pace. — B. Ma

Juei-ch'en: the Tsi-lin says k'i k'i 51 = 62 'to go flyingly', and therefore our line

means: »(When the deer are running), their feet move swiftly ». — B would make a

good and natural sense, but is supported by no text par. whatever.

599. P'i pi huai mu 63.

A. Mao: huai 64 = 65 = 66: »I am like that sick tree ». Shiwen says that 64 is

either read in its ordinary way *g'wer / ywai /huai, or *g'war j yudi / h u e i. The

latter is the reading of 65 'sick' (see gl. 13), and Shiwen's alt. reading means that Lu

Te-ming thinks Mao took 64 to be a loan char. for the similar 65. But that is not ne-

&.»4l»&A$& *jeLne$»$Jt.* 37*2£#i*te.
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cessary: 64 *g'wer 'to ruin, destroy' also means 'to decay, go to ruin' (common, see Tso

passim), and is closely cognate to 65 *g'wdr 'sick'. Mao has simply defined 64 *g,wer

by the similar and cognate 65 *g'wdr. So Shiwen's alt. reading is doubtful. The Mao

version text 63 means: »I am like that decayed tree». — B. Another school (ap.

Shuowen) reads 67 »I am like that sick tree», cf. A above. — Undecidable whether 64

*g'wer or 67 *g'wdr best repr. the orig. Shi.

600. Siang pi t'ou t'u, shang kuo sien chi 68. Mao has no gloss.

A. Cheng: t'ou 69 — 70 'to cover', i. e. here 'to throw (a net) over'. Hares were

hunted with such thrown nets. Thus: »Look at that (man) who throws (net) over the

hare — there may still be somebody who forestalls him» (kindheartedly helps the hare

to escape). T'ou 69 = 'to throw' is very common in the anc. texts. The weakness

of this interpr. is that t'ou h u 'throw hare' would be extremely elliptical, standing

for 71 (one who) throws (net over) a hare'. — B. Wang An-shi (foll. by Chu): t'ou

69 = 's'ilancer, to throw oneself upon, to run to for protection', thus: »Look at that

hare throwing himself upon (somebody for protection), there may still be somebody who

steps in front of him» (to save him). In later literature and modern colloquial t'ou

in this sense is quite common, but then generally with t'ou as a transitive verb fol

lowed by an object: 's'ilancer sur', e. g. Yuan Mei 72 »(to throw oneself upon =) to

flee to the loving mother ». T'ou alone = 'refuge-seeking' is less convincing and

not supported by early texts. — C. Another interpr. »Look at that (thrown out, ejected,

expelled =) started hare, there may still be somebody who steps in front of him» (and saves

him). Cf. Tso: Wen 18, phr. 73 »Casting them out to the four distant regions ». T'ou

'throw out' refers to the hunted hare's being thrown out from its covert.

Fa mu ki yi, see gl. 370; Kiin tsi pu yi yu yen, see gl. 200; wo k u n g

p u y u e, see gl. 97.

Ode CXCvTH: E'iao yen.

Luan ju ts'i wu, see gl. 580.

601. Tsien shi ki han 74.

A. Mao: 75 = 76 s h u o 'to accuse', which shows that he took 75 to be a loan char.

for 77 *tsidm / tsidm / c h e n (so Shiwen also says Mao read it) 'to calumniate'; Chung

king yin yi quotes 78, correcting the text after Mao's gloss. Further, h a n 79 (80)

(*g'dm j ydm /han) = 81 'to contain, hold, take', thus: »(When disorder first is bred)

the calumnies first are (taken in =) received». This means that Mao took 79 to be a

loan char. for 82 (*g'dm j ydm /han) 'to envelop, contain, hold'. — B. Cheng: tsien

75 (*tsidm j tsiem /tsien) = 83 'not true, falsehood', i. e. the ordinary meaning of

75: 'to err, error, false' etc. (as in odes 208, 256, 305); 79 (*g'?m) is a loan char. for

84 *g'em j yam / h i e n 'all, to unite'; thus: »(When disorder first is bred), the falsehoods

are first (united =) taken together with (the truths) ». — C. Shuowen, quoting this ode:

79 — 85 'an overmuch of water and moisture', thus: »(When disorder first is bred), the

calumnies (or: the falsehoods?) first are (drenching:) overflowing ». Cf. Fang yen (W.

Han coll.) 79 = 86 'to submerge'; Kuan: Tu ti 87 »When (the water) drenches, there

will be stoppage ». — D. Chu follows half A, half B, and takes tsien shi 88 as a

noun: »(When disorder first is bred), the first signs of falsehood are (taken in =) re

ceived ». — E. Han (ap. Shiwen) reads 89, defining 90 as = 91 'to reduce'. This is the

ordinary meaning of 90, which is read both *kem / kam / k i e n and *g'em / yam / h i e n

(so both Ts'ie yiin and Shiwen). Thus: »(When disorder first is bred), the falsehoods

are first (reduced =) refuted». — A, B and D, operating with loan char. speculations,

are inferior to C and E. Those, in themselves, are both plausible and well substantiated.

But the context favours E. The st. runs: »When disorder first is bred, the falsehoods
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are first (reduced:) refuted; (but) when disorder again (for the second time) is bred,

the lord believes the slander; if the lord would show anger, the disorder would (hof-

fentlich:) probably quickly be stopped », etc. It is here described how disorder appears

first once, and then reverts a second time. Obviously it is quelled the

first time, and the last line shows that this is effected by the lord's anger against the

miscreants. This confirms the E version and interpr.

602. Kiin tsi ju ch'i 92.

A. Mao (after Erya): ch'i 93 = 94 'happiness, blessings' (common: odes 177, 241,

262, 269, 282). Cheng expounds this, taking ch'i as a transitive verb: »n the lord

would bestow blessings (emoluments) upon» (sc. the good ones). Cf. ode 241, phr. 95 »He

received the blessings bestowed by God ». The synon. f u 94 has the same function

of a transitive verb in ode 300, phr. 96 »The prince of Chou, the august ancestor, will

also bestow blessings upon you ». — B. Lu (ap. Ts'ien fu lun: Shuai chi) takes ch'i

93 = 97 'to be pleased' as a counterpart to the n u 98 'anger' of the preceding line:

»If the lord would show anger, the disorder would probably be quickly stopped — if

the lord would be pleased (with the good ones), the disorder would probably quickly

cease ». This goes back to Tso: Chao 17, where this ode is quoted and summed up: 99

»The lord's joy and anger, by them one stops disorder». An extension of meaning 'bles

sings, happiness' > 'to have happiness' > 'to be pleased' would be quite natural; yet there

are no text par. in support of it. — A makes just as good a counterpart to the preceding

line as B: »If the lord would show anger (against the bad) (n u then taken as a transi

tive) — if the lord would bestow blessings (upon the good) ». A takes ch'i in its ordi

nary and common meaning and is therefore preferable, in spite of the high age of the

B interpr.

603. Luan shi yung t'an 100.

Shiwen (after Shen Chung) reads 1 *d'dn / d'dn /t'an (even tone).

A. Mao: (after Erya): t'an 1 = 2 'to advance' or 'cause to advance, bring forward'.

This has been differently expounded: a. K'ung, without discussing the fundamental

meaning of t'an: »The disorder thereby advances». ft. Ho Yi-hang (comm. on Erya):

t ' a n 1 means 'to bait, to entice, bring forward by a bait' (cf. Shakespeare: »Do their

gay vestments his affections bait»), as in Shiki: Chao shi kia phr. 3 »Therefore by Ts'i

it (sc. Ts'in) baits the whole world» (gives Ts'i as a bait to the world, Chavannes: »c'est

pourquoi il alleche l'empire en lui presentant Ts'i comme appat»); this is cognate to 4

*d'dm j d'dm /tan (oblique tone) 'to swallow' (cf. B next), meaning fundamentelly 'the

thing to be swallowed'. Ts'e: Chao ts'e in a paragraph corresponding to that in Shiki

(differently worded) has the char. 5 'a bait'. Thus: »(The words of the scoundrels are

very sweet), the disorder thereby is (baited = brought forward as by a bait:) provoked, eli

cited». — B. Ma Juei-ch'en: 1 is the same word as 4 'to devour, swallow, eat' (this latter

is common: Lii: Tang wu, Mo: Tsie tsang), but here meaning 'gluttonous, voracious' =

'greedy, desirous', as in Sim: Wang pa 6 »Greedy and always wanting people's posses

sions». This would be used here as a metaphor: »The disorder is thereby (voracious =)

hungrily advancing» (Erya = 2). Very strained indeed. — C. Ch'en Huan: Shuowen

7/ &*QMjL4S * ®Jfaf 73 Tt-M® 1k kfetefeiS » u

ft &rt £ 3~ 2.
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has a char. 7 defined as = 'to flame', and this, varied into 8, has been corrupted into

1; thus: »The disorder is thereby flaming ». A very arbitrary speculation. — D. Su

Miao (ap. Shiwen to Li: Piao ki) reads 9. This y en 10 'salt' makes no sense, and pos

sibly Su has taken it to be a loan char. for 11, cf. Li: Kiao t'e sheng, where 12 is

expl. by Cheng as = 13, thus:] »The disorder is thereby made (beautiful =) attractive».

But the meaning of the Li passage is very debatable, and there is no early support

for Sii Miao's reading. — A fi, which satisfactorily expounds the earliest comm. attain

able (Erya and Mao) and logically follows up the preceding line, is certainly best.

Fei k'i chi kung, see gl. 142; Yi yi ts'in miao, see gl. 466. Chi c h i

t a y u, see gl. 317.

604. T'i t'i ch'an t'u 14.

Mao says: ch'an t ' u = 15. This has been differently explained, since 16 is well

attested in two meanings: 'crafty' and 'vigorous' (see gl. 230). A. Chu: ch'an 17 =

'crafty': »Jumping about is the crafty hare». — B. Ma Juei-ch'en: ch'an 17 = 'big':

»Jumping about is the big hare». — The char. 17, like 18, is read both *dz'&n and

*dz'an, and it is evidently etym. the same word: 18 means 'slander', i. e. false words;

and 'false, deceitful': 'sly, crafty' are kindred notions. Moreover the context confirms

A: however crafty the hare may be, he cannot escape the hunting dog.

605. Yii k'iian huo chi 19. Mao has no gloss.

A. Cheng: y ii k ' ii a n 20 = 21 »a dog which is docile, tamed (domesticated, trained),

that means a hunting dog'. No text par. Perhaps Cheng meant that y ii 22 *ngiu

was a loan char. for 23 *ngiu 'to lodge': a lodging dog = a dog living with people in

the house, domesticated dog? — B. Wang Su: y ii 22 has its ordinary meaning:

»When he meets with the dog, (the latter) catches him». This is grammatically little

satisfactory. We should then rather have to construe the line: »The meeting dog

catches him ». — C. Shiwen records an »old » reading 24: »(Jumping about is the crafty

hare), but (even) a stupid dog catches him». Cf. Chuang: Tse yang 25, to which Shiwen:

26 (*ngiu) has the variant 22 (*ngiu). In the same way, Mao's 22 here may be a loan

char. for 26. — C alone brings out properly the contrast between the »crafty» hare

and the »stupid» dog, and is grammatically faultless.

606. Wang lai hing yen 27. Mao has no gloss.

A. Cheng takes hing 28 in the sense of what is (morally) practicable: »Words that

will do in (going and coming =) all situations ». Very scholastic. — B. Chu: hing

28 = 29 'to travel': »The words of those who, going and coming, travel (on the roads) ».

— C. Ch'en Huan: hing 28 = 'road': »The road-talk of those who come and go». —

D. Ma Juei-ch'en: Erya has an entry 28 = 30, and Kuo P'o says that in his time in

Kiang tung y ii 31 'talk' was called hing 28, so hing-yen is a binome = y ii -

y en 32 'talk'. Hing 'to go' is then = 'current, what is current, common talk'.

Thus: »The current talk of goers and comers ». — D is simple and convincing.

607. Y i y i s h i y e n 33.

Since 34 and 35 are interchangeable in the compound characters, being two modern

results of the same anc. picture (see BMFEA 12, p. 126), the line, in Kao Yu's comm.

on Lii: Kuei chung, is quoted 36.

A. Mao: y i y i 37 (*dia j ig / y i) = 38 'the idea of shallowness', i. e. without any

deep and solid reality, oberflachlich, false, bragging, pretentious. Thus: »(Shallow:)

pretentious are the great words». (Ch'en Huan thinks Mao's 39 *ts'ian is a loan char.

for 40 *dz'ian 'artful' talk, but that is quite arbitrary). 41 'snake' is obviously a loan

char., and later comm. all take it to be loan for 42 (43) *dia j ig / y i, cf. Meng: Kao tsi,

hia 44 »His conceited words and mien»; Ts'e 45 »I do not like the words of bragging

people »; Chuang: Chi pei yu 46 »Heaven knows that I am vulgar and pretentious ». —
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B. Chu: y i y i 37 — 47 'comfortable, easy', thus: »Easy are the great words ». This

is an attempt to bring the phrase here somewhat into accord with the w e i y i 48 in

ode 18, see gl. 49. No text par. — A is well supported.

Chi wei luan kie, see gl. 286.

608. Ki wei ts'ie chung, er yung yi ho 49.

San ts'ang ap. Shiwen had the var. 50, and Shuowen the var. 51, readings the same.

A. Mao (after Erya) 52 »the legs (properly tibiae) sore is wei (*miwdr), the feet

swollen (53 tiung j t&iwong / chung) is chung (54 *3iung / ziwong /chung).»

Thus: »Your legs are sore, your feet are swollen, what is your courage (like) ». 54 *diung

is closely cognate to 53 *tiung 'swollen' (a common word), so its meaning is plausible;

but for a wei (55 or 50) with the meaning 'sore legs' there are no text par. or other

support whatever. (Chu Tsiin-sheng thinks 55 *miwdr j mjwgi /wei is a short-form

for 57 *miar j mji / m e i 'blackened by long exposure to rain', as in Huai: Siu wu 58

*Shun was blackened (in the face)»; Ch'en Huan thinks 55 *miwdr is a loan char. for

59 *g'wdr, which is still less acceptable). This gloss of some early Shi comm., which has

been incorporated in the Erya, is a curious speculation made ad hoc in order to balance

the preceding lines: »What kind of men are those? They are situated on the brink of

the river; they have no strength or courage». All the later comm. expound the Erya-

Mao idea thus: those men living in a moist and insanitary place get their legs sore and

their feet swollen — all expressing the contempt of the poet. — B. Another interpr.

Wei 55 has its ordinary meaning: 'small, petty'. The earlier line: »They are situated

on the brink of the river » is a metaphor depicting their unsafe and precarious position

(for a similar metaphor see ode 196: 6); then follow six lines all expressing the discrep

ancy between their conceited self-importance and their real weakness: »What kind of

men are those? They are situated on the brink of the river; they have no strength or

courage, they are simply the (steps of =) promoters of disorder; you are small and

(swollen =) inflated, what is your courage (like)P You make plans that are great and

many, but your (dwelling followers =) clients, how many are they?».

Er kii t'u ki ho, see gl. 557.

Ode CXCIX: Ho jen si.

609. Huang chi er kii 60.

A. Cheng: How do you have leisure to grease your cart (wheels) ►. Huang is here

an oratorical question. Cf. odes 35, 197, phr. 61 »How do I have leisure to think of

my future?» — B. K'ung: »And yet you have leisure to grease your cart (wheels) »;

i. e. you pretend to be in great haste, but you give yourself time to grease your wheels

— it is all pretence that you do not come to see me. — C. Ma Juei-ch'en: About c h i

62, ordinarily read tidr j t&i / c h i, Shiwen says: read like 63 Hieg / isig /chi. This can

a A«& « % » & ft&**** M). *7<&*&ff ir
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only mean that it is a loan char. for 63 'to prop up': »How do you have leisure to prop

up your cart» (place a prop against the wheel, to make it stand still), i. e. to make a halt:

This may have been the opinion of Lu Te-ming, but it is due to his ignorance of the

Archaic phonology: a *tidr could certainly not serve for a *iiSg. — A is supported by a

conclusive par.

610. Yiin ho k'i hii 64.

A. Cheng: h ii 65 (*£tu» / %iu j hii) = 66, thus: »0h, how pained (grieved) I am ».

Erya 65 = 67. This means that Erya and Cheng took 65 to be a loan char. for 68

(*%iwo), as in ode 3, phr. 69 »Oh, how pained (grieved) I am» (Mao: 68 = 67), where

the meaning is certain and unambiguous. Cf. also ode 225, phr. 70, same meaning

(Cheng: 65 = 66). — B. Chu: hii 65 = 71: »Oh, how I am looking for you» (longing

for you). Chu adds that 65 properly means 72 'to open the eyes wide, to make the

eyes big» (ex. in Lie: Huang ti, Sun: Fei shi er tsi), and 'to look for' in our ode would

be an extension of meaning. Chu has the same expl. in ode 225, phr. 70. But no other

text par. for such an extension of meaning can be adduced. — The par. with ode 3

decides definitely in favour of A.

611. Wo sin yi ye 73.

A. Mao: y i 74 (*diSg j i g / y i) = 75 (76) 'to be pleased', properly 'easy': »My

heart is at ease». — B. Han (ap. Shiwen) reads 77, this 78 defined as = 79 'good'.

Since 78 has no such meaning, Chu Tsiin-sheng proposes that 78 *&ia / rfig / s h i is a

loan char. for 80 *sia / &g / s h i 'to slacken, to relax', thus: »My heart is relaxed»,

i. e. feeling well (79). — The rime word in our st. is 81 *tiSg / ?» / c h i, which forms a

good rime to 74 but not to 78, 80. This confirms A.

612. Fou nan chi ye 82. Mao has no gloss.

A. Cheng: 83 = 84 'obstruction', thus reading it *6Vagr / b'jwi j p e i : »There is ob

struction (in our friendly feelings), and you are difficult to know» (to understand whether

you are against me or not). Cf. Yi: Sii kua 85 »Things cannot for ever be obstructed,

shut up». Cheng's interpr. is exceedingly strained. — B. Ma Juei-ch'en and others:

83 is equal to 86, and this is only »a particle », hence fou nan chi is equal to a

simple nan chi. — C. Another interpr. The char. 83 is certainly often equal to 86.

Or rather, 86 has several readings: one is *piug / pidu /fou, and in this reading the char.

is often enlarged into 83, the 86 and 83 being interchangeable; another is *pwdt j pudt j

p u (see BMFEA 12, p. 390). In the reading *pwdt, 86 is the ordinary negative 'not',

as in the preceding line here: 87 »You do not enter ». In the reading *piug the char.

86 (83) also means 'not' but has then inherent (understood) a preceding verb. So

it is in modern Mandarin (higher style): ni lai fou (88) 'do you come or not'

(= 89), and so it already was in Archaic Chinese: ode 2, phr. 90 »which shall I wash,

which not (fou = pu huan 91); ode 34, phr. 92 »People wade over, but I do

not» (fou = p u she); other ex. in odes 195, 211, 220, 256. In our present ode line

there are two negations; both may originally have been written 86 (since 83 is merely

an enlarged form of (86), but the early Han scholars had the tradition that the first should

be read *pwdt, the second *piug, and when transcribing the ancient text they marked

this by elucidatingly writing the second 83, thus: Siian er pu ju, fou nan chi

y e (93). This served to indicate that the second negation had the preceding verb ('to

enter') inherent (as in all the Shi cases adduced above), the fou 83 being equal to

p u j u 94 'not enter'. Thus: »When you come round and p u j u do not enter,

fou that you do not is difficult to understand».

613. P e i wo k'i ye 95.

A. Mao: k'i 96 (*g'iSg j g'jig /k'i) = 97 'ill, to suffer', thus: »You cause me

to suffer». This means that Mao took 96 to be a loan char. for the homophonous
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98 (*g'&g j g'jig / k ' i), cf. ode 229, phr. 99 »He causes me to suffer ». — B. Cheng: 96

= 100 'tranquil, to be at rest', thus: »You will cause me to be at rest». This means

that Cheng took 96 to be a loan char. for 1 *di<lg / iig / s h I (so Shiwen says Cheng read

it) 'peace'. This is because Yi: Kua 29, phr. 2 (where most comm. take 96 in its com

mon reading *tiSg j <&,g/ c h I 'only': »It is only just level »), Shuowen quotes 3 »It is

calm and level» (= 100), the Shiwen informing us that this was the King Fang version

of the Yi. In spite of the fact that this single text par. is thus very unsafe, Cheng has

applied this 96 = 1 in our ode here. — It is curious that Cheng, who in ode 229, phr. 99,

has followed Mao (98 = 4) has not realized that our ode here and ode 229 have abso

lutely analogous phrases. Indeed, the par. of ode 229 is in itself conclusive in favour

of A. But there is moreover the parallelism in our stanzas: st. 4 »You only trouble

my heart »: st. 5 »Oh how pained I am»: st. 6 here »You cause me to suffer».

614. Yu t'ien mien mu 5.

A. Mao (after Erya): t'ien 6=7. This 7 k u o (of which there are no text ex.)

is defined, in the current version of Shuowen as = 8 ('ugly in the face'), but K'ung on

our ode quotes Shuowen 7 — 9, and all later comm. agree that 10 is a scribe's error for

6. So here, again, the two words 6 and 7 simply define each other as synonyms. The

t'ien 6, on the other hand, in the current Shuowen version is defined as = 11 'to see

each other face to face', and K'ung quotes Shuowen as saying: 12. But here, likewise,

the commentators agree that 11 is a corruption of 13 'the appearance of a face'. So

t'ien 6 simply means 'face-fashion, having a face'. Thus: -Since you (face-fashion =)

as a normal face have a countenance and eyes». Cf. Kyii: Yiie yii 14 »Though we (face-

fashion:) with normal faces have human visages, we are (considered to be) like animals».

— B. Chu, following the current Shuowen (see A above) says: t'ien 6 = 15 'seeing a

person face to face', thus: »Since you have a countenance and eyes which can be faced».

— A is confirmed by the Kyii par.

Shi jen wang ki, see gl. 182.

615. Yi ki fan ts'e 16.

A. Mao: fan ts'e 17 = 18 'not straight', further expounded by Chu: 19: »(I

have made this fine song) in order to probe to the utmost your turned and deflected

heart ». — B. Another interpr.: fan ts'e 17 'to turn and twist' means 'to fidget',

thus: »In order to (exhaust =) express to the full my (fidgeting:) restlessness». Cf. ode

1, phr. 20 »He (turned round:) tossed and fidgeted» (was restless). — A is quite plaus

ible in itself, but since the only other Shi text besides our ode here, which has the bi-

nome fan-ts'e has it in the sense of 'to fidget', B is preferable.

Ode CC: Hiang po.

616. Ts'i hi fei hi ch'eng shI pei kin 21.

ten n&n^&tr&lZ^Mi*-^ tc* vX Aw'fc sift &
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The p e i kin 'shell-brocade' is expl. as a brocade patterned like the veins in cowries

or other shells.

A. Mao: ts'i fei 22 = 23 'the pattern (crossing:) interlacing'; Shuowen quotes 24

(the reading being the same: *ts'iar j ts'iei /ts'i) =25 'patterned'. Since Mao does not

gloss c h ' e n g 26, it is taken to be the ordinary verb by all later comm., which sup

poses t s ' i - f e i, as subject of the clause, to be a noun: »(Interlaced) patterns form

this shell-brocade ». But neither for 27 nor for 24 are there any text par. with this

meaning. — B. Chu: ts'i-fei 22 = 28 'small-patterned': »A small pattern forms

this shell-brocade ». No support whatever. — C. Another interpr. Ts'i 27 is well

attested in the sense 'ample, luxuriant, rich' (odes 2, 129, 168, 169, 252); and fei

29 is well known meaning 'ornate, elegant' (see gl. 151). The par. with next st., phr.

30, where ch'e 31 and c h ' I 32 are undeniably adjectives, not nouns, tells us that

here as well ts'i and fei are adjectives and that they are not the subject of a verb

c h ' e n g 26. Now this c h ' e n g 26 is well known as a short-form of c h ' e n g 33

'truly' (see gl. 184, 589), and so we have it here: »Rich and ornate is truly this shell-

brocade*. This construction, with the adjectives in the first line, qualifying the prin

cipal noun in the second, is common in the Shi: ode 37, phr. 34 »How small and beauti

ful are the children of the 1 i u - 1 i bird »; ode 47, phr. 35 »Freshly bright is her ritual

robe», etc.

617. Ch'e hi ch'i hi ch'eng shi nan ki 30.

Shuowen, quoting this ode, and Ts'uei Ling-en's version of the Mao Shi had the

two words inverted: ch'i hi ch'e hi. »The Southern Winnowing Basket » was the

name of a constellation. For 31 both Ts'ie yiin and ShIwen has two readings: *i'ia j

ts'ia /ch'e and *i'ia j t&'ig /ch'i; since the latter is identical with the reading of 32,

the former must be preferable in this context.

A. Mao: ch'e 31 = 36 'the appearance of being great', thus: »Great and large

(things) form that Southern Winnowing Basket ». Cf. Kuliang: Hi 4, phr. 37 »Thereupon

they greatly disapproved of the prince of Ts'i ». — B. Shuowen says: ch'e 31 = 38

'to open the mouth wide', and this has led Cheng to say 39 »The constellation the Win

nowing Basket ch'e- fashion has the heel narrow and the tongue wide»; thus: »Widely-

gaping and large (things) form that Southern Winnowing Basket ». Chu, in the same vein,

says 40 »c h ' e - c h ' I means small and (extending:) widening » (I suppose Chu means:

from small at one end becoming large in the other?). Cf. Huai: Siu wu (in a passage describ

ing deformed people): 41 »Big-mouthed and wry-mouthed persons». — 31 *t'ia is

obviously closely cognate to 32 *t'ia 'large, wide' (common w.), and the fundamental

sense is 'great, large, wide' (A). It is not astonishing that this is sometimes specialized

into meaning 'big-mouthed', as in the Huai ex. 41, and the radical 'mouth' in the char.

suggests that it has been created for this particular application of the fundamental sense.

But here it forms a binominal phrase together with the kindred 32: ch'e hi ch'i

h i, and there is no reason for attributing such a specialized meaning to the first mem

ber of the binome. Just as in st. 1, phr. 21 ts'i hi fei hi means 'rich and ornate',

so here 30 ch'e hi ch'i hi means 'great and large', with A. But ch'eng 26

does not mean 'to form' but is a short-form for 33 (see gloss 616). Thus: »Great and large

is truly that Southern Winnowing Basket».

S h u e i t i (shi) y u m o u, see gl. 194.

618. Ts'i ts'i p'ien p'ien 42.

A. Mao: ts'i ts'i 43 fts'iap j ts'iap /ts'i and *tstap j tsi / t s i) = 44 'the sound

of (mouth and tongue =) babbling, tattling'; p'ien p'ien 45 (*p'ian j p'ian /p'ien)

= 46 'to go and come, to and fro'. Thus: »Tattling you run to and fro, (planning and

wanting to slander people)». Shuowen quotes 47 inst. of 43 (same reading) = 48 'to
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whisper in the ears, to tattle'. The 43 (rad. 'silk') is then a mere loan word for the orig.

47. There are no text ex. for either 43 or 47 in this sense, but the very construction of

the char. 47: 'mouth' + 'ear' confirms the interpr. It is true that we do not happen to

have any pre-Han (inscr.) ex. of 47 or its derivates, but the series is great and important,

and this simple construction of the char. is little likely to have been altered from Chou

to Han time. The p ' i e n 45 (Shiwen registers a var. with the short-form 49) properly

means 'to fly to and fro rapidly' (odes 162, 299; Ch'u: Kiu ko, Kiu chang, Kiu pien), here

by Mao taken figuratively: »Tattling you fly about» (move restlessly to and fro). — B.

Ma Juei-ch'en, while accepting Mao's unsupported interpr. of t s ' i, thinks p ' i e n

45 *p'ian is a loan char. for 50 *b'ian / b'ian / p ' i e n 'insincere words, specious words,

glib-tongued' (id. w. 51), thus: »Tattling and glib-tongued, (you plan and would slander

people).» Cf. Lun: Ki shI 52 »Friendship with the glib-tongued », in Shuowen quoted 53.

— C. Han (ap. Yiip'ien, in the Yuan pen Yu pien ap. Ku King kie huei han) reads 54,

defining both t s ' i t s ' i and p ' i n p ' i n 55 (*p'iSn j p'j&n / p ' i n) as = 46 'going

and coming'. Wang Sien-k'ien thinks t s ' i 43 has then the meaning 56 'continuous'

given by Cheng in ode 246 (see below); as to p ' i n p ' i n he adduces Han shu: Yang

Hiung chuan 57, so that the ode line here would mean: Uninterruptedly going and

coming (you plan and would slander people) ». But p'in fen 57 is a binome well

known from Ch'u: Li sao and Huai: Shu chen, meaning 'pell-mell, all mixed up together',

and it means in the Yang Hiung passage: 57 »Pell-mell, (going and coming =)

um einander, all together, without stop». The Han school therefore may have taken

43 in the reading *tsiap j tsiap / t s i as equal to 58 *tstap j isiap / t s i 'to assemble,

crowd together' of ode 5 (see gl. 21), thus: »Banding together and pell-mell, (you plan

and would slander people) ». For these doublets t s i - t s i 'crowded together' and

p'in p'in 'pell-mell', the Han school definition 46 ('going and coming' =) 'um ein

ander' would be quite satisfactory. — It is certainly much better, with either B or C,

to take the two doublets ts'i ts'i (tsi tsi) and p'ien p'ien (p'in p'in)

as parallel and analogous expressions than to make them so heterogeneous as A has done.

In the choice between B and C, the parallelism with next st. (gl. 619 below), where we

have correspondingly 59 'nimble-witted' etc., all these doublets referring to the malignant

talk of the slanderers, decides in favour of B. — We should examine here:

Ode 246. Shou ki yu ts'i yii 60. A. Mao: ts'i y u 61 = 62 'with an atti

tude of respectful movements', thus: »They present the stools with reverent movements».

The reason for this curious gloss is very obscure. Ch'en Huan thinks that Mao took

61 *ts\ap-ngip to be loan char. for 63 *tsiap-miwo 'connecting the feet' (walking with

small steps), which of course is phonetically impossible. Shiwen reads 43 here *ts'iap j

ts'iap /ts'i; but it seems possible that Mao took it to be loan char. for 64 *'iap / iap j y i

'to bow', 61 being equal to a 65 'bowingly attending'. — B. Cheng: ts'i 43 = 56 'con

tinuous', y ii 66 = 67 (the latter common), thus: »In presenting the stools, there are (con

tinuous =) a row of attendants ». There are no text par., but the 43 *ts'\ap 'to continue,
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to connect' is closely cognate to various other words meaning 'to unite, bring together,

collect, crowd together' (68, 69 *dz'idp, 70 *ts\dp, 71 *tsidp, 72 *tstdp, tsidp), all form

ing one great word family. — B is better substantiated.

Ode 235. Wu ts'i hi king chi 73.

A. Mao: ts'i hi 74 = 75: »Oh, bright and reverent». The binome reverts in odes

268, 283 (Mao same gloss), ode 271 (Mao here: ts'i 76 = 77, and hi 78 = 79\), ode

288 (Cheng = 75). Wei Chao in comm. on Kyii: Chou yu has followed Mao. But apart

from this binome, the ts'i 76 is known from no text meaning 'bright'. Chu Tsiin-

sheng considers it cognate to 80 *zidpjidp j yi 'brilliant, bright' (see gl. 389). — B.

Chu: ts'i 76 = 56, Thus: Continuously bright and reverent ». To our line here in st. 4:

81 corresponds exactly in st. 2: 82 ». . . his good fame is without e n d» (continuous).

— Ts'i 'continuous' is supported by the par. in ode 246 above, and the parallelism of

the stanzas further confirms B.

619. Tsie tsie fan fan 83.

Variants 84 (comm. on Han shu) and 85 (Chung king yin yi).

A. Mao: tsie tsie fan fan is equal to the ts'i ts'i p'ien p'ien of the

preceding st. (see gl. 618). It seems that Mao took 86 *dz'iap-p'iwSn to be merely a sound

variation of the 87 *ts'idp-p'ian there, which is very little convincing. B. Chu: tsie

tsie 88 = 89 'quick-witted, nimble-minded'; fan f a n 90 *p'iw&n = 91 'turning',

i. e. 'versatile'; thus: »Nimble-minded and versatile (you plan and would speak slander-

ingly). Cf. Sun: Kiin tao 92 'quick-witted' (etc., very common); Meng: Wan-chang,

shang 93 »But then he turningly changed and said» (similar ex. in Sun: Ta lue). Cf. also

ode 231, phr. 94 »(Turning =) waving about are the gourd leaves »; ode 220, phr. 95

»Their deportment is (changeable, unstable:) frivolous ». In later times this word is wr.

96. (Ma Juei-ch'en takes 90 *p'iwdn to be loan char. for 97 *b'\an, which is inadmissible).

—. C. Ch'en Huan: tsie 88 is loan char. for 98 *dz'iap in the sense of 99; and fan 90,

acc. to Mao = 100, is loan char. for 1 *p'ian in the sense of 2, thus: »Connectedly and

leaguing together (you plan and would speak slanderingly). Very far-fetched. — B is

well supported.

620. K'i pu er shou, ki k'i ju ts'ien 3.

A. Mao: ts'ien 4 fts'ian j ts'i&n /ts'ien) = 5, thus: »How would one not

accept you (sc. when coming with your slanderous statements)? But afterwards one will

remove you». This is the ordinary meaning of t s ' i e n, e. g. Tso: Huan 2, phr. 6

»He removed the nine tripods to Lo yi ». — B. Cheng: 4 (*ts'ian) = 7 (*san j san j

s h a n) 'to vilify'. Cheng refers the line to the king: »How would he not accept you?

But afterwards he will vilify you». There is no text par. whatever, and Cheng seems

to have built solely on the slight phonetic similarity between *ts'ian and *san. — C.

Chu: ts'ien 4 — 'to transmit' (likewise a common meaning of the word): »How

would one not accept you? But afterwards it will be transmitted to you», i. e. the bad

consequences of the slander will reach you yourself. — The oldest interpr., A, is simple,

satisfactory and well supported.

621. Ch'ai hu pu shi, t'ou pi yu pei, yu pei pu shi, t'ou pi

y u h a o 8.

A. Mao simply explains pei by pei fang 9 'the northern region', and says h a o

is = hao t'ien 10 'great Heaven'. This has been generally accepted, Wang Yin-

chi asserting that the y u 11 is a mere outfilling »particle» which may simply be skipped:

»If wolves and tigers do not eat them (sc. the slanderers), I will throw and give them

to the northern region; if the northern region does not receive them, I will throw and

give them to the great (sc. Heaven). » — B. Another interpr. Y u 11 regularly forms

part of the names of territories and fiefs, but principally in regard to the very early,
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legendary rulers and fiefs, and it has come to be so by a curious roundabout way: Shun

had a fief in Y u 12, and therefore had the title 13 »the lord possessing Yu »; from this

have been detached the first two syllables Y u - Y ii, as name of the territory (properly:

the possessed Yu =) »the fief of Yu, the territory of Yii», e. g. Tso: Ai 1, phr. 14

»He (a legendary Hia ruler) fled to Yu- Yu (the territory of Yu).» There are num

erous such names of early and legendary fiefs: 15 etc. Here evidently Y u P e i 16

and Y u H a o 17 have a similar legendary or rather mythological meaning, but since

they are parallel with »wolves and tigers », living creatures to which the miscreants are

thrown, Yu Pei must be equal to Yu Pei shi 18, Yu Hao to Yu Hao shi, some myth

ical potentates still more gruesome than the wild beasts. Thus: »If the wolves and

tigers do not eat them, I will throw and give them to the (Lord of) the North, if the

(Lord of) the North will not receive them, I will throw and give them to (the Lord of)

the Great Spaces ». Waley seems to have had a similar opinion, for he translates: »to Him

of the North (the spirit of the Pole star?) . . . to Him on High». Yet h a o 19 does

not mean 'high' but 'great, wide', and »on High» does not bring out the force of the

y u 11.

622. Tso wei ts'i shi 20.

A. Mao, in paraphrasing the line, says simply 21, thus taking t s o - w e i as equal

to tso 'to make, to compose'. Thus: »(I, the eunuch Meng-tsi) have made this ode».

For t s o in this sense cf. ode 162, phr. 22, ode 199, phr. 23. — B. Cheng: tso 24 =

25, thus: »I have stood up and made this ode ». T s o 24 in the sense of 'to rise, to

stand up' is common, e. g. Tso: Ch'eng 8, phr. 26 »Therefore the house of Luan does

not (stand up:) rise».

A is well confirmed by Shi par.

Ode CCI: Ku (eng.

623. W e i y ii y ii j u 27.

A. Cheng: »There are only I and you» (we keep together), thus taking y ii 28 in its

common meaning 'and'. — B. Ma Juei-ch'en: »It is only I who (associate with:) side

with you». Cf. ode 207, phr 29 »(Associate with:) side with the correct and straight

ones». — B is possible in itself, but A better expresses the mentality of the person re

proached: in adversities you are willing to keep together with me, but in happier times

you reject me. Similarly, in st. 2, corresponding to our line here, there is: »you place

me in your (bosom:) heart ».

Ju chuan k'i yii: for c h u a n see gl. 487.

* &tf tt in it *foo ^j, n. xr*lu Kit&*-fe z? *n-kam#sE&£_
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Ode CCII: Ln ngo.

624. Sien min chi sheng, pu ju si chi kiu yi 30.

A. Mao: sien 31 = 32 'few, rare, seldom'. This short gloss has been differently

understood. a. Cheng: 33 »This expresses that the days of supporting (the parents)

are few». Thus: »(Of few days =) short is people's life (sc. when they can be served

by their sons), it would be better to be dead long ago». Very strained. — /? Chu: sien

31 = 32 = 'few, rare' in the sense of 'solitary', i. e. deprived of their parents and

living alone. Thus: »The life of solitary people is not so good as death long ago ». — B.

Yuan Yuan: sien 31 anciently had a sound similar to s I 34, and is loan char. for

this: »The life of these people . . . ». Ma Juei-ch'en, seizing upon Yiian's loan idea,

takes si 34 in its sense of 'to cleave', thus: »The life of (cleft =) dispersed people . . .».

But 31 *stan j sian /sien had really no phonetic similarity to 34 *siSg j *tg / si. —

A /S is supported by the context, the following lines deploring the lot of such as have no

parents to rely on.

625. Fu wo hu wo 35.

A. Mao reads 36 *p'iu j p'\u j f u 'to lay the hand on, to comfort'. — B. Another

school (ap. Hou Han shu) reads 37, this 38 *p'iwo j p'iu / f u meaning the same as 36.

— The two words are not identical but closely cognate.

626. Y u pao chi t e 39.

A. Cheng: c h I 40 = 41: »I wished to requite this goodness ». C h I 40 in the sense

of 41 'this' occurs in the phr. 42 »this young person» (passim), but in no other connec

tion in the Shi, which makes Cheng's interpr. very weak. — B. Chu: 39 = 43 »I wished

to requite you by goodness». For this construction, cf. ode 149, phr. 44 »I will cherish

him with good words», a good corroboration.

Hao t'ien wang ki, see gl. 182.

627. St. 1. Nan shan lie lie 45;

St. 2. N a n s h a n 1 ii 1 ii 46.

A. Mao: lie lie 47 (*liat j liat /lie) = 48 'extremely difficult', i. e. steep, inaccess

ible; 1 ii 1 ii 49 (*bliwat j liu$t j 1 ii) »same meaning as lie lie». Thus, both lines:

»The southern mountain is very steep». Hu Ch'eng-kung expounds this: Mao took 47

*liat to be a loan char. for 50 *liad j Ijpi j 1 i, and this should here mean 'high'. Shuowen

says 51 — 52 'steep and high', »read like 50 ». Of this 51 there are no text ex., but

Hu thinks that the place name 53 in Li: Tsi fa, which recurs wr. 54 in Tso: Chao 29,

was this 51 abbreviated, meaning 'the high mountain'. This, of course, is a mere guess.

And when Shi ki (Hia pen ki) paraphrases Shu: Kao Yao mo 55 by 56, where 1 i is

rendered by k a o 'high', this is a very doubtful speculation of Si-ma's which proves

nothing. In other cases where 1 i 50 has been defined as = 'high' by early comm.

(e. g. Lii: Shi kiin, Huai: Siu wu) it is always in an abstract sense, and the etymol

ogy is always doubtful. For 47 *liat = 'high' there is no support whatever. L ii 49

has been expl. by Wang An-shi as a short-form for the homophonous 1 ii 57, e. g. Si-ma

Siang-ju: Tsi sii fu 58 'high and steep'; but of this 1 ii 5 7 there are no pre-Han text

ex. — B. Cheng: lie lie 47 = 5 9 'cold', thus: »The southern mountain is cold». Cf.

ode 154, phr. 60 »In the days of the second (month) it is bitterly cold». On lii Hi

49 Cheng has no gloss, and no sense 'cold' corresp. to the lie 47 of st. 1 can be

attested for 1 ii; unless, with Ma Juei-ch'en, we take 49 *bliuiat to be a loan char. for

61 (62, ode 154, phr 60) *liSt / l$t j 1 i, which is phonetically very unsatisfactory. The

principal reason for Cheng's interpr. would be the similar passage in ode 204 (phr. 63),

but that, of course, is not conclusive. — C. Ma Juei-ch'en, while taking 1 ii 1 ii 49

as = 'cold' (as just stated), thinks lie lie 47 is a loan char. for 64 *lij)t j ly&t / 1 i,

Shuowen = 'violent wind and rain', thus: »The Southern mountain is weathered by
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wind and rain». But there is no early text ex. of 64, and the theory is phonetically

weak. If Ma's idea that lie 47 refers to the hard weather in the mountains were

to be accepted, it would be better to think of the 65 'violent wind' (*liqt) in Shu: Yao

tien (Shun tien) and Lun: Hiang tang. But even this would poorly satisly our ode line

here. — D. Another interpr. L i e 47 serves for 66 *liat / liat /lie 'rank, row, series'

in ode 78, phr. 67 »The (fire-ranks = ) rows of fire surge everywhere» (see gl. 214), and

so it does here (both 47 and 66 were *liat). L u 49 means 'rank, series, a row' (esp.

of pitch-pipes) (hence secondarily 'regular order, rules, law' etc.). Cf. Li: Wang chi 68

»He is advanced in rank». It is certainly no coincidence that two par. lines end with

the words lie 66 (wr. 47) and 1 ii 49 both meaning 'series, row': they depict here the

great massif of the southern mountain, one peak following upon the other. Thus both

lines: »The Southern mountain (is rank-like, row-like:) has peak after peak (top after top).

— A is weakly substantiated and also demands a reading *lyad inst. of *liat; B fails

in the second line, C is entirely inadmissible. D demands no alteration of the readings

(*liat, *bliwat) and takes both words in a well-attested sense.

Ode OQm: Ta tnng.

Kuan yen ku chi see gl. 10; Tiao tiao kung tsi, see gl. 237; H i n g

pi Chou hing, see gl. 12.

628. Wu tsin huo sin 69.

A. Mao: huo 70 = 71 (var. 72 ap. Shiwen) 'to cut, to reap', thus: »It must not wet

the cut firewood ». 'To reap' is the ordinary meaning of the char. 70. — B. Cheng: huo

70 = 73 'equal to 1 o, the name of a tree'; thus: »It must not wet the huo- tree fire

wood ». This means that Cheng took 70 to be a loan char. for 74 = 75, name of a tree

in Erya. This would be analogous to the 76 'chestnut firewood' in ode 153 etc. (77 in

ode 218, 78 in ode 229). Shiwen on Erya and Ping Hing's comm. on Erya quote the ode

79, and in st. 3 Fan Kuang's comm. on Erya quotes 80 — all corrections after Cheng's

gloss. But of 74 there are no text ex. whatever. — No reason for any loan char. spe

culation because of an Erya word which is not attested in texts.

K ' i e k ' i e w u t ' a n, see gl. 82.

629. Sin shi huo sin, shangk'otsaiye, aiwotanjen, yi k'o si

ye 81.

A. Cheng: s h a n g 82 = 83: »When we have made firewood of (i. e. chopped small) that

cnt firewood, may it be possible to (load it =) convey it home (and have done with the

work); alas for onr exhausted people, they also should have rest». — B. Ch'en Huan: the

first sin 84 is a corruption of 85 'to wet' (referring to an earlier line), and y i 86

is wTong for 87; thus the line should read 88, and shang 82 is = 'still' (= 89): »If

«S U4 aft iH srfcWfoOftlt «
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(the water) wets that cut firewood, it still can be (loaded =) conveyed home; but alas

for our exhausted people, they cannot get rest». Ch'en refers to the analogy of ode 256,

phr. 90. But this, of course, is in no way conclusive. — B means a violent and arbi

trary alteration of the text, which is quite unnecessary, since A, based on the tradi

tional text, makes quite good sense.

Chi lao pu lai, see gl. 286.

630. Chou jen chi tsi hiung p'i shi k'iu 91.

The passage as a whole describes the wealthy life of the people of the capital as op

posed to the distress in the eastern states.

A. Mao follows his text: »The sons of boatmen have (the skins of) black bears and

brown-and-white bears for furs» (are finely dressed). — B. Cheng: chou 92 is loan

for 93 (both *iidg / t&i%u / c h o u), and k'iu 94 stands for 95. Cf . ode 250, phr. 96

»By what is he engirdled », where 92 is a loan char. for (97 =) 93 'all round, to encircle'.

K'iu 95 was the primary graph for 94 'fur', the latter being only an enlarged form

of the former, so the original (Chou time) Shi text certainly had 95, and the question

is precisely whether this k'iu 95 has to be understood as = 'to seek' or as = 'fur'

(= 94). Cheng thus: »The sons of the men of Chou seek black bears and brown-and-

white bears », i. e. they are used as officials with the duty of furnishing bear furs(!). B. Ma

Juei-ch'en: Cheng is right in saying that 92 is loan char. for 93, and that 95 (here wrongly

enlarged into 94: »there are no texts to show that bear-skins were used for furs») means

'to seek'. But chou 93 means 'great', thus: »The sons of the great men seek black

bears and brown-and-white bears» (i. e. amuse themselves by hunting). For chou

93 = 'great' there is no reliable text support (see gl. 12). Ma adduces a Kuangya gloss

98 = 99, but this 98 (*tiog j tieu / t i a o, Ts'ie yiin; not chou, so it is not homophonous

with 92) is not known from a single text ex. — C. Waley: 92 = 93, with Cheng; but 94

means 'fur', with Mao; thus: »The sons of the men of Chou, they have the skins of black

bears and brown-and-white bears for furs ». — The chou jen chi tsi clearly cor

responds to the si jen chi tsi »the sons of the men of the West » (i. e. Royal Chou)

in the preceding line; and the description of the fur coats balances the ts'an ts'an

y i f u »brilliant clothes » of that line, all which decides in favour of C.

631. Huo yi k'i tsiu, pu yi k'i tsiang, hiian huan pei suei, pu

yi k'i chang 100.

Hiian i.

A. Mao: h u a n 1 (*g'iwan j yiwen /huan) = 2 'the appearance of jade'. Lu

(ap. Erya with comm.) reads 3 (Ts'ie yiin same reading and meaning). 1 is evidently a

loan char. for 3. The word is a hapax legomenon. It may be cognate to 4 *kiwan j kiwen /

kiian 'pure'. — B. Chu: hiian 1 = 5 'long'. No text support. The char. / is in

Shuowen defined as = 'a strap for the yoke' (no text ex.), which may have led Chu to

his guess, especially with a view to the 5 in the following line here.

The passage as a whole:

A. Mao thinks a h u o 6 is also understood in the second line (7), for he paraphrases:

»Some get drunk with their wine, some cannot obtain their congee ». This is grammatically

excluded and, besides, line 4 (which Mao does not explain) cannot be construed on an an

alogy with it. — B. Cheng says nothing of lines 1—2, but reads 5 chang (rising tone)

= 'superiority' = 'talent', explaining p u y i k'i chang as: »it is not because

of their talent » (that they hold such fine offices). — Chu: »Some (sc. the men of the

East) take their wine (to them, sc. the men of the West), but these do not consider

it to be drink, the long girdle-pendants (presented) they do not consider (sufficiently)

long». This dreadful nonsense, which is in no way reconcilable with the wording of the

text, has been accepted by Legge and Couvreur! — C. Ma Juei-ch'en (on the basis
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of a paraphrase of the ode in T'ang ahu: Siao Chi-chung chuan) thinks p u 8 is a mere

»particle» without meaning: »Some (i. e. the westerners) use their wine, they take it

as (good) liquor; the long girdle-pendants, they (take them =) consider them long».

This is certainly no better than B. — D. Another interpr. The whole st. describes the

ineptitude and lazy life of the westerners in their fine offices (our lines here are followed

by the simile of various constellations which look fine but have no practical function).

5 should, with Cheng, be read c h a n g (rising tone), as in Meng: Kung-sun Ch'ou, shang

9: »I venture to ask wherein the master is superior (excelling others) ». H u o 6 = 'per

chance, may, will', as often. Thus: »They will use their wine, but they do not use their

(frugal) congee; pure are the suei gems suspended at their girdles, but they do not use

their excellence» (fine positions, sc. for any good work). It might be objected that

tsiang has even tone and that its rime-word 5 therefore should be read c h ' a n g

in even tone; but there are many ex. of rimes where even tone and rising tone go together,

e. g. ode 9, rimes 11, ode 18, rimes 12, ode 50, rimes 13, ode 50, rimes 14, etc.

Chung ji ts'i siang, see gl. 215.

632. Pu ch'eng pao chang 15.

A. Mao paraphrases: 16 »She (the constellation the Weaving Lady) cannot (revert =)

go to and fro and achieve a patterned (stuff) ». F a n - p a o 17 is then equal to fan

f u 18, pao 19 fundamentally meaning 'to return (transitive), give back' but here

taken as an intransitive verb: 'to revert'. This means that Mao considered the words of

the line to be inverted, equal to 20. That is very unsatisfactory. — B. Chu, realizing

the impossibility of Mao's inversion, takes pao 19 in its ordinary sense of 'to give

back, to recompense': »She does not achieve (a recompensing patterned stuff =) a

patterned stuff for our recompense» — a desperate attempt to get out of the diffi

culty. — C. Waley (with hesitation) takes 19 *pog as a loan char. for 21 *piuk 'a

wrap' and 22 *iiang as a loan char. for 23 *3iang 'skirt', a much too bold emendation. —

D. Another interpr. In Li: Sang fu siao ki we read: 24 »One does not cut off the (roots = )

ends (of the hemp), but they are bent back in order to plait them together»

(Cheng's comm.: pao 19 = 25 'to join and plait them'). Whether pao 19 here is a

loan char. for a homophonous pao 'to intertwine, to plait, make a tress', or it is an

extension of meaning of the sense 'to bring back' = 'to let them go back' (bending

them back to each other, interweaving them) is immaterial, the sense is certain and

generally accepted (also by the Sung school). In our ode line here, which likewise deals

with a textile technique, pao 19 has this same meaning: »She (the Weaving Lady)

does not achieve any (plaited:) interwoven pattern».

Huan pi k'ien niu, see gl. 87.

633. Pu yi fu siang 26.

A. Mao: f u 21 = 27. This binome occurs in Chouli (K'ao kung ki): Kii jen mean

ing 'carriage box' (Cheng Chung comm. = 28). Mao therefore took f u siang

as a binome of synonyms: »It (the constellation the Draught Ox) does not use any

# f f % ,rk^ « *U &
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carriage box», i. e. it does not pull any carriage. — B. In an ode by Chang Heng the

phr. 29 occurs as an allusion to our ode, and Li Hien (T'ang time) expl.: f u 21 — 30

'to yoke', s i a n g 28 'carriage-box' = 'carriage'. This has been accepted by Chu;

thus: »»One does not yoke it to any carriage». Cf. ode 78, phr. 31 »The two yoke-horses

have their heads in a line ». — It is certainly better, with B, to take f u and not y i

as the principal verb of the clause.

634. Yu k'iu t'ien pi 32.

A. Mao: in the constellation name T'ien pi, the p i 33 means 'hare-net', thus:

»Long and curved is the Heavenly Hare-net ». This opinion about the simile of the

constellation's name was widespread in Han time; we find it, besides in Mao, in Shi

ki: T'ien kuan shu (Chavannes S. M. T. IIl, p. 351). P i 33 in the sense of a hand-net

for catching small animals is well attested, e. g. in ode 216, where it serves for catching

birds. Hu Ch'eng-kung, insisting that this is the true simile of the »Heavenly p i », says

that just as in ode 7 it is said of the »hare-net» t ' u t s ii : 34 »We place it where many

roads meet », so here follows in the next line 35, with the same verb s h i 36, which

shows that it is a question of ^placing out » a hare-net; Waley, following this, translates:

»All-curving are the Nets of Heaven, spread there in a row ». Now this is decidedly wrong,

for the p i net was not a net placed out but carried in the hand, see below. — B.

Cheng: pi 33 is an instrument for lifting the contents of a sacrificial Ting tripod, as in

Li: Tsa ki 37. Since this line follows after another line: »The ladle (38) (for lifting

out the meat) was of mulberry wood», Legge translates: »The pi 33 scoop used in

addition was of mulberry, three cubits long, with its handle and end carved» (so also

Couvreur: p i 'cuiller'). But Chu Tsiin-sheng rightly affirms (cf. below) that this

p i was a fork: »The fork was of mulberry wood . . .». —. The char. pi is known

both from oracle bones, e. g. 39 and from early bronze inscriptions, e. g. 40 (see Gram-

mata Serica p. 228), and it is clear that it is a question of a forked apparatus held in the

hand, with a long handle and provided with netting, when used for hunting small ani

mals. This p i 'fork-net' was quite similar in shape to the p i 'fork' used in lifting

meat from the Ting caldron, and therefore the same word p i applied to both instru

ments. The T'ien pi constellation consists of 8 stars in the Hyades, reproduced

thus by G. Schlegel (Uranographie chinoise 1875, p. 366): which clearly

-o resembles a p i — whether 'fork-net' or 'caldron-fork'. The question

is precisely whether (with A) it was the hunting »fork» or (with B)

the caldron »fork» which formed the simile in the name of the constellation. The

latter (B) is certainly supported by better par., for in the next st. we have other

constellations named after household utensils: the K i »Winnowing Basket »,

P e i t o u »Northern Ladle » (not, with Chavannes loc. cit. p. 341 »le Boisseau septen

trional », the »Northern Bushel », for the context in our ode shows that tou here

means 'ladle', with Legge, not 'bushel'). It is therefore quite consistent that the

eight Hyades stars should be likened to a fork, and the line means: »Long and

curved is the Heavenly Fork». If we translate thus, there is nothing to prevent the

association of ideas at the same time calling to mind the »hunting fork » (fork-net), since

both objects ('fork-net' and 'caldron fork') are fundamentally one and the same word.

Ode CCIV: S. yiie.

635. Liu yiie ts'u shu 41.

A. Mao (after Erya): ts'u 42 = 43 'to go', expounding it: 44 »When the fire-star

culminates, the heat is at its amplest and (passes:) retreats». Thus: »In the sixth month

there is the (passing:) retreating heat». This is based on Tso: Chao 3: »When the fire-star

culminates, the cold and the heat, respectively, retire » (45). — B. Sun Yu (ap. K'ung)
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takes t 8 ' u 'to go' in the sense of 'to advance': »In the sixth month there is the advanc

ing (increasing) heat ». This is certainly no improvement. — C. Cheng: t s ' u 42 =

46 'to begin', thus: »In the sixth month there is the beginning heat». Probably Cheng

took t s ' u 42 to be a loan char. for tsu 47, in Erya defined as = 46; clearly to

be rejected.

636. Sien tsu fei jen 48. Mao has no gloss.

A. Cheng follows the words faithfully, taking the line as an oratorical question, which

is justified by the sequel, thus: »Were the ancestors not men". — B. Ch'en Huan: fei

49 = 50, thus: »The ancestors, those men . . .». Not to be accepted, see gl. 357. — C.

Ma Juei-ch'en: jen 51 here stands for 52 'humane, kind', with which it is etym-

ologically identical: »Were not the ancestors kind». A quite unnecessary alteration.

637. Po huei kii fei 53. Var. 54.

A. Mao: fei 55 (*b'iwar / bj'wgi /fei) = 56 (after Erya 54 = 56): »The many

plants all become sick (decay) ». The word is not known from pre-Han texts, but it occurs

in various Han texts, properly meaning 'pustules'; it would then be used here in a

generalized sense of 'sickness' (55 is a loan char. for 54). — B. Han (ap. comm. on Wsiian)

fei 55 = 57 'to change': »The many plants all change (colour) ». No text par. — A is

somewhat better supported.

638. Luan li mo yi 58.

A. Mao: 1 i 59 (*lia j / 1 i) = 60 'grief, pain'; mo 61 (*mdk j mak / mo) = 56

'sick, sickness, suffering' (after Erya). Mao cuts the line thus: luan — li mo yi:

»The disorders (cause) grief and suffering». He regards 59 *lia as loan char. for 62

*lia j 1 1 i 'grief, pain'. For m o 61 cf. ode 257, phr. 63 »Suffering is this lower

people». — B. Han (ap. comm. on Wsiian) reads 64, defining 65 as = 66 'to dis

perse', which shows that Han took 1 i 59 as well in its ordinary sense of 'to scatter,

disperse' (intransitive). Thus: »Disorders and scattering (causes) dispersion». But for

m o 65 with such a meaning there is no text par. On the other hand, the 65 of the

Han school text may very well be a short-form of 61. — C. Shuo yuan: Cheng li quo

tes: 67, and paraphrases: 68 »This expresses grief over those who disperse and cause dis

order». Here s h a n g 69 renders mo 61 (as in Mao), and 1 i 59 is taken in its ord

inary sense of 'to disperse' (intransitive). The same interpr. applies equally well to Mao's

reading of the line 58, then cut thus: luan li — mo yi »The disorder and dispession

are (causing suHering:) painroK — C, which takes li in its ordinary meaning and

m o in a well-confirmed sense, and which divides the line rhythmically, is preferable.

639. Yuan k'i shi kuei 70. Mao has no gloss on y ii a n or k ' i.

A. Cheng: yuan 71 = 72, i. e. it is a mere particle. And he paraphrases 73, what

ever that may mean; a dreadful forcing of the text. — B. Tu Yu (comm. on Tso: Siian

12) says y ii a n 71 = 74, thus: »(The calamity:) where will it (go =) lead». But y ii a n

certainly can have no such meaning. — C. Kia yii, foll. by Chu, reads 75: »Where shall

I go». But the interrogative h i 76 never occurs in the Shi, it is quite foreign to its

fc^K «kMW%<r%. «fa.<?'hM.i&&<, ^<#iSU$m&*L$ ttH » tjK&tew
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language. The Kia yii is a comparatively late spurious work and cannot serve as a basis

for the reading of any early school. — D. Another interpr. Y ii a n 71 is a mere particle

(with A), as often in the Shi. K ' i 77 is the modal particle, marking a future tense, a

wish, an expectation: 'will'. Cf. ode 95, st. 2, phr. 78 »They are going to sport

together»; ode 154, phr. 79 »Then we shall start again to sow all the cereals »; ode 267,

phr. 80 »We will receive it» (etc., common). Cf. particularly ode 260, phr. 81 »Quickly

he will return home ». Thus here: »I will go and return home ».

640. Fei wei ts'an tsei 82.

Shiwen says 83 is read either *piw5d j piwvi /fei or *piwat j piwvt / fa. There is

some uncertainty as to Mao's gloss:

A. Mao: fei (fa) 83 = 84 'experienced'. So Liu Hiang (Lie nii chuan) must have

had Mao's text, for he paraphrases: 85 'experienced in wickedness'. So also Cheng.

Thus: »Inveterately they destroy and damage (them) ». For f e i in this sense, no text

par. Possibly fei 'to throw away' by an extension of meaning could be construed into

meaning 'thrown down', i. e. 'entirely lost', hence 'inveterate'; but that is very forced.

— B. Mao (after Erya): fei (fa) 83 = 86 'great'. So Wang Su had Mao's text, and

since this agrees with Erya, on which Mao has frequently drawn, this is probably the

correct Mao gloss. Thus: "Greatly they destroy and damage (them) ». F e i 83 'to throw

away' is then a loan char. Cf. Lie: Yang chu 87 »A greatly oppressive ruler» (Chang

Chan comm. 83 = 86); Yi Chou shu: Kuan jen 88 (Flowery great =) finely boasting

and false». The word *piwSd, piwat may be cognate to 89 *b'iwat 'great' (ode 288) .—

C. Chu: fei 83 = 90 'to change': »They have changed into malefactors». No text

par. — B is best supported.

Yiin ho neng ku, see gl. 491; Ning mo wo yu, see gl. 208.

Ode CCV: Pei Khan.

Kie kie shi tsi, see gl. 440.

641. P'u t'ien chi hia 91.

A. Mao reads thus: 92 *p'dg j p'uo j p u : »Under the vast Heaven». — B. Han,

Lu and Ts'i read 93, this 94 *p'o j p'uo /p'u having the same meaning 'vast'.

642. Shuai t'u chI pin 95.

A. Mao: shuai 96 = 97 'to go along', pin 98 = 99 'bank, shore', thus: »A11

along the shores of the earth (100 there are none who are not the servants of the

king)»; i. e. in all the inhabited earth, to its very shores. Shuowen hi chuan quotes 1,

same meaning. — B. Ts'i (ap. an ode by Pan Ku and ap. Han shu: Wang Mang chuan)

and Lu (ap. Po hu t'ung: Feng kung hou) both read 2. This pin 3 is here not a short-

form for 98, but balances the c h ' e n 4 'servant' in the rest of the line (100). P i n 3

'guest' also means 'one who comes as a guest, a tributary, a subject', as in Li: Yiie ki

phr. 5 »The feudal princes submit as (guests:) subjects»; Kyu: Ch'u yii 6 »For a long

time they have not been submissive (Wei Chao's comm., after Erya: pin 3 = 7

'to submit, act as a subject'). Shuai 96 can then hardly have the sense of 97 'to go

along': »The subjects (following the earth =) all along the earth», which makes poor

sense, but rather shuai 96 is = 'all', as in Li: Tsi yi 8 »The ancient ones who

presented cocoons, did they not all use this (method) ». Thus: »0l all the subjects

(tributaries) ou the earth, there are none who are not the servants of the king ). Cf Lao:

paragr. 32, phr. 9 »In its simplicity, though it is small, in the world there is nobody who

can (make it a servant, subject =) subdue it; if the princes and kings could hold it, all

things would by themselves (come as tributaries:) submit (as subjects). » Here c h ' e n

4 and p i n 3 are used as analogous terms and balance each other, just as in our ode. —

The analogy p i n : c h ' e n (strongly corroborated by the Lao tsi par.) decides in favour
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of B. Moreover, t'u chI pin »the shores of the earth » (A) is not a happy combin

ation. We have h a i pin 'the shores of the sea' (Shu, Tso, Meng), k i e n pin 'the

bank of the stream in the valley' (ode 15), s h u e i pin 'the shore of the water' (Tso),

Wei pin 'the bank of the Wei river' (Tso), S I p i n 'the bank of the Si river' (Shu)

— the pin is always the bordering line as seen from the point of view of the

water.

Si mu pang pang, wang sh! peng peng, seegl. 218.

643. Sien wo fang tsiang 10.

A. Mao: sien 11 = 12 'good'; for text par. see gl. 122. Tsiang 13 (*tsiang), by

Mao defined as = 14 (*tsiang, gloss based on sound similarity) 'robust', properly means

'great' (see gl. 15) and here, by extension of meaning, 'powerful'. Thus: »They find it

good that I am just now (great =) powerful». — B. Chu: sien 11 = 15 'rare': »They

find it (rare =) remarkable that I am just now powerful». — The par. with line 1,

phr. 16: »They find it fine that I am not yet old » makes A preferable: sien 'good'

corresponds to k i a 'fine'.

644. Lii li fang kang 17.

A. Mao: 1 u 18 = 19, thus: »A11 my forces are just now hard». So the binome 1 u

1 i 20 has been expl. both by pseudo-K'ung to Shu: Ts'in shi and by Wei Chao to

Kyu: Chou yii. — B. Chu: 1 ii 18 is a short-form for 1 u 21 'backbone', thus: »My

backbone and sinews are just now hard». The binome 22 already occurs in Fang yen

(W. Han coll.). — B is obviously right and has been accepted by many prominent

Ts'ing scholars (Tai Chen, Wang Nien-sun, Ma Juei-ch'en etc.).

645. Huo pu chI kiao hao 23.

A. Mao: kiao 24 = 25, 'to cry, to call', hao 26 = 27 'to call, to summon'. The

latter shows that Mao understood the line thus: »Some (do not know of =») never hear

any calling or summons > (are left in leisure). This corresponds logically with the following:

»Some painfully toil and work », and it embroiders further on the theme of the preceding

st. that some are at leisure whereas others work. — B. Chu: »Some do not know of

any crying or clamouring» (= live in seclusion). This suits the context less well. — C.

Waley: »Some (unknowing =) senselessly yell and bawl». This misses the antithesis

entirely. — A is certainly best in the context.

646. Huo wang shi yang chang 28.

A. Mao: yang chang 29 (*'iang-tiang) = 30 'disconcerted, perplexed', thus:

»Some are disconcerted by the king's (service:) business» (having too much to do). The

binome yang-chang occurs twice in Chuang (Keng sang ch'u and Tsai yu), but in

both places the meaning is very obscure and contested, it gives us no clue here. Yang

31 means 'strap from horse's neck over the breast down to the belly' and is evidently a

loan char. here, probably for 32 *'iang J %ang /yang 'disconcerted, discontented',

» ft # s, £j& %% n fa» t* «r *<Ar> fc&Z. £ n ^l&fi
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which occurs in Ts'e 33 ^Disconcerted and displeased ». In the same way yang 31

is loan char. for this 32 in Shi ki: Huai yin hou chuan 34 »He was always discontented ».

And just as the phonetic 35 has erroneously been applied with the radical 36 inst. of

37, so probably 38 has erroneously got rad. 39 inst. of the same 37, and 38 is loan

char. for 40 *Viang j ti'iang / c h ' a n g 'disconcerted, disappointed, perplexed', cf.

Chuang: Tse yang 41 »The prince was disconcerted, as if he had lost himself». Briefly,

29 stands for 42 'disconcerted, discontented', a binome both members of which are at

tested in early texts. This tallies with Mao's definition. — B. Cheng: yang 31 — 43

'to carry', and c h a n g 38 = 44 'to carry it in the hands', thus: »Some carry and hold

in the hands the king's affairs ». But for yang in this sense there is no support,

and moreover the word sequence forbids this interpr. — C. Ma Juei-ch'en: Since Shuo-

wen has a 45 which is defined as — 46 yang-jang (*'iang-niang), and in which Ma

thinks yang-jang means 'bushy, full of leaves', the yang chang 29 of the

ode is equal to this yang-jang 47: »For some the King's affairs are (bushy =)

numerous ». The binome yang-jang 47 is known from no text, and Ma's theory

is a wild speculation. — A is certainly best supported.

647. Huo ch'u ju feng yi 48. Mao has no gloss.

A. Cheng: feng 49 is equal to 50, thus: »Some abroad and at home let loose (dis

cussion = ) admonitions». In support of this has been adduced Shu: Pi shi 51, to which

the same Cheng says: feng 49 = 50: »When the horses and cattle are let loose »;

and to Tso: Hi 4, phr. 52 Kia K'uei and Fu K'ien likewise say 49 = 50: »Our loose-

running horses and cattle cannot reach one another». In both cases, however, this

feng 49 means 'to run loose for pairing, to rut, be on heat' (cf . in Swedish 'to be

on heat' is called 'lopa', properly 'to run'). Feng 49 — fang 50 in this sense is a

poor support for the A interpr. — B. Shiwen: 49 (*pium) = 53 (*pium). In Chouli:

Ta shi 49 is used for 53 (which latter word occurs in Chouli: Ta si yiie) in the sense of

'to recite'. But just as the y i 54 of our ode properly means 'to discuss' but often

gives the idea of 'to admonish, criticize', so 53 (49) early came to mean 'to criticize' (Shi

ki: Ku ki chuan 55 'to reprove, criticize'). Our feng y i 56 (= 57) is a binome with

this meaning. Thus: »Some criticize abroad and at home'. — The very combination of

feng and y i confirms B.

Ode CCVI: Wu Wang ta ku.

Wu tsiang ta ku, seegl. 403.

648. Pu ch'u yii kiung 58.

A. Mao (after Erya): kiung 59 (*kiweng / kiweng /kiung) = 60. Thus: »(Do

not think of all the griefs), you will not be able to come out in the light ». Legge says this

is »inadmissible » because ch'u yii 61 means 'to come out of (from)', not 'to come

out into'; yet both meanings are quite current: for the latter cf. Shu: Kiin Shi 62 »come

out into (result in) misfortune». — B. Chu: kiung 59 is equal to 63 (*kSng j keng /

k e n g) (his reason for this may be the variant 63 *kSng — 64 *kiweng in ode 26), de

fining it as = 65 »small brightness', i. e. 'twilight'; thus: »You will not (be able to)

come out of your (twilight =) imperfect views». But 63 has no such meaning (still less

our 59 here), see gl. 64. — C. Ma Juei-ch'en, accepting Chu's identification 59 = 63,

recalls Mao's definition of 63 as = 66 in ode 26, and interpr.: »You will not

(be able to) come out of your apprehension». But Mao's interpr. in ode 26 was refuted

in gl. 64. — No reason to abandon the earliest expl. (A).

649. Chi tsi chung (ch'ung) hi 67.

A. Mao: chung 68 (Shiwen reads alt. chung and ch'ung) = 69. This does

not mean 'to involve', as Legge thinks, but 'to accumulate' (= 70, as in Kuliang: Yin
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11): »You will only (accumulate upon yourself =) weigh yourself down», thus taking 68

in its ordinary sense of 'heavy, to make heavy'. — B. Ma Juei-ch'en: 68 is a short-form

for 71 'swollen', just as in Tso: Ch'eng 6, phr. 72 acc. to Tu Yu is equal to 73 'swollen

legs'. Thus: »You will only make yourself (swollen =) sick». This would form a par.

to st. 1, phr. 74 »You will only make yourself ill». It is an amusing idea that anxiety

makes a man »swollen»! — The parallelism is not with st. 1, but with the second line

in the same st. Just as in st. 2 we have: »The dust will (darken =) blind you, you

will not (be able to) come out into the 1 i g h t», so here in st. 3 we have: »The dust 75

will cover you, you will only weigh yourself down ». Yung 75 (76), Shi-

wen var. 77, is (with Cheng) = 78 'to cover', as in Sun: Ch'eng siang 79 »If the ruler

is (covered =) unintelligent ».

Ode CCVTJ: Siao ming.

650. Chi y u k ' i u ye 80.

A. Mao k ' i u ye 81 (*g'iog j g'idu / k ' i u) = 82: »We came to the remote wilder

ness ». The word is probably (with Tuan Yu-ts'ai a. o.) cognate to 83 *kiqg j Jcidu j k i u

'to the utmost end'. .—. B. Chu: k ' i u is a place name, thus: »We came to the wilds

of K'iu». There is no text ex. whatever of any such place. Sung Siang-feng surmises

that 84 *g'iog was a loan char. for 85 *kiwdr j kjw$i j k u e i, and that K'iu ye was equal

to the well-known Kuei fang 86, but that is phonetically excluded. — B lacks every

support.

Tsai li han shu, see gl. 442.

651. Wei t s ' i t s u e i k u 87.

A. Mao: ku 88 = 89 'net'. Ma Juei-ch'en thinks that Mao's gloss has been corrupted

and should read tsuei-ku 90 = 89 'net'. That is hardly correct (in ode 264, phr.

91 Mao says: 92) but Shuowen already has this idea; it defines 93 as = 'a net made of

bambo strips', the meaning 'crime, guilt' being a Ts'in-time application of this char. to

a word that was earlier wr. with the char. 94 'crime, guilt'. Thus: »We fear these (ensnar

ing) nets» — a metaphor for being involved in guilt and calamity. Similarly then

in ode 264, phr. 91: »The nets are not taken in». Unfortunately, whereas k u 88 =

'net' is well-known (Yi etc.), there is no single par. where t s u e i 93 means "net.' (93

never means anything else than 'crime, offence, guilt'), and this definition is in part

a script etymology (the radical of the graph being 95 'net'), in part due to this very

combination tsuei ku 90 in our ode (which recurs in ode 265), where the 2nd char.

fundamentally means 'net'. That tsuei-ku, with Ma, should have a concrete sense

'net' here is very unlikely, for it corresponds to abstract phrases in st. 2 and 3 (96, 97).

— B. Cheng, giving tsuei 93 its ordinary meaning, explains k u 88 as a verb: »We

fear that this crime will (net us = ) entrap us». This entirely misses the par. with the

if S
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phrases k ' i e n n u (96) and fan f u (97) in st. 2 and 3. — C. K'ung therefore takes

t s u e i 93 in its ordinary sense and as an attribute to k u 88: »the net of crime, the

meshes of crime », which would be a metaphor. — D. Another interpr.: k u 88 (*k o,

rising tone) is a loan char. for 98 *ko j kuo / k u (even tone) 'crime, guilt'. We have

the combination 99 frequently, e. g. in odes 193, 198, phr. 100 »I have no offence, no

guilt ». It is easy to see why the scribes have altered 98 into 88: the first char. 93 in the

binome 99 had the radical 95 'net' and this has simply been transferred also to the second.

Thus: »We fear this guilt» (the blame we shall be exposed to from the government at

home). In ode 264, phr. 91, the char. s h o u 1 then does not mean ('to collect' = ) 'to

take in' (sc. the net), but 'to apprehend': »The guilty ones are not apprehended », as proved

by st. 2 of the same ode, phr. 2 »These who ought to be held guiltless, you on the con-

tary apprehend them», where Mao says 1 = 3. — D alone forms a good par. to the

abstract phrases (96, 97) in st. 2 and 3 and is strongly corroborated by odes 193,

198 (phr. 100).

J i yiie fang chu, see gl. 424.

652. Wei ts'i fan fu 97.

A. Cheng: fan f u 4 means 5 'not to be punished for one's real crimes'. This is

very enigmatic. I suppose Cheng means: »We fear this (turning things the wrong way =)

iniquity »(?). — B. Chu: fan fu 4=6 'the idea of turning aside and having no con

stant norms', or as Legge expresses it: »We fear these vicissitudes of things ». — C.

Couvreur: »Timeo hanc subversionem » (this catastrophe); or, if we take the subject

in plural: »We fear this (overturning =) catastrophe » (which will befall us). Cf. Ts'e:

Chao ts'e: 7 »You want to (overturn =) ruin the state of Ts'i». — D. Another interpr.:

fan fu 4 = 'to repeat, to inculcate', thus: »We fear these (inculcations =) repeated

orders ». Cf. Meng: Wan chang, hia, phr. 8 »If they inculcate it (the reproof) and he

does not listen ». — C is tempting, because it has a good text par. But analogy con

firms D. In all the stanzas the soldiers on the expedition wish to go home but fear what

the people in the government at home will say: »We fear the guilt (the blame) — we

fear the reproof and anger — we fear the repeated orders ».

653. Tsing kung er wei 9.

A. Mao (after Erya): tsing 10 (*dz'iSng j dz'iang /tsing) = 11 'to plan', and

Cheng: 12 = 13, which means that he takes 12 as a short-form for 14 'to furnish'. He

expounds: »The king plans to furnish you with official positions ». But though m o u

11 means 'to plan', the Erya entry does not mean that, but 'to contemplate, to ponder,

meditation'; even in W. Han time coll. (Fang yen) tsing 10 means 15 'to ponder,

thoughtful'. Indeed the fundamental notion in 10 is 'quiet, quiescent', and it is etym.

id. with 16 (*dz'iSng). — B. Han (ap. Han Shi wai chuan) reads 17 »Quietly be respect

ful in your official positions ». In the same way, quotations in the Ts'i school works some

times have 16 (Ch'un ts'iu fan lu) and 18 (Li: Tsi yi). — In st. 1 we had: 19; this

does not mean (with Cheng) 20 »When I think of that (furnishing man =) man who

furnishes » (sc. the official positions), nor (with Waley) 20 »When I think of those who

(furnished me =) nurtured me», but it means 21 (in Yen t'ie lun, Ts'i school, it is quoted

22) »When I think of those (courteous, polite men =) fine courtiers », and in our line

here we have the same idea: 12 of the Mao text is short for the 18 of the Han school

text, and 10 of the Mao text is equal to the 16 of the Han text: Quietly (thoughtful), be

respectful in your official positions ». — We should compare:

Ode 224. Pei yii tsing chi 23. A. Mao (after Erya) says simply: tsing

10 = 24, without telling us how he understands the line. Ch'en Huan thinks it means

25 'to punish the crimes'. It would then seem most natural to translate (with Waley):

»If I were to reprove him», but curiously enough Ch'en turns it round another way:
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»If he p e i y ii brings me and t s i n g c h i punishes me » — a dreadful construction.

For t s i n g 10 = 'to reprove, punish' no text par. whatever. — B. Cheng: t s i n g

10 = 11 (as above), expounding it: »If he (sc. the king — Cheng thinks Shang-ti refers

to the king) causes me to (plan it =) manage the government». — C. Chu: tsing

10 = 26 (to make quiet, tranquillize = ) 'to stabilize', and p e i y ii 27 'cause me to' =

'supposing that I . . .', thus: »Supposing that I were to stabilize him» (still »the King»,

metaphorically called Shang-ti), i. e. to stabilize the Royal House. — D. Another interpr.

The line balances the earlier line 28 »would I not wish to rest under it (the tree)! ». The

song is a complaint of an official in a wicked age who dare not remain passive and west »

but must do his best for the country. Thus: Suppose that I were to acquiesce in it» (re

main passive). — D is based on the ordinary and fundamental meaning of t s i n g 10 = 16.

Ode 265. Shi tsing yi wo pang 29. A. Mao: 10 = 11 'to plan', and y i

30 = 31 'to tranquillize', thus: »Those (miscreants) plan to tranquillize our country! ».

— B. Cheng: y i 30 = 'to exterminate, destroy': »Those (miscreants) plan to destroy

our country». — C. Chu: tsing 10 = 24 (after Erya), y i 30 — 31 (after Mao, com

mon meaning): »Those (miscreants) (are the men who) shall tranquillize our country!» —

Obviously tsing yi <32 is a binome of synonyms, and since 'to tranquillize' is the only

meaning which is common to tsing 10 and y i 30, C is certainly correct.

Ode 272. J i tsing si fang 33. A. Mao: tsing 10 = 11: »I daily plan for

(the countries of) the four quarters». — B. Cheng: tsing 10 = 24 (as above): »I

daily (tranquillize =) secure the tranquillity of (the countries of) the four quarters» This is clearly

preferable, for on the preceding ode (271), phr. 34 »and so securing its tranquillity » even

Mao says 10 = 35 (Chu: 10 = 36).

654. Shi k u y i j u 37. Mao has no gloss.

A. Cheng: s h i 38 = 39, explaining: »If he employs good (men), he will use you». —

B. Chu rightly takes s hi 38 as the initial particle (common in the Shi); he says y i 40 =

41 and expounds: »(The spirits will hearken to you) and will give you good». But

y i 40 can never mean 'to give'. — C. Wang Yin-chi (King chuan shi ts"i) likewise

(after Kuangya) says 40 = 41 but in the sense of '(to be) together with', e. g. Li: T'an

Kung 42 »I have never gone together with (him) to the prince's house», to which Cheng:

y i 40 = 41. This is an extension of meaning from the fundamental sense 'to take': »I

have never gone (taking him =) with him». Consequently in all the ex. adduced by

Wang y i 40 is never the principal verb of the clause, and the y i 40 = 41 can therefore

not be applied in our ode here, where y i 40 is the principal verb. — C. Another interpr.

K u is an adverb and y i 40 has its ordinary meaning: »(The spirits will hearken to

you), in a good way they will (use you ) treat you».

Kie er king fu, see gl. 374.

Ode CCVm: Ku chung.

655. Huai shuei shang shang 43.

nfau^n£'$JLVA-k ii^ ^ ft *, VA * $k ^ % 3k% VAU&L * #t*-#f
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A. Mao has no gloss here, but on the quite analogous ode 58, phr. 44 he says: s h a n g

s h a n g 45 = 46 'the waters being ample' and on ode 105, phr. 47 he says s h a n g

shang = 48. Thus here: »The waters of the Huai (river) are voluminous ». — B. Chu:

shang shang 45 — 49 »Gushing forth and jumping up», thus: »The waters of the

Huai are surging up high». In ode 58 Chu simply accepted Mao's definition, but here

he introduces a different notion: that of the water moving and rushing high. Per

haps this is because in Shu: Yao tien 50 the pseudo-K'ung comm. defines shang

shang by 51 'flowing' (foll. by Kuangya); but it is difficult to see why the notion of

moving water should apply more to this ode than to the others. — Pseudo-K'ung is

really no early authority, and there is no reason for abandoning Mao (A).

Huai yiin pu wang, see gl. 110a.

656. Huai shuei hie hie 52.

A. Mao: hie hie 53 (*g'er j yai /hie) is equal to the shang shang 45 of

st. 1 (see gl. 655), thus: »The waters of the Huai are voluminous ». For hie in this

sense, no text par. It is probably a meaning made ad hoc, to suit the par. of st. 1.

— B. Another interpr.: hie 53 — 'cold', thus: »The waters o! the Huai are cold,.

For par. see gl. 7 and 234. — B is better supported.

657. Yusints'iech'ou54.

A. Mao (after Erya): c h ' o u 55 (*t'iog / Vidu / c h ' o u and *d'iog / 3'hu / c h ' o u,

Ts'ie yiin, Shiwen) = 56 'to move'; thus: »I am grieved in my heart and (moved =)

agitated ». Shuowen has the var. 57 (*d'iog), defining it as = 58, which must be a cor

rupted char., some guess for 59 'annoyed' (very doubtful). For 55 = 'to move', no text

par. Yet Fang yen (W. Han coll.) says 55 is = 60 'disturbed' and = 61 'not quiet'. —

B. Cheng: c h ' ou 55 = 62 'sad, sorry': »I am grieved in my heart and sad». Some

(e. g. Chu Tsiin-sheng) think Cheng meant that 55 *t'iog, *d'iog was loan char. for 62

*d'og, but probably Cheng only meant an interpretation. It would, acc. to his definition,

rather be a loan char. for 63 *t'iog j Vidu / c h ' o u (they both have even tone) 'disap

pointed, sorry', which occurs e. g. in Sim: Li lun. — C. Chung king yin yi 12 quotes

the line 64, saying 65 = 66, and since the comm. on Wsiian (k. 34) has a gloss: »The Han

Shi chang kii (by Sie Han) says 65 = 66 v, it has been concluded that 64 was the Han

version. C h ' a n g 66 'to expand' makes no sense here, so if Han really had 65 *d'dg j

d'du / t ' a o, it was surely in the sense of 'anxious', as in Meng: Wan chang, shang 67

»I was anxiously thinking about you ». — It is quite possible that there was no real dif

ference between A and B, and that 63 *t'iog 'disappointed, sorry', fundamentally means

just 'agitated in the mind, disturbed', which 55 meant colloquially in Han time. We then

have a word stem *t'iog, *d'i6g 55: *d'iog 57: *t'iog 63: *d'dg 65 which means 'moved in

the mind, agitated, disturbed, anxious', which is closely connected with the stem *t'dg:

*d'dg 'to move' discussed in gl. 288.

658. K ' i t e p u y u 68.

A. Mao says: y u 69 (*ziog j i9u / y u) = 70 (common) but does not say how he

understood the line as a whole. Chu (following the idea of the anc. comm. that k ii n

tsi in the preceding line referred to »the ancient kings ») interprets: »Their virtue

was not like» (that of the present bad ruler!). This is very forced. In fact y u 69 has

to be taken in the passive: »»His virtue is (not equalled ) unequalled». — B. Cheng:

y u 69 (*ziog) should be altered into 71 (*diu j iu / y ii): »Their virtue has no (sickness =)

flaw, fault ». This is an arbitrary correction which, besides, is forbidden by the rime (*kog :

*t'iog : *ziog is right, *kog : t'iog : *diu is faulty).

Ode CCIX: Ch'u ts'i.

C h ' u ch'u c h e ts'i, see gl. 360; Wo tsi y i y i, see gl. 433.
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659. Yi t'o yi yu 72.

A. Mao: t'o 73 = 74 'to sit at ease, to place at ease', y u 75 = 76 'to urge'. Both

refer to the s h i 77 representative of the dead at a sacrifice who is made to 'sit at ease' in

the place of honour, and he is 'assisted' (75) = urged to eat of the sacrificial dishes.

T ' o and y u were indeed technical terms in the ritual of sacrifice. Cf. Li: Kiao t'e

sheng 78 »The announcer made the representative sit at ease»; Li: Li k'i 79 »In the

Chou dynasty one made the representative sit; the announcer assisted him (urged him

to eat) ad libitum (= 80) ». Thus our ode line: »We make (the representative) sit at ease,

we (assist him=) urge him to eat». — B. Waley takes t'o and yu in a general sense,

thinking y u 75 stands for 81: »That we may have peace, that we may have ease». —

Since our line follows immediately upon 82 »and so we make offerings and sacrifice »,

it is evident that t ' o and y u are precisely the regular technical terms of the sacrifi

cial ritual, with A.

Tsi tsi ts'iang ts'iang, see gl. 263, 266.

660. Huo si huo t s i a n g &3 .

A. Mao (after Erya): tsiang 84 = 85 'to adjust, determine the proper propor

tions', and he paraphrases: 86 »Some arrange (the slaughtered animals) on stands, some

adjust the meat». There has been much discussion about the latter. I believe that since

it is a question of p'eng 87 the boiling of sacrificial animals, Mao has had in mind

the Chouli passage under P'eng jen 88: »(He manages the caldrons and boilers) 89 in

order to effectuate the proper proportions of water and fire», thus the ode line here:

»Some arrange (them on stands), some adjust (the boiling of the meat)». But of course

tsiang 84 can have no such meaning. Later comm. therefore have taken Mao's

t s ' i 85 'to adjust' in a more general sense: 'to divide it in suitable portions' (Wang

Su), thus: »Some arrange (them on stands), some adjust (the meat in suitable pieces)».

In order to explain why tsiang 84 could have this sense, Ch'en Huan suggests that

84 is a short-form for 90 'minced meat in brine', which would then have a fundamen

tal sense of 'to mince, cut up in suitable portions'; but Chu Tsiin-sheng thinks that 84 is a

loan char. for 91 ('to kill' which would here mean 'to cut') — all very far-fetched. —

B. Cheng: Some arrange it (the meat on the sacrificial stands), some present it». Cf. Li:

T'an kung 92 »Jan-tsi took a roll of silk and a chariot with four horses and presented

them» (as a gift); Meng: Wan chang 93 »He presents it (sc. the gift of food) without the

prince's order ». — B is simple, plausible and well supported. All the more so since in

our ode here the tsiang 84 recurs in a closely cognate sense in st. 6, phr. 94 »Our

viands have been (brought =) set forth » (Mao = 95; Ma Juei-ch'en here would take

tsiang 84 as = 96 'beautiful, fine', after Kuangya, which, however, lacks text sup

port). — We should compare:

Ode 272. Wo tsiang wo hiang 97.
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A. Mao: tsiang 84 = 98 'great' (cf. gl. 15), thus: »We make great our offerings».

— B. Cheng: »We present our offerings (in sacrifice)». — B is obviously preferable.

661. S i en tsu shi huang 99.

A. Mao: huang 100 (*g'wdng j ywdng /huang) = 98, Erya 100 — 1, thus: »The

deceased ancestors are august ». This is the fundamental meaning of the char., as in ode

192, phr. 2 »the august God on High», etc. (passim in the classics). — B. Cheng: huang

WO = 3 (*giwang / jiwang / w a n g) 'beautiful'. Erya has an entry 4, but of 3 there

are no text ex. whatever. Cheng, however, here takes this unattested 3, not

in its Erya sense of 'beautiful' but as a loan char. for w a n g 5 (*giwang jjiwang / w a n g)

'to go to', thus: »The deceased ancestors (proceed =) come». Similarly in ode 210, same

phr. 99, Cheng repeats 6. Cf . also ode 299 below. Was Cheng influenced by the existence

of the w. 7 *g'wdng j ywdng /huang 'to walk irresolutely' (Chuang etc.) for his idea

that 100 here meant 'to go'? In any case, his interpr. is an arbitrary and worthless specu

lation. — We compare:

Ode 299. Cheng cheng huang huang 8. A. Mao (after Erya, as above):

huang huang 100 = 9 'beautiful'. Cf . ode 163, phr. 10, where Mao defines huang

100 as a short-form for the homophonous 11 (*g'wdng): »Brilliant are the flowers»; si

milarly ode 178, phr. 12 (Mao: 100 = 11) »The red knee-covers were resplendent». —

B. Cheng: huang huang 100 »ought to be » w a n g - w a n g 3, and this 3 is equal

to 5 'to go'. — C. Chu: huang huang 100 = 13 'ample' (no support): D. Huang

huang 100 here again has its normal and fundamental meaning: 'august'.

662. Kiin fu mo mo 14.

A. Mao: mo mo 15 (*m$k / mvk / m o) = 16, thus: »The noble wives are reverently

quiet». This means that 15 is a short-form for 17 (*mak) 'quiet, still' (ex. of this w. in

Lu: Shou shi). — B. Erya has an entry 18, and Ma Juei-ch'en thinks this refers to

our ode here and reveals another anc. school. If so: »The wives are diligent». — B is

very uncertain.

663. Wei tou k'ung shu 19.

A. Mao has no gloss on shu, evidently taking it in its ordinary sense: ,There are

t o u-vessels that are very numerous ». (Throughout this st. the w e i 20 means 'there

are', as in ode 192, phr. 21 »there are ridges, there are hills»). — B. Cheng: shu 22 =

23, further explaining this as = 24 'fat', thus: »There are tou -vessel dishes that

are very fat». Cheng has misunderstood an Erya entry. The current Erya text has

25: »s h u 22 means 26 *i'ia j t&'ig / c h ' i 'many' (as in Kungyang: Ch'eng 10, phr. 27,

Kyii: Ch'u yii 28). But another early Erya version, as registered by K'ung in his gloss

on our ode here, read 29, and Cheng has seized upon this. In that Erya version the char.

23 was merely a loan char. for 26 (and therefore Shiwen reads 23 *t'ia / <'^'ig / c h ' i);

but the char. 23 when read *na / na j n a means 'fat' (Ts'ie yiin), and Cheng erroneously

thought that it had that meaning in the Erya entry; hence his gloss on our ode here.

But s h u 22 certainly never means 'fat'.

664. Wo k'ung j a n (h a n) y i 30.

Shiwen reads 31 alt. *%dn j %dn / h a n and *nian j nzian / j a n (rising tone).

A. Mao (after Erya): 31 = 32 'respectful', thus: »We are very respectful». This means

that Erya and Mao considered 31 'dry' as a loan char. for 33 *nian j nzian / j a n 'fear

some', cf. ode 304, phr. 34 »Not fearsome, not afraid ». This 33 is read *nan j nan /nan

by Shiwen on ode 304, but *nian j nzian / j a n (rising tone) by Ts'ie yiin. 31 could

serve as loan for 33 because the element 36 forms part of both char. If the loan theory

is true, Shiwen's alt. reading *%dn here has to be rejected. Ho Yi-hang (comm. on Erya)

thinks that in Li: Ju hing 37 »The scholar in his private life is (c h a i) pure and (fear

some = ) respectful» the 38 is likewise a short-form for this same 33, so that both 31
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and 38 can serve as loan forms for 35. Cf. also gl. 693. — B. Chu: 31 = 39 'exhausted',

thus: »We are very exhausted» (weary). 31 in its reading *%an j %dn / h a n 'to scorch,

to burn' (ex. in Kuan: Pa hing), 'to dry up, to dry' (ex. in Yi: Shuo kua) is id. w. the

40 *%an 'to scorch, to dry up' in ode 69, phr. 41, and 'dried up' = 'exhausted' would

then be an extension of meaning. But curiously enough Chu does not read *%an. In

the current editions of his work it is said: read like 42 (*dian / zian / s h a n), but that

is a corruption, for in the authoritative Imperial edition (K'in ting Shi king chuan shuo

huei tsuan) Chu's text runs: 43, i. e. 31 is read *nian j nzian j j a n (rising tone) (like

Shiwen's second reading above). Indeed, Kuang yiin even with the meaning 'to dry

up' gives alt. readings *%dn and *nian. The latter could be supposed to be a 31 as

a short-form for 44 *nian j nzian j j a n 'to burn' (Ts'ie yun), if it were not that the

latter (which in early times is known only as a name in an inscr., see Grammata p.

170) has even tone (etym. id. with 45 *nian / nzian j j a n, even tone, 'to burn'). So

Chu's gloss is phonetically faulty, and the extension of meaning he proposes is very

strained. — A is therefore preferable.

665. Shi li mo k'ien 46. Mao has no gloss.

A. Cheng: shi 47 = 48, thus: »0ur rules and rites have no error». Cf. Chouli: Ta

tsai 49 »By the nine rules he regulates the expenses: the first is called the (norms:) rules

for sacrifices», etc. Here it is precisely a question of the rules for sacrifices, as in

our ode (the proper amount of gifts to be presented), and s h I 47 is a technical word

in this connection just as much as the coordinated 1 i. — B. Ch'en Huan: s h I 47

= 50: »We use the ceremonies without error». Shi would not be a mere particle here,

as in many other odes (where it introduces a verb, e. g. ode 218, phr. 51 »We will

feast and rejoice»), but a real verb with 1 i as a direct object. — In the same st. we

have the line 52 »according to the (proper) quantity, according to the (proper) rules»

(Mao: s h I 47 = 48), and it has clearly the same meaning in both phrases.

666. Kung chu chi kao 53.

A. Mao: Kung 54 = 'skilful': »The skilful invoker makes the announcement». —

B. Cheng has no gloss here, but on the same phr. in Yi li: Shao lao kuei si li, phr. 55

he says: kung 54 = 56 'officer, to officiate'. Cf . ode 276, phr. 57 »Oh you ministers

and officers (Mao: 54 = 56); similarly Shu: Kao yao mo 58. Hence the Yi li clause

(-55) means: »The august representative of the dead commands me, the officiating in

voker». Here kung 54 cannot very well mean 'skilful', for the invoker would not

praise his own skill. The phr. is the same in our ode here, which consequently means:

»The officiating invoker makes the announcement .. — The Yi li passage is decisive in

favour of B.

667. Pi fen hiao si 59.

A. Mao reads thus: »Fragrant is the pious sacrifice ». 60 was *b'iet / b'iet /pi (Ts'ie
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yiin, Shiwen) or *b'iet j b'iet /pie (Shiwen, Kuang yiin). — B. Han (ap. comm. on

Wsuan) reads 61, same meaning. 62 was *b'idk j b'iuk / f u. — Undecidable which ver

sion best repr. the orig. Shi.

Pu er po fu, see gl. 428.

668. J u k i j u s h I 52.

A. Mao: k i 64 = 65. Ch'en Huan thinks that Mao took 64 to be a loan char. for

65; but 64 was Arch. *kiar and cannot have served for 65 *g'iag. Mao's gloss has been

understood in various ways: — a. Cheng thinks Mao's 65 meant 'fixed time, amount

of time', as in Tso: Ting 1 »(TsI Kia tsI did not want to see Shu-sun, so he) 66 at a

different time made his lamentation ». Ki 64 is here equal to 67 'how much', 68

'the amount of time', properly: »Changing the (»how much»=) amount of time (to

lapse before he went there) he made his lamentation». Thus Cheng in our ode here: »(The

spirits promise you blessings) according to the (»how much» sc. time =) proper time,

according to the (proper) rules ». — Western scholars think that by 65 Mao meant

'to expect, to hope' (a common meaning of 65), but they still vary the interpr.: Legge

connects it with the preceding: »(The spirits promise you blessings), each as it is desired,

each as sure as law»; Couvreur: »(Ils vous accordent des biens) conformement a vos desirs

et de la maniere convenable (juxta vota, juxta normam)»; Waley connects it with the

following: »According to their (sc. the spirits') hopes, to their rules (all was orderly and

swift) ». I suppose that these authors, when translating k i 64 as 'expectation, hope'

thought of the phr. s h u k i 69 'there is a chance that, it is to be hoped that'. — B.

Another interpr. Shi 70 'norm, rule' occurs in the same st. referring to the rules

of the sacrifice (which objects should be presented and in what quantities): 71

»Our rules and rites have no error» (see gl. 665), and obviously it must mean the same

here, the present line following up the same idea that was expressed there. Hence k i

64 also has its ordinary and regular meaning of 'how much', and the line connects with

the following (see gl. 669): »According to the (»how much» =) proper quantities, according

to the (proper) rnles, you have brought sacrificial grain, you have brought millet». —

B is simple and logical and takes the crucial k i 64 in its ordinary sense and s h I 70

in the same sense as earlier in the st.; hence it is preferable.

669. K i t s ' i (t s i) k i t s i 72.

A. Mao says nothing of 73; he says 74 = 75 'swift, expeditious'. Wang Su (ap. K'ung)

thinks that Mao took 73 = 76: »You have been orderly and swift». But, as Ma Juei-ch'en

points out, 73 is well known also in the sense of 'swift' (Siin: Siu shen 77 'quick-witted'

etc.), so Mao probably took the two words as synonyms: »You have been swift and expe

ditious ». For tsi 74 = 'swift' there is no text par., but possibly Mao took 74 *tsiak

to be a loan char. for 78 (*tsiak and *tsiet) 'forthwith'. — B. Cheng: 73 = 79 (k i e n

80 as in Li: Tsi yi 81 »in the rites the principal thing is the correct measure»), thus: 'to

take the proper amount'. This means that Cheng took 73 (*dz'iar, *tsiar) as loan char.

for 82 (*tsiar j tsi j tsi) used in the sense it has in Yi li: Shao lao kuei si li 83 »He

takes a proper quantity of millet to the two ends of the table with mutton», on which

Cheng: 82 = 80. Further: tsi 74 (*tsijk) = 78 (*tsijk, *tsiet) 'to bring forward'.

Thus our ode line: »You have tsi 73 taken the proper amount (sc. of sacrificial food)

and tsi 74 presented it». Exceedingly far-fetched and based on arbitrary loan specula

tions. — C. Another interpr. 73 is a short-form for 84 *tsiar / tsi j t s I 'sacrificial grain',

which occurs e. g. in Chouli: Shi f u 85 »in order to furnish the sacrificial grain». In the

same way, in Li: Tsi t'ung we find, corresp. to the Chouli phr. just quoted, 86, where 73

is clearly a short-form for 84, which again is etym. the same word as 87. Cf. also ode

211, phr. 88, on which Mao: 89 »the content of the (sacrificial) vessel is called 73 tsi

(Shiwen *taijr / tsi j t s i, variants 90 and 84), equal to Li: K'ii li 91 »The millet is called
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the (bright =) pure grain »; the inversion tsi ming 92: »With (purity of grain =)

pure grain » is for riming purposes. Further: in our ode line here, phr. 72, tsi

74 'millet', the sacrificial grain par preference, has its ordinary sense. Both 73 and 74

are taken as verbs: »(You have »grained», you have »milleted» =) You have brought

sacrificial grain, you have brought millet » (for a similar verbal function, cf. ode 212, phr.

93 »We have 'seeded' = selected our seed-grain », see gl. 672). — Since the whole ode

is a description of sacrifices to ancestors, and since 84 and 74 are precisely the regular

offerings at such sacrifices, it would be strange indeed if tsi 74 had any other curious

loan meaning ('swift' with Mao, 'to bring forward' with Cheng). And the parallelism

between 73 and 74 clearly shows that the former also refers to the sacrificial grain, just

as it does in the Li passage, phr. 86. C alone obviates all the forced loan-word specula

tions and suits the context.

670. Kik'uangkich'i94.

A. Mao, having no gloss on k ' u a n g, says: c h ' i 95 (*t'idk / i'idk / c h ' i, also

wr. 96) = 97 'solid, steady'; he probably therefore took k ' u a n g 98 in its common

meaning of 'to correct': »You have been (corrected) =) correct and steady ». Similarly

Shuowen: ch'i 95 = 99 (and Chu = 100) 'to be on one's guard, prudent'. Cf. Kuan:

Ch'u 1 »Can he be careful, can he be prudent». — B. Another school (ap. Shiwen) reads

2. Cheng has had such a version, for he paraphrases: »The king orders the intendant to

present it in baskets, and the invoker by auspicious phrases 95 (commands:)

announces it». The latter part is very forced. — C. Another interpr. K ' u a n g

98 is the primary graph for 'basket' (3 being an enlarged char.), e. g. in Li: T'an kung.

Whether the orig. text of our ode had 98 (Mao's text) or 3 (Cheng's text) is therefore

immaterial. The preceding line spoke of the 73 t s i 'sacrificial grain' and the 74 'millet'

offered in sacrifice. Here it is a question of the baskets used for collecting and bringing

to the temple wild vegetables culled out in the country for sacrifice, as stated in ode 15,

where it is described how an officiating young lady culls p ' i n g and t s a o water-

plants and brings them in k ' u a n g 3 'square baskets' and k u 'round baskets' and

presents them in the ancestral shrine. Alluding to this ode, Tso: Yin 3 says that even

such simple vegetables, in such simple vessels as k'uang and k u »can be offered to

the spirits and presented in the king's temple ». C h ' i 95 regularly means 'to arrange,

to dispose, to order', cf. Yi: Kua 21, phr. 4 »The ancient kings arranged (disposed) the

laws»; Shu: To shi 5 »We rightly disposed the appointment of Yin» (comm.: c h ' i = 6),

etc. The char. 7 (H'idk j t'iak / c h ' i) is etym. the same word and is used interchange

ably with 95, e. g. ode 177, phr. 8: »The war chariots were (arranged:) equipped » (Mao:

7 - 6); Lii: Yin lii 9 »One attends to the laws and (arranges:) regulates the penal sta

tutes ». (Kao Yu: 7 is read like 95 = 10). Thus our ode line: »You have ( basketed» =)

brought baskets, you have arranged them». — C is confirmed by the context.
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671. Yung s i e r k i 11. Mao has no gloss.

A. Cheng: k i 12 = 13: »Forever they will give you the proper mean ». For this

curious interpr. see gl. 182. — B. Chu: k i 12 = 14 'to reach (the extreme point)', thus:

»Forever they will give you the utmost (blessings) ». — B is clearly preferable.

672. Chung ku ki kie 15. Mao has no gloss.

A. Cheng: »The drums and bells have given their warning». This is the ordinary mean

ing of kie 16. — B. Ch'en Huan: kie 16 = 17 (just as the preceding line has 18 »The

rites and ceremonies are completed»), thus: »The bells and drums are ready (parati) ».

Fang yen (W. Han coll.) has an entry 16 = 17, and to Li: Tseng tsi wen: »When a

prince leaves his own territory, he brings along his coffin, 19 as a (precaution:) prepara

tion for the 3 years' mourning », Cheng says: 16 = 17. — The whole st. indicates that

the sacrificial ceremony is finished, and it is less plausible to say that the bells are

ready than that they give the signal for withdrawal. Thus A is preferable. —

We should study here:

Ode 212. Ki chung ki kie 20. Mao has no gloss. Cheng paraphrases so as to

interpr.: »We have selected our seed-grain, and prepared (sc. our tools). » Similarly Chu.

Both take kie 16 in the sense of 'to prepare' (with the object understood). But kie

here corresponds to chung 21 'seed-grain' and is consequently a concrete word

(though both words here function as verbs). Kie 16 is therefore a short-form for 22

kie 'implement, utensil, tool', thus: »We have (»seeded»=) seen to the seed-grains,

we have ( -tooled» =) seen to the tools». Cf. Meng: T'eng Wen kung, shang 23 »Against

grain (exchange = ) obtain by exchange tools and implements » (among the kie 'tools'

mentioned before were in fact iron tools for agriculture).

673. Mo yiian ku k'ing 2^.

A. Cheng: »Nobody is dissatisfied, all congratulate (the prince) ». A common meaning

of k'ing. — B. Chu: »Nobody is dissatisfied, all are happy». Cf. ode 241, phr. 25 »He

affirmed his happiness », to which Mao: k'ing = 26; Shu: Lii hing, phr. 27

»I, the one man, shall enjoy happiness » (etc., very common). In our ode here we already

had in st. 2 the phr. 28 »The pious descendant will enjoy happiness ». Cheng there defines

k ' i n g as = 29 'to confer blessings', and the fundamental meaning of k'ing may

be 'conferred blessings' = 'felicity, happiness'. The meaning must obviously be the

same here. Similar ex. in odes 211, 214, 261.

K ' u n g h u e i k ' u n g s h i, see gl. 553.

Ode CCX: Sin nan shan.

674. Sin (shen) pi nan shan 30. Mao has no gloss.

A. Cheng: »Truly, that Southern mountain . . . ». — B. Ma Juei-ch'en: sin 31 = 32,

thus: »Extended is that Southern mountain». 31 — 32 is very common in the classics, e. g.

Tso: Yin 6, phr. 33 »(If you exterminate the bad weeds), the good (plants) extend, stretch

themselves out». The construction of the line is analogous to ode 191, phr. 34 »Crestlike

is that Southern mountain », ode 211, phr. 35 »Great are those wide fields », ode 21, phr.

36 »Minute are those little stars » (same construction in odes 39, 45, 132, 153, 173, 178,

183, 196 etc.). — The analogies adduced are conclusive.

675. Wei Yii tien chi 37.

A. Mao: tien 38 (*d'ien / d'ien /tien, falling tone) = 39 'to regulate, put in

order', more precisely here 'to put in order for cultivation, lay out the ground so as to be

suitable for tillage', for Mao employs chi 39 in this very sense in comm. on ode 211

(40). Thus: »It was Yii who put it in order (for cultivation) ». (For the tradition of the

Great Yii who »following the course of the mountains hewed down the woods and deter

mined the high mountains and the great rivers» see Shu: Yii kung). No text par., but
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etymology supports it: on the one hand, 38 *d'ien (falling tone) is closely cognate to 41

*d'iSn j B.'ijkn / c h ' e n (even tone) 'to array, arrange', and 41 *d'iSn j d'iSn / c h e n

(falling tone) 'a row, a rank'. Indeed, Han (ap. Cheng's comm. on Chouli: Shao jen)

reads 42, this 43 (Ts'ie yiin *d'iSn j d'$n / c h e n, falling tone) in Shuowen defined as =

44 'to array, a row'. On the other hand, 38 is closely cognate to 45 *d'ien / d'ien / t ' i e n

(even tone) 'cultivated field' (as already felt by the old scribes who expressed the con

nection in the graph: 38 — 45), which in its turn fundamentally means 'the arranged,

arrayed, laid out area' and is cognate to 41. — B. Cheng: 38 = 46 'district', thus: »It

was Yii who made it into districts ». 38 *d'ien in the sense of a district (of 64 t s i n g

47) is well-known, e. g. Li: Tsi yi, Kyii: Chou yii, Kuan: Ch'J mi etc. Cheng has here

caused a curious confusion in the phonetic glosses. For in his gloss on the Chouli passage

(Shao jen) 48 »He manages the administration of the k ' i u districts and the s h e n g

(49 *d'idng j dz'fang / s h e n g) districts» (this 49 s h e n g as the term for a certain di

strict recurs in Meng etc.) Cheng says: 50 »as to k ' i u and s h e n g : four k ' i u are

one 38, this 38 is read like the 43 in (the Shi line) 42 ». In other words, Cheng con

sidered a s h e n g 49 and a 38 or 43 (both acc. to him read *d'iSn / £'\Sn / c h e n)

as synonymous (= an area of 64 t s i n g 47). But Lu Te-ming (Shiwen) has

misunderstood this in that he thinks Cheng read not only 49 but also its synonyms

38, 43 with the sound *d'idng j dz'idng / s h e n g. And later comm. on the strength of

this have thought that 38 (43) was read *d'idng, as a loan word for 49. This, of course,

is phonetically impossible, though it is incorporated in all the later dictionaries. And

even one step more: when in Tso: Ai 17 it is said 51 »Liang-fu rode in a chung-tien

carriage» (a carriage with one pole), Lu Te-ming has guessed that even here, in the mean

ing of 'carriage', the char. 38 stands for 49, and so he read 38 s h e n g (in spite of the

fact that Shuowen quotes the line 52). These phonetic absurdities having been disposed

of, the fact remains that Cheng's interpr. of our ode line here: »It was Yii who made it

into districts» is in itself quite possible, having good text par. — A, representing the

earliest traditions (Mao, Han) and supported by etymology, seems preferable.

676. Yii sue fen fen 53.

A. Mao: fen fen 54 (*p'iwdn / p'iudn / f e n) = 55 'the appearance of the snow',

which says nothing of the real meaning of fen fen; but at least it shows that Mao

refers it only to the snow, taking y u 56' as a verb: »It (rains down =) falls down snow

that is f e n - f e n». When Shuowen takes 54 to be a variant for 57 (*b'iwdn) 'vapour',

it is possible that Hii had our ode in mind and meant: »It falls down snow that is va

pour-like» (cf. Li: Yue ling 58 »The vapours and fogs are darkening»). Tuan Yii-ts'ai,

basing himself on Shi ming 57 = 59, thinks it means 'powdery': »It falls down snow that is

powdery». Again, in Ch'u: Kiu chang 60, Chu thinks fen fen means 61 (54 *p'iwdn

cognate to 62 »piwdn): »I rinse the mouth with the congealed hoar-frost that is (scat
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tered =) flying about », and this could equally well be applied here: »It falls down snow

that is flying about ». All these speculations are very unsafe. — B. Another school

(ap. Po K'ung liu t'ie) reads 63. Here there are two possibilities: a. This 64 *p\wdn /

p'iudn /fen fundamentally means 'entangled, confused, mixed', e. g. Shu: Ku ming

65 »black mixed border »; Tso: Chao 16, phr. 66 »When litigations are confused»; Mo:

Shang t'ung, chung 67 »There is nobody who dare (mix up, embrouiller:) confuse the

teachings of the Son of Heaven». We have the 54 *p'iwdn of version A as loan char. for

this 64 *p'iwdn in this sense in Ch'u: Kiu pien 68 »Sleet and snow are mixed » (j ou 69

means 'mixed', cf. Ch'u: Kiu chang 70). Our ode line then will mean: »The rain and

snow are mixed». (3. Fen 64 also means 'numerous, ample, much', cf. Ch'u: Li sao

71 »Amply I have this inner beauty » (comm. fen 64 = 72). It would seem that Mao

already has considered 54 in A as a loan char. for this 64, for he adds to his gloss:

»At the end of a good year there will be 73 accumulated snow » (K'ung: fen fen 54

— 74 'copious and accumulated'). The ode line then would mean: »It falls down snow

that is voluminous». — It seems clear that A's 54 is a loan char. for the homophonous

64 of B. Then both a and /S are plausible, but the Ch'u par. phr. 68 strongly confirms

a: it is precisely a question of analogous weather descriptions. Let us add that 54 prob

ably had the same meaning in the other Ch'u ex. (phr. 60): »I rinse the mouth with

the (mixture:) mass of congealed hoar-frost ».

677. Ki yu ki wo, ki chan ki tsu 75.

A. Mao reads thus: »It is ample, it is moistening, it is soaking, it is (sufficient:) abun

dant ». According to Mao's version there is a chiasma here: 1 and 4 meaning 'ample,

abundant': 2 and 3 meaning 'moistening, soaking'. — B. Another school (ap. Shuowen)

reads 76, defining this 77 (*'i6g, homophonous with 78 *'iog 'ample') = 79 'the moisture

being ample'. And Tuan Yii-ts'ai and Ma Juei-ch'en think that 80 *tsiuk / tsrwok j

tsu is a short-form for 81 (Ts'ie yiin *dz,uk / dz'ak / c h o), in Shuowen defined as =

82 'moist'. Then all four words would mean 'moist': »It is amply wet and moistening,

it is soaking and wetting». Neither for 77 nor for 81 are there any text par. — B is

too poorly substantiated. The chiasma in A is sufficiently good.

K i a n g y i y i y i, see gl. 433.

Ode CCXI: Fu t'ien.

678. Cho pi fu t'ien suei ts'ii shi ts'ien 83.

Cho :

A. Mao: c h o 84 (*tok j tak / c h o) = 85 'bright'. It would seem that Mao took 84

to be a loan char. for 86 (*iiok j tsiak /cho) which is known as a variant for the 87

(*iiok) in Shu: Li cheng 88 »They (brightly =) clearly saw . . .», which Shuowen quotes

89. Similarly in ode 261, phr. 90, Cheng says 84 = 85 (Shiwen, however, reads both

84 and the Han school variant 91 'bright' *tok j tak /cho, not *iiok like 86). — B. Ma

Juei-ch'en: cho 84 = 92 'great', cf. ode 238, phr. 93 »Great is that Heavenly Han-

river (Milky Way)» (Mao: 84 = 92); (in ode 257, phr. 94, where Mao has no gloss, Cheng

curiously tries to avoid the difficulty by saying 84 = 95 'bright and great'!). — C.

Han (ap. Shiwen) reads 96 (or, ap. Yu p'ien, 97), defining 98 *tok j tak /cho as = 99.

This 99 (*tdk) means 'high', e. g. Lun: Tsi han 100 »As if there were something rising

high». Now 'high' makes no sense here (»High are those great fields») and Erya says,

97 = 92 'great'. — The idea that 84 should mean 'bright' (either read Hiok as a direct

loan for 86, or read *tok, then only cognate to 86) is very weak indeed. There is

certainly only one word here, etymologically speaking: *tok means 'great', be it 'high'

as in Lun 100 or 'great, wide' as in our odes; it is one and the same word, though the

graphs vary: 99, 84, 97, 98. Thus in our ode here: "Great are those (great:) wide fields
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ode 261, phr. 90: »Great are the roads »; ode 238, phr. 93: »Great is that Heavenly

Han river»; ode 257, phr. 94 »(Great:) grand is that great Heaven».

Fu t'ien (1).

A. Mao, with a free paraphrase, says: 2 'all the fields in the world', i. e. 'the fields

that stretch far and wide', for in ode 102 he defines fu t'ien 2 as = 3 'great fields'

(the meaning is there quite unambiguous). Thus: »Great are those (great:) wide fields '.

— B. Cheng (after Shi ming): f u 4 = 5 'a man', thus: »Great are those man-fields ».

For Cheng's idea sec further below. The char. f u 4 often forms the second part of a

man's name, e. g. ode 177: K i - f u 6. Liu Hi (Shi ming), foll. by Cheng, thinks f u 4

(*piwo, rising tone) is cognate to f u 7 (*piwo, even tone) 'man'. But this etymology

is uncertain, for f u 8 'father' (ordinarily *b'fwo, rising tone) occurs (read *piwo, rising

tone) as a synonym of 4 in this function, e. g. ode 103: Huang-fu 9, and 4 may

just as well be an aspect (*piwo : *b'iwo) of the stem 'father'. F u 4 alone never occurs

with the meaning 'man'.

Shi t s ' i e n 10.

A. Mao: shi ts'ien 10 — 11 »expresses that it is much ». Ch'en Huan and others

have thought that Mao meant 'ten thousand' (Waley: »Every year we take ten thous

and»), but 10.000 in Chinese is wan 12, not shi ts'ien 10, so that was certainly

not Mao's idea. He must have meant: "Yearly we take (for ten, one thousand =) a

hundred-fold harvest». — B. Cheng has a long speculation: the lines describe the an

cient levy based on the men (the farmers, and not on the soil itself). For one t s i n g

('well', nine lots of fields) one levied tax for one man (one man's lot); for a t ' u n g

(ten t s i n g) one levied tax for ten men (ten men's lots); for a c h ' e n g (ten t ' u n g

= a hundred t s i n g) one levied tax for a hundred men (hundred men's lots). Thus:

»Great are those (man-fields =) fields delivering man-taxes, yearly one (takes =) levies

ten thousand-men (lots of tax)». — C. Yen Ts'an: »yearly one (takes =) levies ten

(out of hundred) and thousand (out of ten thousand)», or, as Legge formulates it: »A

tenth of whose produce is annually levied». — The Ts'ing scholars have all discarded

Cheng's and Yen Ts'an's speculations, and A is obviously the most plausible.

679. Yu kie yu chi, cheng wo mao shi 13.

The first line yu kie yu chi recurs in ode 245, in the description of lady Kiang

Yiian's miraculous conception; no interpr. is good which is not applicable to both odes.

A. Mao has no gloss here, but in ode 245 he says: kie 14 = 15 'great'; chi 16 =

17 'on whom the blessings settled', an impossible forcing of the word 16. For cheng

18 Mao says: = 19. — B. Cheng: kie 14 — 20 'hut', and he paraphrases so as to

show that he interprets: »Where there are huts and where we (stop =) take our rest,

we promote our most prominent men» (to studies in the polite arts of the noblemen).

How Cheng could take kie 14 to mean 'hut' is very obscure. Hu Ch'eng-kung thinks

k M-r# -A » «- q3 a « fa«L$ a n WtiLt & n g\ „
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that since k i e 14 is often equal to 21 'boundary', and since the summer huts »were

sure to be at the side of the fields », k i e means 'side-place' = 'summer hut'! Ma Juei-

ch'en thinks it is rather = 'the detached place' (separated from the fields by a boundary),

which is hardly better. In ode 245 Cheng says simply: k i e 14 = 22. There has been

much discussion about what he meant by that, but Ma Juei-ch'en may be right in supposing

that he had the same idea: 'the (buildings) to left and right', i. e. side-buildings, thus:

»Where she (the lady) dwelt in a side-building, where she (stopped =) rested ». All this is

obviously impossible. — C. Ma Juei-ch'en refers k i e 14 in our present ode to the m a o

s h i 'most prominent men': »That is where we (delimit =) set apart (the best men) and

(stop =) give rest to (the people) and promote our most prominent men». But in ode

245, without troubling about the inconsistency, he follows what he thought was Cheng's

idea as described under B above. — D. Ch'en Huan refers the k i e 14 = 15 'great'

to the millet mentioned in the preceding line: »That is where we make great (our millet)

and (stop =) give rest to (the people) and promote the most prominent men». But in

ode 245 Ch'en follows A. — E. Chu: 14 = 15, and 16 'to stop' = 'to rest', paraphrasing

23: »In the place which we find great and restful, we promote our most prominent men

and encourage them». — F. Waley (with hesitation): k i e 14 (*kad) is loan char. for

24 *kad 'to beg' and c h i 16 for 25 (both *iidg, though in different tones); c h e n g

18 (Erya = 26) = 'fine', thus: »As we prayed for, as we willed — fine, my chosen men! ».

The emendations are much too bold, and cheng, wo mao shi perverts the con

struction: the line cheng wo mao shi corresponds to 27 si wo neng jen »We

feed our husbandmen » in st. 1, which shows that cheng is a verb with wo mao

shi as object. — Q. Another interpr.: k i e 14 = 15 (with Mao, as often, see gl. 374);

c h i 16 j t&i / c h i) is a short-form for 28 (H'idg j i'i j c h ' i) 'blessing'; y u 29

( = 30) is the mark of the passive, as in ode 209, phr. 31 »We are rewarded by a longevity

of a myriad (years) ». As to m a o s h i 32 the whole idea of the selection of men of

promise for promotion to studies and noble station is a wild speculation as far as this

ode is concerned. Mao shi is well known in the sense of 'fine officers', e. g. in odes

238 and 240, and the line refers to gifts offered to the officers. Cheng 18 is syno

nymous with 33 'to offer, to present' (cf. ode 210, phr. 34). There is a strict parallelism

between the stanzas: st. 1: si wo neng jen (27) »we give food to our husbandmen »

(our inferiors) — st. 2. cheng wo mao s h i »we offer gifts to our fine officers »

(our superiors). Thus: »(Our millets are luxuriant), we are (increased = ) enriched, we

are blessed, we offer gifts to our fine officers ». Cf. ode 282, phr. 35 »He (increases:) enriches

me with great blessings »; there we have exactly the same combination of kie 14 and

28 (16) as in our ode 211 here. In ode 245 we obtain: »(She trod on the big toe of

God's foot-print, she became elated) she was (increased =) enriched, she was blessed, and

so she became (shaken =) pregnant . . .». — The par. in ode 282, phr. 35 is quite deci

sive in favour of G.

Y i wo t s i m i n g, see gl. 669; Y i kie wo t s i s h u, see gl. 374; Y i k u wo

shi n ii, see gl. 491.

680. Jang k'i tso yu 36. Mao has no gloss.

A. Cheng: j a n g 37 (*niang / tiziang / j a n g) should be read 38 (*&niang j &iang /

s h a n g), thus: »He presents food to his followers ». An unnecessary text alteration. —

B. Wang Su: j a n g 37 = 39: »He (sc. the inspector of the fields) clears (the fields) to

left and right». 'To push away, clear away, expel' is the fundamental sense of the char.

(very common), but here it is not a question of preparing the fields but of the cere

monies after a completed harvest. — C. Hu Ch'eng-kung: j a n g 37 = 40 'to push

away', as B, but differently applied: »He thrusts aside his attendants (and himself tastes

whether it is good or not)». D. Chu: j a n g 37 = 41 'to take': »He takes (of the food)
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on the left and the right ». Jang, it is true, often means 'to take', but then always

in a bad sense: 'to snatch, to steal, to usurp', which certainly will not do here. — E. Ma

Juei-ch'en: jang 37 = 42, properly 'to draw back, to cede': »He politely cedes to

(makes a courteous obeisance, ceding to) those to left and right » (and then tastes etc).

Cf. Li: K'ii li 43 »The attendants (cede:) stand aside», where some comm. say 37 = 42

(but this may also be taken transitively: 'to push away': »The attendants clear the way

for him», so the par. is not safe). — F. Waley: »They break off a morsel here, a morsel

there ». For jang 37 = 'to break off I know of no text par. — C, which takes

jang 37 in its fundamental and commonest sense, obviating all loan char. speculations,

and which suits the context very well, seems preferable. — We should examine here:

Ode 241. Jang chi t'i chl 44. Mao has no gloss. A. Cheng: Jang 37 = 45,

thus: »He cleared them away, he cut them» (sc. the trees). In the preceding line we have

46 »He opened up and cleared them away». This is the ordinary meaning of the word

jang 'to push away, to clear away', see above. — B. Chu: jang 37 = 47 'to pierce,

cut through'. No text par.

681. Huo yi ch'ang mou 48.

A. Mao: yi 49 = 50, thus: »The grain is well-cultivated (on the length of the acres =)

all over the acres ». Cf. Meng: Tsin sin, shang 51 »Cultivate well the fields ». — B. Ma

Juei-ch'en: y i 49 is a loan char. for 52 in the sense of 'rich, abundant', because they

were »similar in sound ». Yet 49 was *diSg j tg / y i and 52 was *dia / i$ J y i, so that

interpr. is quite out of the question.

Chung s h a n t s ' i e y u, see gl. 79.

682. Ju ts'i ju Hang 53.

A. Mao: 1 i a n g 54 — 55. Most comm. take this to mean 'carriage pole', the Hang

c h o u 56 'curving carriage pole' of ode 128. Thus: »(The growing grain of the descen

dant) is like thatch, like curving carriage poles ». — B. Ch'en Huan: the commonest

meaning of Hang 54 is 'bridge' (so in ode 236). In Meng: Li lou, hia, we find y ii

1 i a n g 57 'a bridge for carriages' (as opp. to 'foot-bridge'), and Mao by his 55 did not

mean 'curving carriage pole' but this very 'carriage bridge' of Meng's. Thus: »(The grow

ing grain of the descendant) is like thatch, like a bridge ». This simile seems very far

fetched. — C. Another interpr. Fundamentally Hang 54 means simply 'a beam,

a pole'; it occurs both as 'ridge-pole' and as 'lintel of door or window' in Erya: Shi kung.

The word is used here as a simile in a general way, indicating that the straw of the grain

was not thin and short but strong and tall: »(The growing grain of the descendant) is

like thatch (so thick), like poles (so sturdy and tall).

682 a. Ju ch'i ju king 5i.

A. Mao: »(The stacks of the descendant) are like islands, like hills ». Ch'i 59 =

'island' (Cheng), as in ode 129. — B. Ma Juei-ch'en: ch'i 59 (*d'?ar / d'i / c h ' i) is

a loan char. for 60 (*tiar / tiei / t i) 'hill, slope'. Of this word there are only Han time

text ex. — B is a quite unnecessary loan speculation. The stacks on the fields being

like islands rising above a water surface is an excellent simile.

* M £A J. z1£A$i*£± ft « ft
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Ode CCXH: Ta t'ien.

K i c h u n g k i k i e, see gl. 672.

683. Ch'u tsai nan mou 61.

A. K'ung and Shiwen (after Erya): ch'u 62 (*Viok j ts'iuk /ch'u) = 63 'to com

mence, start'. For tsai 64 — 'to start' see gl. 311. Thus: »We start (work) on the

southern acres ». Cf. ode 259, phr. 65 »They started work on its walls »; Yili: P'ing li 66

»The things presented at the beginning (of the seasons)»; Kuan: Ti tsi chi 67 »When

first the mat is laid out, they ask instructions ». — B. Cheng: 62 (*t'iok) is loan char.

for 68 *i'iag / Wi / c h ' I = 'to put (the plough) into the soil' (Fang yen 68 = 69), and

64 *tsag j tsdi /tsai is loan char. for 70 *tstag j tsi / t s i 'recently broken fields', thus:

»We put (the plow) into the recently broken fields on the southern acres ». — B is a

wild speculation which is phonetically very unlikely. A is w-ell supported.

684. Tseng sun shi jo 71.

A. Cheng: jo 72 = 73, expounding this so as to mean: »The descendant conforms

to this» (sc. the field work of the people, not disturbing the seasonal work). Very schol

astic. — B. Chu paraphrases: 74 »It agrees with what the descendant wishes », word-

for-word: »The descendant, him it agrees with». — C. Ma Juei-ch'en: jo 72 is defined

in Shuowen as = 'to pick plants', thus: »The descendant plucks them» (the cereals).

Shuow'en's definition, however, is a speculation based on what he thought was the con

struction of the character (75 'the right hand' and 76 'plant'), but that is quite erro

neous (see Grammata Serica p. 328) and supported by no text. — D. Another interpr.:

jo 72 (*mak / nziak j j o) = 'to conform to, to agree with' (closely cognate to 77 *ndk /

ndk /no 'to approve of, to say yes'; thus: »The descendant (agrees with it - ) approves

o! it" (is satisfied with it).

685. Ki fang ki tsao 78.

A. Mao has no gloss on fang 79 here, but about the quite analogous 80 in ode 245

he says: fang 79 = 81 'all over the acres', and Ch'en Huan applies this to our ode

here: »It (grows) all over the acres, it is soft-kernelled ». For fang in this sense, no

text par. — B. Cheng: fang 79 (*piwang) = 82 (*b'iwang) 'house', here the form

ing husk in its initial stage: »It is setting husks, it is soft-kernelled ». A speculation

based on the affinity of the graphs 79 : 82 and the readings *piwang : *b'iwang. — C.

Another interpr. In ode 245, phr. 80, Cheng says: fang 79 = 83 (the phr. there means:

»It was regular [of even growth] and luxuriant», see gl. 365), and so it means here: »It

is (regular:) evenly-growing, it is soft-kernelled ,. This is a well-attested meaning of fang

79, cf. Li: K'ii li 84 »When standing, he must be correct and (regular, acc. to rule =)

orderly»; Tso: Min 2, phr. 85 »He taught them what was regular (right) » etc. (common).

The idea is analogous to that in ode 209, phr. 86 »Our glutinous millet is (orderly =)

growing in orderly rows», see gl. 433.

686. Ping pi yen huo 87.

Mao reads thus: »He will take them and deliver them to the blazing fire». — B. Han (ap.

Shiwen) reads 88, defining 89 (*puk) as = 90 (*pog), which makes poor sense and is

supported by no text par. (cf. gl. 428). — A is clearly preferable.

687. Yuyents'its'iW.

Mao reads thus: 92 *'iam / 'iam /yen, Han (ap. Wai chuan) reads 93 'iam j 'iam j

yen (etym. s. word); Lu (ap. Lii: Wu pen) reads 94 *'sm / 'dm / an, and Ts'i (ap. Han

shu) reads 95 *'am j 'dm /an (etym. s. w.). They all belong to the same stem: 'to cover,

thickly-screening, dark'. Undecidable whether *'iam or *'am best repr. the orig. Shi.

690. Lai fang yin si 96.

A. Mao has no gloss here, but on ode 245, phr. 97 he says: yin 98 (*'ien j 'iSn /yin)

= 99 'respectful'. That y i n just like the following s i means 'to sacrifice' is certain
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(it occurs passim in the early texts, e. g. Shu: Yao tien [Shun tien] 100, etc.), but the gloss

imports an etymology: y i n means 'a respectful sacrifice'. The oldest support for this

speculation is Kyii: Chou yii, phr. 1 »To make offerings with a pure mind is y i n». Many

comm. have embroidered upon this, defining y i n as = 'pure, purified, reverent sacri

fice'. — B. Another early interpr. is that 98 *'ien is cognate to 2 *'idn / 'ien j y e n

'smoke', thus: 'smoke-offering'; earliest ex. of this etym. in Shang shu ta chuan (W.

Han time), which quotes Shu: Yao tien as 3. Cheng (comm. on Shu: Lo kao) modifies

this into 'smoke' = 'fragrance': 'a fragrant sacrifice'. — All these etymologies are

nothing but scholarly speculations. B is evidently based on the similarity of the charac

ters 98 and 2, but that is, of course, in no way conclusive, no more than the similarity in

sound *'ien: *'idn. We might then with equal justification think that 98 *'ien was cog

nate to 4 *'tdn j 'vdn j y i n ('ample, abundant'), which already occurs as the name of a

sacrifice in the earliest Chou inscriptions. It is therefore safest to forego all attempts at

etymology and simply consider the word as one of the many terms for sacrifice. Thus:

He comes to worship the (four) Quarters and offer (y i n and s i) sacrifices ».

Ode CCXTU: Chan pi Lo yi.

691. Fu lu j u ts'i 5. Mao has no gloss.

A. Cheng: ts'i 6 = 'roof-thatch' (common meaning, e. g. in ode 211, Chuang:

Jang wang etc.), thus: »Felicity and blessings are like roof-thatch » (so thick!). A curious

simile, to say the least of it. — B. Chu: ts'i 6 = 7 'to pile up', thus: »Felicity and

blessings are as if piled up (on him) ». Cf . Huai: T'ai tsu: »(For regulating rivers, one digs

out where it flows and makes it deeper), 8 one piles up (the earth) where it breaks

through and makes it (the bank) higher ».

692. Ping peng yu pi 9.

A. Mao says: 10. This has been understood by Hii (Shuowen) thus: »p i n g 11 is

the scabbard of the ceremonial knife, peng 12 is the upper ornament (on it), p i 13

is the lower ornament ». That 11 (*pieng / pieng j p i n g, Ts'ie yiin and Shiwen, and

*pieg j pjig / pi, Ts'ie yiin) was really the scabbard is confirmed first by Yi Chou shu:

Wang huei 14 »a fish-skin scabbard » and secondly by Fang yen, which says that the

word was coll. current in that sense in W. Han time. It might seem that, when on ode

250, phr. 15, Mao says: 16 »that below is called ping, that above is called peng»,

he is inconsistent and gives another meaning than 'scabbard' to ping. But, as Ch'en

Huan points out, that is not so, for it simply means that the peng 12 top ornament

is placed higher than the ping 11 scabbard proper (the sheath). The curious construc

tion with yu 17: ping peng yu pi 9, is explained by Tuan Yu-ts'ai: y u 17 =

y u 18, as in Ch'un ts'iu: Yin 11, phr. 19 »ten and one year» = eleven years (very com

mon). Thus: »On the scabbard there is an upper ornament and also a lower ornament ». —

10
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B. Liu Hi (Shi ming) has misunderstood Mao's gloss (16) on ode 250, and says: 20 »The

ornament on the lower end is called ping 21 » (= 11). Seizing upon this, Tai Chen

and Ma Juei-ch'en think that ping 11 does not mean 'scabbard' but 'lower ornament',

corresponding to p e n g 12 as upper ornament, and they deny that p i 13 means 'lower

ornament': on an analogy with the preceding st. phr. 22 »The knee-covers of dyed leather

are red», the p i 13 (*pi$t j pi$t / pi) here should be an adjective, acc. to Tai meaning

23 'finely patterned'; thus our ode line: »The lower ornament and the upper ornament

are finely patterned ». Ma tries to confirm this by the Han version in ode 55, phr. 24,

to which Han: p i 25 (*pi<Zd j pji / p i) = 26 'beautiful' — a very weak support, see gl.

151. Waley thinks 13 is loan char. for 27 *piU j pill / p i, Shuowen = 28, here then

'blazing', but of that word there are no text ex. whatever. The analogy pointing to

pi 13 as an adjective is certainly not conclusive, since Tuan (see above) has construed

the clause quite satisfactorily. — C. In Tso: Huan 2 we have the phr. 29. Shiwen has

considered this as a variant way of writing our ping peng 30 and therefore gives

the sounds 31 *pieng j pieng /ping and 32 *pung / pung /peng. But this, correct

for the second word, is obviously wrong for 31. This char. is (with Shuowen) a variant,

not for 11 *pieng but for 13 *pi$t, as shown by its phonetic (33 *piM). The phr. 29 in

Tso thus means »the lower ornament and the upper ornament » (Tu Yii curiously has

muddled this and says just the opposite). The variant 31 for 13 'lower ornament' is

valuable, for it may reveal the etymology: 33 'the end piece', and this confirms the

A interpr. — B is refuted by the Yi Chou shu par. (14) for p i n g 11 and by the Tso

par. (29) for p i 13.

Ode CCTV: Bhang shang oh* hua.

K'i ye su hi, see gl. 298; Shi y i y u y ii c h ' u h i, see gl. 449; Wei k ' i y u

chi, shi yi si chi, see gl. 497.

Ode CCXV: Sang hu.

In this ode the comm. all take k ii n - t s I to mean 'the lords' in plural; Waley on the

contrary: 'the lord'. But there are strong analogies between this ode and ode 222 (here

34, there 35 etc.), and there it is clearly a description of the feudal lords coming to the

King's court, as accepted also by Waley. So the plural here seems preferable.

Kiin tsi lo s ii, see gl. 564. Po p'i wei hien, see gl. 567.

693. Pu chi pu (nan:) jan, shou fu pu no 36.

For shou f u p u no, see gl. 188.

A. Mao (after Erya): c h I 37 (*tsiap j tsiap / c h i) = 38 'to collect', and p u c h I =

simply c h I, i. e. p u makes an oratorical question. Chu expounds further: »Are they

not (collected =) self-restrained, are they not (finding difficulties = on their guard =)

careful ». This is very far-fetched. — B. Cheng, while having the same opinion about

the meaning of c h i and nan, construes p u in the ordinary way: »If they are not

self-restrained, not careful, they will not receive ample felicity ». — C. Hu Ch'eng-kung

refers c h I 37 'to collect' to »the people »: »Will not (the people) collect (around them)»;

even more forced than A and B. — D. Ma Juei-ch'en: c h i 37 (*tsiap) means 'to collect,

bring together, unite' (ode 273, Kyii: Chou yii etc.) and is etym. s. w. a. 39 *tsiap j

tsiap /chi in ode 190 ('crowded together'), closely cognate to 40 *dz'iap j dz'iap /tsi

'to bring together, harmonious, concordant' (common). Here it means 'united, con

cordant'. The nan 41 is a short-form for 42 *nian / nzian /jan 'respectful'. For 41

serving precisely as short-form for 42 in Li: Ju hing, see gl. 664. Thus: »Are they not

concordant, are they not respectful». — D is strikingly plausible.
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694. Chi tsiu si jou 43.

A. Cheng: »In (drinking) the good wine, they think of being (soft:) kind». — B.

Chu: si 44 is the common empty particle: »The good wine is mellow». Confirmed, as

pointed out by Ch'en Huan, by the par. in the preceding line: 45 where the penultimate

word is likewise a particle (k ' i).

Pi kiao fei ao, see gl. 357.

695. Wan fu lai k'iu 46.

A. Cheng and Chu: »A myriad blessings will come and seek them». — B. Waley

takes wan f u as the object: »so that all blessings he wins ». — C. Wang Yin-chI:

k'iu 47 is a short-form for 48 (see gl. 2): »A myriad blessings will come and unite (in

them)». This is quite analogous to ode 213, phr. 49 »Felicity and blessings are united

(in him)»; ode 304, phr. 50 »A11 the blessings were united in him».

Ode CCXVI: Yuan yang.

696. Ts'uei chI mo chi 51.

Mao reads 52. This word 'to break' (as in Kyii: Wu yii 53 »If, when it is snake brood,

it is not broken, crushed ») ordinarily was *dz'wor j dz'udi / t s ' u e i, but Shiwen here

says it was read ts'wd, which caused me, in Grammata Serica p. 272, to reconstruct a

*ts'war / ts'ud / t s ' o in the sense of 'fodder' here. But I think this is wrong (I already

corrected it in my rime list, Grammata p. 103), for Shiwen's sound gloss is due to a

mistake of Lu Te-ming's. Cheng says: »52 is the present char. 54 (*ts'wd / ts'ud / t s ' o) »

('fodder'), and Lu has simply followed this speculation of Cheng's and erroneously read

52 like 54. In the original Mao comm. (as preserved in Shiwen) Mao defined it: 52 =

55 'fodder'. But Shiwen adds: »54 is read ts'ud; the Han Shi says it means 56 (i. e.

57) ». Many later comm. have concluded from this that the Han school read the ode

line 58 (Po K'ung liu t'ie has a quotation with 59 and Shuo wen hi chuan a quotation

with 60), but that is excluded, for in st. 4 the word rimes with 61 *sniwar, which a *ts'iod

could not do. Evidently the 54 was merely agloss word in the Han school: 52 =

54, and on the strength of this Cheng (who knew the Han school philology but not the

archaic phonology) loosely concluded that 52 and 54 were the same word. And again,

misled by Cheng some T'ang scholars corrected Mao's gloss 52 = 55 into 52 = 54,

and so we have the Mao gloss text in all the current versions. Habent sua fata libelli.

Ts'uei 52 *dz'wor means 'to break', and the meaning 'fodder' is only an extension

of meaning: 'broken up, cut up (grass)'. It had its regular reading *dz'war J dz'udi j

t s ' u e i in our ode as always.

Fu lu yi chi, see gl. 447.

Ode CCXVII: K'uei pien.

697. Yu k'uei che pien 62.

A. Mao: k'uei 63 (*k'nvSg / k'jwi^ / k ' u e i) = 64 'the appearance of the cap', or

(as Wang Su had Mao's gloss) 65 'the appearance of carrying the cap', which tells us

» n$% n»M *.rflLfcgf# ,< flp *>& »
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nothing. — B. Shuowen, quoting this ode: k ' u e i 63 = 66 'to lift the head'. No text

par. — C. Cheng in comm. on Yili: k ' u e i 63 is the same as the 67 (Cheng erroneously

concludes that 67 k ' u e should therefore also be read like 63 k ' u e i) in Yili: Shi kuan

li 68 »the black cloth cap with k'iie 67 split band at the neck ». 67 *k'iwat, *k'iwat

fundamentally means 'to break, to splinter, to split', and this is a concrete application

of the sense: a band cleft in two, enclosing the hair and tied behind the neck. Now

63 *k'iw$g (rising tone) is homophonous with 69 (*k'iw$g j k'jwi£ / k ' u e i, rising tone)

'to straddle' (ex. in Li etc.) and evidently denotes the same idea: the band cleft and

»straddling », parting or forking in two directions, enclosing the hair. So 63 *k'iweg and

67 *k'fwat are two synonymous words for the »split» or cleft band holding the cap to

the hair and fastened behind the neck. Thus: "There are leather caps with cleft bands".

Probably the word is cognate to another word with the same phonetic: 70 *g'i&j j g'jig /

k ' i 'bifurcating, forked' (sc. road, ex. in Lie).

Yu sin yi yi, see gl. 466.

698. Shi w e i ho k ' i 71.

A. Cheng, reading 72 *kiag j kji / k i says = 'a particle', taking it to be equal to 73

in this function. Thus: »What does it signify » (cf. 74, same meaning, in the preceding

st.). No text par. — B. Wang Su (ap. Shiwen) reads 72 in its ordinary way and with

its normal meaning: *g,iog j g'ji / k ' i 'time': »What (time:) occasion is this». — A is quite

unsupported.

Er yao ki shi, see gl. 553.

Ode CCXVm: Kit hia.

699. Kien kuan kii chi hia hi 75.

A. Mao: kien kuan 76 = 77 'to apply the linch-pin'. Kien 78 means 'in be

tween', here as a verb: 'to put in between, to insert'. Kuan 79 (*kwan) is a loan char.

for 80 *kwan 'to pass through, go through the centre of, put through', just as in Li: Tsa

ki 81 »He put in his staff through the wheel nave, inserted the staff in the wheel nave ».

Thus: »Inserted are the linch-pins of the carriage ". — B. The binome kien kuan 76

occurs twice in the Hou Han shu, and the comm. explain it in one place (Sun Yii chuan)

as = 82 'to turn round', in another place (Ma Yuan chuan) as = 83 'rough and irregular'.

For neither interpr. is there any substantiation. — C. Han (ap. Pei fang shu ch'ao):

kien kuan 76 = 84 'beautiful'. No text par. — D. Chu: kien kuan 76 =

'the sound of the linch-pin'; thus: »K i e n kuan (sounds) the linch-pin ». No text

par. — A is well substantiated: the Li par. (81) is decisive.

700. Si liian ki nii shi hi 85. Mao has no gloss.

A. Cheng takes si 86 in its ordinary sense: »I think of the beautiful young girl and go,

(to meet her). For s i beginning a line like this cf . ode 201 , phr. 87 »(Your forget

my great goodness to you), you think of the small grievances against me». — B.

Wang Yin-chi: s I 86 is a mere particle, thus: »The beautiful young girl goes» (to be

married). Cf. ode 235, phr. 88, on which Mao: si 86 = 89 'a particle' (here foll. by Chu);

ode 250, phr. 90, where Mao's paraphrase likewise shows that he took si to be a par

ticle. Wang Yin-chi regards it as a particle also in ode 240, phr. 91, ode 240, phr. 92,

ode 275, phr. 93, ode 283, phr. 94, ode 290, phr. 95, ode 299, phr. 96. In all these cases

Cheng tries to construe a meaning 'thoughtful' or 'thinking of = 'desirous to', but

then he has often to force the text. As a final particle s i is common (also outside the

Shi). Inside a line we had it in ode 215, phr. 97 »The good wine is mellow ». As an ini

tial particle I know of no ex. outside the Shi, but Wang's series of examples is surely

long and strong enough to prove his thesis. Long before Wang, Chu had already held

this opinion in regard to the phrases 91, 92, 93, 94, 96, but he had followed Cheng in
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regard to phr. 90 and 95. — Though B is quite plausible in itself, A is decidedly better

in the context in our present ode, for the st. continues 98 »It is not that I am hungry

and thirsty (for her), but her fair reputation comes and binds us together », i. e. with

her flawless reputation she will be a fine match. (That »hungry and thirsty » really

means 'desirous, longing' is shown by the par. in ode 151, which contains the very

same k i n ii 99 'young girl' as our ode here: 100 »The young lady, for her he hun

gers »). This follows up the idea in the preceding line: »I think of the young girl . . .».

Te yin lai kuo, see gl. 198.

701. Ch'en pi shi nu 1.

A. Mao reads thus: »Timely, that grand lady (comes etc.)». (Ma Juei-ch'en thinks

that because ch'en 2 means 3 'time' and because this char. 3 is also used for another

word 'correct, good', our ch'en 2 should mean 'good', which is a striking example of

illogical reasoning). — B. Lu (ap. Lie nu chuan) reads 4 »Truly, that grand lady

— The two characters ch'en 2 and c h a n 5 are so similar that probably one is an

ancient scribe's fault for the other. But whereas the Shi contains no line beginning with

ch'en 2 as an adverb, an initial c h a n 5 is common in this function: ode 33, phr.

6, ode 179, phr. 7, etc., so that probably chan 5 was the correct reading.

Shi yen ts'ie y ii, see gl. 449.

702. Sien wo kou er 8. Mao has no gloss.

A. Cheng: sien 9 = 10 'good', thus: »Happily I (see:) meet you, (and my heart is

relieved) ». For text par. see gl. 122. — B. Chu: sien 9 = 11 'few, rare', without ex

plaining further how he understood the line. This gloss has later been expounded: »By

a rare (chance) I have (seen:) met you». Very far-fetched.

703. Kao shan yang chi, king hing hing chi 12.

Shuowen quotes 13 for 14 (same meaning), and some versions have 15 for 16 (the ar

chaic graph for 16 was frequently used, in archaic bone and bronze inscriptions, for 15,

which explains the incertitude of the Han time scribes when transcribing the Chou texts

into modern script), which hardly influences the meaning.

A. Mao reads 12, saying: king 17 = 18 'great' (common, see gl. 138), but does not

explain the line for the rest. Both Chu and Ts'ing scholars like Ma Juei-ch'en and Ch'en

Huan say, with Mao, that king hing 19 is equal to 20 'the great road'. — B.

Cheng: king 17 = 21 'bright', taking the first hing 22 'way' in its abstract sense:

»The bright way (principle), we shall (go:) follow it». — C. Another school (ap. Shi ki:

San wang shi kia, by Ch'u Shao-sun, who followed the Lu school, hence a Lu reading?)

reads 23. — The A reading of the text is known, besides in the Mao school, also in the

Ts'i version (ap. Li: Piao ki) and the Han version (ap. Wai chuan) and is clearly

the most reliable. The purport of the line has been explained as »allusive» in the

most varying ways. For my part, I can see in it only a description of the journey of the

(&£ rA c Ml -3- 7 Ajl<& » i % » ili-tfpjh -Sfcffrt jfc.
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bridegroom when going to meet his bride, which is clearly indicated by the sequel. Thus:

»The high mountains, I look up at them, the great road, I travel it».

704. Kou er sin hun, yi wei wo sin 24.

Er sin hun meant »your new wife» in ode 35, but it cannot do so here, for the

par. with st. 4 (see gl. 702) shows that e r is a direct object, thus: »I (see:) meet you,

my bride» (with Legge).

A. Mao: wei 26 = 27, thus: »and so I (tranquillize = ) comfort my heart ". —. B. Han

(ap. Shiwen) reads 28, defining y ii n 29 as = 30 'anger, angry'. And Wang Su

even tries to reconcile the Mao text with this Han meaning, for he says 26 = 31. But

wei 26 certainly can have no such meaning, so probably Wang means that 26 *'iwad j

'jwgi /wei is a loan char. for 31 *'iw&n / 'iwon / y ii a n, which is very unlikely. Wang

Su tries to vindicate that sin hun 'the new wife' refers to the wicked Pao Si, which

would explain the line: »and so makes my heart annoyed». But this is utterly impossible.

Our line yi wei wo sin has for par. in st. 4 the phr. 32 »My heart is relieved »,

which fully confirms A.

Ode CCXX: Pin chi ch'u yen.

Tso yu chi chi, see gl. 317; Pien tou yu ch'u, see gl. 360.

705. Yao ho wei 1 ii 33.

A. Mao says simply: yao 34 is the 35 'content of the tou vessels', and h o 36

is 'what is added in pien vessels'. Cheng expounds this further: the content of the

tou was 37 pickled food, the contents of the pien were things like peaches and plums.

Yao 34 (enlarged form of 38) fundamentally means 'meat' (hence the radical is j o u

'meat'), but just as the engl. word viands is a loan from fr. viande 'meat' but means

'food' generally, so yao 'meat' has been widened to mean 'victuals, food' in a general

way. Ho 36 means 'kernel' (Li: K'ii li etc.). Mao and Cheng base themselves on

Chouli: Hai jen and Pien jen where the proper contents of t o u and pien are described:

the tou contained pickled meats and vegetables of various kinds, yet with meat preponder

ating; the pien had principally vegetables (only to a small extent fish and slices of dried

meat), and many of them fruits with kernels (peaches, apricots, chestnuts etc.).

Thus our ode line: »The viands and kernel-fruits are displayed». — B. Ts'i (ap. Pan Ku:

Tien yin) reads 39, and Ts'ai Yung (who belonged to the Lu school), comments on this:

40 »meat is called yao, bone is called ho». Now h o 41 is interchangeable with 36

(both *g'ek j ysk / ho) and also means 'kernel' (e. g. in Chouli), so what Ts'ai meant

was that meat with bone in it was called h o 'kernel-(meat)'. Thus: »The meat

and the meat with bones are displayed». For this speculation there is no support in

early texts. — A takes ho in its ordinary sense and is supported by a pre-Han text,

hence it is preferable.

Yin tsiu k'ung kie, see gl. 440.

706. Ku ch'ou yi yi 42.

A. Mao: y i y i 43 (*diet j iSt / y i) = 44 'one after the other in good order', thus:

»They poculate and offer response cups in due order ». No text par. Ch'en Huan thinks

that Mao took 43 (*diet) to be equal to 45 (*diSk), which is phonetically impossible. Chu

Tsiin-sheng is probably right when proposing that Mao thought that y i y i 43 (*di(U)

was equal to the chi chi 46 (*d'iSt / d'i$t /chi) 'orderly' in the same st. But if so,

it is a very arbitrary speculation. — B. Another interpr.: y i 43 'to escape' by extension

of meaning often means 'to relax, be at ease' (ode 193, phr. 47 »Among the people there

are none who do not take their relief»; ode 186, phr. 48 »Have leisurely joy without

end»). Thus: »They poculate and offer response cups at their ease». — B takes the word

in a well attested sense.
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707. Yi k'i er tsiie 49.

A. Mao: k'i 50 'to pray' here = 51 'to seek, to strive for', thus: »And so (pray

for =) strive for your tsiie cup». — B. Cheng paraphrases: 52 »I by this strive to

( »cup you » = ) make you drink a cup » —. the looser in the contest having to drink a

cup as a fine. This is grammatically unsatisfactory, for in a positive clause the object

cannot precede the verb (the line should then run: 53). We should therefore have to

force the text into meaning: »I by this strive for your cup » = for your duty to empty

the cup; or else, to take t s ii e as a verb: »I shall pray you ( »to cup » = ) to drink the

cup », which is all very strained.

Yu jen yu lin, see gl. 72.

708. Si er ch'un kia 54.

A. Mao (after Erya): k i a 55 (*kd / ka / k i a) = 56 'great'. On ch'un 57 he has

no gloss here, but in ode 267, phr. 58 he says (after Erya): ch'un 57 = 56 'great'.

Cf. Li: Kiao t'e sheng: 59 »K i a means long, great ». The word 55 in the sense of

'great' was coll. current in W. Han time (Fang yen). — B. Cheng follows Erya and

Mao for ch'un but says: kia 55 = 60 'to receive blessings, felicity'. — Cheng's

interpr. is more an extension of meaning of A than a different sense; 55 *kd was etym.

id. with 61 *kd j ka / k i a 'great' (common) and cognate to 62 *g'd / ya / h i a 'far, far-

reaching'. We must try to bring out the fundamental meaning in the translation: »They

bestow on you a great abundance ».

709. Pin tsai shou k'iu, shi jen ju yu 63.

A. Mao: »The guests then (lay hands on ) select their partners (in the shooting contest),

and the (man of the house = ) host comes (in = ) forward and assists ». For k'iu 64

'a vis-a-vis, partner', see gl. 2. — B. Cheng: k'iu 64 (*g'iog j g'igu /k'iu) is a loan

char. for 65 (*kiu / kiu j k ii) 'to ladle out wine': »The guest then with his hand ladles

out wine, and a (house-man =) servant comes in and (repeats =) serves a second cup».

Cheng's speculation is due to his ignorance of the archaic phonology: *g'iog as a loan for

a *kiu is of course out of the question. The word 65 is known from no pre-Han text.

710. Cho pi k'ang tsiie 66.

A. Mao: k'ang 67 = 68: »They fill that cup of rest» (after the shooting). K'ang

regularly means 'rest, peace, ease, enjoyment' (passim in the classics). — B. Cheng:

k'ang 67 = 69 (after Erya: 70 = 69): »They fill that empty cup». K'ang 67 is

the primary graph for 71 'husk', hence also 'hollow, empty'; cf. Kuliang: Siang 24, phr.

72 »When the four kinds of grain do not ripen, it is called k'ang empty husks ». Fang

yen (W. Han coll.) has a 73 k ' a n g = 74 'hollow, empty'; Yi Chou Shu: Shi fa: 75

•K'ang means empty». — Both interpr. are plausible; but we find the meaning

k'ang = 'rest, enjoyment' in many odes, but no Shi par. with the sense of 'empty'.

So A accords better with the usage in the Odes.

Yi tsou er shi, see gl. 553.

711. Wei yi fan fan 76. The same line recurs in ode 274.
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A. Mao: f a n f a n 77 (*piwtin j piwvn /fan) = 78, thus: »Their deportment is

grave and careful». In ode 274 he says: fan fan 77 = 79, which latter certainly

does not mean (with some expounders): 'finding difficulties, realizing the difficulties =

careful' but is a short-form for 80 'respectful', see gl. 693. No text par. — B. Cheng

on ode 274: fan fan 77 = 81. Cheng builds on the fundamental sense of fan: 'to

return', hence 'to revert, to repeat' (82) = 'to train, to drill'. Thus: »Their deport

ment is (well-repeated, rehearsed =) well-drilled ». — C. Han (ap. Shiwen) reads 83,

this 84 (*b'wan j b'wan /pan) defined as = 85. »Their deportment is good, fine». This

p a n 84 occurs in ode 252, phr. 86, where Mao (after Erya) says 84 = 87 'great'. Thus

the Han definition may be a rather free extension of meaning of: »Their deportment is

grand ». Ma Juei-ch'en thinks that the Mao version's fan fan 77 is merely a short-

form for this pan pan 84. — D. Lu (ap. Ts'ien fu lun) reads 88, which is evidently

a loan char. for 84. — B is not impossible but somewhat strained. C is supported by

a good Shi par. and therefore preferable.

Wei y i fan fan 89, see gl. 619.

712. L ii w u k ' i k ' i 90.

A. Mao: k ' i k ' i 91 (*k'tag j k'ji / k ' i) = 92 'in dancing not to be able to keep

oneself straight', thus: »They (repeatedly dance =) keep dancing swayingly (lurchingly) ».

No text par. Ch'en Huan points out that Mao probably took 91 to be a loan char. for

93 'slanting' (ex. of this word in Sim). But 91 *k'fog could not possibly serve for 93 *k'ia j

k'jig / k ' i. Moreover the rime of the line demands *k'tag, not *k'ia. — B. Another

interpr. There is a word 94 *k'iag j k'ji j k ' i, which Shuowen defines as = 95 'ugly,

hideous', adding: »Now, when expelling pestilence one uses k'i t'ou 96 a k'i head».

K ' i was in fact a m a s k which is called fang-siang 97 in Chouli, ugly and

terrifying. This mask was particularly used by the fang siang shi in the exor

cizing dance against pestilence (for details see M. Granet: Danses et legendes p.

301). Cf. Huai: Tsing shan 98 »He considered (the beauties) Mao Ts'iang and Si Shi

(as ugly) like ugly ones with masks ». Now this word could also be written 99, e. g.

Lie: Chung ni 100 »He was really like a mask demon » (with an immobile face), and 1,

e. g. Sun: Fei siang 2 »As to Chung-ni's appearance, his face was as if covered by a

mask» (so immobile). Since in our ode here it is precisely a description of a wild and

reckless dancing by drunken people, it is obvious that our 91 is merely a variant of 1,

99, 94 'demon-mask, person with demon-mask', and the line means: »They keep dancing

(demon-mask fashion = ) like demon-mask dancers ».

713. Shi w u t s ' u n g w e i 3. Mao has no gloss.

A. Cheng s h I 4 should be read as 5 (*t'ak / t'ak / t ' e) fault'. This means that Cheng

took 4 to stand for the graphically similar 6 (*t'ak j t'ok / t ' e) 'fault'. Thus: »If they

are (faulty =) acting wrong, do not follow up and tell them so». This is a quite ar

bitrary text alteration. — B. Chu and all later comm. take s h I 4 as the common

initial particle, which is evidently right. But then the phrase has been turned in various

ways. For my part I am convinced that t s ' u n g and w e i are two coordinated

verbs, a common structure of the ode lines (e. g. ode 265, phr. 7, ode 167, phr. 8, ode

254, phr. 9, ode 165, phr. 10, etc.). T s ' u n g 'to follow' means inter alia'to comply with,

to humour', e. g. Tso: Siang 28, phr. 11 »When a small state serves a big one, to (follow

it, comply with it =) humour it according to its wish is but proper ». W e i is parti

cularly common as a transitive verb meaning 'to address, to speak to', e. g. Lun: Wei

cheng 12 »Someone addressed Confucius and said». Thus our ode line: »Do not humour

them, do not speak to them».

714. Pei ch'u t'ung ku 13.

A. Mao: k u 14 = 15 'a ram which is not young and hornless'. The comm. all take
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the ode line to describe how the drunken men speak nonsense: »You cause them to (bring

out =) utter (nonsense like) 'hornless rams' ». A ridiculous interpretation. — B. Another

interpr.: »You cause them to (bring out, display =) show themselves to be hornless rams

(i. e. infantile adults) ». The drunken men, though grown up, speak and behave them

selves as irresponsible youngsters. In ode 256 we have an inversion of this excellent

simile: 16. This line has likewise been maltreated in various ways by the comm. (which

I lack space to relate), but it simply means: Those (young kids with horns = ) precocious

youths are truly disorderly youngsters ».

Ode CCXXI: Yii tsao.

715. St. 1: Y u f e n k ' i s h o u 17;

St. 2: Yu shen k'i wei 18.

A. Mao: fen 19 (*b'iwdn j b'iudn j f e n) = 20, thus: »Big are their heads». This

means that Mao took 19 to be etym. id. w. 21 *b'iwdn 'big', as in ode 242, phr. 22

»the big drum». Fan Kuang in comm. on Erya even reads 23. Cf. ode 233, phr. 24

»The ewes have big heads », where Mao (foll. by all comm.) says 25 *b'pvdn j b'iudn /

f e n = 26 'big'. Further: shen 27 (*sien) = 28 'long', thus: »Long are their tails ».

Cf . Chuang: Sii wu kuei 29 »The duration of the calamity is increasing and drawn out »

(a somewhat uncertain par., for some versions have 30). The fundamental sense of

shen 27 is 'numerous' (see gl. 17), but there are many Chinese words (e. g. 31, see gl.

716) which mean both 'numerous' and 'ample' (kindred notions), and »the tails are

(ample =) long» is an extension of meaning. — B. Han (ap. Shiwen) says fen 19 =

32: »Their heads are numerous». This means that Han took 19 to be a loan char.

for 33 *p'iwdn j p'iudn /fen 'numerous' (ex in Yi etc.). The reason for this was evid

ently that Han took the par. s h e n 27 in st. 2 in its fundamental sense of 'numer

ous'. — The par. in ode 233, phr. 24, is decisive in favour of A.

Yu n o k ' i k ii, see gl. 188.

Ode CCXXII: Ts'ai shu.

Pi kiao fei shu, see gl. 357.

716. P'ien p'ien tso yu 34.

A. Mao: p'ien p'ien 35 (*b'ian j b'ian /p'ien, even tone, Shiwen) = 36 'discri

minating and orderly', i. e. 'punctilious'. Thus: »Their punctilious attendants». Mao's

gloss shows that he took 35 *b'ian (even tone) to be cognate to 37, which again is etym.

id. w. 38 *b'ian j b'ian / p i e n (rising tone) 'to discriminate'. This was because the Shi

text char. was properly 39 'to discriminate'. Kuang yun reads this 39 *b'dn, but it is

generally agreed that 39 was merely a primary form of 38; yet it has the even tone,

^XL'Uln ffflft** *UL lLv& «#UU fiiCXti
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whereas 37 — 38 has rising tone, so it is not quite identical, being another aspect of the

same stem. This 39 had an ancient short-form recorded in Shuowen: 40, which was

very similar to the seal form of 35, which was 41. So the original Mao Shi, had 42, which

has been corrupted by the copyists into 34. Han (ap. Shiwen) reads 43, this p ' i e n

p ' i e n 44 *b'ian j b'ian / p ' i e n defined as = 45 'refined', a free mode of rendering

the more exact 'punctilious'. Cf. Lun: Hiang tang 46 »He spoke punctiliously » (Erya

47 = 37). In the same way, in Shu: Yao tien, the ku wen version had 48 (corruption

of 49), the kin wen version (ap. Shi ki so yin) had 50, and Shi ki had 51. In Shu: Hung

fan 52 the word rimes with 53 *p'ian, which clearly proves that 35 (*b'iSng) here is wrong

for 39 *b'ian, which strongly confirms Mao's gloss on this phrase. —- B. Another school

(ap. Tso: Siang 11) reads 54, on which Tu Yii: p'ien fan 55 = 56, thus: »Their

numerous attendants ». For f a n 57 (*b'iwdn / b'iwvn / f a n, fundamentally meaning

'ample') = 'numerous', cf. Tso: Siian 3, phr. 58 »His sons and grandsons will certainly

be numerous ». For 44 no support, unless it (*b'ian) serves as loan char. for 59 *pian j

pien j p i e n 'all round, universal, all', just as its cognate w. 37 *b'ian is loan char.

for 59 in Li: K'ii li 60 »Thereafter they (partake of) all the viands». — As the testimony

of the two ancient schools, Mao and Han, agrees, we dare not accept B as the true

representative of the orig. Shi.

717. Yu tsai yu tsai 61.

A. Mao reads thus. The 62 means properly 'to ramble, to amuse oneself, to take

leisure', here: »How pleasant, how easy». Lu (ap. an inscr. by Ts'ai Yung) same reading. —

B. Han (ap. Han Shi wai chuan) reads 63 »How pleasant, how (soft =) mild». — The

combination yu y u 64 occurs also in ode 186, phr. 65 »Take care to have your

pleasant recreation »; ode 252, phr. 66 »Pleasant and (rambling =) easy is your rest»,

which supports A.

Ode CCXXm: Kue kung.

718. P'ien k ' i fan y i 67.

A. From Mao's gloss: 68 'if it (the bow) is not well kept in order on the frame and skil

fully handled, it will (obliquely turn =) warp' it follows that he took 69 *p'ian to be

loan char. for the homophonous 70 'oblique, onesided', thus: »(Well-adjusted is the horn

(-adorned) bow, but (oblique is its warping =) awry it goes when warping». The idea

of the simile is then that a good family is well-adjusted like a fine bow, and like that

should not be allowed to »warp » through enmity between its members. — B. Chu takes

69 in its ordinary sense: 'to fly', thus: »(Well-adjusted is the horn-adorned bow), (fly

ing = ) swift is its recoil ». The simile is then that brothers, when well treated, come

to you like the bowstring drawn towards yourself, but when badly treated recoil from

you like the string let loose. .— B is a far-fetched metaphor, A very clear and expressive.

Wu sii yuan yi, see gl. 298.

719. Min sii jan yi... min sii hiao yi 71. Mao has no gloss.

A. Cheng: sii 72 = 73, thus: »The people (reciprocally =) all are like that . . . the

people (reciprocally =) all will follow the example ». — B. Lu (ap. Ts'ien fu lun and

Po hu t'ung) reads 74 (and probably, in consequence, also had 75, though there happens

to be no ancient quotation to reveal the Lu version on this point); thus: »The people will

(be so ) do the same ... the people will imitate (you) ». — In st. 1 we had w u s ii y ii a n

yi 76 »They should not be kept distant». The sii 72 'distant' (see gl. 298) has

been erroneously taken to mean 77 by Cheng and probably by the Mao school generally.

On this analogy the 74 has been corrected to 78, which is decidedly inferior.

720. Lao ma fan wei ku, pu ku k'i hou 79.

A. From Mao's paraphrase we can see that he interpreted: »O1d horses, he (sc. the
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king) takes them to be colts and does not think of what will follow after» (the king giving

heavy charges to old and decrepit men). Ch'en Huan thinks it meant: »O1d horses, he

takes them to be colts and does not think of their being (»after ones» =) incapable of

being in the front » (like young horses). All very forced. — B. Chu: »The old horses (re

vert to being = ) think themselves colts and have no regard to their future » (they overestimate

their strength and capacity). — Since the whole ode is a reproach against wicked men,

this simile means that the greedy old officials are disinclined to give way to younger and

more competent men. This idea is followed up and clearly expressed in st. 7, and B is

therefore better.

721. Ju si yi yii, ju cho k'ung ts'u 80.

A. Cheng refers this to the king's giving wine and food to the old. K'ung 81 =

'empty' in the sense of 'the emptiness' = 'the capacity' of a vessel. Thus: »If he gives

them food, he ought to make them satiated, if he gives them drink, they should take

according to (emptiness = measure =) capacity ». Very strained. — B. Han (ap.

Shiwen) reads 82, defining 83 (*ngia / ngjig / y i) as = 84 (*ngd j ngu / w o) 'I, we'. This

really makes no sense. 83 and 85 (both *ngia, even tone) are etym. the same word, and

83 here in Han is only a variant for 85. — C. Chu: »(If =) when they are served food,

(having had much) they ought to be (satiated =) satisfied; when served drink, they

take (too) much ». Chu has added ideas that are not expressed in the text. — D. Ch'en

Huan reverts to Cheng's idea that the line refers to the feasting of the old, but turns it

thus: »If one gives them food, one should make them satiated; if one gives them drink,

they (should) take much». The »should» is not expressed in the second line. — E.

Legge takes j u in the sense of 'like': »It is like craving a superabundance of food and

an excess of drink». Here again the »craving» is not expressed in the second ode line. —

F. Waley reads 86 s h I 'to eat' inst. of the traditional s i 'to give food': »(If =) when

they eat, it must be till they are gorged, when they pour out drink, they take large quan

tities». — G. We may preserve the old reading s i of 86 thus: »If they are served food,

they (find it right to be:) insist upon being gorged, if they are served drink, they take much» (they

are always greedy).

722. Wu kiao nao sheng mu, ju t'u t'u fu 87.

A. Mao says simply: f u 88 = 89 'to attach, to stick'. Thus: »Do not teach a monkey

to climb a tree; if you plaster, the plaster sticks ». The sequel is: »If the noble men have

fine plans (principles), the small men will attach themselves (to them) ». K'ung expounds:

it is in the nature of the monkey to climb trees, you need not teach him; it is in the nature

of plaster to stick, it does so naturally; so the people are by nature good and will follow

good leaders. I think, however, that the simile is much more concrete: »Do not teach

a monkey to climb a tree (he knows how to cling tight to it); if you plaster, the plaster sticks

tight; if the noble men have fine plans (principles), the small men will (attach themselves:)
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cling to them». — B. Cheng: f u 88 (»the sticky thing ») means 'tree bark', thus: »It

is like plastering tree bark with plaster »; a very curious interpr. — C. Chu has an idea

contrary to Mao's: the people have bad instincts and one should not encourage them to

wickedness: »Do not teach a monkey to climb the trees; it is like attaching plaster on

plaster». This means that he takes the last two words to be inverted, the line being equal

to 90, which is grammatically unacceptable. — D. Ch'en Huan: j u 91 = 92 (as often),

and t ' u f u 93 is a binome 'mud'. »Do not order a monkey to climb a tree and (at the

same time) smear on mud» (on the tree, making it difficult). This is ingenious, but

the j u 91 here is parallel to the j u in the preceding st., phr. 80, which would then

have to be interpreted: 94, which is quite impossible (particularly the second e r). —. In

this very obscure line C and D are at once eliminated simply by their not realizing that

j u 91 must mean 'if because it is parallel to the j u 'if of the preceding st. A is, after

all, the simplest interpr. and agrees well with the following lines.

Yu sue piao piao, see gl. 170.

723. Kien nien yiie siao 95.

A. Cheng: »When it (sc. the snow) (sees:) encounters the sun's heat, it melts ». Nien

96 was *nian j nien /nien.— B. Han (ap. Shiwen) reads 97, and Sun: Fei siang reads

98. 99 *'ian is evidently a loan char. for 100 *'ian / 'ten / y e n, Shuowen = 'clear

weather without clouds' (no other text ex.); j a n 1 in Sun is not the adverb but *nian j

nzian / j a n 'to burn' (ex. in Meng: Kung-sun Ch'ou, shang) = 'to be hot', for Kuang

ya gives the binome here as 2. 1 *nian and 96 *nian are two aspects of the same stem.

Thus: »When it is clear weather and hot, it melts». — Undecidable which version best

repr. the orig. Shi.

724. Mo k'en hia yi 3.

A. Mao reads thus: »There is nobody who is willing to be rejected» (left out of office).

Cf. ode 201, phr. 4 »You cast me off and throw me away» (91 = 92); Tso: Siang 21:

(He recommends for office all kinds of people), 5 why is it only I whom he rejects (lets

out)?» Chu construes transitively: »You (sc. the lord) are not willing to reject» (sc. the

wicked men). Yet mo k'en »there is nobody who is willing», mo kan »there

is nobody who dare» are quite common in the Shi (odes 183, 194, 300, 305 etc.). — B.

Cheng: y i 6 (*giwed j iwi j yi) should be read 7 (*dzwia j zwig / s u e i) : »Nobody is

willing to lower himself and follow» (sc. the good). This speculation is due to Cheng's

ignorance of the archaic phonology. — C. Han (ap. comm. on Wsiian) reads 8. This 9

(*d'wdr j d'udi / t ' u e i) means 'to collapse, fall down', thus: »There is nobody who is

willing to fall down» (from the high position). — D. Another school (ap. Sun: Fei siang)

reads 10, where 11, as often, is loan char. for 12 (*d'iwdd j a'tei / c h u e i) 'to fall down';

meaning same as in C. — Undecidable whether A, C or D best repr. the orig. Shi.

Shi k u 1 u k i a o see gl. 557.

Ode CCXXIV: Yu liu.

Shang t i s h e n t a o, see gl. 288.

725. St. 1: Wu tsi ni yen 13;

St. 2: W u tsi c h a i yen 14.

A. Mao: ni 15 = 16 'near, to approach, be familiar with'; chai 17 (*tsad / tsSi j

c h a i) = 18 'to suffer', cf. ode 264, phr. 19 »Officers and people suffer». Thus: st. 1:

»Do not bring yourself (too) near to him = do not obtrude yourself upon him»; st. 2: »Do

not (cause to suffer ) hurt yourself on him». — B. Wang Nien-sun: Kuang ya has an

entry: 15 = 18, which probably refers to this ode, since Mao's gloss in st. 2 has this very

18 and parallelism demands the same meaning in st. 1. But for n i 15 in the sense of 'to

suffer' there is no text ex. whatever, and if Kuang ya reveals an old Shi interpr. on this
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point, it should certainly be rejected. — C. Cheng: in st. 2, the word 17 stands for 20

(*tsiad j tsidi j t s i) 'conjunction, connection', thus: »Do not (connect yourself =) come

in contact with him». Cheng wants st. 2 to have a meaning similar to that in st. 1. —

The parallelism between the stanzas is sufficiently good in interpr. A, which has the tradi

tional text unaltered, the words having well attested meanings.

Pei yii tsing chi, see gl. 653.

726. St. 1: Hou yii ki yen 21;

St. 2: H o u y ii m a i yen 22.

A. Mao simply (after Erya) says: k i 23 = 24, and he has no gloss on m a i. It

is therefore not clear how he understood the lines. — B. Cheng: k i 23 = 25, and

m a i 26 = 27 in the sense of 28 'to banish' (properly: 'to let go', as in Tso: Chao 1, phr.

29 »you will let [him sc.] me go» = »you will banish me»). Thus st. 1: »Afterwards I

shall be punished »; st. 2: »Afterwards I shall be (let go =) banished ». K i 23 and 30

are ^interchangeable in the Shu versions. But to take mai 26 'to proceed, to go' in

the sense of 'to banish, be banished' is very forced. — C. Chu in both lines takes y u

31 to be the object placed before the verb and says 26 = 32 'to pass, to go too far':

st. 1: »He will drive me to extremes » (demand too much of me); st. 2: »He will cause

me to go too far» (likewise = demand too much of me). But mai 26 cannot mean 32,

and grammatically Chu's interpr. is quite unsatisfactory. — D. Waley: 23 = 30, and

mai 26 — 33, translating: st. 1: »Afterwards I should be slaughtered (by him)»; st. 2:

»Afterwards I should be torn to pieces (by him)». An arbitrary text alteration. — E.

Another interpr. In st. 3 we have correspondingly 34 »In the end I should thereby be

miserable and pitiable » (for k ii 35 = 'in the end', corresp. to our h o u 36 'afterwards'

here see gl. 557), and the words k i 23 and mai 26 should be analogous to those ad

jectives, acc. to the laws of parallelism in the odes. Now k i 23 fundamentally means

'the utmost point, the extreme' and often means 'brought to extremes, exhausted', cf.

Meng: Liang Huei wang, hia 37 »Why does he cause me to come to such extremity »;

Ch'u: Li sao 38 »I see that the people's (plans =) resources are exhausted» (comm. ki

23 - 39). Cf . also gl. 252. On the other hand, mai 26 occurs in ode 229 in the sense

of 'displeased': 40, to which Mao: mai mai 26 = 41 'not to find pleasure in': »You

look at me with disfavour ». Here Han (ap. Shiwen) reads 42, same meaning, and all

comm. think that the Mao version's mai mai 26 (*mwad / mwai j m a i) is a loan

char. for 43 (*p'wdd j p'udi j p' e »); it would be more proper to say that *mwad and

*p'wdd are cognate words, two aspects of the same stem. The meaning, in any case, is

certain and universally admitted. In our ode here we thus obtain: st. 1: "Afterwards I

should be brought to extremes »; st. 2: . Afterwards I should be disfavoured (hated) »; st. 3: »In the

end I should be miserable and pitiable ». — Parallelism decides in favour of D.

Kii yi hiung king, see gl. 557.

17 /t
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Ode CCXXV: Tu jen shi.

727. Pi tu jen shi 44.

A. Mao has no gloss on t u 45, evidently taking it in its ordinary sense: »Those offi

cers of the capital ». — B. Ma Juei-ch'en: »Those beautiful officers». Cf. ode 83, phr.

46 »She is truly beautiful and refined », on which Mao: t u 45 = 47. — Probably the

two meanings of t u are fundamentally one, the t u = 'refined' meaning properly

'capital-fashion', fashionable, modish, as opp. to provincial, rustic. So one could un

doubtedly translate: »Those fashionable officers». But in next line we have 48 »They

proceed to Chou » (when Mao here says: c h o u 49 = 50 »They strive to be loyal and

faithful», this is very scholastic), and this confirms that our tu 45 simply means

'capital'.

728. T ' a i 1 i t s I t s ' o 51.

A. Mao: t ' a i 52 = 'sun-hat', 1 i 53 = 'rain-hat', thus: »(They have) sun-hats

or rain-hats or black caps ». — B. Cheng: t ' a i 52 is the name of a plant (in Erya

wr. 54), thus: »(They have) t'ai-plant broad-hats or black caps». Cf. ode 173, phr. 55

»On the Southern mountain there are t ' a i plants». — The rhythm demands that t ' a i

in t ' a i 1 i should be an epithet, just as tsi in tsi ts'o, which confirms B. It

should be added that Waley, who thinks the ode describes one gentleman and not

many, translates: »In travelling hat and black headcloth ». Yet ts'o does not mean

'headcloth' but 'cap', and the line reveals that the persons are several: they did not at

the same time carry a broad-hat and a cap.

729. Ch'ou chi ju fa 5ff.

A. Mao simply paraphrases the line thus: 57. The 58 (*d'i6g / d'iau /ch'ou) = 59

'dense' is then the same word as 60 (same sound) 'dense' (ex. in Ts'e etc.). Mao says

nothing of j u 61 or how he interprets the line as a whole. Let us add that chi 62

'straight' cannot very well have its ordinary meaning here, for the epithet 'straight' of

a lady's hair is no compliment: in st. 4 and 5 it is particularly emphasized that it was

curled. So chi 62 means 'extended', i. e. 'long'. In the same way in Tso: Ting 9

we have 63, which does not mean 'a straight umbrella' (over the coffin) but a tall, high

umbrella (stretched out = extending far = tall). — B. Cheng refers ch'ou chi

64 to the mental qualities of the ladies: »They are (dense =) solid and straight like

hair»; a dreadful speculation. — C. Ma Juei-ch'en says ju 61 = nai 65 and this

again = k ' i 66, which is quite without support. — D. Ch'en Huan: j u 61 = 67

(common). I suppose he means that j u 61 is = 67 in the sense of 68 (common), an

enclitical adverb-forming particle, thus: ch'ou-chi-ju fa »How thick and long

(their) hair». Cf. ode 37, phr. 69 yu-ju ch'ung er(= 70); ode 94, phr. 71 »How

beautiful the clear forehead» (= 72); ode 24, phr. 73 (= 74) etc. It might be objected

that our j u 61 in st. 2 here is then not id. w. the j u 61 in st. 4, phr. 75, but that

is no hindrance, for the wording is different in all the stanzas: st. 5, phr. 76.

730. Ch'ung er siu shi 77.

Mao says simply: siu 78 = 79 'a beautiful stone'.

A. Cheng takes shi 80 in the sense of 81 'to fill, to stop up' (common). Thus: »Their

ear-stoppers have siu stones for stoppers». — B. Ma Juei-chen: The phrase is quite

analogous to ode 55, phr. 82 »His ear-stoppers are of precious stones», so shi 80 here

simply means 'full' in the sense of 'rich, beautiful', cf . Meng: Tsin sin, hia 83. That shi

comes after siu is comparable to the 84 of ode 98: 'flower of the k ' i u n g stone' =

'fine k ' i u n g stone'. So here siu shi: 'the fullness, richness of the siu stone' =

'rich siu stone'. Thus: »Their ear-stoppers are of rich siu stones ». — The parallels

adduced in B are convincing.

731. Wei chi y i n k i 85.
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A. Mao (after Erya): y i n 86 — 87, and K'ung expounds the line: 88: »They call

them (sc. the ladies) straight and good ». Yin 86 ordinarily means 87 in the sense of 'to

regulate, to govern' (e. g. Tso: Ting 4, phr. 89 »in order to regulate the whole world»,

hence often 'ruler, governor'. But just like c h e n g 87, our y i n 86 can also mean

'straight', cf. Li: P'ing yi, where the virtue of the noble man is likened to that of the

jade: 90 »His sincere straightness comes out to every side; that shows his sincerity ». (Cheng

here has a curious speculation that y i n 86 stands for 91, but Ho Yi-hang has refuted

this and says that 92 was read in the ordinary way and means 93). — B. Cheng: Yin

is the family name, and k i 94 is a short-form for the clan name 95, thus: »They call

them Yin and Ki ». It would be strange indeed if these two uncommon names were sing

led out of scores of clan names. — As pointed out by Ch'en Huan, the line here corre

sponds to descriptions of the ladies' beauty in the other stanzas, and here their moral

beauty is praised.

Yiin ho hii yi, see gl. 610.

Ode CCXXVI: Ts'ai Hi.

732. Po yen kuan che 96. Mao has no gloss.

A. Cheng (after Erya): kuan 97 (*kiedn) = 98, thus »They (sc. the fishes) are

many». This means that 97 was taken to be a loan char. for the homophonous 99

(*kwdn) 'dense, numerous', see gl. 6. Kuo P'o (comm. on Erya), quoting this ode, says

the same, so the Lu school had this idea. Han (ap. Shiwen) reads 100, and 1 (*to) like

97 properly means 'to see'. But even here Ch'en K'iao-tsung tries to vindicate that 1

means 'many', being a loan char. for the homophonous 2 (*to) (Kuang ya = 3; Kuliang:

Hi 16, phr. 4 »where the people assemble is t u 2»), and cognate to 5 (*tio) 'many, all'.

— B. Chu takes kuan 97 in its ordinary sense of 'to see', and interprets: »I will go

and look». This does not tally with the che 6 of the text. Legge turns it differently:

»While people [looked on] to see », which is no better. The che turns kuan into a

noun: 'something seen', here 'something to be seen', thus: »It is a sight! ». With the

Han reading 100 (tu = 'to see') the meaning will be exactly the same. — C. Waley

takes 97 to be a loan char. for the homophonous 7: »On a line I strung them ». This is

quite plausible in itself (so 99 'numerous' is really a loan char. for 7, see gl. 6), but

his interpr. disregards the che 6 entirely, which makes it impossible. — It would be

strange indeed if, with A, in both text versions a loan char. with 8 'to see' as radical

(97, 1) should have replaced an original 99 and 2 respectively; that is really too far-fetched

to be seriously considered. B in its last formulation is therefore preferable. — We

should study here:

Ode 244. Yu kuan kiie ch'eng 9. Mao has no gloss. A. Cheng: kuan

97 = 98: »Many were his achievements ». — B. Chu: »He saw his work achieved». —

There is really no reason for not giving kuan 97 its ordinary meaning, which suits the

context admirably.
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Ode 276. Yen kuan chi yi 10. A. Cheng: »In great quantities you shall mow ».

— B. Chu: »We shall see the sickles mow».

Ode CCXXVH: Shu miao.

Yu yu nan hing, see gl. 90.

733. Wo j e n wo lien 11.

A. Mao and Cheng take j e n and lien as two coordinated verbs: »We carried

burdens, we pushed hand-carts ». On this analogy in the following lines all the nouns

have then to be construed similarly: 12 »We (»carted» =) drove carts, we (»oxened»

= ) lead oxen», 13 »We went on foot, we drove chariots », 14 »We formed armies,

we formed cohorts ». Since this is very forced, Waley has tried to evade the difficulty

by taking all the words as nouns, but without verbs: »Oh, our, loads, our barrows »; etc.

But for a construction like that without any exclamation particle 15 or 16 I do not know

of any par. — B. Ma Juei-ch'en takes the first line as a whole: »We loaded our hand-carts »;

on the analogy of this we have to translate: 12 »We put carriages to our oxen », 13 »We for

med foot-men escorts to our chariots », 14 »We marshalled (into armies) our cohorts ,. — B agrees

closely with a very similar ode, 168, phr. 17 »We bring out our carriages », and it suits

the line 14 much better than A, since 1 ii is a smaller unit than a s h i.

734. Kai yiin kuei tsai 18. Mao has no gloss.

A. Cheng: k a i 19 (*kab, *kdd / kdi / k a i) = 20 (*ker / kai / k i e) 'all'. Thus: »To

them all he (sc. the leader) said: go home». Cheng, not knowing the archaic phonology

and basing himself on similarity of sound between the two words in his time, thought

19 was a loan char. for 20, which is quite impossible. No text par. — B. Chu para

phrases so as to show that he took k a i 19 as the common expletive particle: 'namely,

and so, thus', and y ii n 21 as an empty particle (common throughout the odes); thus:

»(Our expedition was achieved), and so we went home!». Cf. Li: T'an kung: (The master

said: I shall probably die) 22 »(namely, and so:) thus he lay sick for seven days and

then died ». — C. Ma Juei-ch'en and Ch'en Huan: kai 19 is a loan char. for 23 (i. e.

it has erroneously been applied with rad. 'grass' on top), just as in Li: T'an kung 24

»Why do you not express your mind». But if so, there are two possibilities: either 23

(*g'dp j yelp / ho) means 'why not' (cf. the ex. 24 just quoted), as in Tso: Huan 11, phr.

25 »Why not demand a succouring army from the king»; thus here: »Why should we

not return»; or 23 means 26 (without negation), as in Chuang: T'ien ti (one version)

27 »Where is the master going »; thus here: »When shall we go home». — There is

really no reason for any loan char. speculation (C), since B with kai 19 in its normal

sense gives a good interpr.

735. S u s u S i e kung 28.

A. Cheng: s u s u 29 = 30 'stern (grave) and correct', thus: »Stern was the work

at Sie ». This makes such poor sense that Waley tentatively proposes that kung 31

is a loan char. for 32: i)(Stern = ) stately is the palace at Sie ». — B. Ch'en Huan: s u

su 29 = 33 'swift, quick', as in ode 21, phr. 34 oHurriedly we walk in the night », see

gl. 54. Thus: »Swift was the work at Sie, (the prince of Shao planned it)». — B is ob

viously right, all the more so as the preceding stanzas praise the happy achievement

of the work.

Ode CCXXVm: Si sang.

Si sang yu o, k'i ye yu no, see gl. 188.

736. K'i ye yu yu 35. '

A. Mao: y u 36 = 37, thus: »Their leaves are dark». This is the ordinary meaning

of 36. Etym. same word as 38 'black', both *'(6g / "jgtt / y u). — B. Ma Juei-ch'en:
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y u 36 (*'iog) is a loan char. for 39 (*'iog j 'iau / y a o), which he defines as = 40: »Their

leaves are ample, luxuriant ». As support for this he adduces that the plant s i u y a o

41 tithe flowering and seeding yao grass » of ode 154 is called 42 in Ta Tai: Hia siao

cheng. But though the comm. Meng K'ang thinks that 39 means 40 'ample' in Han shu:

Hiao si chi, we know it in pre-Han texts only as the name of a plant. Ma thinks that

y u 36 similarly stands for y a o 39 'ample' in ode 234, phr. 43. — B is based on very

weak grounds and there is no need for any loan char. speculation. A is simple and

satisfactory.

737. Te yin k'ung kiao 44.

A. Mao (after Erya): kiao 45 (*klog / kau / k i a o) = 46 'solid', thus: »His reputa

tion is very solid». Kiao properly means 'glue' (ex. in Li, Chouli etc.), and this would

be an extension of meaning: glued = solidly sticking to him. So it is expounded by the

Han school (Han Shi wai chuan). — B. Lu (ap. Lie nii chuan) likewise explains kiao

45 by 46, but takes it to mean 'solidly bound together' (said of husband and wife). Ap

plying this here we obtain: »(When I have seen my lord), his fine repution (greatly glues

us =) closely unites us». Cf. ode 218, phr. 47 »Her fine reputation comes and binds

us together »(with her flawless reputation she will be a fine match). — C. Ma

Juei-ch'en: Fang yen (W. Han coll.) has an entry 48 = 40 'ample', and the 45 (*klog)

of our ode is a short-form for this 48 *p'l(}g / p'au / p ' a o 'ample'; thus: »His fine repu

tation is ample ». Of this word 48 there are no pre-Han text ex. — The strict par. in

ode 218, phr. 47 is decisive in favour of B.

Hia pu wei yi, see gl. 52.

738. Chung sin ts'ang chi 49. Mao has no gloss.

A. Wang Su (ap. Shiwen) reads 50 in its ordinary way (*dz'dng / dz'dng /ts'ang):

«In the core of my heart I (store:) treasure him». — B. Cheng evidently had a text ver

sion which read 51, for he says: = 52, Thus reading *tsdng j tsdng / t s a n g; this was

indeed also the text version of Lu Te-ming (Shiwen). Thus: »In the core of my heart

I find him good». — C. Another school (ap: Ku wen Hiao king) reads 53 »In my loyal

heart I treasure him». — Both Lu (ap. Sin sii), Ts'i (ap. Li: Piao ki) and Han (ap. Wai

chuan) read 49, which strongly confirms A as the original and best version. Moreover

54 is very common in the Shi, whereas 55 does not occur at all.

Ode CCXXXX: Fo hua.

Ying ying po yiin, see gl. 458.

739. T'ien pu kien nan 56.

A. Mao: p u 57 'step, to step' = 58 'to go', also 'to act, to enact', and Cheng para

phrases: 59 »Heaven enacts these calamities», thus taking kien nan as a noun,

31
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which is a direct object of p u 57 = 58 as a transitive verb. For pu in such a func

tion there are, to my knowledge, no good text par. — B. Chu: t'ien pu 60 = 61,

thus taking p u as a noun and k i e n nan as the predicate: -Heaven's course is cala

mitous». This is confirmed by ode 256, phr. 62 »Heaven is now calamitous », where

kien nan is clearly not a noun but a predicate.

Chi t s I p u y u, see gl. 277.

740. Piao ch'I pei liu 63.

Shuowen reads 64, the first being a short-form, the second a variant graph (65 and

66 being fundamentally identical, see Grammata Serica p. 126).

A. Mao: piao 67 (*b'iog j b'iau /piao) = 68, thus: »The running pools How north

ward ». No text par. Yet the word may be cognate to 69 *p'iog j p'iau / p'iso 'to

flow'. — B. Cheng takes Piao-ch'i to be the name of a stream: »The Piao-ch'i flows

northward». Shuei king chu expounds this and defines the position of that stream. But

there are no early text ex. of this river name. Waley thinks that the 64 of Shuowen

should not be read *b'iog j b'iau /piao, in spite of Ts'ie yiin and Shiwen, which

read it so, but */o / %uo j h u, it being equal to the 70 mentioned in Chouli: Chi fang

shl (id. with the 71 of Li: Li k'i). Thus: »The Hu-t'o flows northward ». — No reason

for abandoning the oldest interpr. (A.).

Siao ko shang huai, see gl. 58; Shi wo m a i m a i, see gl. 726; Pei wo

k'i hi, see gl. 613.

Ode CCXXX: Mien man.

741. Mien man huang siao 72.

A. Mao: mien man 73 (*mian-mlwan) = 74 'the appearance of small birds', thus:

Delicate are the yellow birds ». 75 *mian j mian /mien properly means 'thin and

drawn-out', as in ode 73, phr. 76 »Long-drawn-out are the ko creepers and the lei

creepers», and it is etym. the same word as 77 *mian j mian /mien 'drawn-out' (Kyii:

Ch'u yii etc.). By extension of meaning 75 came to mean also 'slender, thin, tender,

delicate', as in our ode here. Cf. Huai: Miu ch'eng 78 »The sprouting (beginning) of

happiness is (slender:) delicate . . . the first sprouting of happiness and misfortune is

small». For the second member of the binome, man 79 (*mian-mlwan) no text par.

— B. Ts'i (ap. Li: Ta hue) reads 80, in which 81 *mian j mi&n / m i n, properly meaning

'string, fishing line', gives the same idea of thinness, slenderness, *mian and *m$an being

evidently cognate (two aspects of the same stem). — C. Han (ap. comm. on Wsuan)

reads with Mao: 72, but defines mien-man as = 82: »Striped (patterned) are the

yellow birds ». No text par. Probably this is an interpr. by sound similarity: 75 *mian:

83 *miwan. Ma Juei-ch'en adduces Erya 84 *mieng-m6g = 85 'dense, densely covered',

and he thinks that our *mian-mlwan is a »variation» (86) of this: the yellow birds arc

'densely-covered' = ornate, variegated, with Han; a curious speculation. — D. Chu:

mien-man is 'the sound of the birds', thus: )ymian-mlwan (sound) the yellow birds ».

No text par. — A is by far the best substantiated interpr. — We should study here:

Ode 263. Mien mien yi yi 87. A. Mao: mien mien 75 = 88 'quiet', and

y i y i 89 — 90 'respectful'. But since it is a question of a marching army, »quiet and

respectful» are queer predicates indeed (though accepted by Cheng), and the Ts'ing

scholars (Ma Juei-ch'en, Ch'en Huan, Ch'en K'iao-ts'ung etc.) have desperately tried to

explain that Mao's 88 (= 91, 92) is (with Erya) equal to 93 'subtle' (cf. our 75 = 'small'

in ode 230 above) in the sense of (small, subtle, mysterious =) 'marvellous', something

like 94 'small, subtle = marvellous'; a hopeless forcing of the sense: »(The marching

army was) (subtle =) marvellous and respectful» (!). — B. Han (ap. Shiwen) reads 95,

where 96 *midn stands to 75 *mian as Han's 81 *mfan to Mao's 75 *mian in ode 230. —
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C. Chu: »Continuous (marching in a continuous row) and orderly». For y i yi 89 = 'orderly',

see gl. 433. And *mian 75, with the stem variation *mion 96, is exactly the same

as in our gloss above, but here in its fundamental sense of 'long-drawn-out' (as

a thread), as in ode 73, phr. 76, not in its extended meaning of 'slender' (as in 72). -In

its stem variation B: 96 *midn, this 96 is a short-form for the homophonous 81 *midn

'string, line' ('line-like' = drawn-out'). — C is obviously right.

Ode 290. Mien mien k'i piao 97.

Lu reads 98 p i a o 'to weed', of which Mao's 99 is merely a short-form. Mao and

Cheng have no gloss on mien here.

A. Sun Yen (comm. on Erya, ap. K'ung): mien mien 75 = 100 'dense': »Dense

are the weeders». Han (ap. Shiwen) reads 1, defining m i n 96 (*midri) as = 2: »Numer-

ous are the weeders». — B. Wang Su (ap. K'ung) paraphrases: 3 »The weeders are

numerous, in a continuous row without interruption ». This means that he took

75 — 96 *mian — *midn in just the same sense as in ode 263 above, more precisely: »(Long

drawn-out = ) in a continuous row (are = ) go the weeders ». — C. Waley gives mien even

more of the sense 'line, string' (cf . above), and he takes piao as a verb: »Band

on band the weeders ply their task». —- The two lines belonging together are: 4. Piao

corresponds to m i a o, which is a noun, so our piao must likewise be a noun. It

would therefore be tempting to interpret: »(Fine are the sprouts), slender are the

weeded ones» (for this construction cf. ode 69, phr. 5 »scorched are the dry ones»). But

our line 97 here: mien mien k'i piao is in fact a strict par to st. 1, phr. 6

(which therefore does not mean: »In thousands of pairs they weed», but:) »Thousands

of pairs are the weeders ». This strongly confirms B.

Ode CCXXXI Hu ye.

Fan fan h u ye, see gl. 619.

742. Yu t'u si shou 7. Mao has no gloss.

A. Cheng: s i 8 means 'white': »There is a hare with white head». He says that at

his own time 'white' was called 9 s i e n p o, and s i 8 and s i e n 10 were »similar in

sound » in the dialects of Ts'i and Lu! But s i e n p o 9 really means 'freshly white',

and in Shi times there was no similarity between 8 *siSg and 10 *sian. Waley improves

the theory by proposing that 8 *sieg stands for 11 (12) *siek 'bright, white', which is an

unnecessary loan speculation. — B. Chu: shou 'head' is a »classifier » (s i being merely

the common particle), so t'u shou is equal to 13 'one (head of) hare', and Ch'en Huan

reminds us of expressions like niu san t'ou 14 'oxen three heads' = 'three oxen'.

It is, however, not necessary to take si 8 as an »empty particle»; it is better taken as

the demonstrative pronoun: »There is hare that (head =) piece » = »There is that hare».

Ode CCXXXH: Ch'an ch'an chi shi.

Wei k'i t s u y i, see gl. 550.

742. Wei k'i 1 a o y i 15.

« *SL% sr%$& a ff r? % n fH n % « **. * Wf n * » tyrs
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A. Mao has no gloss, and hence evidently took 1 a o in its ordinary meaning: ( »The

mountains and rivers are distant and far away), oh, how toilsome ». — B. Cheng para

phrases so as to show that he took 16 *log j lau / 1 a o to be a loan char. for 17 *liog / liau /

1 i a o, thus: »Oh, how distant ». — B is a quite unnecessary loan speculation.

744. St. 1: Pu huang ch'ao (chao) yi 18.

St. 2: P u huang c h ' u y i 19.

St. 3: P u huang t ' o y i 20.

Mao has no gloss. A. Cheng: some editions have Cheng's gloss thus: huang 21 —

22; other editions have 21 = 23. Now the characters 22 and 23 are similar and easily

confused, but Yuan Yuan (foll. by Ch'en Huan and Wang Sien-k'ien) is certainly right

in thinking that 21 = 23 is the correct version, as shown by Cheng's paraphrases, particul

arly in st. 3. Huang 21 = 'to correct': st. 1: »He (sc. the general) cannot correct (the

enemies) and (cause them to) come to audience » (i. e. to submit to the king); st. 2: » He can

not correct (the enemies) and (cause them to) send out (emissaries to the court) »; st. 3: »He

cannot correct their (doing) other things» (i. e. being disobedient to the king!). Huang

21 = 'to correct' is a well attested meaning, see gl. 393, but the interpr. as a whole is

extremely forced. — B. Wang Su: huang 21 = 24 'leisure', thus a short-form for

25. This has been accepted by all later comm.; 21 for 25 is quite common (ode 35, phr.

26 is quoted 27 in Tso: Siang 25; other ex. of 21 for 25 in Tso: Siang 26, Chao 32 etc.).

So our pu huang 28 here is equal to the pu huang 29 in odes 162, 167, 197.

For the rest Wang Su's expl. (followed by K'ung, with some hesitation), is: st. 1: »We

(sc. the generals) have no leisure to ch'ao go on a visit to each other's courts»; st. 2:

»We have no leisure to go out (on polite visits); st. 3: »We have no leisure for other

things ». — C. Chu reads 30 chao 'morning', explaining: st. 1: »He (the general) has

not a morning's leisure»; st. 2: »He has no leisure (to think of) his coming out» (i. e.

when he will be able to return home); st. 3: »He has no leisure to do anything else».

Chu's reading 30 chao 'morning' and not ch'ao 'to go to an audience' is certainly

right, as confirmed by Ma Juei-ch'en and Ch'en Huan (Tso 31 etc.). Cf. ode 58, phr. 32

»I had no morning» = »I never had the leisure of a morning». But in st. 2 Chu has

added a »to think of» which is not in the text. — D. Waley: <?0 *tiog or *d'iog is

loan char. for 33 H'iok, and 34 *t'd is loan char. for 35 *sia, thus: st. 1: »They (sc. the

warriors) have no time to pause»; st. 2: »They have no time to halt»; tt. 3: »They have

no time to rest». Two unnecessary loan speculations, the first of which is particularly

unconvincing. — Following C in the main, we obtain: st. 1: »They (the wiirriors) have no

leisure to take a (free) morning»; st. 2: »They have no leisure to (get ont =) leave oH»; st. 3:

»They have no leisure to do anything else».

745. Ho k ' i mo y i 36.

A. Mao: mo 37 = 38 'to exhaust, to finish'. Cheng takes this to refer to the en

emies: »When shall we achieve» (the submission of the enemies). But, as K'ung (fol1.

by Chu) points out, that was certainly not Mao's idea. He must have meant: »(The

mountains and rivers are distant and far away), when shall they (the warriors) come to

the end of them». Cf. Lun: Hiang tang 39 »When he had (exhausted, finished:) come

to the end of the stairs »; Li: Tsa ki 40 »If , when one has not yet finished the mcjurning,

the mother dies». — B. Ma Juei-ch'en: 37 *mwdt j mudt j m o, which has the variant

42 in a quotation in Tso: Hi 22 (one version), is a loan char. for 43 *%mwdt j %uM / h u,

which Kuang ya says means 44 'distant', thus: »Oh, how distant». Of this 43 th<°re are

no text ex., but the word occurs wr. 45 (*%mwdt) e. g. in Ch'u: Kiu chang 46 »Thtp road

is distant»; Sim: Fu p'ien 47, etc. Since Ma (with Cheng, see gl. 743 above) believes that

the par. line in st. 1, phr. 15 means »Oh, how distant », this would confirm his interpr.

B here. — C. Another interpr. In gl. 743 we indicated that in st. 1, phr. 15, lsj.o 48
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(with Mao) has its ordinary meaning: »Oh, how toilsome». Our par. line here should

have a corresp. sense. M o 37 therefore has the meaning of 38 'to exhaust' (with Mao),

but not in the sense of A above, but in the sense of 'exhausting, doing away with all

one's forces': »0h, how exhausting». Cf. Lun: Yang huo 49 »The old grain is all ex

hausted ».

Y ii e 1 i y u pi, see gl. 442.

Ode CCXXXm: T'iao chi hua.

K'i ye tsing tsing, see gl. 155.

746. Tsang yang fen shou, san sing tsai liu 50.

A. Moo: tsang 51 = 52 'ewe'. This is based on Erya, which says: 53 »of sheep,

the males are fen, the females are tsang». When Shuowen in its present version

says the contrary: 54 tsang = 'ram', this is due to a scribe's error, and comm. on

Hou Han shu, T'ai p'ing yii lan and Yiin huei all quote Shuowen 55, in acc. with Erya

and Mao. Mao says further: fen 56 = 57 'big', a well attested meaning (Chouli: Si

hiian shi, Tso: Hi 4 etc.). It is the same as the fen 58 in ode 221, phr. 59 »Big are

their heads », see gl. 715. Later comm. have added that the fen 60 in the Erya gloss

is the same word, and that in this ode 'big head' means 'horned head' in contrast to the

'small head' of a hornless animal. That is very likely, and the fundamental sense of the

fen 60 of Erya (which, by the way, is known from no text) is then 'big-head' (=male).

Ts'i (ap. Yi lin) reads 61, which is but a graphic variant. Thus our line means acc. to

Mao: »The ewes have big (i. e. horned) heads, the Three Stars are seen in the fish-trap ».

Mao further says: tsang yang fen shou the ewes have big heads, 62 »that

expresses that it is not reasonable », and Cheng expounds: that the corrupted Chou house

could be regenerated is just as unreasonable. Mao again: san sing tsai liu »the

Three Stars are (seen) in the fish-trap » 63 »that expresses that it cannot be for long»,

Cheng expounding: the light of the Three Stars shining on the fish-trap is but for a short

while; so Chou will soon collapse. — B. Chu, realizing the impossibility of the metaphoric

explanation of Mao-Cheng, explains the line as connected with the following ( »Even if

people can get something to eat, there are few who can be satiated »): »The ewes have

big heads » (but lean bodies!), »the (light of) the Three Stars is seen in the fish-trap » (there

are no fishes, it is so empty that the starlight is seen straight through!). A comic attempt

to solve the difficulty. — C. Waley: 1 i u 64 stands for 1 i u 65 and this again for m a o

66, the constellation Mao: »As often as a ewe has a ram's head, as often as Orion is in

the Pleiads, do people today, if they find food at all, get a chance to eat their fill ». Word-

for-word this would be: »(When) the ewe has big (horned) head, (when) the Three Stars

are in the Mao, people can eat — few can be satiated ». This is ingenious. Yet 64 (65)

*liog j li9u /liu as loan char. for 66 *ml<}g j man / m a o is not very convincing. It is

true that in Shiki: Lii shu the char. 65 occurs in this sense: 67 »Further to the north one
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comes to the Liu (i. e. Mao); 1 i u means that the yang force is lingering ». This pas

sage shows that Si-ma Ts'ien, because of the phonetic 68 common to 65 and 66, tried

an etymology: he thought that 66 *mlQg fundamentally meant 65 *liog 'to linger', and

therefore in his linguistic speculations about the meaning of the various constellation

names replaced the proper 66 by 65 (Mao in his gloss on ode 21 follows SI-ma's

etymology: 66 = 65). But that certainly does not mean that m a o 66 (*mlog) was

ever really called 1 i u 65 (*U6g); there are no early texts in support of this. Indeed the

constellation Mao (the Pleiads) is well known in the Shi and is correctly wr. 66 (ode 21).

It is therefore quite unlikely that the name should be wr. 65 and then corrupted into

64 in our ode here. — D. Another school (ap. Shiwen and Ch'u hue ki) reads 69. Lu Te-

ming says this was the »original» form. Liu 70 was homophonous with 64 (Hiog),

and the latter, in some versions, would then be a loan char. for the former; 70 means a

place in the centre of the atrium where there was a hole in the roof through which rain

dripped down. Thus here: »The Three Stars are (seen) in the central roof-hole ». It is

evident that as long as we take the text to have 64 'fish-trap', the interpr. will (with A

or B) be nonsensical. But if we accept this D reading we are on firm ground, for there

is a conclusive par. which concerns this very s a n sing »Three Stars ». In ode 118 we

have: 71 »The Three Stars are (seen) in the corner», 72 »The Three stars are (seen) in

the door». It all describes the Three Stars constellation as seen from different parts of

the house, and so we have it here as well. This par. is quite decisive in favour of D.

Now, in order to understand our enigmatic similes here we have to go to parallel

themes, metaphors of the same order in the Shi. The whole ode is a complaint over

the poverty and sufferings of the people. In such odes the fault is invariably imputed

to the worthless leaders. This gives us the key.

On the one hand, in ode 220, the misbehaving dignitaries are said to show themselves

to be 73 h o r n 1 e s a rams, i. e. grown-up people who behave like infants; and in

ode 256 we have the simile inversed: the precocious and impudent young men are called

74 young kids with horns (youngsters who behave as if they were grown-up

men), see gl. 714 above. Here we have a similar idea: the leaders are not what they

seem, they are ewes with big (horned) heads, weak fellows adorned with

the attributes of strong and capable men.

On the other hand, worthless dignitaries who live in splendour but are useless, not

caring about the sufferings of the people, are likened to brilliant stars which look fine

but do nothing useful: ode 203: »Brilliant is the Draught Ox, but one does not yoke

it to any carriage . . . long and curved is the Heavenly Fork, but it is just placed there

in its row; in the south there is the Winnowing Basket, but one cannot winnow with it;

in the north there is the Ladle, but one cannot ladle wine or congee with it». The idea

is quite analogous here. We thus obtain: »The ewes have big (horned) heads (i. e. the

leaders are weak creatures, though apparently strong); the Three Stars are (seen) in the

central roof-hole (i. e. the leaders are seen in their splendour, far above the suffering

people); even if people can get something to eat, there are few who can be satiated ».

Ode CCXXXIV: Ho ts'ao pu huang.

747. Ho jen pu tsiang 75.

A. Mao paraphrases: what man does not follow the expedition, thus taking tsiang

76 as an intransitive verb = 'to go': »What man is not going». Cf. ode 288, phr. 77

»We advance every day and we (go forward:) progress every month », on which Mao:

76 = 78. — B. K'ung: tsiang 76 = 'to take, to lead': »What man is not (taken:)

led» (on the expedition). —. The parallelism with the preceding line: »What day do we

not march» decides in favour of A.
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748. Ho j e n p u king (k ' i n) 79. Mao has no gloss.

A. Cheng: 80 (probably *g'iSn, see Grammata Serica p. 219) is loan char. for 81

*kwen 'widower', as in ode 260, phr. 82 (common in early texts), thus: »What man is

not made a widower » (i. e. torn away from his wife). — B. Tuan Yii-ts'ai: 80 = 83:

-What man is not pitiable». For good Shi par. see odes 181 (ef. gloss 477), 200, 224, 257

(very common). — Though A might be plausible, B is clearly preferable.

749.' Fei si fei hu W.

A. Mao and Cheng have no gloss, thus taking fei 85 in its ordinary sense: »We are

not rhinoceroses, we are not tigers». So also expounded by K'ung. — B. Ma Juei-ch'en

and Ch'en Huan: fei 85 = 86: Those rhinoceroses, those tigers ». The B meaning

was refuted in gl. 357. Moreover, here our f e i 85 follows immediately upon a line (87)

where fei means 'not'; it would be strange indeed if the char. had different meanings

in two consecutive lines.

750. Yu p'eng che hu 88.

A. Mao: p'eng 89 (*b'um / b'ung / p e n g Ts'ie yiin, Shiwcn; and *b'ium / b'iung /

feng Ts'ie yiin) = 90, thus: »That small fox». No text par. — B. Chu: p'eng

89 = 91, thus: »That long-tailed fox». This is because of a Mao gloss (96) in ode 227,

see C next. — C. Ma Juei-ch'en: p'eng 89 means 'luxuriant, bushy', as in ode 54,

phr. 92 oLuxuriant is the wheat » (Mao: 89 = 93); ode 153, phr. 84 »Luxuriant are the

millet shoots » (Mao 89 = 95), same phrase in ode 227 (Mao 89 = 96); ode 238, phr. 97

»Luxuriant (bushy) are the oak clumps (Mao 89 = 98). So p'eng here refers to the

»bushy» fur of the fox: »There is a thick-furred fox». — D. Chu Tsiin-sheng: 89 *b'um,

*b'ium is a loan char. for 99 *b'iwam j b'iwvm /fan, Shuowen = 'a horse walking

quickly', thus: »There is a quickly-walking fox». But of 99 there are no pre-Han text

ex., and this loan is unlikely. — It is evident that Mao's gloss 96 'long and great' in

ode 227, said of the shoots of the millet, is but a variation of the idea 'luxuriant', since

he says 95 'beautiful' of the same phr. in ode 153. It can give. no support to Chu's 'long-

tailed'. C is clearly preferable.

Shuai pi yu ts'ao, see gl. 736; Yu chan chi kii, see gl. 439.

GLOSSES ON THE TA YA AND SUNG ODES

In my paper Glosses on the Kuo feng Odes (BMFEA 14, 1942) were inserted 81 glosses

on the Ta ya and Sung odes, see index ibid. p. 244. In the present paper 102 more glosses

on the Ta ya and the Sung occur inserted in our Siao ya glosses:

Ode 235. Ti ming pu shi gl. 553; Kiie yu yi yi gl. 433; si huang to shi gl. 700; wu

ts'i hi king chi gl. 618; ch'ang fu fu hu 453. 236. Siao sin yi yi gl. 433. 237. Chou yuan

wu w-u gl. 580; tso miao yi yi gl. 433. 238. Cho pi yiin han gl. 678. 240. Si chai T'ai

jen gl. 700. 241. Jang chi t'i chi gl. 680; tse tu k'i k'ing gl. 673. 244. Yii kuan kiie

ch'eng gl. 732; huang wang wei pi gl. 567; yi yen yi tsi gl. 433. 245. K'o yin k'o si

gl. 690; yu kie yu chi gl. 679; niu yang fei tsi chi gl. 432; shi fang shi pao gl. 685;

&/7 /t;^2M&«^&&«.§SL
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shang ti kii hin gl. 557; hu hiu tan shi gl. 553. 246. Shou ki yu ts'i yii gl. 618; yi

yin yi yi gl. 433. 247. Wei yi k'ung shi gl. 553. 250. Si tsi yung kuang gl. 700; ho yi

chou chi gl. 630; pi peng jung tao gl. 692. 252. Si sien kung ts'iu gl. 497; yu p'ing

yu yi 433; yi tsi yiian chi gl. 461. 254. Min chi to pi, pu tsi li pi gl. 567. 255. Tsi

wei shang ti gl. 562; fei shang ti pu shi gl. 553. 256. Yu kiie te hing gl. 503; pi er

wei te gl. 567; pi t'ung er kiie gl. 714. 257. Ts'ang huang t'ien hi gl. 412; cho pi hao

t'ien gl. 678; min mi yu li gl. 430; t'ien pu wo ts'ang gl. 403; wo sheng pu ch'en gl. 596;

feng t'ien tan nu gl. 423; luan huang gl. 412; tsai sii ki ni gl. 564; tso wei shi ku gl.

491. 258. Chou yii li min gl. 430; k'iin kung sien cheng gl. 539; hu ning tien wo yi han

gl. 588; kii tsai shu cheng gl. 539; 259. P'ei hien Shen po gl. 410. 260. Wo yi to chi

gl. 506; Chung Shan fu ts'u Ts'i gl. 583; shi ch'uan k'i kuei gl. 639. 261. Yi yi Liang

shan gl. 466; yu cho k'i tao gl. 678; si mu yi yi gl. 466; hou shi yen sii gl. 449; fang

yu fu fu gl. 464; Han Ki yen yii gl. 449. 262. Shao kung shi si gl. 497. 263. Sii

fang yi sao gl. 467; ju chen ju nu gl. 471; mien mien yi yi gl. 433, 471. 264. Mi yu

yi kie gl. 521; tsuei ku pu shou gl. 651; she er kie t'i, wei yii sii ki gl. 563; pu tiao

pu siang gl. 429. 265. Wo kii yii tsu huang gl. 557; shi tsing yi wo pang gl. 653;

kao kao tsi tsi gl. 574; ts'ao pu huei mou gl. 579; chi huang si yin gl. 412. 271. Tan

kiie sin gl. 423. 272. Wo tsiang wo hiang gl. 660; ji tsing si fang gl. 653. 274. P'ei

hien Ch'eng K'ang gl. 410; wei yi fan fan gl. 711; wei yi fan fan gl. 619. 275. Si wen

Hou Tsi gl. 700. 276. Yen kuan chi yi gl. 732. 278. Yi yung chung yii gl. 542. 279.

Kiang fu k'ung kie gl. 440. 283. T'iao lo yu ts'iang gl. 450; si huang to hu gl. 700. 284.

Kiang fu k'ung yi gl. 519. 287. Chen wei yu ai gl. 481. 290. Si mei k'i fu gl. 700;

yi yi k'i ta gl. 467; mien mien k'i piao gl. 741. 291. Yi si yi sii gl. 497. 297. Yi kii

yi yi gl. 467. 299. Si lo p'an shuei gl. 700; cheng cheng huang huang gl. 661. 300.

Shi shi tsien Shang gl. 425; chi t'ien chi kie gl. 521; sin miao yi yi gl. 466. 301. Yung

ku yu yi gl. 467; wan wu yu yi gl. 466. 302. Ki tsai ts'ing hu gl. 421; pa luan ts'iang

ts'iang gl. 450. 305. Shang yi yi yi gl. 433.
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THE BOOK OF ODES

KUO FENG AND SIAO YA

BY

BERNHARD KARLGREN

In my work: Glosses on the Kuo feng Odes (BMFEA 14, 1942), I took up for

a detailed study the most important of all the literary documents of the Chou

era, the Shi, the Book of Odes. Earlier, I had already devoted much research

to the rime system of the Odes (BMFEA 4, 5), and condensed my results on

pages 90—110 of my Grammata Serica (BMFEA 12). In my above-mentioned

Glosses I made a close investigation of all the intricate cases (words and phrases)

in which different Han time Shi schools deviate from one another in the readings

or the interpretations, and also of a great number of cases in which the most

prominent Chinese scholars of the last two millennia have had divergent opinions

as to the true meanings. In another article in the present Bulletin: Glosses on

the Siao ya Odes, I have continued this line of research, so that my complete

glosses on the odes 1—234 have now been published in full (I hope to revert on

another occasion to the remaining Ta ya and Sung sections, i. e. odes 235—305).

In the introduction to the Glosses on the Kuo feng Odes I discussed the history

of Shi philology, the merits and weak points of earlier interpreters, both Chinese

and Western, and the philological and linguistic principles and methods which

must guide the modern student when trying to interpret the Odes. I shall not

repeat here my ideas expressed therein, but refer the reader to the said Intro

duction.

In that chapter I emphasized that even when the primary task has been carried

out: a critical evaluation of different interpretations of difficult words and phrases,

and a choice between them based on definite philological and linguistic reasons,

the translation of the Odes in their entirety is by no means an easy task. Although

the remaining words and phrases are well-known and easily understood in them

selves, the connected clauses and odes as a whole offer considerable difficulties

of quite a different order from those we are accustomed to, e. g. in interpreting

Greek or Latin texts. The very nature of the Chinese language makes a line

exceedingly ambiguous: when we do not know whether an understood subject

of a clause (it is often not expressed at all) is »I» or »you» or »he» or »they»

etc.; whether a lai means »come» or came» or »have (has) come» or »shall

come », and so on, almost every stanza may be construed in two or several widely
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divergent ways. Our principal guide through all these uncertainties is analogy:

the purport of the whole ode must be revealed by the same theme's recurring in

several (often many) odes, with some variations, and a comparison and systemati-

zation largely help us to interpret with a tolerable measure of certainty the true

meaning of the ode as a whole and hence to offer the best translation of its indi

vidual clauses. But we can rarely speak of absolute certainty. The inter

pretation will in a great many cases inevitably be more or less conjecture, a

matter of personal opinion, even if supported to a considerable extent by such

analogies. A definite and in every detail indisputable word-for-word translation

can but rarely be arrived at.

The translation presented here of odes 1—234 has therefore the same character

as those of my predecessors: it is an expression of my own opinion as to how

these odes should be interpreted and translated, an opinion based on protracted

study, comparison of analogous themes and an evaluation, as already stated, of

the divergent glosses of the early Shi schools. Once I have made up my mind

as to what I believe is the true purport of a certain ode, I have tried as far as

possible to give a word-for-word translation of the text in the spirit of that pur

port. I have aimed at a literal translation, not a literary one — the

task of turning this word-for-word translation into good English, and to formulate

a freer and more literary rendering must be reserved for somebody whose purpose

is quite different from my own. My translation aims solely at being a guide for

the sinological student who desires to understand accurately every line in a philo

logical way. The student whom I hope to serve should read every clause not only

with the aid of my word-for-word translation but also with a constant reference

to the corresponding glosses in my two philological treatises mentioned above.

It is hardly necessary to say that I have had the very greatest help from earlier

translators, especially James Legge and Arthur Waley. That I still deviate from

their opinions to such a strikingly large extent is due, on the one hand, to the

fact that I have come to different results from theirs in regard to hundreds of diffi

cult words and phrases (as described in detail in my Glosses), on the other hand

that the study of analogous themes has very often led me to quite a different

conception from theirs as to the purport of an ode as a whole. In all probability

future workers in the field will reject many of my opinions and advance new inter

pretations of their own. This is inevitable owing to the said ambiguous nature

of the Chinese language, which allows of several grammatically faultless translations

of a given line.

Finally, it should be added, that the identification of botanical and zoological

terms in the Shi is to a large extent very problematic. Rather than translate the

names of birds, beasts, flowers, trees by English equivalents » that are more than

doubtful, I have preferred to retain the Chinese words: »the t s i-l i n g bird », »the

t ' a n tree » etc. Although this gives a poor impression from the literary point

of view, I feel convinced that it is the correct attitude of a cautious philologist.
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Ode I: Kuan ts'ii.

I. Kwan-kwan (cries) the t s ' u - k i u bird, on the islet of the river; the beauti

ful and good girl, she is a good mate for the lord. —. 2. Of varying length is the

h i n g waterplant, to the left and the right we catch it; the beautiful and good

girl, waking and sleeping he (sought her:) wished for her; he wished for her but did

not get her, waking and sleeping he thought of her; longing, longing, he tossed and

fidgeted. — 3. Of varying length is the h i n g waterplant, to the left and the

right we gather it; the beautiful and good girl, guitars and lutes (befriend her:)

hail her as a friend. — 4. Of varying length is the h i n g waterplant, to the

left and the right we cull it as a vegetable; the beautiful and good girl, bells and

drums cheer her (a).

(a) The word ijS we may read 1 o 'joy': »cheer her», or y lie 'music': »give her music». The par.

with y u c h i »befriend her» in st. 3 favours the former alternative.

Ode H: Ko fan.

1. How the ko creeper spreads, it reaches to the middle of the valley; its

leaves are luxuriant; the yellow birds go flying, they settle on the thickly-growing

trees; they sing in unison. — 2. How the k o creeper spreads, it reaches to the

middle of the valley; its leaves are rich; I cut it, I boil it, I make fine cloth and

coarse cloth; I shall wear them without growing weary of them. — 3. I tell the

matron, I tell her that I am returning home; I will soak my private clothes (a), I

will wash my garments; which shall I wash, which not? I return to wish peace to

father and mother.

(a) Everyday clothes, as opposed to the ritual clothes.

Ode m: Kuan er.

1. I gather the k ii a n - e r plant, but it does not fill my slanting basket (a);

I am sighing for my beloved one; I place it here on the road of Chou. — 2. I

ascend that craggy height (b), my horses are all exhausted; Meanwhile I pour out

a cup from that bronze lei- vase, in order not to yearn all the time. — 3. I

ascend that high ridge, my horses become black and yellow (c); Meanwhile I pour

out a cup from that k u a n g - vase of rhinoceros (horn), in order not to be pained

all the time. — 4. I ascend that earth-covered cliff; my horses are sick; my driver

is ill (d); oh, how grieved I am!

(a) I am working listlessly, with poor result. (b) To look for him. (c) Black-streaked with sweat

and yellow with dust; the par. with st. 2 shows that hiian huang 'black and yellow' does not

mean the horses' natural colour, but is a result of their labour. (d) The speaker is so restless that both

team and coachman are driven to excessive exertions.

Ode IV: Kin mu.

1. In the South there are trees with down-curving branches, the k o creepers

and lei creepers cling round them (a); (joyous:) happy be the lord (b), may feli

city and dignity give him peace. — 2. In the South there are trees with down
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curving branches, the k o creepers and 1 e i creepers cover them; happy be the

lord, may felicity and dignity make him great. — 3. In the South there are trees

with down-curving branches, the k o creepers and 1 e i creepers entwine them;

happy be the lord, may felicity and dignity (achieve him, complete him:) make

him perfect.

(a) Thus the subjects cling to the lord, who protects them. (b) K ii n - t s i 'the noble person' may

mean both 'the lord' and 'the lady'. Various comm. have here taken it in the latter sense. But the

same phrase lo chi kiin t s i recurs in odes 172 and 222, and there k ii n - 1 s i unambiguously

means 'the nobleman, the lord'; the three odes are quite analogous, and therefore we should translate

'the lord' here as well (with Waley).

Ode V: Chung si.

1. The wings of the locusts, they are multitudinous; it is (suitable:) right that

your sons and grandsons should be numerous. — 2. The wings of the locusts,

they are in great numbers; it is right that your sons and grandsons should be in

a continuous line. — 3. The wings of the locusts, they are in crowds; it is right

that your sons and grandsons should be (clustering:) in great swarms.

Ode VI: T'ao yao.

1. How delicately beautiful is the peach-tree, brilliant are its flowers; this

young lady goes to her new home, she will order well her chamber and house (a).

—. 2. How delicately beautiful is the peach-tree, well-set are its fruits; this young

lady goes to her new home, she will order well her house and chamber. — 3. How

delicately beautiful is the peach-tree, its leaves are luxuriant; this young lady goes

to her new home, she will order well her house-people.

(a) For y i k ' i s h i k i a see gl. 589.

Ode VII: T'u tsii.

1. We beat down the (pegs of) the hare-net, we knock them teng ling; the

elegant warrior, he is a protection and wall to the prince. — 2. We beat down the

(pegs of) the hare-net, we place it at the crossing of many roads; the elegant war

rior, he is a good companion for the prince. — 3. We beat down the (pegs of)

the hare-net; we place it in the middle of the forest; the elegant warrior, he is

the belly and heart of the prince.

Ode Vm: Fou yi.

1. We gather the plantain, we gather it; we gather the plantain, we hold it. — 2.

We gather the plantain, we pick it; we gather the plantain, we pluck it. — 3.

We gather the plantain, we take it in our held-up flaps; we gather the plantain,

we take it in our tucked-in flaps.

Ode IX: Han kuang.

A song in honour of a girl who is going to be married. First the girls of the region are praised as

desirable but not easily attained; then this girl, who is setting out on her marriage journey, is eagerly

served by her comrades, who feed the horses for her.
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1. In the South there are tall trees, you cannot rest under them (a); by the

Han (river) there are girls who go pleasuring, but you cannot seek them; the broad

expanse of the Han, it cannot be waded across; the long course of the Kiang, it

cannot be passed by raft (b). — 2. Tall-rising is that mixed firewood, we cut

the (leaves of) the wild-thorn; this young lady goes to her new home, we feed

her horses; the broad expanse of the Han (etc., as in 1, refrain). — 3. Tall-ris

ing is that mixed firewood, we cut the (leaves of) the 1 u plant; this young lady

goes to her new home, we feed her colts; the broad expanse (etc. as in st. 1).

(a) Their crowns are too high up to afford shade and shelter; so the young girls are unattainable.

(b) They are inaccessible, as if separated from you by impassable waters.

Ode X: Ju fen.

1. I go along that bank of the Ju (stream), I cut the branches and rods; while

I have not yet seen the lord, I am desirous as if morning-hungry. — 2. I go

along that bank of the Ju (stream), I cut the branches and shoots; when I have

seen the lord, he will not remove and reject me. — 3. The bream has a red

tail (a); the Royal House is as if burning (b); but though it is as if burning,

father and mother are very near.

(a) The bream in danger lashes its tail until it becomes bloody — symbolical of great danger and

distress. (b) Or, with Lu: »as if going to ruin ».

Ode XI: Lin chi chi.

The 1 i n was not originally a fabulous animal, but a real quadruped of unknown species. It was

very rare, and it was considered remarkable when one was caught (as recorded in Ch'un ts'iu: Ai 14).

Hence it came to be considered auspicious, and when it was exterminated, it was turned into a legendary

animal. — This ode is the last in the section Chou nan, just as the Tsou-yii (ode 25) is the last in the

section Shao nan. They are both hunting songs of the simplest kind, little more than exclamations

of joy.

1. The feet of the 1 i n! You majestic sons of the prince! Oh, the 1 i n ! —

2. The forehead of the lin! You majestic kinsmen of the prince! Oh, the

1 i n ! — 3. The horns of the lin! You majestic clansmen of the prince! Oh,

the lin!

Ode XII: Ts'iie ch'ao.

1. It is the magpie who has the nest, it is the kiu bird who inhabits it;

this young lady goes to her new home, a hundred carriages meet her. — 2. It

is the magpie who has the nest, it is the kiu bird who has her place in it; this

young lady goes to her new home, a hundred carriages escort her. — 3. It is

the magpie who has the nest, it is the kiu bird who fills it; this young lady

goes to her new home, a hundred carriages (achieve her=) make her (outfit) com

plete.

Ode Xm: Ts'ai fan.

1. She goes (a) to gather the fan plants, by the ponds, on the islets; she goes

to use them as an offering, in the sacrifices of the prince. — 2. She goes to
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gather the fan plants, in the stream-valley; she goes to use them as an offer

ing, in the temple of the prince. — 3. How ample is her head-dress — morning

and evening (b) she is in the palace; how large is her head-dress — and now she

returns home.

(a) That the ode concerns a lady is clear from the last stanza, and also from the parallelism with

ode 15 below. (b) S u ye has generally been taken to mean »early in the morning »; but the binome

quite regularly means 'morning and evening', as in odes 58, 110, 260, 271, 272, 278, 286 — in all of

which the meaning is clear and unambiguous.

Ode XIV: Ts'ao ch'ung.

1. Iog-iog (sound) the insects in the grass; jumping are the grass-hoppers;

when I have not yet seen the lord, my grieved heart is agitated (a); but when I

have seen him, when I have met him, my heart calms down. — 2. I ascend that

southern mountain, I gather the fern; when I have not yet seen the lord, my

grieved heart is sad; but when I have seen him, when I have met him, my heart

is pleased. — 3. I ascend that southern mountain, I gather the wei plant;

when I have not yet seen the lord, my heart is pained; but when I have seen him,

when I have met him, my heart is at ease.

(a) Or, with Lu: »is distressed».

Ode XV: Ts'ai p'in.

1. She goes to gather the p'in waterplants, on the bank in the southern

stream-valley; she goes to gather the t s a o waterplants, in those running pools.

— 2. She goes to put them in vessels, there are baskets square and round; she

goes to boil them, there are cauldrons and pans. —. 3. She goes to deposit them,

under the window in the ancestral shrine; who sets them forth? There is a

reverent young girl.

Ode XVI: Kan fang.

1. Luxuriant is that sweet-peartree; do not cut it down, do not hew it, that

is where the prince of Shao bivouacked. — 2. Luxuriant is that sweet-peartree;

do not cut it down, do not destroy it, that is where the prince of Shao rested. —

3. Luxuriant is that sweet-peartree; do not cut it down, do not bend it, that

is where the prince of Shao halted.

Ode XVII: Hing lu.

A lady is determined under no circumstances to marry a certain gentleman, in spite of her having

been formally promised to him and his trying to force her by legal action, supported by his influential

family. Conflicts like this are not uncommon in modern China.

1. Wet is the drew on the road, is it not there both morning and evening?

I will allege that there is too much dew on the road (a). — 2. Who says that

the sparrow has no beak? By aid of what else could it break through into my

houser? Who says that you have no family? By aid of what else could you urge
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on me a lawsuit? But though you urge on me a lawsuit, your family will not

suffice. — 2. Who says that the rat has no teeth? By aid of what else could

it break through my wall? Who says that you have no family? By aid of what

else could you urge on me litigation? But though you urge on me litigation, I

still will not follow you.

(a). I shall find a pretext for refusal which holds good at any time — an innuendo that I will never

go. S u ye has generally been taken to mean 'early in the morning', with all kinds of speculations

about unseemly hours for a young lady to be abroad, but all this is very forced, and it does not tally

with the content of the rest of the ode. For s u ye see note under ode 1 3.

Ode XVIII: Kao yang.

1. On the lamb furs, five many-thread tresses of white silk; they withdraw

for their meal from the court, oh, how complaisant and gracious! — 2. On the

lamb skins, five twenty-thread tresses of white silk; oh, how complaisant and gra

cious, from the court they withdraw for their meal. — 3. On the lamb(-skin)

seams, five eighty-thread tresses of white silk; oh, how complaisant and gracious,

they withdraw for their meal from the court.

Ode XIX: Yin k'i lei.

1. "jan (sounds) the thunder, on the south slope of the Southern mountain;

why did you go far away, not daring to have some leisure? Oh, my majestic

lord, come back, come back! — 2. -idn (sounds) the thunder, on the side of the

Southern mountain; why did you go far away, not daring to have leisure and rest?

Oh, my majestic lord, come back, come back! — 3. -jaw (sounds) the thunder,

at the foot of the Southern mountain; why did you go far away, not daring to

remain at leisure? Oh, my majestic lord, come back, come back!

Ode XX: Piao yu mei.

A girl is waiting impatiently for her marriage. The year is advancing, it is autumn, and there are

fewer and fewer fruits left on the trees; it is high time that the wooers come forward and formally de

mand her in marriage.

1. Shedding is the plum-tree, its fruits are seven; seeking me are several gent

lemen, may it come to its being lucky! — 2. Shedding is the plum-tree, its fruits

are three; seeking me are several gentlemen, may it come to (its being now:) a

decision now! — 3. Shedding is the plum-tree, in a slanting basket I take them

(the fruits); seeking me are several gentlemen, may it come to their (speaking it:)

making the proposal!

Ode XXI: Siao sing.

A nobleman's concubines (cf. ode 22) complain of their hard lot: they have not the position and

prerogatives of the first-rank wife. In the early dawn, when the small stars are hardly visible, and in

the east only bigger stars are still perceivable, they hurry back to their apartments from their visits

to the lord.
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1. Minute are those little stars, the Triad or the Quint (a) are in the east;

hurriedly we walk in the night, in the early morning and in the late night we are

in the palace; truly, our lot is not the same (as hers). — 2. Minute are those

little stars, there are only (visible) the Shen and the Mao (a); hurriedly we walk

in the night, we carry in the arms the coverlet and the (night) chemise; truly our

lot is not like (hers).

(a) Names of constellations; cf. ode 118: san sing tsai t'ien »the Triad star is in the

heavens».

Gloss XXII: Kiang yu si.

In the marriages of the nobles, the first-rank wife was always followed by several girls (y i n g) of

the same family, who at the same time became married to the nobleman in the position

of secondary wives, concubines. In our ode, some such concubines describe how the lady, their

superior, was unwilling to share the husband's favours with them, but finally had to accept the

situation. The adjunct ladies liken themselves to the side branches, tributaries and islets in the river,

which form as it were the accessories of the mighty main river.

1. The Kiang has branches breaking out and reverting; this young lady went

to her new home, but she would not take us; she would not take us, but after

wards she had to repent. — 2. The Kiang has islands; this young lady went

to her new home, but she would not associate with us; she would not associate

with us, but afterwards she had to live with (us). — 3. The Kiang has the (tri

butary) T'o; this young lady went to her new home, but she would not pass

us on; she would not pass us on, but (now) crooningly she sings (a).

(a) She can do nothing but croon (wail) and resign herself to it.

Ode XXIII: Ye yu si kun.

A girl secretly enticed into a love affair is likened to precious game carefully wrapped up and hidden

by the lucky poacher.

1. In the wilds there is a dead deer, with white grass one wraps it up; there

is a girl having spring feelings, a fine gentleman entices her. — 2. In the forest

there are low shrubby trees, in the wilds there is a dead deer; with white grass

one wraps it up and binds it; there is a girl like a jade. — 3. Slowly! Gently!

Do not move my kerchief; do not make the dog bark!

Ode XXIV: Ho pi nung yi.

A lady of the Royal house (clan Ki) comes to be married to a young prince in Ts'i, and her praise

is sung. She is beautiful like flowers of cherry, peach and plum trees. For catching big fishes

you use a frail silken line: for obtaining the good graces of the venerable Royal house a delicate young

woman serves as intermediary.

1. How rich they are, the flowers of the cherry tree; why should we not treat

reverently and friendlily the chariot of the lady Ki of the Royal house! — 2. How

rich they are, the flowering (a) peach and plum trees; oh, the grand-daughter of

king P'ing, the son of the prince of Ts'i! — 3. What do you use for angling (b)? Of

silk is the line; oh, the son of the prince of Ts'i, the grand-daughter of king P'ing!
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(a) I take hua-ju .frf\ = hua-er jjjj, h u a - j a n jfe, cf. ode 37, st. 4: p a o - j u

ch'ung e r »in your full dress and with your ear-plugs »; ode 94, st. 2: yuan-ju ts'ing

y a n g »how beautiful the clear forehead ». In both cases the comm. rightly say pao-ju = pao-

jan, yuan-ju = yiian-jan;ju in this function is common. (b) Word for word: for the

angling there is what?

Ode XXV: Tsou-yU.

A hunting song, cf. ode 1 1 above.

1. Those sprouting reeds! By one discharge five pigs! Lo, you grooms and

gamesters! — 2. Those sprouting Artemisias! By one discharge five young pigs!

Lo, you grooms and gamesters!

Ode XXVI: Po chou.

1. Drifting is that cypress-wood boat, drifting is its floating (a); I am (bright =)

wide awake and do not sleep, as if I had a painful grief; but it is not that I

have no wine, to amuse and divert myself. — 2. My heart is not a mirror, you

cannot scrutinize it (b); true, I have elder and younger brothers, but I cannot

(hold on to): rely on them; when I go and complain, I meet with their anger. —

3. My heart is not a stone, you cannot turn it; my heart is not a mat, you

cannot roll it (c); my dignified demeanour has been perfect, you cannot (count =)

measure it. — 4. My grieved heart is pained, I am hated by all the petty ones;

I have met with suffering in plenty, I have received insults not a little; in the

quietude I brood over it, awake I knock and beat (my breast). — 5. Oh sun,

oh moon, why are you eclipsed from time to time (d)? The grief of the heart

is like an unwashed dress; in the quietude I brood over it, but I cannot rush up

and fly away.

(a) So I am drifting helplessly along, without means of steering my way. (b) I do not lay bare my

feelings for anybody to scrutinize. (c) I will not be a passively suffering victim, whom anybody can

treat as he likes. (d) Why is happiness so inconstant?

Ode XXVII: LO yi.

The poet, grieving over a beloved one absent or lost, fortifies himself by thinking of »the ancient »

sages (cf. ode 28 next) — the theme of »the ancient kings» and the emulation of their virtues is

exceedingly common in early Chinese literature.

1. Green is the jacket, a green jacket with yellow lining; the grief of the heart,

when will it end? — 2. Green is the jacket, with yellow skirt; the grief of the

heart, when will it disappear? — 3. Green is the silk, it was worked by you; I

think of the ancient men, it causes me to have no fault. — 4. Fine cloth, coarse

cloth, they are cold when worn in the wind (a); I think of the ancient men, and

then truly I find my heart.

(a) In cold wind one should be provided with sufficient clothes; so in adversities and grief, you

need something solid to fortify yourself with.
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Ode XXVIII: Yen yen.

1. The swallows go flying, uneven-looking are their wings (a); this young lady

goes to her new home, far I accompany her out in the open country; I gaze after

(her), (do not reach her =) can no longer see her, the tears are like rain. —

2. The swallows go flying, they straighten their necks, they stretch their necks;

this young lady goes to her new home, far I go and escort her; I gaze after her,

can no longer see her, I stand still and weep. — 3. The swallows go flying, fall

ing and rising are their voices; this young lady goes to her new home, far I

accompany her to the south; I gaze after her, can no longer see her, truly it

grieves my heart. — 4. The lady Chung Jen, her heart is sincere and deep; she

is mild indeed and kind, she is good and careful of her person; of the former

princes I think, in order to stimulate (b) myself, worthless one (c).

(a) As they caper about, the foreshortening makes now one, now the other of the wings seem longer.

(b) In times of grief one fortifies oneself by thinking of »the ancient ones» and their moral tenets of

loyalty and duty. This is a very common theme. We had it in ode 27, and it recurs in ode 256: »You

do not widely (seek:) take example from the sien w a n g former kings, so that you could hold

on to their enlightened ordinances», etc. Cf. also ode 196, st. 1. Similar ex. in Tso:Ch'eng 2, in

Tso: Chao 1 etc. (c) Or, with Lu: »in order to educate (discipline) myself, worthless one».

Ode XXIX: II yUe.

1. Oh sun, oh moon! You shed light down over the earth below; that he

was such a man! — it has come to (the point that) he does not treat me in the

old way; how can there be a settlement, why does he not regard me? — 2. Oh

sun, oh moon! The earth below you cover (with your light); that he was such

a man! — it has come to (the point that) he does not love me; how can there

be a settlement, why does he not requite me? — 3. Oh sun, oh moon! You

come from the eastern regions; that he was such a man! — his reputation is no

good; how can there be a settlement, so that it is possible to forget? — 4. Oh

sun, oh moon! From the eastern regions you come; oh father, oh mother! He

does not support me to the end (a); how can there be a settlement, he requites

me in an improper way.

(a) He repudiates me.

Ode XXX: Chung feng.

1. There is wind indeed and violent weather (a); when you look at me, you

smile, yet you ridicule me and treat me with laughing arrogance; in the core of

my heart I am grieved at this. — 2. There is wind indeed and clouds of dust;

kindly you promised to come, yet (you are not going and coming = ) you do not

frequent me; long-brooding is my thinking (of you). — 3. There is wind indeed

and wind-blown dark skies; (in less than a day =) at every time of the day there

are wind-blown dark skies; I keep awake and do not sleep; while longing, I am

chagrined. — 4. Caused by wind-blown skies is the cloudiness, %iwdr-%iWdr

(sounds) the thunder; I keep awake and do not sleep; while longing, I keep

yearning (for you).
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(a) Or, with Ts'i: »violent rain ». The bad weather as a symbol for unhappy conditions is common

and recurs in many odes, e. g. 35, 41.

Ode XXXI: Ki ku.

(The husband says:)

1. T'dng (sounds) the drum, they jump and bounce and handle their weapons;

they make earthen ramparts round the capital city, and they wall Ts'ao, but we

alone march south. — We follow Sun Tsi-chung, to pacify Ch'en and Sung; he

does not go home with us, our grieved hearts are agitated. — 3. And then we

settle down, and then we remain, and then we lose our horses; we go in search

of them, down in the forests (a).

(The wife says:)

4. In death and life (we are) separated and far apart; with you I made an

agreement; I grasped your hand, together with you I was to grow old. — 5. Oh,

how far away, you do not (keep me alive =) support me; oh, how far apart, you

do not (continue with me =) go on living with me.

(a) We are utterly lost in far-off countries, ordered to stop there in garrison, and losing our horses,

thus without means of returning home.

Ode XXXII: E'ai feng.

1. The Joyous wind (south wind) comes from the south, it blows on the heart

of the jujube-tree; the heart of the jujube-tree is delicately beautiful; our mother

toils and works. — 2. The Joyous wind comes from the south, it blows on the

brushwood of the jujube-tree; our mother is wise and good, but among us there

is no good man. — 3. And then there is the Cool spring, down below Sun; there

are sons, seven men, but our mother toils and suffers bitterness. — 4. Beautiful

are the yellow birds, and now they make fine their song; there are sons, seven

men, but none of them consoles the mother's heart.

Ode XXXIII: Hiung chi.

1. The male pheasant goes flying, slow-moving are his wings; oh, my beloved

one, you have yourself given me this trouble. — 2. The male pheasant goes

flying, falling and rising is his voice; truly, my lord, you do indeed afflict my

heart. — 3. I look at that sun and that moon, long-brooding is my thinking

of (you); the road being so long, when can you come? — 4. Oh, all you noblemen,

you know nothing of good conduct; I am not wicked, not greedy; why (a) are

you not good?

(a) For ho yung = 'why', cf. ode 191: ho young pu kion »why do you not realize

it »; ode 162 shi yung tso ko Hherefore I have made a song », etc.

Ode XXXTV: P'ao yu k'u ye.

A young lady is waiting impatiently for the nobleman, her sweetheart, to come and bring her home as

his wife. She watches the wayfarers at the ford, where he is to come. He should come early in the year,
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before the ice melted, but the year is already well advanced: the gourds are in full leaf, the ford

is full of water, the birds are calling to their mates.

1. The gourds have their bitter leaves, the ford has a deep crossing; where

it is deep, they wet their dress, where it is shallow, they lift their skirts. —

2. From the rich water-flow the ford is full; resoundingly sings the female pheas

ant; though the ford is full, it does not wet the wheel-axle ends (a); the female

pheasant sings and seeks her male. — 3. Harminously-sounding are the singing

wild-geese, the warm sun is just rising at dawn; if a nobleman brings home his

new wife, it should be at the time when the ice has not yet melted. — 4. Beck

oning is the boatman, people cross, but I do not; people cross, but I do not, I

am waiting for my friend.

(a) It is still fordable — it is not yet too late for him to come.

Ode XXXV: Ku feng.

1. In repeated gusts comes the East wind, bringing clouds and rain (a); I have

striven to be of the same (heart:) mind (as you), you ought not to feel anger;

one gathers the feng plant, one gathers the f e i plant, without regard to their

lower part (b); my reputation has nothing contrary to what it should be, I should

die with you. —-2. I travel the road lingeringly, in the core of my heart I am

unwilling; not far but (near:) a short distance, you followed me (only) to the thresh

old; who says that the t ' u plant is bitter, it is sweet as the shepherd's purse

(c); you feast your new wife, like an elder brother or a younger brother. —

3. The King river becomes muddy through the Wei river, but when the flow (slows

down and) stops, it becomes limpid (d); you feast your new wife, you do not

find me worthy to be used; do not go to my dam, do not open my fish-trap (e);

I am now not liked, how should I have leisure to be anxious for my future? (f).

— 4. Coming to where it (the water) is deep, one passes by raft or boat,

coming to where it is shallow, one wades or swims (g); what might be obtained,

what not? — I still strove to get it; when people met with disaster, I crawled

on my knees to succour them. — 5. You could not cherish me, on the contrary

you considered me an enemy; you have found fault with my virtue, no merchant

therefore can sell me (h); formerly, when growing up, I was scared and destitute,

and I was ruined along with you (i); now when I have lived and grown up, you

compare me to poison. — 6. I had a good hoard, to provide against the winter;

you feast your new wife, and had me only as a provision against destitution (j);

you are turbulent and violent, and you have given me only toil; you do not

think of the former days, when it was only in me that you came and found

rest.

(a) For bad weather as a symbol of unhappy conditions, cf. ode 30 etc. The ode is sung by a repudi

ated wife, thrown out of her husband's house. (b) I have my value, though no longer young and

beautiful. (c) Though not beautiful, I am as good as my rival. (d) You are all excited by your new

match, but when you calm down and come to your senses, you will recognize your mistake. (e) I should

not be robbed of my position and privileges by a rival. (f) Acc. to some, huang sii wo hou
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means: »How should I have leisure to be anxious about my descendants», and we have that meaning

of h o u in odes 172 (pao yi er ho u), 264 (shi kiu er ho u), 282 (k'o ch'ang kiie

h o u), 285 (k'o k ' a i kiie h o u). But that is far-fetched here, and we have also a good par.

to our more simple sense in ode 223 pu ku k'i hou ( »the old horses think themselves colts, and

have no regard for their future »). (g) All difficulties may be overcome, if you are truly bent on it.

(h) I cannot be remarried or sold as concubine. In Kuo Ts'e our word s h o u here is used in

that sense: »The one who sells male or female slaves and shou hu kuan hiang offers them for

sale at barriers or in the streets, praises the male or female slave». (i) When, as a young girl, I first

came to you as your wife, we lived in great poverty. (j) I had acquired good merits, through my toil

for you and the house, and ought to be safe for my old age; but you considered me only as a useful

worker, and now give all your favour to your new wife.

Ode XXXVI: Shi wei.

1. It's no use, it's no use, why not return; if it were not for the lord's sake,

why be out here in the dew (a). — 2. It's no use, it's no use, why not return;

if it were not for the lord's person, why be out here in the mire?

(a) Or, with Lu: »out in the road».

Ode XXXVII: Mao k'iu.

The Preface takes this ode to be a complaint of the ministers of Li against those of Wei for not assist

ing them; but there is no support whatever for this is the ode text. I propose to see in it the

complaint of a young lady. She is pining for a gentleman, and vainly appeals to her callous and

pedantic »uncles», the elders of the family. This interpretation is borne out by the parallels in

odes 85 and 88, where a girl similarly appeals to the »uncles », the family elders.

1. The k o creepers of the backward-sloping hill, how far-stretching are their

joints; oh you uncles, how many are the days! — 2. Why does he stay, he cer

tainly has somebody to be with; why does he tarry, he certainly has a reason

why. — 3. The fox furs are motley and bushy, it is not that there are no carri

ages going east (a); but oh, you uncles, there is nobody with whom I could join

company (b). — 4. How small and beautiful are the children of the 1 i u - 1 i

bird (c): oh you uncles, in your full dress and your ear-plugs!

(a) Do the »fox furs» refer to the apparel of the travellers? (b) I wish that I could go east

along with some of the travellers, to find my sweetheart. (c) Other young people are beautiful and

happy.

Ode XXXVIII: Kien hi.

1. Oh great, great! They are just going to perform the great dance; when the

sun is just at the zenith, he is at the uppermost place at the front; the tall man

is very great, he performs the great dance in the prince's courtyard. — 2. He

has strength like a tiger, he holds (chariot) reins as if they were silk strings; the

left hand holds the flute, the right hand grasps the pheasant plume; he is shining

as if smeared with red, the prince gives orders to present him with a t s ii e cup.

— 3. On the mountain there is the hazel, in the swamp there is the ling

plant; to whom go my thoughts? To the handsome man of the Western region;

that handsome man, he is a man from the Western region.
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Ode XXXIX: Ts'Uan shuei.

A young lady is longingly waiting for the time of her marriage in Wei, and plans for the journey

there: it shall be in accordance with the rites, with a due escort part of the way, and a stop on the

way for a farewell feast; it must not be carried out in unseemly haste.

1. Bubbling is that spring water, it flows to the K'i; my loving thoughts are

in Wei, there is no day when I am not longing; beautiful are those Ki-family

ladies (my relatives), I will take counsel with them. — 2. I may set out and

pass the night in Tsi, and make the farewell drinking in Ni; when a girl makes

her journey (a), she goes far away from father and mother and brothers; (there

fore) I will ask my aunts and also my elder sisters and cousins. — 3. Or I may

set out and pass the night in Kan, and make the farewell drinking in Yen; then

I will grease and apply the axle-cap linch-pins (b), and the returning carriages

will go (c); if I arrive hastily in Wei, there is sure to be harm. — 4. I think

longingly of the Fei-ts'uan (the Rich fountain), long do I sigh for it; I think

longingly of Sii and Ts'ao, my heart is long-brooding; I will yoke my carriage

and go out on a pleasure drive, in order to (dissipate:) relieve my grief (d).

(a) Going to her new home. (b) I will make ready for the great final stage. (c) The carriages

which escort her as far as to the farewell place. (d) Legge translates: »Let me drive forth and travel

there», taking y u in the sense of 'to travel' with the longed-for Wei places as goal. But y u —

an intransitive verb — always means 'to ramble, to roam, to divert oneself, and that it is here merely

a question of a promenade for diversion in the home region follows from the par. in ode 59, where

we have the same two lines as here, and where it is expressly stated that the speaker cannot go to the

longed-for places. For a similar excursion for diversion, cf. ode 54, st. 4.

Ode XL: Fei men.

1. I go out at the Northern gate, my grieved heart is distressed; I am strai

tened indeed and poor, nobody (knows:) understands my difficulties; it is all over,

Heaven truly has done it; what is to be said about it? — 2. The king's affairs

come to me, the government's affairs are ever more increased on me; when I

enter from the outside, the people of the house all together reprove me; it is all

over, (etc. as in st. 1). — 3. The king's affairs are (thick:) heaped up on me,

the government's affairs are ever more left to me; when I enter from the outside,

the people of the house all together repress me; it is all over (etc. as in st. 1).

Ode XLI: Fei (eng.

There is nothing in the text which clearly reveals who the speaker is. Yet the parallel of the

line hi shout'ungkuei »hold hand together go home » with ode 147 liao yii tsi t'ung

k u e i »I wish that I could go with you to your home », where it is quite clear that it is a lady who

expresses her wish to go with a gentleman to his home as his wife, makes it probable that we have

a similar theme here: a lady complains that she is in difficulties and danger and urges her lover

to come and carry her off. A similar theme: a lady urging her lover to come and fetch her and

complaining of his lack of eagerness, we find in ode 89.

1. The North wind is cold, the falling snow is voluminous (a); if you are affec

tionate and love me, I will hold your hand and go with you; you are so modest,
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you are so slow; but oh, there is urgency! — 2. The North wind is chilly, the

falling snow is thick; if you are affectionate and love me, I will hold your hand

and go home with you; you are so modest, you are so slow, but oh, there is

urgency! — 3. Nothing is so red as the fox, nothing is so black as the raven

(b); if you are affectionate and love me, I will hold your hand and go with you

in your carriage; you are so modest, you are so slow; but oh, there is urgency!

(a) I am in great distress: for bad weather as a symbol for difficulties, cf. ode 35 above. (b) Pro

perly: »There is nothing red, if it is not the fox »: I cannot fail to see the fox and the raven, animals

of bad omen — I am threatened with great dangers. The fox is called yao shou kuei so

ch'eng »the animal of bad omen in which the demons take their abode» in Ki kiu p'ien and

Shuowen. For w u 'the raven' as a bird of evil omen cf. ode 192.

Ode XLH: Tsing nil.

1. The good girl is beautiful, she waits for me at the corner of the wall; I

love her but do not see her; I scratch my head and walk hesitatingly. — 2. The

good girl is pretty, she gave me a red pipe (a); the red pipe is bright; I delight

in the beauty of the girl. 3. From the pasture-grounds she presented me with

a young shoot, it is truly beautiful and remarkable; but it is not because you are

beautiful (that I appreciate you): you are the gift of the beautiful girl.

(a) Kuan 'pipe' also means 'tube' generally, and there has been much speculation as to the nature

and use of the »tube» here. But the parallel with st. 3 shows that the girl had merely in her

promenades picked some simple growing things, a pipe (reed or piece of slender bamboo, for a

flute), a young shoot (edible, a delicacy?), and charmingly given them to her boy as tokens of

love. They possibly had some symbolical meaning, but this cannot be ascertained. Cf. ode 64, where

the girl gives her lover a fruit and in return gets a gem.

Ode XLm: Sin t'ai.

A lady goes to be married to a prominent lord, and his fine palace with a »New Tower » on the River

gives her high expectations. She finds that she is mated with an ugly and deformed man, who

is vituperatingly called here a »buffoon», likened to a »basket-mat» (a coarse mat clumsily folded

into a grain-basket) and a »toad ».

1. The New Tower is freshly bright; the waters of the River are voluminous;

a handsome one she sought (as mate), (but it was) a basket-mat buffoon, no good.

— 2. The New Tower is (washed clean =) pure; the waters of the River are

smooth; a handsome one she sought, (but it was) a basket-mat buffoon, no good.

— 3. A fish-net they had set; a wild-goose fastened in it (a); a handsome one

she sought, but she got this toad-buffoon.

(a) For l i = 'to fasten' see gl. 442.

Ode XLTV: Er fan ch'eng chou.

This ode is said by the ancient comm. to refer to the two young princes of Wei who were mur

dered in passing a river, one of them by order of his father, the other by mistake, see Tso: Huan 16.

1. Two young gentlemen embark in the boat, floating on, it goes far away;

longingly I think of you, in my heart I am grieved. — 2. Two young gentlemen
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embark in the boat, floating on, it passes away: longingly I think of you, there

is sure to be harm (you are sure to come to some harm).

Ode XLV: Po chou.

The lamentation of a wife who is deserted by her young husband (so also Waley).

1. Floating on is that cypress-wood boat, in the middle of the River; hanging

down are those two tufts of hair (a), he is my (proper one =) mate; until death

he swore to have no other (mind) (b); oh mother, oh Heaven (c), what an

unreliable man! (d). — 2. Floating on is that cypress-wood boat, in those side-

waters of the River; hanging down are those two tufts of hair, he is my mate;

until death he swore to have no (aberration:) falsity; oh mother, oh Heaven, what

an unreliable man!

(a) The hair-dress of a youth, who is still »serving» his parents: he is a youth. (b) To remain

faithful to me. It would seem more simple and natural to translate: »to have no other (wife) »,

but that would miss the par. with the w u t ' e in st. 2. (c) The ancient comm. think that »hea-

ven» here means »father», a curious idea. (d) Acc. to the Preface, the ode is spoken by a lady

who refuses to remarry after her young husband's death (thus: »I swore to have no other» etc.). But

if so, the last line pu liang jen ye would have to mean »you do not trust people » in the sense

of »you do not trust me » (sc. that I am firm in my resolution), which is exceedingly far-fetched and

unsatisfactory.

Ode XLVT. Ts'iang yu ts'i.

A vived sidelight on the life in an oriental palace harem:

1. On the wall there is the Tribulus, it cannot be brushed away; the words

of the (inner trellis-work =) inner chamber, they cannot be told (a); what can be

told is (still) the ugliest of tales. — 2. On the wall there is the Tribulus, it can

not be removed; the words of the inner chamber, they cannot be told in detail;

what can be told in detail is (still) the longest of tales. — 3. On the wall there

is the Tribulus, it cannot be bundled; the words of the inner chamber, they

cannot be recited; what can be recited is (still) the most shameful of tales.

(a) To reveal the shameful intrigues of the »inner chamber» by telling them to the outer world

would be like laying bare the wall by removing its protecting overgrowth.

Ode XLVTI: KUn tsi kie lao.

1. (She who) is to grow old together with the lord, she has the toupee and

pins with six adornments; she is gracefully compliant, (beautiful) like mountain

and river, (suitable for =) worthy of the pictured robe; that you would not be

good, how could that be possible? — 2. Freshly bright is her pheasant robe,

the black hair is like a cloud; she disdains the interlaced false hair; oh, the ear-

stoppers of jade, the comb-pin of ivory; the whiteness of the forehead! How is

she so like Heaven, how is she so like God? — 3. Freshly bright is her ritual

robe, it covers the dolichos crepe, and that is the plain garment worn next to

the body; oh. your clear forehead, the colour of your forehead! Truly a person

like that, she is the beauty of the country.
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Ode XLVm: Sang chung.

1. I gather the dodder, to the south (a) of Mei; of whom do I think? Of the

beatiful Eldest lady Kiang. She gave me a time (to meet her) in the Mulberry

grounds, she made an appointment with me at the Upper palace, she followed

me (b) along the K'i (river). — 2. I gather the wheat, to the north of Mei;

of whom do I think? Of the beautiful Eldest lady Yi. She gave me a time

(etc., as in st. 1). — 3. I gather the fengplant, to the east of Mei; of whom

do I think? Of the beautiful Eldest lady Yung. She gave me a time (etc. as

in st. 1).

(a) H i a n g = 'the facing side, the front side' = south (not, with Legge, 'in the parts, fields', nor,

with Waley, 'in the village'); it corresponds to 'north' and 'east' in st. 2 and 3. (b) On a love-excur

sion. For sung in this sense, cf. ode 58. For similar love-excursions see odes 83, 87.

Ode XLIX: Ch'un chi pen pen.

1. The quails are ardent, the magpies are fierce; a man who has no goodness

I have to regard as my brother. 2. The magpies are fierce, the quails are ardent;

a man who has no goodness I have to regard as my lord.

Ode L: Ting chi fang chung.

1. When (the constellation) Ting was at the zenith, he started work on the

Ch'u palace (a); when he had measured it by the sun, he started work on the

Ch'u mansion; he planted it with hazel and chestnut, with y i tree, t ' u n g tree,

Catalpa, lacquer tree, so that they could (cut:) make guitars and lutes. — 2. He

ascended that ruin-mound in order to look out over Ch'u; he looked out over

Ch'u and T'ang; he measured mountains and hills by their shadow; he descended

and inspected the mulberry grounds; the tortoise-shell oracle was auspicious (b), all

through it was truly good. — 3. When felicitous rain had fallen, he gave orders

to the groom; when it cleared during the night, early he yoked his carriage, he

halted in the mulberry fields; was he not a straight man! (c) He held a heart

that was sincere and deep; (therefore) the tall horses and mares were three thou

sand (d).

(a) Evidently a prince who planned and built a new city and palace. That we have to translate

»he started work, » follows from the last st.: »was he not a straight man»! (b) Yiin ^ does not

mean: »the oracle said it was auspicious», for yiin is never so used in the Shi. (c) Fei chi

ye j e n ; for this use of fei in an oratorical question cf. ode 104 sien tsu fei jen »Were

not the ancestors men »! (d) He was followed by a great crowd.

Ode LI: Ti tung.

1. The rainbow is in the east (a), nobody dares to point to it; when a girl

makes her journey (b), she goes far away from father and mother and brothers.

— 2. At dawn there are rising vapours in the west (c), it will rain all through

the morning; when a girl makes her journey, she goes far away from brothers

and father and mother. — 3. That she was such a person! (d) She was eagerly
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thinking of marriage; she was (greatly) very unreliable, she did not understand

the will of Heaven.

(a) A bad omen. (b) Going to her new home. The same phrase in ode 39 above. The marriage

should not be precipitated, against the warning of evil omens; it is a serious business, since the

girl can no longer fall back on her own family. (c) T s i 'rising vapours' see Chouli: Shi tsin, with

Cheng Chung's comm. (d) For the phrase nai ju chi jen cf. ode 29. The line cannot be trans

lated: »a person like that», for this misses the value of the nai.

Ode LII: Siang shu.

1. Look at the rat, it has its skin; a man without manners — a man without

manners, why does he not die? — 2. Look at the rat, it has its teeth; a man

without demeanour — a man without demeanour, why does he tarry to die? —

3. Look at the rat, it has its limbs; a man without decorum — a man without

decorum, why does he not quickly die?

Ode TiTTT: Kan mao.

A fine gentleman comes in grand state to pay court to his lady love. Seeing him approach, she me

ditates how she ought to receive him. For a similar theme: a girl pondering what she shall give

her lover when he comes, see ode 123.

1. Slenderly rising is the pole with its oxtail-flag (a) in the suburbs of Sim,

with white silk one has braided it; fine horses, he has four of them; that hand

some (b) gentleman, what shall I give him? — 2. Slenderly rising is that pole

with its falcon flag, in the outer city (c) of Sun; with white silk one has corded

it; fine horses, he has five of them; that handsome gentleman, what shall I

present him with? — 3. Slenderly rising is the pole with its feather flag, in the

city (d) of Sun; with white silk one has made attachments to it; fine horses,

he has six of them; that handsome gentleman, what shall I tell him?

(a) Properly: pole-oxtail flag. (b) Or, with Mao: »complaisant ». (c) Between k u o the outer

wall and c h ' e n g the inner wall. (d) Inside the c h ' e n g inner wall. We see the gentleman

gradually approaching.

Ode LTV: Tsai ch'i.

This is one of the rare cases in which an ode can be attributed to a definite personage. In Tso:

Min 2 it is narrated how the state of Wei was for a time crushed by Ti barbarians and how, by aid

of Ts'i, prince Ai in 660 B. C. was reinstated in Wei, temporarily residing in the town of Ts'ao,

where he was succeded already in 659 by his brother prince Wen. Their sister was married to prince

Mu of Hii, and Tso expressly states that she composed this ode. Since the ode 1) is clearly written

by a lady, 2) has the phrase »to condole with the prince of Wei, 3) has the phrase »came to

Ts'ao », and 4) mentions Hii jen, the people of Hii, and since Tso wrote only some two centuries

after these happenings, there is a strong probability that the attribution is correct. From st. 2—3 it

clearly appears that the lady was unhappy with her husband and was disapproved of by the people of

Hii. We are thus able to discern the theme of the ode: the unhappy lady used the misfortune of Wei

as a pretext for fleeing from Hii: she wanted to »condole», with her brother; travelling with all speed

she had already reached Ts'ao, her brother's residence, when an emissary from Hii by forced marches

overtook her and brought her back. She is now pining and tries to divert herself by promenades (a

common theme, cf. odes 39, 59), all the time vindicating her actions and protesting against the wrongs

done to her.
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1. I galloped my horses, I drove them on, I went home to condole with the

prince of Wei; I drove my horses far away, I came to Ts'ao; but a great officer

trudged and crossed difficult ground (to intercept me) (a), and so my heart is

grieved. — 2. You disapprove of me, but I cannot deflect (my thoughts); I regard

you as in the wrong, and my thoughts cannot be kept away; you disapprove of

me, but I cannot deflect and cease (my thoughts); I regard you as in the wrong,

and my thoughts cannot be stopped (b). — 3. I ascend that sloping hill, I

gather the m e n g plants; young girls are prone to have love-feelings, and each

of them makes her journey (c); but the people of Hii are finding fault, they are

all childish and silly. — 4. I walk in the fields, luxuriant is the wheat; I would

(throw myself upon =) hasten for aid to some great state, but whom shall I rely

on, to whom shall I go? Oh you dignitaries and noblemen, do not find fault with

me; the hundred things you are thinking are not equal to (the way I am going = )

my purpose (d).

(a) He made a forced march across country, thus arriving as soon as the lady, in order to bring her

back. (b) I am still determined to escape and go home. (c) I was married in due course, like all other

young ladies, and expected nothing but happiness. Nutsiyuhing »a girl makes her journey »

= goes to her new home, goes to be married, is a standing phrase, see odes 39, 51, 59. (d) By all your

scheming you cannot prevent me from realizing my plan.

Ode LV: K'i ytt.

1. Look at that cove of the K'i (river), the royal fodder and the creepers

are luxuriant; elegant is the lord, he is as if cut, as if filed, as if chiselled (a),

as if polished; how freshly bright, how refined, how imposing, how conspicuous;

elegant is the lord, never can I forget him. — 2. Look at that cove of the K'i,

the royal fodder and the creepers are rich; elegant is the lord, his ear-stoppers

are of precious stones; the (joining =) hair-fastening leather cap is (star-like =)

shining; how freshly bright (etc., as in st. 1). — 3. Look at that cove of the

K'i, the royal fodder and the creepers are like a mat; elegant is the lord, like

bronze, like tin, like a k u e i sceptre of jade, like a p i disc of jade; how

magnanimous, how indulgent; he leans upon the double up-turned side-bars (of

the chariot); he is clever at jokes and chaffs, but he is not spiteful.

(a) Or, with Han: »as if rubbed».

Ode LVI: K'ao p'an.

1. We achieve our joy in the stream-valley (a); oh, the grandeur of the stately

man! (b) When (alone =) separated from me he sleeps and wakes and talks, for

ever, he swears, he will not forget (me). — 2. We achieve our joy on the slop

ing hill; oh, the greatness of the stately man! When (alone =) separated from

me he sleeps and wakes and sings, forever, he swears, he will not (have fault

against =) be unfaithful to (me). — 3. We achieve our joy on the high ground;

oh, the prominence of the stately man! When (alone =) separated from me he

sleeps and wakes and sojourns, forever, he swears, he will not tell (of our love).
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(a) At a love-meeting, cf. odes 48, 56, and 83, 87. (b) Shi j e n 'the great (tall, stately) person'

might equally well refer to a lady, and so we have it in ode 57. But the phrase often occurs unam

biguously referring to a man, not a woman (so in odes 38, 229), and this suits the context better in

our ode here.

Ode LVII: Shi jen.

1. The stately (person:) lady is tall; she is dressed in a brocade robe and an

unlined slip-over robe; she is the daughter of the prince of Ts'i, the wife of the

prince of Wei, younger sister of the (Eastern palace =) crown prince, sister-in-law

of the prince of Hing; the prince of T'an is her brother-in-law. — 2. Her hands

are like soft young shoots, her skin is like lard; her neck is like the tree-grub,

her teeth are like melon-seeds, her head is cicada-like, her eyebrows are silkworm -

like; her artfully smiling (mouth) is red, her beautiful eyes are well-defined black

and white. — 3. The stately lady is high; she halts in the near suburb; the

four stallions are tall, there are red bit-plaques on every bit; with pheasant-

feather-screened (chariot) she goes to court; the great officers retire early, they

do not want to make the noble person tired. — 4. The water of the River is

voluminous, it flows northwards in a lively flow; they drop the nets: %w<ti-%udt\

The sturgeons (beat their tails:) pioat-pivat! The rushes and sedges are rising tall

(a); the attendant ladies have tall coiffures; the attendant officers are martial-

looking.

(a) A vivid description of the scene around the suburb, where the lady halts, at the last stage before

entering the city proper.

Ode LVm: Meng.

A repudiated wife adresses her unfaithful husband and recapitulates their story. When he came

wooing her, she was infatuated and followed him on a love-excursion; but when he wanted to carry her

off at once, she decorously refused to follow him, on account of the lack of proper rites (betrothal

through a regulur go-between) and prayed him to wait until autumn. Anxiously she then awaited his

return, and was very happy when he came to fetch her. But upon the first happy time of their love,

symbolized by the mulberry tree in full verdure, the dove eating its tempting fruits, followed dis

appointment (the shedding of the leaves):poverty, repudiation, a journey home across that same K'i,

now dangerous and difficult to pass, where they had once had their love-excursion and been so happy.

1. A jesting (jolly) man of the people, you carried cloth to barter it for silk;

but it was not that you came to buy silk, you came to lay plans for approaching

me; I followed you wading the K'i (a), I came as far as Tun-k'iu; and it was

not that I procrastinated, you had no good go-between; I prayed you not to be

angry, and we made autumn the appointed time. — 2. I ascended that

dilapidated wall, in order to look for you coming back to the barrier; when I did

not see you come back to the barrier, my tears were dropping in a continuous

flow; when I saw you come back to the barrier, then I laughed, then I talked;

you consulted the tortoise-shell oracle and the milfoil-stalks oracle, their pronoun

cements had no inauspicious words; you came with your carriage and carried me

away with my (goods:) dowry. — 3. When the mulberry tree has not yet shed
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(its leaves), how glossy are the leaves! Oh you dove, do not eat the fruits of the

mulberry! Oh you girl, do not take pleasure with a gentleman! That a gentle

man takes pleasure can still be (explained:) excused; but that a girl takes pleasure,

cannot be excused. — 4. When the mulberry tree sheds its leaves, they are

yellow and drop; since I went to you, for three years I have eaten poverty; (and

now) the waters of the K'i are voluminous, they wet the curtains of my carriage;

(I,) the woman, have not deviated (in my allegiance), but (you,) the man, have

(doubled:) shown duplicity in your behaviour; (you,) the man (have had no limit:)

have been reckless; you have been very variable in your conduct (b). — 5. For

three years I was your wife, I (had no toil from the household =) never

felt toiled by the household; early I rose and late I went to sleep, I (had no

morning:) never had the leisure of a morning; my words have been (achieved:)

fulfilled, but I have (come to:) met with maltreatment; my brothers take no

cognizance, jeering is their laughter; silently I brood over it, I feel grief for

myself. — 6. Together with you I was to grow old; (ageing:) as we passed the

years, you caused me to have resentment; the K'i, at least it has its banks, the

swamp, at least it has its shores (c); during the pleasant time of the (tied

horns =) girlhood-hairtufts, we chatted and laughed pleasantly; we were sworn

to good faith (painfully =) earnestly; I did not think that it would be reversed;

to reverse this was something I could not imagine; and yet now it is all over.

(a) On a love-excursion; for sung in this sense cf. ode 48. (b) Er san k'i t e, properly:

»made two and three your ways of conduct »: first loving me, then being unkind to me, then rejecting

me altogether. (c) But you w a n g k i »have no limit », are entirely reckless, see st. 4.

Ode LIX: Chu kan.

A lady from Wei, now married and living in another state, thinks of her lover in her home-land and

the meetings they had in the beautiful environs there (cf. odes 48, 36, 58, 83, 87.)

1. Tapering are the bamboo rods, with them they angle in the K'i (river);

do I not think of you? But you are far away, and I cannot (bring me there:)

come to you. — 2. The Ts'iian yuan (spring) is on the left (a), the K'i river

is on the right; but when a girl makes her journey (b), she goes far away from

brothers and father and mother. — 3. The K'i river is on the right, the Ts'iian

yuan is on the left; oh the fresh whiteness of your artful smile, the richness of

your girdle gems! — 4. The K'i river flows on, there are cedar oars and pine-

wood boats; I will yoke my carriage and go out on a pleasure drive, in order

to relieve my grief (c).

(a) There in Wei, my home-country. (b) Goes to her new home. (c) This theme: a ramble for di

version, to forget the grief, is common, cf. odes 39, 54.

Ode LX: Huan Ian.

A girl is looking for a love-meeting with her boy, but he is growing up, proud of carrying the insignia

of an adult and warrior, and does not acknowledge her.
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1. Oh, the branches of the Metaplexis! The youth carries a knot-horn at his

girdle; but though he carries a knot-horn at his girdle, can he fail to know me?

Oh, his ceremonial knife, oh his suei gem! Oh, the (shaking =) movements

of his down-hanging sash! — 2. Oh, the leaves of the Metaplexis! The youth

carries an archer's thimble at his girdle; but though he carries an archer's thimble

at his girdle, can he fail to be familiar with me? Oh, his ceremonial knife (etc.

as in st. 1).

Ode LXI: Ho kuang.

The one who is longing strongly is daunted by no difficulties:

1. Who says that the River is broad? On one reed I can (boat =) cross

it. Who says that Sung is far away? On tiptoe I can see it. —. 2. Who says

that the River is broad? It does not (hold:) have room for a (»knife»:) canoe.

Who says that Sung is far away? It will not take me a whole morning (to

reach it).

Ode LXII: Po hi.

1. Oh my lord, oh you martial one, oh you hero of the country! You, my

lord, holding the s h u lance, are the fore-rider of the king. — 2. Since you,

my lord, went to the East, my (head:) hair is like the flying Artemisia; it is not

that I have no grease or washing, but who likes to adorn oneself? — 3. Oh,

if it would rain, if it would rain! Brightly burning is the forth-coming sun (a);

longingly I think of you, my lord; my heart is (satiated =) weary, my head

aches. — 4. How shall I obtain the plant of forgetfulness? I would plant it

in the back-quarters (of the mansion) (b); longingly I think of you, my lord, it

makes my heart suffer.

(a) She is like a plant, all parched and dried up, longing for the refreshing rain. (b) Northern part,

close to the gyneceum, where it would be ready to hand.

Ode LXm: Yu hu.

This ode is so vague in its formulation that its real purport cannot be determined with any certain

ty. The phrase: »there is a fox walking slowly » (cautiously, slyly) occurs almost identically ( »the

male fox walks slowly ») in ode 101. and there obviously it symbolizes the sly man who has managed,

by his clever plans, to marry a young lady, to the despair of her true lover. Probably the metaphor

is the same here, and the ode would then be an expression of pity with a young and poor girl who has no

means of resisting the »fox » who slyly wants to catch her: being quite destitute, she has to accept what

marriage can be offered.

1. There is a fox walking slowly, by that dam on the K'i (river); oh the

grief of the heart! This young person has no skirt. — 2. There is a fox walking

slowly, by that ford on the K'i; oh, the grief of the heart! This young person

has no girdle. — 3. There is a fox walking slowly, by that side of the K'i; oh,

the grief of the heart! This young person has no clothes.
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Ode LXIV: Mu kua.

1. She threw me a quince, I requited her by a precious ku gem (a); yet

it was not that I requited her, but that forever it should serve as (a token of)

love. — 2. She threw me a peach, I requited her by a precious y a o gem; yet

it was not that (etc. as in st. 1). — 3. She threw me a plum, I requited her

by a precious kiu gem; yet it was not that (etc. as in st. 1).

(a) Used as pendant on the girdle.

Ode LXV: Shu li.

1. That glutinous millet (has ears that are) hanging down; oh, the sprouts of

that panicled millet! I am walking slowly, in the core of my heart I am (sha

ken:) agitated; those who know me say that my heart is grieved, those who do

not know me ask what I am seeking; oh, you distant blue Heaven, what kind

of man is he? — 2. That glutinous millet (has ears that are) hanging down;

oh, the ears of that panicled millet! I am walking slowly, in the core of my

heart I am as if (intoxicated:) stupefied; those who know (etc. as in st. 1). — 3.

That glutinous millet (has ears that are) hanging down; oh, the grain of that

panicled millet! I am walking slowly, in the core of my heart I am as if choked;

those who know (etc. as in st. 1).

Ode LXVI: KUn tsi yti yi.

1. My lord has gone on an expedition of war, I do not know for how long;

when will he come? The fowls roost in their wall-holes, it is the evening of the

day; the sheep and oxen are coming down (a); the lord has gone on an expedi

tion of war, how could I but think (of him)? — 2. My lord has gone on an

expedition of war, not for days, not for months; when (will there be a union:)

will he join me? The fowls roost on their perches, it is the evening of the day;

the sheep and oxen go down and are brought together; my lord has gone on an

expedition of war, may he not hunger and thirst!

(a) From the pastures on the hills.

Ode LXVT1: Kun tsi yang yang.

1. My lord is elated; in his left hand he holds the reed-organ, with the right

he beckons to me from the chamber; oh, there is joy! (a). — 2. My lord is merry;

in his left hand he holds the plume-staff, with the right he beckons to me from

the pleasure-ground; oh, there is joy!

(a) For the final particles and the construction cf. ode 41.

t

Ode LXVUl: Yang eh! shuei.

1. (Even) stirred waters cannot float away firewood that is bundled (a); that

person there (sc. my wife) (b), she is not with me keeping guard at Shen; but

I yearn, I yearn, what month shall I return home? — 2. (Even) stirred waters
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cannot float away thornwood that is bundled; that person there, she is not with

me keeping guard at Fu; but I yearn (etc. as in st. 1). — 3. (Even) stirred

waters cannot float away willows that are bundled; that person there, she is not

with me keeping guard at Hu; but I yearn (etc. as in st. 1).

(a) Even such light things as twigs of firewood cannot be swept away from each other, not even by

tossing waters, if they are securely tied together; so husband and wife hold together, even in troubled

war times. (b) Pi k i chi t s V »that person there», just like the shorter c h i t s i »this person,

this young person » may refer both to a man and a woman. But here the latter is more plausible, for

the theme of the ode is analogous to that of odes 31 and 62: a lament over the separation of

husband and wife brought about by expeditions of war.

Ode LXIX: Chung ku yu t'uei.

1. In the midst of the valley there are motherworts, scorched are the dr\'

ones; there is a girl who has been (separated:) rejected, pitiable is her sighing;

pitiable is her sighing, she has met with trouble from a man. — 2. In the midst

of the valley there are motherworts, scorched are the withered ones; there is a

girl who has been rejected, long-drawn-out is her (crooning:) wailing; long-drawn-

out is her wailing, she has met with wickedness from a man. — 3. In the midst

of the valley there are motherworts, scorched are the dry ones; there is a girl

who has been rejected, (gulping is her weeping =) she sobs and weep, but what

does lament avail?

Ode LXX: T'u yuan.

1. There is a hare who moves slowly, the pheasant fastens in the net (a); In

the early part of my life would that I had not acted (b)! In the latter part of

my life I have met with these hundred sorrows; would that I could sleep and

not move (any more)! — 2. There is a hare who moves slowly, the pheasant

fastens in the net (c); in the early part of my life would that I had not acted

(d); in the latter part of my life I have met with these hundred griefs; would

that I could sleep and not awaken (any more). — 3. There is a hare who moves

slowly, the pheasant fastens in the net; in the early part of my life would that

I had not been busy (e); in the latter part of my life I have met with these

hundred calamities; would that I could sleep and not hear (any more).

(a) The hare is cautious, the pheasant rash: the rash and credulous meet with misfortune; for

the word 1 i 'to fasten' see gl. 442. (b) When young, I was rash like the pheasant, and now I have

to pay for it. Chu takes the first shang as = 'still' ( »there was still no doing» = »all was

quiet »), and the second = 'would that', which is hardly plausible (the two lines with shang w u

w e i and shang mei wu ngo balance each other inside the stanza, and of course have the same

meaning: 'would that'); moreover, our interpretation above follows up the simile of the rash pheasant,

which Chu's does not. (c) For 'net' there are different words in the three st.: lo: fou: ch'ung,

nets of different kinds. (d) T s a o 'to do, to make, to act' as in odes 240, 293. (e) Yung: Erya

= 1 a o 'to toil, be busy, be busily engaged', as in Shu: K'ang kao, Sun: Ta liie etc. The fundamen

tal sense of y u n g is 'to use': 'to be in use, to be active'.
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Ode LXXI: Ko lei.

1. Long-drawn-out are the ko creepers and the lei creepers, on the banks

of the River; far away indeed I am from my brothers, I call a stranger »father»;

I call a stranger »father», and yet he does not look at me. — 2. Long-drawn-out

are the k o creepers and the lei creepers, on the banks of the River; far away

indeed I am from my brothers, I call a stranger »mother»; I call a stranger

»mother», and yet she does not befriend me. — 3. Long-drawn-out are the ko

creepers and the lei creepers, on the (lips =) banks of the River; far away

indeed I am from my brothers, I call a stranger »elder brother »; I call a

stranger »elder brother », and yet he does not ask about me (a).

(a) Chu, foll. by Legge and Waley, interpr. yi mo wo wen: »he does not listen to me », w e n

[jf] meaning 'to hear'. But this wen (*miwan, even tone) is of the same stem as ^Ij 'to ask'

(*miwatl, falling tone), and Wang Yin-chI foll. by Ch'en Huan, Wang Sien-k'ien a. o. take wen

here = ;fg fafa 'to ask about, care about', the ^ properly meaning 'to hear about, ask and get

information about'. This is confirmed by the par. in st. 1: y i mo wo k u »he does not look at

me» (regard me, take cognizance of me, care about me, heed me).

Ode LXXH: Ts'ai ko.

1 . There I gather the k o creeper; one day on which I do not see him is

like three months. — 2. There I gather the southernwood; one day on which I

do not see him is like three autumns. — 3. There I gather the mugwort; one day

on which I do not see him is like three years.

ODE LXXm: Ta kli.

A nobleman tries to persuade his lady love to elope with him: pen 'to run, to elope' was the techni

cal term for a marriage that took place simply by the girl's going to live with a man, without the offices

of a go-between and without observing the regular nuptial rites.

1. My great carriage is rumbling, my figured felt robe is (bright-coloured) like

the young sedge (a); do I not long for you! But I fear (b) that you will not

dare. — 2. My great carriage groans, my figured felt robe is like the red-millet;

do I not long for you! But I fear you will not elope. — 3. In life you shall

have a separate chamber (of your own) (c), in death you shall share my grave;

if you say that I am not to be trusted, then I swear by the bright sun.

(a) I come in great style in order to show you honour and move you. (b) Wei ^ mostly means

'to stand in awe of, but it can also mean simply k ' u n g 'I fear, I am afraid that', e. g. ode 230:

weipunengki »I fear that I cannot come to the end »; and so it is used here. (c) You shall not

be treated like a concubine or a servant girl, but with the highest esteem: you shall have your own

shi ^ 'chamber', like a regular first-rank wife, as if you had been married to me by full rites. For

the s h I 'chamber' as the right of the principal wife, see ode 6. — The comm. generally take this ode

as spoken by a lady who refuses her lover: »I fear you and I dare not, I do not elope » etc. But then

st. 3 has to be interpreted: »In life we shall have different chambers (we shall not live together),

in death we shall have the same grave»; but this makes sheer nonsense, for how could a woman be

allowed to be buried in the grave of a man whom she has refused and never married or lived

with?
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Ode LXXIV: K'iu chung yu ma.

1. Among the hills there is the hemp; that Tsi-kie of Liu, that TsI-kie of Liu,

I pray that he may come and bestow a gift (on me). — 2. Among the hills

there is the wheat; that Tsi-kuo of Liu, that Tsi-kuo of Liu, I pray that he may

come and give me food. — 3. Among the hills there the are plum-trees; that

young gentleman of Liu, that young gentleman of Liu, he will give me a gem

for my girdle.

Ode LXXV: Ta yi.

A girl longs to go to her lover as his wife and serve him: attending to his clothes, serving him his

meals.

1. How befitting is the black robe! When it is worn out, I will again make

a new one (for you); I will go to your mansion, and promptly (a) I will serve

you your food. — 2. How beautiful is the black robe! When it is worn out

(etc. as in st. 1). — 3. How large is the black robe! When it is worn out (etc.

as in st. 1).

(a) S ii a n ^ 'promptly', as in Li: Tan kung: siian tsang 'to bury at once' (promptly, imme

diately).

Ode LXXV1: Ts'iang Chung-tsi.

1. I pray you, Chung-tsi, do not leap into my hamlet; do not break our

planted k ' i willows; (how dare I =) it is not that I dare regret them, but I

fear my father and mother; you, Chung, are worth loving, but the words of father

and mother are also worth fearing. — 2. I pray you, Chung-tsi, do not leap over

my wall; do not break our planted mulberry-trees; it is not that I dare regret

them, but I fear my elder brothers; you, Chung, are worth loving, but the words

of my elder brothers are also worth fearing. — 3. I pray you, Chung-tsi, do not

leap into my garden; do not break our planted t ' a n trees; it is not that I

dare regret them, but I fear the gossip of people; you, Chung, are worth loving,

but the gossip of people is also worth fearing.

Ode LXXVII: Shu yu t'ien.

1. Shu has gone hunting; in the street there are no dwellers; how could there

be no dwellers? (There are, but) they cannot compare with Shu; he is truly

handsome and kind. — 2. Shu has gone hunting; in the street there are no

wine-drinkers; how could there be no wine-drinkers? (There are, but) they cannot

compare with Shu; he is truly handsome and good. — 3. Shu has gone to the

open grounds; in the street there are no horse-drivers; how could there be no

horse-drivers? (There are but) they cannot compare with Shu ; he is truly hand

some and martial.

Ode LXXVI1I: T'ai shu yu t'ien.

1. Shu goes hunting, he rides a carriage with four horses; he holds the reins

as if they were silken strings (a); the two outside horses (go) as if dancing; Shu
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is in the marshy ground; the (fire-ranks:) rows of fires surge everywhere; baring

the upper body he overpowers a tiger; he presents it (in the prince's place:)

before the prince; I pray you, Shu, do not repeat it, take care that (the animal)

does not hurt you. — 2. Shu goes hunting, he rides in a carriage with four

yellow horses; the two yoke horses (rise upwards = ) raise their heads high; the

two outside horses go wild-goose fashion (b); Shu is in the marshy ground; the

rows of fires rise everywhere; Shu is a good archer, he is also a good driver;

now he beats the resounding stone and pulls in (the horses); now he releases

(the bow-string) and follows after (in pursuit of the game). — 2. Shu goes hunt

ing; he rides a carriage with four grey horses; the two yoke-horses have their

heads in a line, the two outside horses are like arms (on the sides); Shu is in

the marshy ground; the rows of fires are ample everywhere; Shu's horses slow

down; Shu discharges more seldom; now he lays aside his quiver, now he

encases his bow.

(a) He is so strong that the driving means no exertion to him. (b) On the sides and slightly be

hind.

Ode LXXIX: Ts'ing jen.

1. The men of Ts'ing are in P'eng; the four mailed horses (a) (go) pwdngpwdng;

the two m a o lances have double ornaments; they roam on (the banks of) the

River. — 2. The men of Ts'ing are in Siao; the four mailed horses are running;

the two m a o lances have double pheasant (pennons); they ramble on (the banks

of) the River. — 3. The men of Ts'ing are in Chu; the four mailed horses are

trotting; they swerve to the left, they draw their weapons (b) to the right (c),

the commander makes a fine show.

(a) Of each chariot. (b) Or, with Shuowen: »they strike ». (c) Tso siian yu ch'ou has

been variously expounded. Cheng and Chu take it to refer to the three men in a chariot: the one to

the left (driving) swerves, the one to the right draws (the weapon), the chung kun, the one in

the middle, i. e. the chief makes a fine show. But it is very disputable whether the driver stood to the

left or in the middle of a war chariot. Ma Juei-eh'en thinks all refers to the chief: he s u a n waves

(the flag) with his left hand and ch'ou draws (his weapon) with the right. But that our phrases

here refer to the whole manoeuvring of the chariot and that tso and y u are adverbs: »to the left », »to

the right », is proved by the par. in ode 214 and the passage in Li: Kiao t'e sheng quoted in our

gloss 497. Observe that we have, not chung k u 'he in the middle of the chariot' but chung

kun 'he in the middle of the troup', i. e. the commander.

Ode LXXX: Kao k'iu.

1. His lambskin fur is (as if moist:) glossy; he is truly straight and princely;

that man there, he is steadfast unto death. — 2. His lambskin fur has leopard-

skin adornments; he is very martial and full of strength; that man there, he is

the arbiter of (straightness:) right in the country. —- 3. His lambskin fur is

bright; the three ornaments (on the fur-coat) form a beauty-triad; that man there,

he is the adornment of the country.
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Ode LXXXI: Tsun ta lu.

1. I go along the great road, I grasp your sleeve; do not hate me, do not

brusque an old friend. — 2. I go along the great road, I grasp your hand; do

not reject me, do not brusque a loving friend.

Ode LXXXTI: Ntt yUe ki ming.

1. The girl says: »The cock crows ». The gentleman says: »It is (but) the

twilight of morning ». — »Rise, Sir, and look at the night! » — »The morning

star is (still) shining » (a). — »You must roam and rove and shoot wild ducks

and geese ». — 2. »When you have shot and hit them, I will dress them for

you; when I have dressed them, we will drink; I will grow old together with

you; the guitars and lutes will be there at the serving of the meal (b); there is

nothing which will not be peaceful and happy ». — 3. »If I know that you will

come to me, I will endow you with mixed girdle-ornaments; if I know that you

will agree to my wish, I will (make inquiries about =) attend upon you with

mixed girdle-ornaments; if I know that you love me, I will requite you with

mixed girdle-ornaments ».

(a) The comm. mostly take this line as spoken by the girl: »Rise, Sir, and look at the night: the

morning star is shining, you must etc. » But that breaks the rhythmical alternation of the antithetical

lines, and moreover yu lan »has (burning:) brightness» underlines that the star is still bright, it

is not yet becoming pale. (b) Y ii 'to serve' (a meal) as in ode 177.

Ode LXXXTH: Yu nii t'ung kU.

1. There is a girl with me in the carriage, her face is like an Hibiscus flower;

we will roam, we will ramble; her girdle-gems are k ' i u n g stones and k ii

stones (a); that beautiful Eldest lady Kiang, she is truly beautiful and refined.

— 2. There is a girl going along with me, her face is like an Hibiscus flower;

we will roam, we will ramble, her girdle-gems tinkle; that beautiful Eldest

lady Kiang, her reputation will never be forgotten.

(a) The traditional gifts of the lover to his girl, see ode 64.

Ode LXXXTV: Shan yu hi su.

A girl is out on a stroll, expecting to be courted by some young gentleman. She is however disap

pointed, having seen only a youngster whom she does not appreciate. The fact that she calls him on the

one hand »a foolish fellow », on the other hand »a crafty youth » suggests that he did not wish or dare

to make any advances, but held cautiously ( »craftily ») aloof. This is confirmed by ode 86 below,

where we have a very analogous theme. A cognate theme also in ode 87.

1. On the mountain there is the fu-su tree, in the swamp there is the

lotus; I do not see Tsi-tu, but I see this foolish fellow. — 2. On the mountain

there is the high pine-tree, in the swamp there is the »floating dragon » plant;

I do not see Tsi-ch'ung, but I see this crafty youth.

(a) On the strength of this ode, »Tsi-tu » later on became a traditional figure, symbolizing a beauti

ful young man. See Meng: Kao-tsi ( »One who does not understand that Tsi-tu is beautiful, is one who

has no eyes»).
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Ode LXXXV: T'o hi.

Probably this is the lament of a young lady who is going to be married against her will as arranged

by her elders, and who expresses her submissiveness. Cf. odes 88 and 37.

1. Withered leaves, withered leaves, the wind blows you about; oh you

uncles, sing before, and I will join in with you (a). — 2. Withered leaves,

withered leaves, the wind tosses you about; oh you uncles, sing before, and I

will keep in tune with you.

(a) I am as a withered and helpless leaf, following the will of the wind; as a singer who must follow

the lead of the fore-singer.

Ode LXXXVI: Kiao t'ung.

A young lady wants a stroll and a picnic with her beau, but she is disappointed. For this theme,

cf. odes 84 and 87.

1. That crafty youth, he does not talk with me! Yes, it is all your fault,

but it makes me unable to eat. — 2. That crafty youth, he does not eat with

me! Yes, it is all your fault, but it makes me unable to rest.

Ode LXXXVH: K'ien shang.

1. If you lovingly (think of:) long for me, I will lift my skirt and wade the

Chen; but if you do not long for me, is there no other man? Oh you most

foolish of foolish fellows! — 2. If you lovingly long for me, I will lift my skirt

and wade the Wei; but if you do not long for me, is there no other gentleman?

Oh you most foolish of foolish fellows!

Ode LXXXVHI: Feng.

1. How elegant you are! (a) You waited for me in the lane; I regret that I

did not follow you. — 2. How splendid you are! You waited for me in the

hall; I regret that I did not go with you. — 3. I will have for jacket my bro

cade jacket and my unlined slip-over jacket; I will have for skirt my brocade

skirt and my unlined slip-over skirt; oh you uncles (b), let yoke the carriage for

me to go with him. — 4. I will have for skirt my brocade skirt and my unlined

slip-over skirt; I will have for jacket my brocade jacket and my unlined slip

over jacket; oh you uncles, let yoke the carriage for me to go with him to his

home (c).

(a) Tsi chi feng hi. Grammatically it would be possible to take tsi c h i as a partitive

genitive: »The most elegant of gentlemen waited for me in the lane ». But the phrase tsi chi feng

h i in its construction is quite analogous to ode 97 tsi chi siian hi (oh your agility! = ) »How

agile you are! » and ode 136 tsi chi tang hi (oh your recklessness! =) »How reckless you are! »;

cf. also ode 2 ko chi t'an hi (oh the spreading of the k o creeper = ) »How the k o creeper

spreads! » We must translate in the same way here. (b) She adresses the elders of the family, cf.

odes 37 and 85. (c) As his wife.

Ode LXXXIX: Tung men chi shan.

A lady complains that the man she loves is not eager to come and fetch her. A similar theme in odes

37 and 41.
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1. At the levelled area of the East gate, the madder (is =) grows on the bank

(a) ; as to his house, it is near, but the man is very far away (b). — 2. By the

chestnut-trees of the East gate, there are low houses (c); do I not (think of:) long

for you? But you do not approach me.

(a) It is easily culled by anybody who wants it; so I am yours, if you only want me. (b) He could

easily come, being so near, but the keeps aloof. (c) Huts with low protecting walls, easily jumped

over, if anybody wants to snatch the fruits: so I could easily be gained.

Ode XC: Feng yU.

1. The wind and rain are cold, the cocks crow in unison (a); but since I have

seen my lord, how should I not be glad! — 2. The wind and rain are chilly, the

cocks crow all together; but since I have seen my lord, how should I not be (cu

red = ) refreshed! — 3. The wind and rain make it like darkness, the cocks crow

unceasingly; but since I have seen my lord, how should I not be joyous!

(a) Outside, there is rough and ominous weather, and the cocks announce that the night is already

past, I (sc. the lady) could have reason to feel despondent; but I am happy, for I have passed the night

with my lord.

Ode XCI: Tsi k'in.

A lady is waiting for her lover, who has failed at the tryst. In vain she is looking for his blue collar,

his blue girdle-gems.

1. Blue is your collar; long-brooding is my heart; even though I have not gone

(to you), why have I heard nothing from you? — 2. Blue are your girdle-gems;

long-brooding is my longing (for you); even though I have not gone (to you), why

do you not come? — 3. You come and go hastily, at the look-out tower on the

wall (a); one day on which I do not see you is like three months.

(a) You pay me very brief and careless visits at our tryst. Waley refers the line to the lady: »I

pace to and fro ». This also makes good sense, but since the line follows upon: »Why do you not come ».

I think it is better to refer it to the movements of the gentleman.

Ode XCII: Yang chi shuei.

1. (Even) stirred waters cannot float away thornwood that is bundled (a); few

indeed (b) are we brothers, there are only you and I; do not believe people's talk,

they are truly deceiving you. — 2. (Even) stirred waters cannot float away fire

wood that is bundled; few indeed are we brothers, there are only we two; do not

believe people's talk, people are truly not to be believed.

(a) Metaphor for keeping together, for solidarity, see ode 68. (b) for c h u n g = 'definitely, in

deed' see gl. 79.

Ode XCm: Ch'u k'i tung men.

1. I go out at the East gate; there are girls (numerous) like a cloud; but although

they are like a cloud, they are not those on whom my thoughts rest; (she with) the

white-silk robe and with the black-mottled grey kerchief, she will (a) rejoice me

(b) . — 2. I go out by the tower on the covering wall; there are girls (numerous)
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like reeds; but although they are like reeds, they are not those to whom my thoughts

go; (she with) the white-silk robe and the madders, with her I shall be able to make

merry.

(a) L ii e is a particle which gives an optative and future force to the phrase. (b) Or, with Han:

»rejoice my soul».

Ode XCIV: Ye yu wan ts'ao.

1. In the open grounds there is the creeping grass, the falling dew is plentiful;

there is a beautiful person (a), the clear forehead how beautiful! We met carefree

and happy, and so my desire was satisfied. — 2. In the open grounds there is the

creeping grass, the falling dew is ample; there is a beatiful person, how beatiful the

clear forehead! We met carefree and happy; »together with you I shall live

happily» (b).

(a) There has been much discussion whether j e n 'person' here means 'man' or 'woman'. The

attribute in the next line: ts'ing yang yuan hi applies to a woman in ode 47 and to a man

in ode 106. The term mei j e n 'the beautiful person' refers to a man in ode 38 and to a woman in

ode 42. It has been argued that t s i in the last line must mean »you, Sir», referring to a man; but

we have the same t s i 'you' said to a woman in ode 47. Since there is no way of deciding

the question, it is better to leave it open. (b) Yiitsikietsangis analogous to the common

yii tsi kie lao (odes 34, 82) »together with you I shall grow old », and is evidently a formula of

troth.

Ode XCV: Chen Wei.

1. Then Chen and the Wei (streams) are just now amply-flowing; knights and

girls are just holding kien plants in their hands; a girl says: »have you been and

looked? » A knight says: »I have». — »Shall we go again and look? » — »Beyond

the Wei, there is truly great (space) and pleasant ». The knight and the girl, they

are going to sport together; the one presents the other with a peony. — 2. The

Chen and the Wei, deep and clear flowing is their clear (water); knights and girls, in

great crowds they fill (the grounds) (a); a girl says (etc. as in st. 1).

(a) For y i n k ' i y i n g, cf. ode 96 ch'ao ki ying »the court is full ».

Ode XCVI: Ki ming.

A courtier and his love have passed the night together, and one of them is anxious lest he be missed

at the audience at dawn, and they both be exposed to evil tongues.

1. »The cock has crowed! The court is full! » (a) — »It was not the cock that

crowed, it was the sound of the green flies ». — 2. »The eastern region is bright,

the court is in full array! » — »It is not the eastern region that is bright, it is the

brightness of the forth-coming moon». — »The insects are flying in crowds; it is

sweet to lie dreaming with you». — »The assembly will presently return home;

may I not together with you be (hated:) maligned ».

(a) All the comm., ancient and modern, read ch'ao 'court'. Waley reads c h a o 'morning',

and thinks the ode has nothing to do with a courtier's duties: it is a question of a lady who urges her

lover to leave before daylight, so as not to compromise her. But first Waley has to take c h a o

k i ying » the morning is full » as — »it is full daylight»; ying as far as I know, never serves
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in this figurative sense. And further he has to take h u e i ^ (*g'wdd) 'assembly' as a loan char.

for k ' u a i (*k'wad) 'fast, quick', which is very arbitrary and unconvincing. Moreover, the

theme of the nobleman who has to hurry to court at dawn recurs in ode 100, a parallel which

strongly corroborates the traditional c h ' a o 'court' here.

Ode XCVH: SUan.

1. How agile you are! You met me in the region of the Nao (mountain); driv

ing abreast, we pursued two boars; you bowed to me and said that I was smart.

— 2. How (ample:) magnificent you are! You met me in the road of the Nao;

driving abreast, we pursued two male animals; you bowed to me and said that I

was fine-looking. — 3. How splendid you are! You met me on the south-slope

of the Nao; driving abreast, we pursued two wolves; you bowed to me and said that

I was good.

Ode XCVIII: Chu.

For the theme: a lady receiving her lover, cf. ode 99 next.

1. Lo! He waited for me in the space between the screening wall and the gate.

Lo! He had ear-stoppers of white (material) (a). Lo! On them he had (the flower of = )

the most exquisite of k ' i u n g stones. — 2. Lo! He waited for me in the court

yard. Lo! He had ear-stoppers of green (material). Lo! On them he had gems

of k ' i u n g stones. — 3. Lo! He waited for me in the hall. Lo! He had ear-

stoppers of yellow (material). Lo! On them he had (the flower of =) the most ex

quisite of k ' i u n g stones.

(a) The Han time data about the materials and construction of the »ear-stoppera » were already

so confused and contradictory that it is evident that the detailed knowledge of the Chou-time ob

jects was already lost. Subsequent speculations of scores of commentators have only complicated

matters further, without bringing us any nearer to a solution.

Ode XCIX: Tung fang cld ji.

1. Oh the sun in the East! That beautiful gentleman (a), he is in my chamber;

he is in my chamber, stepping to me he approaches. — 2. Oh, the moon in the

East! That beautiful gentleman, he is in my room; he is in my room, stepping to

me he sets out.

(a) The text says pi ch'u che tsi »that beautiful (or, with Mao: that complaisant, see

gl. 144) tsi », which may mean both »gentleman » and »younglady». But we have the same phrase

in ode ~,3, where it unambiguously refers to a gentleman, and here it most likely refers to a gentle

man coming to visit (or to fetch as bride?) his lady-love. Cf. the similar theme in ode 98 above.

Ode C: Tung fang wei ming.

1. The East is not yet bright; he turns his clothes upside down; he turns them

upside down; from the court they summon him. — 2. The East is not yet showing

the light of dawn (a); he turns his clothes upside down; he turns them upside down;

from the court they order him. — 3. He breaks the willows of the fenced garden,
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the mad fellow in his flurry; he cannot judge the time of night; if he is not too early,

he is too late.

(a) Hi means 'light of the rising sun', and also 'to dry in the sun' (odes 129, 174); it belongs

to a great word family, see BMFEA 5, p. 81.

Ode CI: Nan shan.

A lady of Ts'i has gone to Lu and been married. A lover who has lost her is grieved, but is ad

monished: he should not be desperate and continue to think of her or try to follow her. All the pro

per rites required have been duly carried out, and the fact is irrevocable. The »male fox», i. e. the

successful husband, has stepped slowly (cautiously and slyly). He has committed no breach of the

rules which could invalidate the marriage. He has given the proper symbolical marriage presents,

five pairs of dolichos shoes and one pair of cap pendants (Shuo yuan tells us that dolichos shoes

were presented by the bridegroom when coming in person to fetch his bride; the Shuo yuan is only

a Han-time work, but the context here confirms the tale, for the parallelism of the stanzas shows

that the first two lines of st. 2 refers to marriage rites properly carried out; shoes and cap pendants

were symbolical marriage presents because they always occurred in pairs). He has duly made announ

cement to the parents. And he has acted through a go-between. — For the speculations of the

ancient comm. that this ode refers to Wen Kiang of Ts'i, who had an incestuous affair with her

brother prince Huan, there is no support whatever in the ode text; and there is no reason why

k u e i should mean here anything but the common »to go to her new home (as bride) », as in

dozens of odes, all the more so as the whole song turns on marriage rites.

1. The Southern mountain is scraggily high (a); the male fox has walked slowly

(slyly); the road to Lu is smooth and easy, the young lady of Ts'i went by it to her

new home; since she has now gone to her new home, why do you still yearn for her?

— 2. The dolichos shoes were five pairs, the cap pendants were one pair; the road

to Lu is smooth and easy, the young lady of Ts'i has used it; since she has now used

it, why do you still follow her? — 3. The planting of hemp, how is it done? You

make east-west and north-south (furrows) on the acre (b); the taking of a wife, how

is it done? You must make announcement to the father and the mother; since

announcement now was made, why do you further exhaust yourself (by fretting)?

— 4. The splitting or firewood, how is it done? Without an axe one cannot do

it; the taking of a wife how is it done? Without a go-between one cannot obtain

her; since she has now been obtained, why do you still go to extremes?

(a) Lu was to the south of Ts'i. Possibly the »high» southern mountain alludes to the powerful

nobleman in the South. (b) You follow strict and orderly rules.

Ode CH: Fu t'ien.

The theme is similar to that of the preceding ode: a girl is admonished not to long for a »far-

away person», who cannot be reached or obtained; to »think of» that unattainable person is too

ambitious, just as it is to cultivate a field too large for your working resources. The »person» in

question is still an unmarried youth; but very soon he will be a grown-up and capped man, married

to somebody else and definitely lost to her.

1. Do not till too large a field, the weeds will (only) be very high; do not long

for the far-away person, your toiling heart will (only) be very grieved. .— 2. Do

not till too large a field, the weeds will (only) be very tall; do not long for the far
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away person, your toiling heart will (only) be very sad. — 3. How beautiful,

how handsome! The childhood hair-tufts in two tied horns! When you see him

after a while, all of a sudden he will be wearing the cap of manhood.

Ode Cm: Ln ling.

1. The hounds have double bells; that man is beautiful and kind. — 2. The

hounds have double rings; that man is beautiful and handsome. — 3. The hounds

have double compound rings; that man is beautiful and strong.

Ode CIV: Pi kou.

For fish as a symbol of fertility, see ode 190. Symbols of fertility and fecundity are closely allied,

see Karlgren, BMFEA 2, 1930; cf. also C. Hentze: Le poisson comme symbole de fecondit^ dans la

Chine ancienne, Bull. Mus. Roy. Bruxelles 1930. The fishes are so plentiful as to burst the wicker

fishing-baskets placed in the water to catch them; so numerous will be the offspring of the bride.

1. The burst fish-traps are by the dam; the fishes are bream and k u a n fish;

the young lady of Ts'i goes to her new home; her suite is like a cloud. — 2. The

burst fish-traps are by the dam; the fishes are bream and tench; the young lady of

Ts'i goes to her new home, her suite is like a shower. — 3. The burst fish-traps

are by the dam, the fishes go freely in and out, the young lady of Ts'i goes to her

new home, her suite is like a stream.

Ode CV: Tsai k'U.

For the theme cf. ode 101 above.

1. They drive the horses p'dk-p'dk, there are bamboo mat and red leather-

screen; the road to Lu is smooth and easy, the young lady of Ts'i started in the

evening. —. 2. The four black horses are beautiful, the hanging (ends of) the

reins are numerous (a); the road to Lu is smooth and easy, the young lady of Ts'i

is joyous and pleased. — 3. The waters of the Wen (river) are voluminous, the

marching men (b) go pwdng-pwdng (c); the road to Lu is smooth and easy, the young

lady of Ts'i travels ramblingly. — 4. The waters of the Wen are amply-flowing,

the marching men are running; the road to Lu is smooth and easy, the young lady

of Ts'i travels pleasurably.

(a) There being a team of four horses to each carriage in the cavalcade. (b) Of the escort. (c)

Sound of marching feet, analogous to the p'dlc-p'dk in st. 1.

Ode CVI: Yi tsie.

Praise of a nobleman who is showing his vigour and skill in the ritual shooting arena.

1. Lo! How splendid, how grand and tall; how fine the forehead; beautiful are

the eyes and the forehead; he runs agilely, moving in a stately way; when he shoots,

he is (good:) skilled. — 2. Lo! How illustrious, the beautiful eyes how clear;

his manners how perfect; the whole day he shoots at the target, never hitting outside

the (central) mark; he is truly a proper kinsman of mine! — 3. Lo! How hand
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some, the clear forehead how beautiful; when dancing he is in counting (a); when

shooting he pierces (the target); his four arrows succeed one another in a regular

sequence (b), so as to prevent (disorder:) violation of the rules.

(a) Dancing the ritual dance connected with the contests in shooting; he is in counting, i. e. fol

lows perfectly the rhythm of the music. (b) Or, with Mao: »his four arrows (revert = ) all come

(one after the other) to the same place.

Ode CVH: Ko kft.

Praise of a fine nobleman, duly equipped by his devoted wife; he is exemplary in apparel and man

ners, showing by contrast the shortcomings of the fellows who lack his refinement.

1. Twisted are (the strands of) the dolichos shoes, with them one can walk on

the hoarfrost; delicate are the hands of the woman, they can sew a skirt; they make

a skirt-waist, they make a jacket-collar, the handsome man wears them. — 2. The

handsome man is tranquil; (pliably, cedingly:) courteously he stands aside to the

left; in his girdle he carries his ivory comb-pin; to those (narrow-minded ones:)

mean fellows he constitutes a rebuke.

Ode CVm: Fen tsli ju.

1. In that oozy ground by the Fen (river), I gather the m u plant; that gentle

man there, he is beautiful beyond measure; he is beautiful beyond measure, he is

very different from (superior to) the prince's chariot-men. — 2. In that ground

by the side of the Fen, I gather the mulberry; that gentleman there, he is beautiful

like a flower; he is beautiful like a flower, he is very different from the prince's escort.

— 3. In that bend of the Fen, I gather the s u plant; that gentleman there, he

is beautiful like a jade; he is beautiful like a jade, he is very different from the

prince's followers.

Ode CIX: Yuan yu t'ao.

The song of a misunderstood official.

1. In the garden there is a peach tree, its fruits I have for viands (a); oh, the

grief of the heart!, but I chant and sing; those who do not know me say that I am

an officer who is arrogant; those people are right, what do you say? (b) For the

grief of the heart, who can know it? Indeed they give it no thought. — 2. In

the garden there is a jujube tree, its fruits I eat; oh, the grief of the heart!, but I will

ramble in the country; those who do not know me say that I am an officer who is

(without limit =) reckless; those people are (etc. as in st. 1).

(a) I live frugally in retirement. (b) It is but reasonable that they should think so. Cf. Meng:

Liang Huei wang, shang: »That the people think that I am niggardly, <JJ» is that not

right (reasonable) ? »

Ode CX: Chi hn.

1. I ascend that tree-clad hill, I gaze far away towards my father; my father

says: Alas, my son has gone out on war service; morning and evening he never
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stops (working); may he be careful, may he still be able to come, and not remain

(there). — 2. I ascend that bare bill, I gaze far away towards my mother; my

mother says: Alas, my youngest son has gone out on war service, morning and

evening he never sleeps; may he be careful, may he still be able to come, and not

be cast away (there). — 3. I ascend that ridge, I gaze far away towards my elder

brother; my elder brother says: Alas, my younger brother has gone out on war

service; morning and evening he must stand by (his comrades) (a); may he be careful,

may he still be able to come, and not die (there).

(a) He cannot desert and flee home.

Ode CXI: Shi mu chi kien.

1. Inside the ten acres, the pickers of mulberry-leaves are moving leisurely; I

will stroll and turn off with you (a). — 2. Outside the ten acres, the pickers of

mulberry-leaves are (dragging =) moving slowly; I will stroll and go with you.

(a) The fields are full of people gathering mulberry-leaves, moving slowly to and fro; in that crowd

nobody will observe if we two dodge away and go for a tete-a-tete.

Ode CXH: Fa fan.

1. K'dm-k'dm, you hew the fan wood, you place it on the bank of the River;

the waters of the River are clear and wavy; if you do not sow and do not reap,

how can you bring in three hundred yard-fulls of grain? If you do not chase and

do not hunt, how can we see suspended badgers in your courtyard? That noble

man, indeed he does not eat the food of idleness! — 2. K'9m-k'dm, you hew

out the wheel-spokes, you place them by the side of the River; the waters of the

River are clear and straight-flowing; if you do not sow and do not reap, how can you

bring in three hundred measures of a hundred-thousand ears? If you do not chase and

do not hunt, how can we see suspended three-years-olds in your courtyard? That

nobleman, indeed he does not eat the food of idleness! — 3. K'dm-k'dm, you hew

out your cart-wheels, you place them on the (lip =) margin of the River; the waters

of the River are clear and rippling; if you do not sow and do not reap, how can you

bring in three hundred bins of grain? If you do not chase and do not hunt, how

can we see suspended quails in your courtyard? That nobleman, indeed he does

not eat the food of idleness!

Ode CXm: Shi shu.

This ode is traditionally taken to be a lamentation over the extortions of oppressive officials.

1. You s h i - rats, you s h l - rats (a), do not eat our millet! Three years we

have served you, but you have not been willing to (look at =) heed us; it has

gone so far that we will leave you; we go to that happy land; oh, happy land, happy

land! Then we shall find our place. — 2. You s h i - rats, you s h i - rats, do

not eat our wheat! Three years we have served you, but you have not been willing

to be good to us; it has gone so far that we will leave you; we go to that happy
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country; oh, happy country, happy country! Then we shall find our right. — 3.

You s h i - rats, you shi - rats, do not eat our sprouting grain; three years we

have served you, but you have not been willing to (recognize our toil = ) reward

us; it has gone so far that we will leave you; we go to those happy outlands; happy

outlands, happy outlands! Who goes there to make long-drawn-out lamentations?

(a) Some kind of rodent.

Ode CXIV: Si so.

1. The cricket is in the hall, the year draws to a close; if we do not now

enjoy ourselves, the days and months will be passing by; but may we not be

too joyous, may we only think of our positions; in our love of pleasure, may we

not go to excess; the good gentleman is circumspect. — 2. The cricket is in

the hall, the year is passing by; if we do not now enjoy ourselves, the days and

months will have gone by; but may we not be too joyous, may we only think

of our (exterior =) decorum; in our love of pleasure, may we not go to excess;

the good gentleman is alert. — 3. The cricket is in the hall, the war-service

carriages are at rest; if we do not now enjoy ourselves, the days and months will

have passed away; but may we not be too joyous, may we only think of our

anxieties; in our love of pleasure, may we not go to excess; the good gentleman

is sedate.

Ode CXV: Shan yu ou.

An exhortation to enjoy the pleasures of life while it lasts.

1. On the mountain there are thorn-elms, in the swamp there are white-elms;

you have your robe and skirt, but you do not (drag and trail them:) wear them

sweeping their trains; you have carriages and horses, but you do not gallop them

or drive them on; you wither and die, and other men will enjoy them. — 2. On

the mountain there are k ' a o -trees, in the swamp there are n i u -trees; you have

your courtyard and chambers, but you do not sprinkle and sweep them; you have

your bells and drums, but you do not play and strike them; you wither and die,

and other men will (preserve:) keep them. — 3. On the mountain there are lacquer

trees, in the swamp there are chestnut trees; you have your wine and food, why

do you not daily play your lutes (a); with them you should make merry and enjoy

yourself, with them you should prolong the day (b); you wither and die, and

other men will enter your chamber.

(a) In the noblo families, music was played during meals. (b) By feasting far into the night.

Ode CXVI: Tang chi shuei.

1. In the stirred waters the white stones are (rinsed clean:) shining; with white

robe and red collar I follow you to Wu; when I have seen my lord, how should

I not be happy? — 2. In the stirred waters the white stones are purely white

(a); with white robe and red embroidery (on the collar) I follow you to Hu; when
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I have seen my lord, how should I be anxious? — 3. In the stirred waters the

white stones are fretted; I have heard your summons; I dare not tell people about

it (b).

(a) Washed white. (b) About our love-meeting. For similar love-excursions see odes 48, 56, 83, 87.

Ode CXVH: Tsiao liao.

1. The fruits of the pepper plants, rich and (spreading =) growing over a large

area (a) they will fill a pint; that gentleman there, he is very great and without

peer; oh, the pepper plants! Extending so far! — 2. The fruits of the pepper

plants, rich and growing over a large area they will fill both my hands; that

gentleman there, he is very great and (solid =) dependable; oh, the pepper plants!

Extending so far!

(a) Or, with another school, simply: »speading, they will fill » etc.

Ode CXVm: Ch'ou mou.

A nobleman, when marrying, received at the same time one first-rank wife and one or more se

condary wives, relatives of the first wife. A dignitary (t a f u) married one first-rank wife and

two secondary wives. In our ode here, such a nobleman expresses his delight at the three fine girls

he receives. The »bundled firewood » is a standing metaphor for the cohesion and solidarity of the

family, see odes 08, 92 above, and here it alludes to the new family constituted. The Three Stars is

the name of a constellation (the comm. identify it varyingly), and of course symbolizes the three

beautiful girls.

1. Tied round is the bundled firewood; the Three Stars are in the heavens;

what an evening is this, that I see these fine persons (a); what young ladies.

what young ladies! What shall I say of these fine persons! — 2. Tied round

is that bundled hay; the Three Stars are (seen) in the corner; what an evening

is this, that I see these happy ones; what young ladies, what young ladies! What

shall I say of these happy ones! — 3. Tied round is the bundled thornwood;

the Three Stars are (seen) in the door; what an evening is this, that I see this

beauty-triad; what young ladies, what young ladies! What shall I say of this

beauty triad!

(a) The word liang-jen occurs meaning »my good man» = »husband » in ode 128 and in

Meng-tsi. But, as Hu Ch'eng-kung points out, it was used in Ts'in and early Han time parallel to

m e i - j e n, as the title of young ladies, which certainly is an allusion to this ode. The par. with

t s ' a n - c h 6 »the beauty-triad » in st. 3 corresponding to S a n sing »the Three Stars», makes it

quite clear (with Mao) that liang-jen also refers to the three ladies.

Ode CXIX: Ti tu.

1. There is a solitary Pyrus tree, its leaves are luxuriant; alone I walk and

forlorn; are there no other people (besides my kinsmen)? Oh, but they are not

equal to brothers (a); alas, you travellers, why do you not join company with

me? A person who has no brothers, why do you not help me? — 2. There is

a solitary Pyrus tree, its leaves are rich; alone I walk and helpless; are there no
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other people? Oh, but they are not equal to kinsmen; alas, you travellers (etc.

as in st. 1).

(a) T ' u n g f u properly: »those who have the same father as I ». Ch'en Huan thinks that f u

here means father, grand-father, great-grand-father etc., thus: those who have the same ancestors =

kinsmen; but that is far-fetched.

Ode CXX: Kao k'iu.

1. Lamb's fur and leopard sleeves! The man who (followed me =) associated

with me is so arrogant; is there no other person? Oh, but it is only you with

whom I have old bonds. — 2. Lamb's fur and leopard sleeves! The man who

(followed me =) associated with me is so extravagant; is there no other person?

Oh but it is only you that I love.

Ode CXXI: Pao yU.

1. Flapping are the plumes of the bustards, they settle on the bushy oak (a);

the service to the king must not be defective, I cannot plant my panicled millet

and my glutinous millet; what shall father and mother rely on? Oh, you distant

blue Heaven, when will there be a settlement (b)? — 2. Flapping are the wings

of the bustards, they settle on the bushy jujube trees; the service to the king

must not be defective, I cannot plant my glutinous millet and my panicled millet;

what shall father and mother eat? Oh, you distant blue Heaven, when will there

be an end? — 3. Flapping (their wings) are the rows of bustards, they settle

on the bushy mulberry tree; the service to the king must not be defective, I

cannot plant my rice and my spiked millet; what shall father and mother have

for food? Oh you distant blue Heaven, when will there be an adjustment (c)?

(a) The tired birds settle to rest; but the speaker, though wearied by his toil, is allowed no rest.

(b) Yu so: properly »a placing», putting things in their proper place. (c) Ch'ang 'constant

norm', here 'a normalisation' = 'an adjustment'.

Ode CXXTI: Wu yi.

This ode is so vague in its wording that it is very doubtful what its real purport may be. It could

be interpreted in many ways (the comm. of course have all kinds of historical and symbolical ex

planations). I surmise that it is simply an expression of gratitude to a beloved person for the gift

of a robe.

1. How could I say that I have no robes? There are seven; but they are

not equal to your robe, it is comfortable and lucky. — 2. How could I say

that I have no robes? There are six; but they are not equal to your robe, it

is comfortable and warm.

Ode CXXm: Tu ti chi tu.

For the theme: a girl pondering how she shall receive her lover, cf. ode 53.

1. There is a solitary Pyrus tree, it grows to the left of the road; that nobleman,

it has come so far that he is willing to come to me; in the core of my heart I
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love him; what shall I give him for drink and food? — 2. There is a solitary

Pyrus tree, it grows at the curve of the road; that nobleman, it has come so far

that he is willing to come and play (with me); in the core (etc. as in st. 1).

Ode CXXTV: Ko sheng.

1. The ko creepers grow and cover the thorns, the lien creepers spread

to the uncultivated tracts; my beautiful one has gone away from here; with whom

can I associate — alone I dwell. — 2. The k o creepers grow and cover the

jujube trees, the lien creepers spread to the border tracts; my beautiful one

has gone away from here; with whom can I associate — alone I rest. — 3. The

horn pillow is beautiful, the brocade coverlet is bright; my beautiful one has gone

away from here; with whom can I associate — alone I have my morning. —

4. After days of summer, after nights of winter, after a hundred years (a) I

shall join him in his abode (b). — 5. After nights of winter, after days of sum

mer, after a hundred years, I shall join him in his chamber.

(a) At the end of life, cf. Kuan: Ta k'uang: po suei c h i hou, kiin tsi h i a shi

»after a hundred years, when you, my lord, leave this world ». (b) I shall remain faithful to him

until death, and be buried with him in his grave.

Ode CXXV: Ts'ai ling.

1. I gather the ling plant, I gather the ling plant, on the top of the

Shou-yang; people's false tales, you really should not believe them; put them aside,

put them aside; really you should not think them true; people's false tales, what

can you find in them? — 2. I gather the k ' u plant, I gather the k ' u plant,

below the Shou-yang; people's false tales, you really should not side with them;

put them aside (etc. as in st. 1). — 3. I gather the f eng plant, I gather the

f e n g plant, to the east of the Shou-yang; people's false tales, you really should

not follow them; put them side (etc. as in st. 1).

Ode CXXVI: KU lin.

For the theme — a love excussion — cf. odes 48, 56, 83 etc.

1. There is the carriage which (sounds) HSn-HSn; there is a horse with a white

forehead; while I have not yet seen my lord, I give my orders to the eunuch (a).

— 2. On the slope there are lacquer trees, in the swamp there are chestnut trees;

when I have seen my lord, we sit side by side and play the lute; if we do not

enjoy ourselves now, as time passes we shall grow old. — 3. On the slope there

are mulberry trees, in the swamp there are poplars; when I have seen my lord.

we sit side by side and play the reed-organ; if we do not now enjoy ourselves,

as time passes we shall be dead.

(a) S i - j e n, the eunuch attendant in the carriage; or, with another school, shi-jen »the atten

dant ».
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Ode CXXVII: Si t'ie.

1. The four black horses are very big; the six reins are well in hand; the

favourites of the prince follow the prince in the chase. — 2. They present these

male animals of the season, the males in season are very big; the prince says:

swerve to the left (a)! When he lets off the arrow, he hits. — 3. They roam

in the Northern park, the four horses are well-trained; the light carriages have

bells on the horses' bits; they start the long- and the short-mouthed dogs.

(a) For t a o c h I 'swerve to the left' cf. ode 79, note b.

Ode CXXVm: Siao jung.

A lady longs for her absent husband, who is away on a war expedition.

1. The small (war) carriages have a shallow hack; there are five ornamental

bands (on the poles) and curving carriage poles; there are slip-rings and side-

shields (for the yoke horses); there are covered traces and silvered attachments;

there are striped floor-mats and protruding wheel-naves; yoked are our black-

mottled grey horses and our horses with white left foot; I am thinking of my

lord; how refined he will look, like a jade in those plank huts (a); it disturbs the

innermost recesses of my heart. — 2 The four stallions are very big; the six

reins are well in hand; the black-mottled greys and the black-maned bays are

in the centre (in the yoke), the black-nosed yellows and the blacks go as outside

horses; the dragon shields, them they hold joined; silvered are the buckles of the

inner reins (b); I am thinking of my lord; how refined he will look in those small

towns; for how long will it be (that he is away)? How I think of him. — 3. The

four unmailed horses are very (herd-like =) well-matched; there are triangular

(-bladed) mao lances and silvered butt-caps; the (covered shields =) shields

with attached ornaments are luxurious; there are tiger-skin bow-cases and engraved

breast-plates; crossed in the case are two bows; the bamboo laths (c) are tied to

them with strings; thinking of my lord, I go to sleep and I arise; serene is my

good man, pure is his fame.

(a) She speaks slightingly of those foreign tracts whither he has gone as a rustic region with coarse

plank huts; the contrast makes her finely equipped lord look like a gem. (b) Literally: »by silvered

(bronze) one has buckled the inner reins ». (c) Laths or rods of bamboo to which the unstringed

bow was tied to keep it from warping.

Ode CXXIX: Kien kia.

A girl is out in the open, hoping for a love-meeting with her beau, whom she dare not even men

tion by name; but he eludes her:

1. The reeds and rushes are very green, the white dew becomes hoar-frost; he

whom I call »that man» is somewhere near the stream; I go up the stream after

him, the road is difficult and long; I go down the stream after him, but he eludes

me (by going) into the midst of the stream. — 2. The reeds and rushes are lux

uriant, the white dew has not yet dried up; he whom I call »that man» is on

the bank of the stream; I go up the stream after him, the road is difficult and
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steep; I go down the stream after him, but he eludes me (by going) to an islet

in the stream. — 3. The reeds and rushes are full of colour; the white dew has

not yet ceased; he whom I call »that man» is on the bank of the river; I go up

the stream after him, the road is difficult and turns to the right; I go down the

stream after him, but he eludes me (by going) to an island in the stream.

Ode CXXX: Chung nan.

1. What is there on the Chung-nan (hill)? There are t ' i a o trees, there are

plum trees; the lord comes, (he has) robe of brocade and fox fur; his face is as

if smeared with red; a lord indeed! — 2. What is there on the Chung-nan?

There are willows, there are pear trees; the lord comes, (he has) emblem-adorned

robe and embroidered skirt; the jades hanging at his girdle tinkle; may he have

long life and endless fame.

Ode CXXXI: Huang niao.

When prince Mu of Ts'in died in 621 B. C, three noblemen were buried alive with him, see Tso:

Wen 6. This ode is therefore one of the few that can be dated.

1. Crosswise (fly) the yellow birds, they settle on the jujube trees; who follows

prince Mu? Tsi-kii Yen-si; now this Yen-si, he is the champion among a hundred

men; when he approaches the pit (grave), terrified is his trembling; that blue Hea

ven, it destroys our good men; if we could redeem him, his life would be worth

that of a hundred men (a). — 2. Crosswise fly the yellow birds, they settle on

the mulberry trees; who follows prince Mu? Tsi-kii Chung-hang; now this Chung-

hang, he is a match for one hundred men; when he approaches (etc. as in st. 1).

— 3. Crosswise fly the yellow birds, they settle on the thorn trees; who follows

prince Mu? Tsi-kii K'ien-hu; now this K'ien-hu, he is a match for a hundred

men; when he approaches (etc. as in st. 1).

(a)Injen po k'i shen the word p o is a verb; literally: »men would »hundred-fold »

his body», homines centuplicarent suum corpus, there would be a hundred men to his one body.

Ode CXXXTJ: Ch'en feng.

1. Swift is that falcon, dense is that northern forest; when I have not yet

seen my lord, my grieved heart is full of intense feeling; how is it, how is it? You

(forget:) neglect me truly too much. — 2. On the mountain there are luxuriant

oaks, in the swamp there are l i u - p o trees; when I have not yet seen my lord,

my grieved heart has no joy; how is it, how is it? You neglect me truly too much.

— 3. On the mountains there are luxuriant Prunus trees, in the swamp there

are planted sue i trees; when I have not yet seen my lord, my grieved heart is as

if (intoxicated:) stupefied; how is it, how is it? You neglect me truly too much.

Ode CXXXm: Wu yi.

1. How can you say that you have no clothes? I will share my tunics with

you; the king raises his army, we put in order our dagger-axes and m a o lances;
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I will have the same enemies as you. — 2. How can you say that you have no

clothes? I will share my trousers with you; the king raises his army, we put in

order our m a o lances and k i lances; together with you I will start (on the

expedition). — 3. How can you say that you have no clothes? I will share my

skirts with you; the king raises his army; we put in order our mail-coats and sharp

weapons; together with you I will march.

Ode CXXXIV: Wei yang.

1. I escorted the Uncle as far as Wei-yang; with what did I present him? A

great carriage and a four-team of yellow horses. —-2. I followed the Uncle, long

did I think of him; with what did I present him? A precious gem and a jade

girdle-pendant.

Ode CXXXV: K'uan yU.

1 . Alas for us! The great house was very grand; but now, at every meal there

is nothing left over; alas, (the sequel) does not correspond to the beginning (a).

— 2. Alas for us! At every meal we had four k u e i vessels (b); but now, at

every meal we do not get our fill; alas, (the sequel) does not correspond to the

beginning.

(a) Properly: »the sprouting ». (b) Dishes of grain.

Ode CXXXVI: Ylin k'iu.

1. How reckless you are, on the top of the Yiin-k'iu (a); I certainly have love

(for you), but no admiration (b). — 2. K'&m you beat your drum, below the

Yiin-k'iu; be it winter, be it summer, you hold upright your egret's feather (c). —

3. K'am you beat your earthen jar, on the Y'iin-k'iu road; be it winter, be it sum

mer, you hold upright your egret's plume.

(a) »The piled-up hill », the name of a hill in Ch'en which was the traditional pleasure-ground of

the rich feasters, see gl. 330. (b) You are too extravagant. (c) In the dance.

Ode CXXXVII: Tnng men en! fen.

The religious dance in the open grounds in Ch'en, performed by young girls. Tsi chung chi

t s I »the child of Tsi-chung» .ftfl in st. 1 and Nan fang chi Jg( Yuan »the (lady) Yuan

of the South side» is the same person (against Cheng, who takes st. 1 to mean: »the young men of

the Tsi-chung house»). Yuan was the family name of a dignitary house in Ch'en, see Ch'un ts'iu,

Chuang 27, with Kung-yang chuan, where the Ch'en dignitary Yuan Chunn JTg? -fiji is mentioned. Our

Tsi-chung ^f- .fdi here was the »title» name corresponding to Chung ^tjl (just as Confucius had a

disciple Ts'i-tiao K'ai, with the »title » Tsi-k'ai, and another Yu Jo ^ ^ with the »title » Tsl-jo

and as the Hia Nan JJ in ode 144 had the »title» Tsi-nan ^f- Obviously the young

lady »chosen» (^|). »the daughter of Tsi-chung », alias »the (lady) Yuan», was the daughter of this

dignitary Yuan Chung (Tsi-chung).

1. The elms of the Eastern gate, the oaks of the Yiin-k'iu (a) — the daughter

of Tsi-chung dances under them. — 2. A (good:) auspicious morning they go
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and choose: the (lady) Yuan of the South side (b); no longer spinning her hemp,

she dances in the market place. — 3. An auspicious morning they proceed, yea,

they come forward and go: »We look on you as (if you were) a Malva! She gives

us a handful of pepper-plants » (c).

(a) For Yiin-k'iu see ode 136, note. (b) As leader of the dance (so acc. to Cheng). (c) Fragrant

herbs, used for magical purposes, in inducing the spirits to descend, see the Li sao. The chorus of

girls address their leading lady.

Ode CXXXVIII: Heng men.

1. Under a cross-beam door(-lintel) (a), one can be at rest; by the ample flow

from the spring, one can cure hunger (b); why, in eating fish, must one have

bream from the River? Why, in taking a wife, must one have a lady Kiang from

Ts'i? (c). — 3. Why, in eating fish, must one have carp from the River? Why,

in taking a wife, must one have a lady Tsi from Sung?

(a) I. e. in a simple hut. (b) You can take a frugal meal out in the open, you need not feast

in palaces. (c) You can be satisfied with much simpler conditions.

Ode CXXXIX: Tung men chi ch'i.

1. In the moat by the Eastern gate, one can soak the hemp (a); that beautiful

Third lady Ki, I can sing to her, face to face. — 2. In the moat by the Eastern

gate, one can soak the c h u hemp; that beautiful Third lady Ki, I can chat to

her, face to face. — 3. In the moat by the Eastern gate, one can soak the

k i e n rush; that beautiful Third lady Ki, I can talk to her, face to face.

(a) My girl will be there.

Ode CXL: Tung men chi yang.

The lover has failed at the tryst:

1. The poplar by the Eastern gate, its leaves are rich; dusk was the time

agreed on, but the morning star is shining. — 2. The poplar by the Eastern

gate, its leaves are luxuriant; dusk was the time agreed on, but the morning

star is bright.

Ode CXLI: Mu men.

1. At the gate of the grave yard there are jujube trees; with axes one (hews:)

lops them (a); my man is bad, the people of the country know it; they know it,

but he does not cease; who is it that has been so for a long time! — 2. By the

gate of the grave-yard there are plum trees; there are y a o birds (b) collecting

on them; my man is bad; by my song I reprimand him; though I reprimand him,

he does not heed me; when (overthrown:) ruined, he will think of me.

(a) So I chastise my bad man by my song. (b) Birds of evil omen.
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Ode CXLII: Fang yu ts'Ue ch'ao.

1 . On the dyke there are magpies' nests, on the hill there are sweet t ' i a o

plants; who has (cheated:) enticed my beautiful one? In my heart I am pained.

— 2. On the temple path there are tiles, on the hill there are sweet y i plants;

who has enticed my beautiful one? In my heart I am grieved.

Ode CZLTH: Ytie ch'u.

1. The moon comes forth bright; how handsome is that beautiful one, how

easy and beautiful; my toiled heart is grieved. — 2. The moon comes forth

brilliant; how handsome is that beautiful one, how easy and tranquil; my toiled

heart is anxious. — 3. The moon comes forth shining; how brilliant is that beauti

ful one, how easy and handsome; my toiled heart is pained.

Ode CXLTV: Chu lin.

This ode may or may not refer to the Hia Nan, the nobleman in Ch'en mentioned in Tso: Ch'eng 2.

1. What shall I do in Chu-lin? I will follow Hia Nan; it is not that I go to

Chu-lin: I will follow Hia Nan. — 2. I will yoke my four-team of horses, and

halt in the grounds of Chu; I will drive my four-team of colts, and have my

morning meal in Chu.

Ode CXLV: Tse pi.

1. By the (slope:) shore of that marsh there are sedges and lotus plants (a);

there is a certain beautiful person — oh, I am pained (not knowing) what to do

about it; waking and sleeping, I know not what to do (b), my tears and snivel

are flowing. — 2. By the shore of that marsh there are sedges and lotus fruits;

there is a certain beautiful person, grandly large and handsome; waking and sleep

ing, I know not what to do, in the core of my heart I am grieved. — 3. By

the shore of that marsh there are sedges and lotus flowers; there is a certain

beautiful person, grandly large and dignified; waking and sleeping I know not

what to do, I toss and throw myself down on the pillow.

(a) Or, with Lu: »lotus stalks».

(b) W u w e i. Legge translates: »I do nothing», which is grammatically satisfactory, but makes

a curious »contresens» in this connection ( making and sleeping I do nothing»). W u w e i »I have

no doing» means: I am at a loss what to do, being restlessly irresolute night and day.

Ode CXLVI: Kao k'iu.

1. In lamb's fur you ramble, in fox's fur you go to court; do I not think of

you? My toiled heart is grieved. — 2. In lamb's fur you roam, in fox's fur

you are in the hall; do I not think of you? My heart is grieved and pained. — 3.

Your lamb's fur is as if (fat:) glossy; when the sun comes forth, there is a lustre;

do I not think of you? In the core of my heart I suffer from this (a).

(a) Shi t a o: tao is a transitive verb. with shi as object.
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Ode CXLVH: Su kuan.

A lady is full of compassion for an absent man, who is in mourning:

1. Would that I could see the white cap; the distressed man will be emaciated;

my toiled heart is grieved. — 2. Would that I could see the white robe; my heart

is pained; I wish that I could go with you to your home. — 3. Would that I

could see the white knee-covers; my heart is (blocked and tied:) full of pent-up

feelings; I wish that I could become as one with you.

Ode CXLVm: Si yu ch'ang ch'u.

1. In the swamp there is the ch'ang thorn, luxuriant are its branches; how

glossy their delicate beauty; I am glad that you have no (intimate:) mate. — 2.

In the swamp there is the ch'ang thorn, luxuriant are its flowers; how glossy

their delicate beauty; I am glad that you have no house (a). — 3. In the swamp

there is the ch'ang thorn, luxuriant are its fruits; how glossy their delicate

beauty; I am glad that you have no chamber (b).

(a) As house-wife; that you are not married. Cf. ode 6. (b) As wife: that you are not married.

For s h i 'chamber', as an attribute of the wife, cf. ode 6.

Ode CXLIX: Fei feng.

Somebody travelling longs to be allowed to turn homewards to Chou.

1. It is not that the wind is whirling up, it is not that the carriage is going

away (a); when I turn my head back and look at that road of Chou, in the core

of my heart I am sad. — 2. It is not that the wind is whirling, it is not that the

carriage is shaking along; when I turn my head back and look at that road of

Chou, in the core of my heart I am grieved. — 3. Who can boil fish? I will

wash the kettle for him (b); who intends to go home to the West? I will cherish

him with good words.

(a) That makes me so depressed. (b) At the prospect of getting a meal of fish, one is glad to

help with the preparations.

Ode CL: Fou yu.

1. The wings of the ephemera — how rich are the clothes (a)! Oh, the

(grief:) anxiety of the heart! Come home and dwell with me! — 2. The wings

of the ephemera — how colourful are the clothes! Oh, the anxiety of the heart!

Come home and rest with me! — 3. The ephemera digs through (or: bursts

through) from its hole (b); your hemp robe is (bright) like snow; oh, the anxiety

of the heart! Come home and (halt:) lodge with me!

(a) You are brightly attired at our love-meeting. (b) and turns out a beautiful creature.

Ode CLI: Hon jen.

A fine nobleman in favour at court and with a large retinue is so enamoured of a young lady that

he neglects everything else for the sake of love-meetings with her.
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1 . Those men of the escort, they carry dagger-axes and batons (a); that gentle

man there, he has (in his retinue) three hundred red knee-covers. — 2. That

cormorant on the dam, he does not wet his wings (b); that gentleman there, he

is not (equal to:) worthy of his (fine) garments. — 3. That cormorant on the

dam, he does not wet his beak; that gentleman there, he will not continue to

stand in favour. — 4. Densely screening are the rising morning clouds on the

Southern mountain; how handsome, how beautiful — the young lady, for her

he hungers.

(a) Or, with another school: dagger-axes and signal-tokens. (b) He does not perform his duty.

Ode CLT1: Shi kiu.

1. The s h I - k i u bird is in the mulberry tree, its young ones are seven; the

good man, my lord, his fine deportment is (one:) invariable; his fine deportment

is invariable, my heart is (as if tied =) full of pent-up feelings (a). — 2. The

s h I - k i u bird is in the mulberry tree, its young ones are in the plum tree; the

good man, my lord, his girdle is of silk; his girdle is of silk, his leathern cap

is black-mottled grey. — 3. The s h I - k i u bird is in the mulberry tree, its

young ones are in the jujube tree; the good man my lord, his fine demeanour

is without fault; his fine demeanour is without fault, he (corrects =) sets an

example to (b) these countries of the four quarters. — 4. The s h I - k i u bird

is in the mulberry tree, its young ones are in the hazel tree; the good man, my

lord, he sets an example to these people of the country; he sets an example to

these people of the country, why should it not be for ten thousand years!

(a) The k i e 'tied' here is equal to the y ii n - k i e 'blocked and tied' in ode 147. (b) Cf. ode

80: pang chi si chi »He is the arbiter of (st raightness: ) right in the country ».

Ode CTiITT: Hia ts'uan.

Somebody who is away from royal Chou thinks longingly of the capital city, and has a vision of

the festive scene when the princes come to court and are rewarded, on behalf of the king, by a

presiding prince.

1. Cool is that down-flowing spring, it overflows the bushy lang plants;

moaning I awake and sigh, I think of that capital city of Chou. — 2. Cool

is that down-flowing spring, it overflows the bushy southernwood; moaning I

awake and sigh, I think of that capital Chou. — 3. Cool is that down-flowing

spring, it overflows the bushy shi plants; moaning I awake and sigh, I think

of that capital city. — 4. Luxuriant are those millet shoots, the rain from the

clouds fattens them; the (princes of) the countries of the four quarters go to an

audience with the king (a), the prince of Sim rewards them for their toil.

(a) Y u wang 'have their king-business', i. e. 'go to court' (so both Mao and Cheng). Wang

in this sense is a technical term, cf. Tso: Yin 9 5{c -JJ* 3E »The prince of Sung did not go to an

audience with the king»; Tso: Chuang 22: Chu hou yu wang fjf ^ 3£. wang yu

s ii n s h o u »The princes have their going to the king's court, the king has his going on inspec

tion tours ».
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Ode CLIV: Ts'i yUe.

1. In the seventh month there is the declining Fire-star; in the ninth month

we give out the clothes; in the days of the first, there is a rushing wind; in the

days of the second it is bitterly cold; if we have no robes, no coarse-cloth (gar

ments), wherewith should we finish the year? In the days of the third we go

to plough; in the days of the fourth we lift the heels (a); all our wives and

children (b) carry food (to us) in those southern acres; the inspector of the fields

comes and is pleased. — 2. In the seventh month there is the declining

Fire-star; in the ninth month we give out the clothes; in the days of the spring

there is warmth, there is the singing oriole; the girls take their beautiful

baskets, they go along those small paths; they seek the soft mulberry (leaves);

the days of spring lengthen; in crowds they gather the white southernwood; the

heart of the young girl is (pained:) deeply moved, very likely she will be going

home (as bride) with a young nobleman. — 3. In the seventh month there is

the declining Fire-star; in the eighth month there are rushes and sedges; in the

silkworn month we branch (c) the mulberry-trees; we take those axes and hat

chets, and lop the far-reaching and highly-rising ones; luxuriant are those small

mulberry trees; in the seventh month there is the crying shrike; in the eighth

month we spin, both black and yellow; our red-dye is very bright; we make skirts

for the young noblemen. — 4. In the fourth month there is the flowering and

seeding y a o grass; in the fifth month there is the singing cicada; in the eight

month we reap; in the tenth month there is the shedding of leaves; in the days

of the first we go for badgers, we catch those foxes and wild-cats; we make

furs for the young noblemen; in the days of the second there is the meet (d),

and so we (continue =) keep up our prowess in warfare; we keep for ourselves

the young boars, we present the older boars to the prince. — 5. In the fifth

month, the locust moves its legs; in the sixth month the grasshopper shakes its

j wings; in the seventh month it is out in the grounds; in the eighth month it is

under the roof; in the ninth month it is in the doorway; in the tenth month

the cricket is under our bed; the holes being stopped up, we smoke out the rats;

we block the northern window and plaster the door; oh, you wife and children!

It is all for the (changing of the year:) passing into a new year; let us enter this

house and dwell there. — 6. In the sixth month we eat the fruits of the y u

and the wild vine; in the seventh month we cook the k ' u e i plant and the

pulse; in the eighth month we pluck the date trees; in the tenth month we reap

the rice; we make this spring wine, in order to (enlarge:) increase the vigorous

old age; in the seventh month we eat melons; in the eighth month we cut the

bottle gourds; in the ninth month we harvest the hemp seeds, we gather the

t ' u plant and make firewood of the Ailanthus; we feed our husbandmen. —

7. In the ninth month we pound flat and hard the threshing arena in the vege

table garden (e); in the tenth month we bring in the harvest, the glutinous millet

and the panicled millet, the slowly ripening and the quickly ripening grain, the
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grain, the hemp, the pulse, the wheat; oh, you husbandmen of ours, our harvest

is collected, let us go up and attend to the business of our mansion; in day time you

shall go and gather the m a o grass, in the evening you shall make ropes; quickly let

us get up on the (house =) roof (f); then we will start again to sow all the cereals. —

8. In the days of the second, we cut out the ice, (it sounds) d'i6ng-d'i6ng;\ in

the days of the third we take it into the ice-house; in the days of the fourth

we rise early, we present lamb and sacrifice onions; in the ninth month there is

shrivelling (of plants) and frost; in the tenth month we clean out the threshing

arena; a pair of wine vessels, them we offer as a feast (to our people); we kill

lambs and sheep, and ascend to that public Hall; we raise those k u a n g vessels

of rhinoceros (horn); a longevity of a myriad (years), without limit!

(a) Move out to live in the summer sheds in the fields. (b) T'ung [p] 'united, associated, all to

gether', as in ode 180 shou chi so t'ung »where the animals assemble », Tso: Chuang 21

t'ung fa Wang-ch'eng »all together they attacked the royal city ». The line has gene

rally been taken to mean: »Together with our wives and children, we carry food to those southern

acres»; but such carrying of food was exclusively the task of the women (and children), certainly

not of the men. (c) Or, with Han: we pick. (d) Collective hunt. (e) Ch'ang pu 'arena-garden':

in spring and summer, this garden space was used for growing vegetables, in autumn and winter,

after the reaping of the vegetables, it was pounded hard and used as threshing floor. (f) To repair

it for the winter period.

Ode CLV: Chl yao.

A lady fights for her rights as wife in the house, for which she has worked so hard. She likens

herself to a threatened bird. — Legend has it that this ode was already used as an allegorical ser

mon in early Chou time, see Shu: Kin t'eng. That is quite possible, but it is obvious that it was

not primarily written for that pupose.

1. Ohch'i-yao bird, oh, c h ' i - y a o bird, you have taken my young ones,

do not destroy my (house:) nest; I have loved them (a), I have toiled for them;

my young children, for them you should have pity. — 2. At the time when

heaven was not yet clouded and raining, I took those mulberry roots, I twined

them and made window and door; now you low-down people, does anbody dare

to insult me? — 3. My (hands:) claws were grasping the t ' u herbs which I

picked, the bundles of straw which I hoarded; my (mouth:) beak was all sore;

do you say that I still have no chamber and house? (b) — 4. My wings are

(reduced =) worn out, my tail is shrunk; my house is perilously high up, it is

tossed about by wind and rain; my cry is alarmed.

(a) Or, with Lu: I have taken pains for them. (b) Generally this line has been taken to mean:

»I thought that I still has no (sufficient) house»; but the par. with the last line of the preceding st.

shows that the line is a challenge to those who would deny the speaker's rights.

Ode CLVI: Tung shan.

1. We marched to the Eastern mountains, we went away and did not return

home; now that we are coming from the East, the falling rain is darkening; when

in the East we spoke of returning home, our hearts yearned for the West: »let
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us prepare those (civilian) skirts and robes, do not let us serve (as soldiers) and

go in ranks and be gagged »; those crawling caterpillars, in great numbers they

are in the mulberry grounds; staunchly we pass the night there each by himself,

under the cart (a). 2. We marched (etc. as in st. 1) . . . darkening; the fruits

of the k u o - i o gourds reach the eaves; the sowbug is in the chamber, the

spider is in the door; (full of) footprints is the deer's area; brilliant is the glow

worm — it is not to be feared it is to be loved (b). — 3. We marched (etc.

as in st. 1 ) . . . darkening; the heron cries on the ant-hill; the wife sighs in the

chamber; she sprinkles and sweeps, and the holes (in the walls) are stopped up;

we march and arrive: the numerous gourds are bitter, they are (lying) in great

numbers on the chestnut firewood; from the time that we (have not seen =) last

saw this, until now, it is three years. — 4. We marched (etc. as in st. 1) . . .

darkening; The oriole goes flying, brilliant are its feathers; this young lady goes

to her new home (c), yellow-and-white-spotted and red-and-white-spotted are her

horses; the mother ties her kerchief; the rules for her good conduct are both nine

and ten; the new (matches) are very fine — what about the old ones? (d)

(a) Spread out all over the ground, like those caterpillars which crawl about all over the place; a

description of the scene of the marching army halting for the night. (b) It might look frightening.

reminiscent of the will-o'-the-wisp, which is an emanation from the blood of killed men; but it is

only a harmless creature, symbolic of peace and rest at home. (c) The soldiers, when returning home,

witness how a young girl goes as bride to her new home. (d) What about ourselves and our

wives, having been separated for three years?

Ode CLVH: P'o hi.

1. We have broken our axes, we have splintered our hatchets (a); but the

prince of Chou marched to the East, the states of the four quarters (b), them

he corrected; he pities our men, he also greatly makes them (great:) thriving (c).

— 2. We have broken our axes, we have splintered our crooked chisels; but

the prince of Chou marched to the East, the states of the four quarters, them

he transformed; he pities our men, and he also greatly makes them felicitous.

— 3. We have broken our axes, we have splintered our chisels; but the

prince of Chou marched to the East, the states of the four quarters, them

he brought together (united); he pities our men, and he also greatly makes

them happy.

(a) Our tools are ruined, we live in poverty. (b) Si k u o regularly means »the countries of the

four quarters» in the odes, which renders the idea of the anc. comm. unlikely, acc. to which it

would mean here the four states of Kuan, Ts'ai, Shang and Yen. (c) Yi k'ung chi tsiang:

t s i a n g = 'great', common in the odes. It would be tempting to translate: »he greatly supports

them », since tsiang also can have that meaning (see gl. 403); but the phrase y i k'ung

chi tsiang recurs in ode 192, and there the sense of 'great' is unambiguous. Chu (basing him

self on Cheng's paraphrase) considers chi as a mere »particle » (he interprets: »His loving our men,

is it not great' »), but that is grammatically unallowable. In the cliche yi k'ung chi X (very

common in the Shi), chi j£ is always a direct object placed before its verb: »He greatly them

enlarges» etc. (So also Waley).
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Ode CLVm: Fa ko.

The marriage should follow the rules laid down by tradition, by the constant praxis in the families: an

older married person acting as a go-between arranges for the match between the younger ones;

the wedding ceremony should be combined with the sacrifices demanded by praxis.

1. How does one hew an axe-handle? Without an axe one cannot; how does

one take a wife? Without a go-between one does not get her. — 2. In hewing

an axe-handle, in hewing an axe-handle, the pattern is not far off; I meet this

young person, and the p i e n and t o u vessels are there with presents of

food (a).

(a) For the wedding sacrifice.

Ode CLIX: Eiu yd.

A young nobleman has come in the suite of the prince, and has a love-affair with a lady and a

love-meeting. She promises her beau further love concessions, and implores him not to go away

with the prince, leaving her alone.

1. The fishes in the fine-meshed net are rudd and bream; I see (meet) this

young person, he has a blazoned jacket and an embroidered skirt. — 2. The

wild-geese fly along the island; when the prince goes back, we shall have no

(meeting-)place; I will stay with you one more night (a). — 3. The wild-geese

fly along the land; when the prince goes back, we cannot come here again; I will

pass one more night with you. — 3. Therefore, you with the blazoned jacket,

do not go back with our prince; do not make my heart grieve.

(a) In gloss 396 I had taken the subject here in the third person: »He will stay with you two

nights »; the context makes the first person preferable.

Ode CLX: Lang po.

A young nobleman is likened to a fiercely springing wolf.

1. The wolf tramples on his dewlap, he trips on his tail; the prince's grandson

is great and beautiful; his red slippers are stud-adorned. — 2. The wolf trips

on his tail, he tramples on his dewlap; the prince's grandson is great and beauti

ful; his reputation has no flaw.

Ode CLXI: Lu ming.

1 . Idg-idg cry the deer, they eat the Artemisia of the open grounds; I have a

fine guest, we play the lute and blow the reed-organ; we blow the reed-organ

and vibrate its tongues; the baskets presented, them we take (a); the man who

loves me (b), he shows me the (ways:) manners of Chou. — 2. Idg-iog cry the

deer, they eat the southernwood of the open grounds; I have a fine guest, his

reputation is very brilliant; he does not regard people in a (slighting:) mean way

(c); the noblemen take him for a pattern, they imitate him; I have good wine,

my fine guest feasts and amuses himself. — 3. Idg-idg cry the deer, they eat

the k ' i n plants of the open grounds; I have a fine guest, we play the lute,

we play the guitar; we play the lute, we play the guitar, together we rejoice and
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are steeped in pleasure; I have good wine, with it I feast and rejoice the heart

of my fine guest.

(a) We serve each other the picnic delicacies in the baskets. (b) Jen chi hao wo — for

the construction cf. ode 49 j£ |Rf »a man who has no goodness», ode 196 ^ j£ ^ J?

»men who are quick-witted and wise». (c) He is not proud, though he is a prominent courtier.

Ode CLXII: Si mu.

1. The four stallions run unceasingly; the road of Chou is winding and (slow:)

long (a); do I not (think of:) long to go home? but the service to the king must

not be defective; my heart is pained and grieved. — 2. The four stallions run

unceasingly; exhausted are the black-maned white horses; do I not long to go

home? But the service to the king must not be defective; I have no leisure to

kneel or sit down. — 3. Flying are the c h u e i birds, now they fly, now they

sink down, they settle on the bushy oak; the service to the king must not be

defective, I have no leisure to support my father. — 4. Flying are the c h u e i

birds, now they fly, now they stop, they settle on the bushy k ' i willow: the

service to the king must not be defective, I have no leisure to support my mother.

— 5. I yoke those black-maned white horses, they rush swiftly; do I not long

to go home? Therefore I make this song; about supporting my mother I come

and report (b).

(a) Or with TVi, simply: »is winding»; or, with Han: »is precipitous». (b) To my superiors, de

manding furlough.

Ode CLXIH: Huang huang ch6 hua.

1. Brilliant are the flowers, on that plain and that swamp; numerous are the

runners, each of them (anxiously thinking of not reaching =) afraid of lagging

behind. — 2. My horses are colts; the six reins are as if moistened; I gallop my

horses, I drive them on; everywhere I make inquiries. — 3. My horses are black-

mottled greys; the six reins are as if of silk; I gallop my horses, I drive them on;

everywhere I make inquiries and take counsel. — 4. My horses are black-maned

whites; the six reins are as if moist (glossy); I gallop my horses, I drive them on;

everywhere I make inquiries and deliberate. — 5. My horses are such with grey-

and-white mixed hair; the six reins are (even:) well-balanced; I gallop my horses,

I drive them on; everywhere I make inquiries and plan.

Ode CLXIV: Ch'ang ti.

1. The flowers of the c h ' a n g - 1 i tree, in a sudden outburst they become

ample and brilliant; of all the (present men:) contemporaries, there are none that

are equal to brothers. — 2. In the drear of death and burial, elder and younger

brothers are very affectionate; highlands and lowlands (are together =) he side

by side; elder and younger brothers seek each other. — 3. The tsi-ling

bird is on the highland; brothers hurry (in aid) in difficulties; although there are
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good friends, and even if they are distressed, they (only) heave long-drawn sighs.

— 4. Brothers quarrel inside the house, but outside they defend one another

from insult; although there are good friends, and even if they are many, there

is no aid. — 5. When death and disorder have been settled, there is calm and

peace; then even though there are brothers, they are (considered) not equal to

friends! — 6. Arrange your p i e n and t o u vessels, drink your fill of wine;

when brothers are all there, they are preacefully happy and mild. — 7. When

wife and children are loving and harmonious, it is like playing lute and guitar;

when brothers are concordant, they are peacefully happy and steeped in joy. —

8. Order well your chamber and house, give joy to your wife and children; think

thoroughly of this, ponder this — is it not truly so?

Ode CLXV: Fa mu.

1. They hew the trees, (it sounds) tSng-teng; the birds cry -Zng-Sng; they come

from the dark valleys and remove to the high trees; htg (sounds) their cry, they

search for their companions' voice; look at those birds, even they search for their

companions' voice; how much more those men — shall they not search for their

companions? When the spirits hearken to them, all is harmonious and peaceful.

— 2. They hew the trees, (it sounds) %o-%o; the strained wine is fine; since I have

a fat lamb, I will urgently invite my paternal uncles to it; it is better that it happens

they do not come than that I do not show them regard; oh, brightly I sprinkle and

sweep, I set out viands and eight k u e i vessels (of grain); since I have a fat male

animal, I will urgently invite my maternal uncles; it is better that it happens they

do not come than that I (have fault:) am neglectful. — 3. They hew the trees

on the slope; the strained wine is abundant; the p i e n and t o u vessels are

there with presents of food; of the brothers no one is absent; it is only when the

people fails in its (virtue:) duties that the provisions (are lost =) are lacking (a);

if there is wine, they strain it for us; if there is no wine, they buy it for us; k'am-

k'atn they drum to us; moving in rounds, they dance to us; when we have leisure,

we drink this strained wine.

(a) Our people are thrifty and well off. Min chi shi te, kan hou yi k'ien: for

k'ien 'to lose' cf. Tso: Chao 26: »The king was stupid and bad, ffl Jjf ^ ^ and therefore

lost his throne». This line, which obviously praises the affluence obtaining (in accordance with the

theme of the whole ode) has been curiously strained in various ways by the commentators.

Ode CLXVT. T'ien pao.

1. Heaven protects and secures you, doing it very solidly; it causes you to

be richly endowed; what felicity is not heaped (on you); it causes you to have much

(increase:) prosperity, so that there is nothing that is not (numerous:) abundant.

— 2. Heaven protects and secures you; it causes you to (cut:) reap your grain,

so that (exhaustingly =) to the last straw there is nothing that is not (proper:)

good; you receive the hundred emoluments from Heaven, it sends down to you a
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far-reaching felicity; only the days are not sufficient (to hold so much blessing).

— 3. Heaven protects and secures you, so that there is nothing that does not

rise prosperingly; like a mountain, like a hill, like a ridge, like a range, like a river

at its highest flood, so that there is nothing that is not increased. — 4. Auspi

cious and pure are your sacrificial wine and food; with them you make filial offerings;

you perform summer, spring, winter and autumn sacrifices, to princes and former

kings; the (dead) lords say: »We predict for you a myriad years of life, without

limit». — 5. The spirits are good, they bestow upon you much felicity; the

people are simple, daily they enjoy their drink and food; all the numerous (people

of) the hundred clans everywhere practise your virtue. — 6. Like the moon's

advancing to the full, like the rising of the sun (a), like the longevity of the Southern

mountains, which are never injured, never falling, like the luxuriance of the fir and

the cypress, there is nothing that will not be (continued:) everlasting for you.

(a) Which are always regularly repeated, never failing.

Ode CLXVH: Ts'ai wei.

1 . We gather the wei plant, we gather the w e i plant, the w e i plant is

now sprouting; oh, to go home, to go home — the year will (then) be growing late;

that we have no house, no home, is because of the Hien-yiin; that we have no lei

sure to kneel or to sit at rest, is because of the Hien-yiin. — 2. We gather the

w e i plant, we gather the wei plant, the wei plant is now soft; oh, to go home,

to go home — the hearts are grieved; the grieved hearts are burning, we are hungry,

we are thirsty; our keeping guard is not yet (settled:) finished, they do not allow

us to go home and enquire (about our families). — 3. We gather the w e i plant,

we gather the wei plant, the wei plant is now hard; oh, to go home, to go

home — the year will (then) be in the tenth month; the service to the king must

not be defective, we have no leisure to kneel down or rest; the grieved hearts are

very sore; we marched away but do not come (back). — 4. What is that ample-

ness? It is the flowers of the c h ' a n g - 1 i tree; what chariot is that? It is the

carriage of the lord; the war chariots are yoked, the four stallions are robust; how

dare we settle down and sit still? In one month there are three victories. — 5.

We have yoked these four stallions, the four stallions are strong; the lord (leans on

= ) is conveyed by them and the (small men =) common soldiers are (legging

them =) following them on foot; the four stallions are orderly; there are ivory

bow-ends and fish(-skin) quivers: should we not daily be on our guard? The Hien-

yiin are very harassing. — 6. Long ago, when we marched, the willows were

luxuriant; now when we come (back), the falling snow is thick; we travel the road

slowly, we are hungry, we are thirsty; our hearts are pained, nobody (knows:)

understands our woe.

Ode CLXVm: Ch'u ku.

1. We bring out our carriages on that pasture-ground; from the place of the

Son of Heaven, they tell us to come; we call those grooms, and tell them to load; the
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service to the king has many difficulties, but it is urgent. — 2. We bring out our

carriages to that suburb; we raise this tortoise-and-snake banner, we set up that

oxtail flag; that falcon flag and that tortoise-and-snake banner, do they not flutter!

Our grieved hearts are pained; the grooms are distressed and exhausted. 3. The

king has ordered Nan-chung to go and build a wall in Fang (a); the out-going car

riages go pwdng-pwdng, the dragon banner and tortoise-and-snake banner are bril

liant; the Son of Heaven ordered us to build a wall in that Shuo-fang (a); awe-

inspiring is Nan-chung; the Hien-yiin are expelled. — 4. Long ago, when we

marched, the millets were just in flower; now when we come (back), the falling

snow settles on the mud; the service to the king has many difficulties, we have no

leisure to kneel down or sit at rest; do we not long to go home? But we fear these

bamboo-slip documents. — 5. »Idg-idg sound the insects in the grass; jumping

are the grasshoppers; when I have not yet seen my lord, my grieved heart is agi

tated; but when I have seen my lord, my heart calms down» (b); awe-inspiring is

Nan-chung, he attacks the Western Jung. — 6. The spring-days are lengthening

out, the plants and trees are luxuriant; the orioles sing in unison; in crowds they

gather the southernwood; we have seized prisoners for the question and caught a

crowd; and now we return home; awe-inspiring is Nan-chung, the Hien-yiin are

pacified.

(a) Mao thinks this Fang ( »the region») is equal to the Shuo-fang ( »the northern region», cf. Shu:

Yao tien) which follows later in the stanza; But, as Ma Juei-ch'en points out, the Yi Chou shu: Shi

fu kie mentions an attack on the three cities Yiie, Hi and Fang, so our simple Fang here is not

necessarily an abbreviation of Shuo-fang. The ancient geography of the northern frontier regions is

very little known. The place Fang recurs in ode 177. (b) This is the plaint of the ladies at home,

waiting for their husbands; very nearly the same as ode 14, st. 1 above.

Ode CLXIX: Ti tu.

The wives of soldiers who are out on a war expedition long for their return.

1. There is a solitary Pyrus tree, beautiful are its fruits; the service to the king

must not be defective; following one upon the other are our days; the (days and

months =) time of the year is the tenth month; the women's hearts are pained;

but the soldiers will have (leisure =) furlough. 2. There is a solitary Pyrus tree,

its leaves are luxuriant; the service to the king must not be defective; our hearts

are pained; plants and trees are luxuriant; the women's hearts are grieved; but

the soldiers will return home. — 3. We ascend that Northern mountain, we

gather its k ' i willows; the service to the king must not be defective, we grieve

for our fathers and mothers (a); the t ' a n wood carriages are very slow, the four

stallions are tired out; but the soldiers are not far away. -— 4. They have not

loaded up and not come; the grieved hearts are greatly suffering; the stipulated

time is past, and they do not come, it causes much sorrow; but the tortoise-shell

oracle and the milfoil oracle are in accord, they jointly say that they are near; the

soldiers are close at hand.

(a) Who are not served by their sons, these being absent.
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Ode CLXX: YQ li.

1. The fishes fasten in the trap (a), they are ch'ang fish and sand fish;

the lord has wine, it is good and plentiful. — The fishes fasten in the trap, they

are bream and l i fish; the lord has wine, it is plentiful and good. — 3. The

fishes fasten in the trap, they are yen fish and carp; the lord has wine, it is good

and in quantities. — 4. The things (b) are plentiful, and yet they are good (c).

— 5. The things are good and yet they are plentiful. — 6. The things are in

quantities, and yet they are (correct =) good.

(a) A kind of basket for trapping fish. (b) The food and drink just mentioned. (c) Wei

'only' has here an adversative sense: »They are plentiful — (only:) but they are good»: the quan

tity does not prevent a high quality.

Ode CLXXI: Nan yu kia yu.

1. In the South there are fine fishes, in great numbers they are taken under

baskets; the lord has wine, fine guests feast and rejoice (a). — 2. In the South

there are fine fishes, in great numbers they are taken in wicker traps; the lord has

wine, fine guests feast and are delighted. — 3. In the South there are trees with

down-curving branches, the sweet gourds cling to them (b); the lord has wine, fine

guests feast and comfort him. — 4. Flying are the c h u e i birds, in great

numbers they come; the lord has wine, fine guests feast and second him.

(a) In st. 3 and 4 we have the final verb as a transitive: »they feast and comfort him, they feast

and second him », and we might therefore be tempted to take 1 o here also as a transitive verb: »they

feast and rejoice (him)». But the par. in other odes show that when the line ends with the verb,

this is intransitive, e. g. ode 161: kia pin shi yen yi ao; ode 195: wu lun su yi

p a i , etc. (b) So the clients cling to the lord, cf. ode 4 above.

Ode CLXXH.: Nan shan yu t'ai.

1. On the Southern mountain there are t'ai plants, on the Northern moun

tain there are 1 a i plants; happy be the lord (a), he is the foundation of the state;

happy be the lord, a longevity of a myriad (years) without end! — 2. On the

Southern mountain there are mulberry trees, on the Northern mountain there

are poplars; happy be the lord, he is the light of the state; happy be the lord, a

longevity of a myriad (years) without limit! — 3. On the Southern mountain

there are k ' i willows, on the Northern mountain there are plum trees; happy

be the lord, he is the father and mother of the people; happy be the lord, may

his reputation never end. — 4. On the Southern mountain there are k ' a o

trees, on the Northern mountain there are n i u trees; happy be the lord, how

should he not have a vigorous old age? Happy be the lord, may his reputation be

flourishing. — 5. On the Southern mountain there are k ii trees, on the Northern

mountain there are y ii trees; happy be the lord, how should he not have a high

old age (b)? Happy be the lord, may you preserve (protect) and govern well your

descendants!
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(a) Or, with another school: »happy and good be the lord». (b) Properly: »yellow old age». The

comm. assert that h u a n g 'yellow' refers to the hair, this turning yellow with high are — a curious

idea. Probably it means the wizened colour of the face, as opp. to the fresh redness of youth.

Ode CLXXm: Lu siao.

1. Tall is that southernwood, the fallen dew is abundant; I have seen my

lord, my heart is relieved; feasting, we laugh and talk, and so there is joy and

tranquillity. — 2. Tall is that southernwood, the fallen dew is ample; I have

seen my lord, he is full of grace and brightness; his virtue (a) is (not aberrant =)

without fault; may he have high old age and not be forgotten. — 3. Tall is that

southernwood, the fallen dew is soaking; I have seen my lord, grandly we feast

and are joyous and pleased; he (regulates =) sets an example to his brothers;

may he have good virtue (a), high age and joy. — 4. Tall is that southernwood,

the fallen dew is thick; I have seen my lord, his metal-ornamented reins tinkle;

the carriage bells and the bit-bells chime harmoniously; he is the one on whom a

myriad blessings gather.

(a) T e |§ 'virtue' in the sense of virtus, capacity, mental and moral capacity; Waley translates

it 'magical power', which brings out one important side of the meaning.

Ode CLXXTV: Chan lu.

1. Soaking is the dew, without the sun it will not dry; peacefully we drink

in the night, without becoming drunk we do not go home. — 2. Soaking is the

dew, it lies on that rich grass; peacefully we drink in the night, in the clan hall

we achieve (the feast). — 3. Soaking is the dew, it lies on those k ' i willows

and jujube trees; illustrious and faithful (a) are the lords, there is none who has

not a good virtue. — 4. Those t ' u n g trees, those y i trees, their fruits hang

down; joyous and pleasant are the lords, there is none who has not a good de

portment.

(a) Y ii n ^ is sometimes is an adverb = 'truly', but here the h i e n - y u n must be two

coordinated adjectives, as shown by the par. in st. 4: k ' a i - t i k ii n t s I.

Ode CLXXV: T'ung kung.

1. The red bow is unbent (a), he has received and stored it (b); I have a fine

guest, from the core of my heart I bestow the gift upon him; the bells and drums

have been set up, the whole morning I feast him. — 2. The red bow is unbent,

he has received and deposited it; I have a fine guest, in the core of my heart I

rejoice in him; the bells and drums have been set up, the whole morning I (se

cond = ) wait upon him. — 3. The red bow is unbent, he has received and en

cased it; I have a fine guest, in the core of my heart I love him; the bells and

drums have been set up, the whole morning I pledge him.

(a) The string unloosened, when not in use; a red bow was a common ceremonial gift among the

noblemen see e. g. Tso: Hi 28. (b) There has been much discussion as to who is the subject of

the clause. But since the next line says: »I bestow (the) gift upon him», it is most reasonable to
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refer it to the guest. Huang 'to bestow' is common; on account of the par. lines in st. 2 and

3 ( »I rejoice in him, I love him»), Ma Juei-ch'en has tried to justify another meaning for h u a n g

( »I find him good, like him »), but there is no textual support for this.

Ode CLXXVI: String bring che ngo.

1. Luxuriant are those ngo plants, in the middle of that sloping hill; when

I have seen my lord, I am delighted and (courteous:) attentive. — 2. Luxuriant

are those ngo plants, in the middle of that islet; when I have seen my lord,

my heart rejoices. — 3. Luxuriant are those ngo plants, in the middle of that

hill; when I have seen my lord, he has presented me with a hundred sets of cow

ries (a). — 4. Floating on is that poplar-wood boat, now it dips down deep,

now it floats high; when I have seen my lord, my heart is at rest.

(a) P ' e n g : five cowries in each acc. to Cheng and to Kao Yu's comm. on Huai; acc. to others

only two — in ode 154 p'eng tsiu means 'a pair of wine vessels'.

Ode CLXXVH: Liu yue.

1. In the (roosting =) quiet rest of the sixth month, the war chariots were

equipped; the four stallions (of each chariot) were strong; we loaded (on the cars)

the (regulation clothes =) uniforms; the Hien-yiin were greatly ablaze, we were

thereby pressed (harassed); the king sent out a war expedition (a), in order to (cor

rect:) set aright the king's state. — 2. We matched according to quality (strength)

the four black horses (of each chariot), we trained them according to the rules;

in this sixth month we (completed:) prepared our clothes; our clothes were prepared

in our (areas of) 30 li (our homesteads) (b); the king sent out a war expedition,

it was to help the Son of Heaven. — 3. The four stallions were long and broad,

they were large and bulky; we attacked the Hien-yiin, and achieved fine (c) deeds;

we were grave and reverent, we provided the war clothes; we provided the war

clothes, in order to (settle:) stabilize the king's state. — 4. The Hien-yiin did

not calculate, they arrayed (their hosts) and occupied Tsiao and Hu, they invaded

Hao and Fang, they came to the north bank of the King; but (on our flags)

there were woven patterns, bird emblems, the white streamers were brilliant; the

great war chariots, ten piece, by them we went in front and opened up the march.

— 5. The war chariots were steady, they were as if heavily weighed down and

(yet) as if rising tall; the four stallions were (straight, orderly:) unswerving; they

were unswerving and well-trained; we attacked the Hien-yiin, and came to T'ai-

yiian (»the Great Plain »); the accomplished and martial Ki-fu, to the myriad states

he is a pattern. — 6. Ki-fu feasts and rejoices, he has received ample blessings;

he has returned home from Hao, our march was distant and long; he serves drink

and food to all his friends, roast turtle and minced carp; who is there present?

Chang-chung, the filial and friendly (d).

(a) It would seem most natural to translate: »The king goes out on a war expedition», but this

is not plausible in st. 2 ( »it was to help the Son of Heaven»), and moreover, it is shown by st. 3

and 4 that the king did not go in person, but the leader was Ki-fu. (b) The Chinese comm. all
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think, with Mao, that yii san shi li ^ -J- j|! means »we march 30 li » sc. in a day

(this idea of Mao's, that an army should march 30 li, has been embroidered upon in Han shu: Lvi

li chi, in Po hu t'ung yi: Sang fu p'ien etc.). But Waley adduces a par. in ode 277, where it is

clear that »the 30 li» means the area of agriculture in the homestead, and this ode par. is quite

conclusive. (c) The comm. all define f u here as = 'great'; but we have it in the sense of 'beauti

ful, fine' in odes 160 and 235, and it is hardly likely that the same word has different meanings in

these various odes. (d) Probably Chang-chung is the poet who has written the ode to celebrate the

host at the feast, the great Ki-fu. There are several par. cases where the poet alludes to himself

in the last st.: ode 200 »The eunuch Meng-tsi has made the ode, oh, all you noblemen, listen to it

respectfully!»; ode 191: »Kia-fu has made this song»; ode 259: »Ki-fu has made this poem», etc.

Ode CLXXVIJU: Ts'ai k'i.

1. We gathered the k ' i plant, on that new field, and on this acre but one year

under cultivation; Fang-shu arrived; his chariots were three thousand, for use as a

host of protectors; Fang-shu led (the army), he rode after his four black-mottled

grey horses; his four black-mottled grey horses were orderly; his chariot of state

was red-coloured, there was a bamboo-mat cover (over the chariot), fish(-skin)

quiver, breast-plates with hooks, metal-ornamented reins. — 2. We gathered

the k ' i plant, on that new field, and in the central tract; Fang-shu arrived;

his chariots were three thousand; the dragon banner and the tortoise-and-snake

banner were brilliant; Fang-shu led (the army); there were bandaged wheel-naves

and ornate yokes; the eight bit-bells tinkled; he was dressed in his dress of (royal)

charge; the red knee-covers were resplendent; tinkling was the onion-green top-

gem of the girdle-pendants. — 3. Swift is that flying hawk, it flies and reaches

heaven; but again it settles and then stops; Fang-shu arrived; his chariots were

three thousand, for use as a host of protectors; Fang-shu led (the army); (there

were) c h e n g - bell men and drum-beaters; he marshalled the army and ha

rangued the cohorts; illustrious and faithful is Fang-shu; they beat the drum, (it

sounded) iwen-iwen; he marshalled the cohorts, (it sounded) d'ien-d'ien. — 4.

Moving are you King-people of the Man-tribes, to the great state you are foes;

Fang-shu the great senior, he is able to make strong his plans; Fang-shu led

(the army); he seized prisoners for the question and caught a crowd; the war

chariots were numerous; they were numerous and ample; they (sounded) like

claps and rolls of thunder; illustrious and faithful is Fang-shu; he attacked and

smote the Hien-yiin, and the King-people of the Man-tribes he came and overawed.

Ode CLXXIX: KU kung.

1. Our carriages are well-worked, our horses are (assorted:) well-matched; the

four stallions are fat, we yoke them and march to the East. — 2. The hunting

carriages are fine, the four stallions are very big; in the East there are the grass

lands of the (royal) parks, we yoke and go (there) to hunt. — 3. These gentle

men go to the summer hunt, they count the footmen with great clamour; they

set up the tortoise-and-snake banner and the oxtail flag; they catch animals in
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Ao (a). — 4. We yoke those four stallions, the four stallions are large; there are

red knee-covers and gold-adorned slippers; the meeting (of the princes) is grand.

— 5. The thimbles and armlets are (helpful:) convenient, the bows and arrows

are well-adjusted; the archers are assorted (b), they help us to rear a pile (c). — 6.

The four yellow horses are yoked, the two outer horses do not deviate to the

sides; (the drivers) do not fail when they gallop the horses; when (the archers)

let off the arrows, they (split:) pierce (the game). — 7. (Whistling =) with light

whinnies the horses neigh; long-trailing are the pennons and banners; if the foot

men and charioteers are not attentive, the great kitchen will not be filled. — 8.

These gentlemen go on the expedition, it is audible but there is no noise; truly, they

are noblemen; indeed a great achievement!

(a) Or, with another school: »they hunt in Ao». (b) Assorted into suitable pairs of groups. (c)

Or, with Lu: »they help us to lift the carcasses ».

Ode CLXXX: Ki ji.

1. The auspicious day was mou (5th of the denary cycle); we sacrificed to

the horses' ancestor and prayed (a); our hunting carriages were fine, the four

stallions were very big; we ascended that great hill, we pursued the herd. —2.

The auspicious day was k e n g - w u (7th of the cycle of 60); we selected our

horses; there where the animals assemble, the does and stags were in great num

bers; by the Ts'i and the Ts'ii we pursued them, the (place:) grounds of the Son

of Heaven. — 3. Look at that middle of the plain! It is (great = ) extensive

and very (having =) rich in game; they rush, they move on, some are in herds,

some are in pairs; we led on all the attendants, in order to please the Son of

Heaven. — 4. We drew our bows, we grasped our arrows, we shot at that small

boar, we killed this big rhinoceros, in order to serve up to our visitors and guests,

and also to pour out (for them) the sweet, unclarified wine.

(a) Or, with another school: »we sacrificed at the camp and prayed ».

Ode CLXXXI: Hung yen.

1. The wild geese go flying, beating are their wings; these gentlemen go on

an expedition, they toil in the wilds; alas both for those pitiable men, and for

these solitary ones and widows. — 2. The wild geese go flying, they settle in

the middle of the marsh; these gentlemen go and build walls, a hundred t u mea

sures (of wall) (a) all arise; although they toil, in the end they will find rest in

their dwellings. — 3. The wild geese go flying, their woeful cry is (clamouring:)

resounding; »these wise men say that we are toiling and suffering, but those

stupid men say that we are boastful and arrogant » (b).

(a) There are different statements in the early sources as to the size of a t u. (b) The last lines

quote the complaint of the men who are out on the expedition.
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Ode CLXXXH: T'ing liao.

1. How is the night? The night is not yet at an end; (there is) the light of

the torch in the courtyard; the lord arrives, the sound of the bit-bells is tinkling.

— 2. How is the night? The night is not yet (cut off:) finished; the torch in

the courtyard is bright; the lord arrives, the sound of the bit-bells (goes) %wad

%wM. — 3. How is the night? The night (faces the morning:) draws towards

morning; the torch in the courtyard is brilliant; the lord arrives, we see his banner.

Ode CLXXXm: Mien shuei.~|]

1. Swelling is that flowing (water:) river, it goes to pay court to the sea; swift

is that flying hawk, now it flies up, now it settles down; oh, you brothers of mine,

oh, you friends among the people of the state! There is nobody who wants to

(think of:) heed the disorder; yet who has no father and mother! — 2. Swelling

is that flowing river, its flow is voluminous; swift is that flying hawk, now it flies

up, now it soars; I think of those lawless men, now they rise, now they (go:) set

out; oh, the grief of the heart, it cannot be stopped or forgotten. — 3. Swift

is that flying hawk, it goes along that middle hill; the people's false speeches,

how is it that nobody stops them? Oh, you friends of mine, be careful (a); slan

derous words are rising.

(a) Wo y u king y i: The final y i ^ does not prevent the line from being an imperative,

cf . ode 165 s i a n g pi niao yi »Look at those birds ».

Ode CLXXXTV: Ho ming.

The metaphorical sense of this ode is doubtful. Probably it expresses somebody's delight in living

in retreat, enjoying the pleasures of nature, and refusing to come forth and engage in official work:

let the stones of other hills serve as grinding stones — let other men serve as useful tools.

1. The crane cries in the Nine marshes, its voice (is heard in:) carries into the

wilds; the fish plunges into the deep, or it lies by the islet (a); pleasant is that

garden, it has planted t ' a n trees; under them are fallen leaves; the stones of

other hills can serve as whetstones! — 2. The crane cries in the Nine marshes,

its voice (is heard in:) carries up to heaven; the fish lies by the islet, or it plunges

into the deep; pleasant is that garden, it has planted t'an trees; under them

are Broussonetia bushes; the stones of other hills can work the jade!

(a) It does what it likes, follows its own pleasure.

Ode CLXXXV: K'i fu.

1. Oh, minister of war, you are the claws and teeth of the king; why do you

throw us into misery? We have nowhere to settle and rest. — 2. Oh, minister

of war, you are the (claw-officer:) defence-officer of the king; why do you throw

us into misery? We have nowhere to come and settle. — 3. Oh, minister of

war, you are truly not intelligent; why do you throw us into misery? There are

mothers who set forth the (sacrificial) dishes (a).

(a) The husbands and sons being called out on war service.
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Ode CLXXXVI: Po ML

1. Bright is the white colt, he eats the shoots of my vegetable garden; tether

him, bind him, so as to prolong this morning; he whom I call »that man» (ram

bles:) takes his ease here. — 2. Bright is the white colt, he eats the bean shoots

of my vegetable garden; tether him, bind him, so as to prolong this evening; he

whom I call »that man», he is a fine guest here. — 3. Bright is the white colt,

ornate he comes; you are a duke, you are a prince, have leisurely joy without

end; (be careful about =) take care to have your pleasant recreation; insist upon

having your (escape =) leisure. — 4. Bright is the white colt, he is in that deep

valley; there is fresh fodder, one bundle; that man is like jade; do not let your

communications (to me) be (rare like) gold and jade (a), having a mind to keep

away.

(a) Word for word: »do not treat like gold and jade your sounds».

Ode CLXXXVH: Huang niao.

1. Yellow birds, yellow birds, do not settle on the Broussonetia; do not eat

my growing grain; the people of this state, they are not willing to treat me well;

I turn back, I go home, I return to my country and clan. — 2. Yellow birds,

yellow birds, do not settle on the mulberry tree, do not eat my spiked millet; the

people of this state, with them one cannot make an agreement; I turn back, I go

home, I return to my brothers. — 3. Yellow birds, yellow birds, do not settle

on the oak, do not eat my panicled millet; the people of this state, with them one

cannot dwell; I turn back, I go home, I return to my family elders.

Ode CLXXXVm: Wo hing k'i ye.

1. I travel through the open country, luxuriant are the Ailanthus trees; with

a view to (our) marriage, I went and lived with you; but you did not cherish me,

I return to my land and home. — 2. I travel through the open country, I gather

the Rumex; with a view to (our) marriage, I went and lodged with you; but you did

not cherish me, I go back and return (home). — 3. I travel through the open

country, I gather the f u plant; you did not think of your old (marriage alliance:)

wife, you sought your new mate; truly you will not thereby have any prosperity,

you only thereby have (aberred:) made a mistake.

Ode CLXXXIX: Si kan.

1. Pure is this valley-stream, dark is the Southern mountain, dense like the

bamboo, luxuriant like the pine (a); elder brothers and younger brothers, may

they love each other, and not (plan:) plot against each other! — 2. He resembles

and succeeds his foremothers and forefathers; he builds a house of a hundred tu

measures; to the west and the south are its doors; and then he will live and dwell

and laugh and talk (there). — 3. They bind them (sc. the building frames) one

over the other, they pound (the earth in them, it sounds) t'dk-t'dk: that is where
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wind and rain are eliminated, where birds and rats are kept away, where the lord

is (eaves-covered:) sheltered. — 4. Like one standing on tip-toe, so reverent,

like an arrow, so swiftly-moving, like a bird so spreading the wings, like a pheasant,

so flying — thus is the lord where he ascends. — 5. Level is the courtyard,

straight are the pillars; pleasantly comfortable are the (principal parts:) front

rooms, ample are the obscurer parts; that is where the lord is at peace. — 6. Be

low there are rush-mats, (above:) over them are bamboo-mats; peacefully he sleeps

there, he sleeps and he rises; and so (he says): »Divine my dreams! » Which are the

auspicious dreams? There are black bears and brown-and-white bears, there are

snake-brood and snakes. — 7. The Great Man (chief diviner) divines them:

»Black bears and brown-and-white bears, they are good omens of sons; snake-

brood and snakes, they are good omens of daughters. » — 8. And so he bears

sons; they lay them on a bed, they dress them in skirts, they give them as toys

(c h a n g - jades:) jade insignia; they cry shrilly; their red knee-covers will be bril

liant, (they will be) rulers of hereditary houses. — 9. And so he bears daughters;

they lay them on the ground, they dress them in wrappers, they give them as toys

spinning-whorls; they shall have nothing but simplicity; only to the wine and the

food shall they give their thoughts; they must not give sorrow to father and mother.

(a) The luxuriant growth on the mighty mountain, set off against the pure brightness of the stream

symbolizes the flourishing family.

Ode CXC: Wu yang.

1. Who says that you have no sheep? Three hundred form the herd; who says

that you have no cattle? Ninety are those which are seven feet high; your sheep

come, their horns are crowded together; your cattle come, their ears are flapping.

— 2. Some descend (on =) from that sloping hill, some drink in the pool; some

are sleeping, some are moving; your herdsmen come, they carry rush cloaks, they

carry bamboo hats; some carry on their backs their provisions; thirty (beasts)

form a (colour) category (a); your victims are thus (complete:) in full number. —

3. Your herdsmen come, with firewood, with brushwood, with female game,

with male game; your sheep come, they are vigorous and strong, they are not

defective, they do not (collapse:) break down; (the herdsmen) wave to them with

the arms, they all come; and now they have gone up (into the fold). — 4. And the

herdsman dreams: there are locusts, there are fishes, there are tortoise-and-snake

banners, there are falcon banners; the Great Man (chief diviner) divines it: there

are locusts, there are fishes — that is rich years; there are tortoise-and-snake ban

ners, there are falcon banners — your house will be multitudinous.

(a) In each colour-group there are 30 beasts.

Ode CXCI: Tsie nan than.

1. Crest-like is that Southern mountain, its rocks are massed high; oh, majestic

Master Yin, the people all look at you; the grieved hearts are as if burning, they dare
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not jest or chat; the state is entirely (cut off =) destroyed (a), why do you not make

a scrutiny? — 2. Crest-like is that Southern mountain, full is its richness (of

vegetation); oh, majestic Master Yin, your iniquity, (what does it say:) what does

it mean? Heaven now repeatedly causes epidemics, death and disorders are wide

spread and many; the words of the people have nothing good, there is nobody

who stops their lamentations. — 3. Oh, Grand-master Yin, you should be the

base of Chou; you should hold the (equalizing =) ordering of the state; the four

regions, them you should unite; the Son of Heaven, him you should (augment:)

strengthen; you should cause the people not to go astray; oh, merciless Heaven,

you ought not to exhaust our crowd. — 4. You do not appear in person, you

do not act yourself, the people do not trust (you); you do not (inquire:) take coun

sel, you do not give office — do not cheat the noble men; be peaceful, be (stopping:)

moderate, do not (have the danger of =) let yourself be endangered by mean men;

then your petty relatives will not enjoy great offices. — 5. The great Heaven

is not just (b), it sends down these (full:) ample quarrels; the great Heaven is not

kind, it sends down these great transgressions; if noble men are moderate, the

hearts of the people are set at rest; if the noble men are peaceful, hate and anger

are removed. — 6. Oh, merciless Heaven, the disorder is never settled, every

month it grows; it causes the people to have no peace; the grieved hearts are as if

(intoxicated:) stupefied; who holds the ordering of the state? If you do not your

self effect the government, you will cause the people suffering and toil. — 7.

I yoke those four stallions, the four stallions (»neck their necks »:) stretch their

necks; I look to the four quarters; they are greatly harassed, I have nowhere to

drive. — 8. Just now you give force to your (evil:) cruelty, we see your lances;

but when we have got peace and joy, we shall requite you. — 9. The great Hea

ven is iniquitous; our king is not at peace; he does not correct his heart; on the

contrary he is annoyed with those who correct him. — 10. Kia-fu has made

this poem, in order to (exhaust =) get to the bottom of the king's (quarrels:) dis

orders; you should (move:) change your heart, in order to cherish the myriad

states.

(a) This exaggerated formulation has caused the commentators misgivings, and they have tried to

evade the difficulty by various curious tricks: Cheng: the (feudal) states attack and invade each other,

so that they have all been destroyed (!); Ch'en Huan: »The (felicity of) the state is entirely destroyed»

etc. (b) Or, with Han: »is not easy»; or, with yet another school: »is not friendly ».

Ode CXCII: Cheng yiie.

1. In the first month there is ample hoar-frost; my heart is grieved and pained;

the false speeches of the people also greatly (enlarge it:) make it worse; I think of

how I am alone, the grief of my heart is very great; alas for my cares, I am pain

fully grieved so that I am sick. — 2. When father and mother bore me, why

did they cause me to suffer? It (sc. the distress) was not before me, it was not after

me (a); fine words come from your mouths, bad words come from your mouths
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(i. e. you flatter or slander) (b); the grief of my heart is ever-increasing; therefore

I am insulted (c). — 3. My grieved heart is helpless (d), I think of how I am

without blessings; the innocent ones among the people are (all together:) indiscri

minately made serfs; alas for us, how can we (pursue:) be bent on blessings? Look

at the raven, it stops — on whose house? (e). — 4. Look at that centre of the

forest, it is (merely) firewood and brushwood (f); the people are now in peril, they

look on Heaven as undiscerning; but when there can be a settlement (of the dis

order) (g), there is no man whom it (Heaven) does not overcome; the august God

on High, whom does he hate? — 5. They (sc. the foolish leaders) say that the

mountains are low (h) — and yet there are ridges and cliffs! The false speeches

of the people, why is there nobody who stops them? They call those veterans, to

take counsel with them for divining the dreams; they all say: »we are wise» —

but who can (know =) distinguish the male and the female of the raven (i) ? — 6.

They say that heaven is high (j) — and yet we dare not but stoop! (k) They say

that the earth is thick (1) — and yet we dare not but step warily! (k) They cry

out their assertions, as having principles, having (spine =) reason; alas for the

men of the time, why are they lizards! — 7. Look at that field on the slope, luxur

iant is its straight-rising (grain); Heaven shakes me, but it does not crush me;

they (seek my pattern:) try to emulate me, but they do not attain to me (cannot

vie with me); they have seized me, enemy-fashion, and yet they cannot force me.

— 8. The grief of the heart! It is as if something tied it; the present rulers, how

cruel they are; when the fire is just flaming high, how can anyone extinguish it?

The majestic Tsung Chou, (lady) Si of Pao has destroyed it. — 9. Everlasting

is the constant anxiety; moreover we are harassed by soaking rain (m); when your

carriage is loaded, you throw away your side-boards; then you let fall your load,

and beg your leader: »help us!». — 10. Do not throw away your side-boards,

(the cargo) will fall down on your spokes, look often after your driver, do not let

fall your load; then in the end you will pass over the highest steeps; you do not

think of that. — 11. The fish is in the pond, but it cannot rejoice; although by

diving down it can lie on the bottom, still (the light) greatly (illumines it =) makes

it visible (n); the grieved heart is very pained, I think of the oppression in the state.

— 12. Those have good wine, and they have also fine viands; they assemble

their neighbours, their relatives are very numerous; I think of how I am alone, the

grieved heart is very distressed. .— 13. Those petty ones have houses, the mean

ones have emoluments; that the people now have no blessings, (it is because) Hea

ven's (killing:) destruction strikes them; all is well with the rich people, alas for

these who are (solitary:) helpless and alone.

(a) I was born in the very middle of a time of distress. Cf. ode 264, where we have the same

phrase in the same sense. (b) Referring to the »false speeches of the people» in st. 1. (e) Because

I alone have the courage to denounce the wicked men of the time. (d) For k'iung-k'iung

see gl. 299. (e) The black raven, a bird of ill omen (cf. ode 41); who is the next to be struck by

calamity? Nobody is safe, since anybody, guilty or innocent, may be punished. (f) There are no
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really fine trees — a metaphor for the worthlessness of the men in office. (g) K i y u ting

Jjf — ting here in the same sense as in ode 190:6 luan mi yu ting »the disorder is

never settled». (h) That there are no difficulties to overcome. (i) They are both black birds of

ill omen. (j) There is no risk of being crushed. (k) We are in constant danger. (1) There is no

risk of its bursting beneath your feet. (m) Heaven shows its displeasure by calamities of nature.

(n) Nobody can escape the calamities by hiding away.

Ode CXCm: Shi yUe chi kiao.

1. At the conjunction (of sun and moon) in the tenth month, on the first day

of the moon, the day sin m a o (28th day of the cycle of 60), the sun was ec

lipsed, we found it greatly (ugly:) ominous (a); that moon was (reduced:) eclipsed,

this sun was eclipsed; now this lower people also greatly laments it. — 2. Sun

and moon announce calamity, they do not (use:) follow their paths; the states of

the four quarters lack (proper) government, one does not employ their good (men);

that that moon is eclipsed, is but an ordinary matter; but that this sun is eclipsed

— wherein lies the evil? (b). — 3. Flashing is the lightning of the thunder; things

are not peaceful, not good; all the streams bubble up and rise, the mountain tops

break and collapse; high banks become valleys, deep valleys become hills; alas for

the men of this time; why has nobody stopped (the disorders)?. — 4. Huang-fu

is prime minister; Fan is director of the multitudes (minister of the interior); Kia-

po is grand intendant; Chung-yun is master of the Royal table; Tsou is grand scribe;

Kuei is director of the horse (minister of war); Yu is commander of the guard; the

beautiful wife splendidly side by side (with the king) has her place. — 5. How

ever, this Huang-fu, does he (say) admit that he is (unseasonable:) acting out of

season? Why, when we are set in action, does he not come to us and lay plans?

He tears away our walls and houses, our fields are all weed-covered; he says: »I

do not maltreat you, according to law it is like that». — 6. Huang-fu is very

clever, he made a city in Shang; he selected three ministers, they are truly avari

cious (c); he was not even willing to leave a single old man, whom he could let guard

our king; he selected those who had carriages and horses, and in order to take up

an abode he went to Shang. — 7. I strive to perform my service, I dare not

report fatigue; I have committed no offense, have no guilt; but the slanderous

mouths are clamouring; the evils of the lower people, they do not come down from

Heaven; they chatter and babble and show hatred behind one's back; it is simply

that the quarrels come from men. — 8. (Causing long-brooding:) distressing is my

suffering; I am also greatly pained by it; in the four quarters there is affluence,

I alone dwell in grief; among the people there are none who do not take their relief,

I alone dare not rest; Heaven's decrees are impenetrable; I dare not imitate my

friends, and myself take relief.

(a) Y i k'ung chi ch'ou: the c h ' o u is a transitive verb, with chi as object; for the

construction see ode 157, note c. (b) Which evil is the cause of the sun's thus presaging calamity? Y u

h o -J- jpj is generally taken as being equal to * fpf (Han), jffl fST (P'i Kia-yu etc.), but y ii

can have no such meaning. (c) Properly: »(men with) much hoarding ».
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Ode CXCIV: YU wu cheng.

1. The wide and great Heaven, it does not prolong its grace; it sends down

death and famine; it (cuts down:) destroys and strikes the states of the four quar

ters; great Heaven is terrific, it does not ponder, it does not plan; it cares not about

those who have guilt, they have already undergone their punishment; even such as

these who have no guilt are (indiscriminately:) all together made to suffer. — 2.

Tsung Chou has been destroyed, there is nowhere to settle down; the chiefs and

dignitaries live in dispersion; nobody knows (understands) my toil; the three minis

ters and the dignitaries, none of them are willing to (be there) early and late (a);

the rulers of the states, the feudal princes, none of them are willing to (be there)

morning and evening; would that they might be good! (b) But on the contrary

they proceed to do evil. — 3. How is it, great Heaven? The words of the rulers

are not reliable; they are like those wayfarers who come nowhere; all you many

lords, each of you be careful about your persons; why do you not (fear:) respect

each other? You do not (even) fear Heaven. — 4. The weapons truly are not

withdrawn, the famine truly is not (achieved:) relieved, I, a personal attendant, am

grieved and daily more exhausted; all you many lords, you are not willing to (use

= ) heed the admonitions; when there are (hearable words:) words deserving to be

heard, then respond; when there are slanderous words, then keep aloof. — 5.

How pitiful, not to be able to speak! (c) I (do not:) cannot bring out my tongue;

I only exhaust the body; how suitable to be able to speak! The artful words are

like a flow; they cause the body to live in (rest:) comfort (d). .— 6. You say:

to go and take office is very harassing and dangerous; if one is not willing (e) to

take a commission, one offends against the Son of Heaven; if one is willing to take

a commission, the odium (one incurs) reaches to (befalls also) one's friends. — 7.

When I tell you (f) to remove to the king's capital, you say: »we still have no

chamber and house »; grieved I brood over it and weep blood; there is no word (of

mine) which is not urgent (g); formerly when you went out to take up an abode

(elsewhere), who followed you to make your houses? (h).

(a) Serving at court. (b)Shu yiie s h J tsang. It would be tempting to translate: »they

all say: we will be good ». But shu ]i£ us a rule stands as an adjective combined with a noun: shu

jen, shumin etc. Alone, as a noun, it generally means 'the crowd, the people'. It is therefore

better to take shu as the common optative adverb: 'hoffentlich, would that'. This is confirmed by

the analogous phrase in ode 217 JtjE ^ (c) The simplest translation would be: »alas, I cannot

speak »; but this is vetoed by the par. in the 3rd line: k ' o y i, n e n g yen. (d) The sycophants

have an easy lot, whereas the loyal officer toils unheard. (e) The two y ii n . . . . y u n do not

mean »to say», for in this sense the word yiin never occurs in the Shi. It is here a particle

marking the two alternatives. (f) Legge: »I say to you: remove etc ». This is inadmissible, for w e i

jfpf never introduces an oratio recta (then it should be y tie Q). (g) Mao: »which is not resented »;

this is also possible, but does not suit the context so well. (h) Your having no houses in the new

royal capital is merely a pretext.

Ode CXCV: Siao min.

1. The severe Heaven is terrific, it extends over the earth below; the counsels

and plans are crooked and awry, (what day:) when will this stop? When the coun
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sels are good, they are not followed, when not good, on the contrary they are foll

owed; when I look at the counsels and plans, I grieve greatly over this. — 2. They

league together and are slanderous, I greatly lament it; when the counsels are good,

then they all act against them, when the counsels are not good, then they all follow

them; I (look at:) consider the counsels and plans: if one (goes =) follows them,

where does one come? — 3. Our tortoises are (satiated =) weary, they do not

tell us the (proper) plans; the counsellors are very many, therefore there is nothing

achieved; the proffered speeches fill the court, but who dares to take the (blame:)

responsibility? They are like those wayfarers who consult (people), and therefore

make no progress on the road. — 4. How pitiful, their making their plans! They

do not make the ancient people their standard, they do not make the great counsels

their norm; only shallow words do they vie with each other (in uttering); they are

like those house-builders who consult (people) on the road: therefore they are not

(rushing =) energetic in the achievement (of the work). 5. Though the state

(has no settling =) in unsettled, some (men) are wise, some are not; though the

people are not numerous, some are clever, some are plotting; some are respectful,

some are (governed =) forced to obedience (a); but they are like the flow of that

spring (falling down headlong); may they not (indiscriminatedly:) all together go

to ruin. — 6. One dare not overpower a tiger, one dare not without boat cross

the river; people know one thing, but they do not know other things (b); tremble,

be cautious, as if approaching a deep abyss, as if treading on thin ice!

(a) The prince ought to distinguish the good and the bad in selecting his officers. (b) That there

are even greater dangers than those.

Ode CXCVI: Siao yuan.

1. Small is that crying k i u bird, it flies up and reaches heaven; my heart is

grieved and pained, I think of the ancient forefathers; when the dawn is breaking,

I cannot sleep, I think lovingly of my (two persons:) parents. — 2. Men who

are quick-witted and wise — when drinking they are mild and self-controlled;

those benighted and ignorant ones — they (uniquely get drunk:) do nothing but

get drunk, and are daily more (rich =) self-important; each of you, be careful

about your deportment; Heaven's appointment is not repeated. — 3. In the

middle of the plain there is pulse, the common people gather it; the mulberry in

sect has young ones, the solitary wasp carries them on its back; teach and instruct

your sons, then in goodness they will be like (you). — 4. Look at that tsi-ling

bird, it flies and it sings; we advance every day, and we progress every month; rise

early and go to sleep late; do not disgrace those of whom you were born. — 5.

Crosswise fly the s a n g - h u birds, all along the threshing-arena they peck the

grain; alas for our exhausted (a) and solitary ones, they are liable to be imprisoned

(b); with a handful of grain I go out and divine: (from what can there be good:)

how can there be luck? — 6. Be mild and courteous, like (birds) settling together
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on a tree; be fearsome, be careful, as if (approaching:) being on the brink of a valley;

tremble, be cautious, as if treading on thin ice!

(a) Or, with Han: »suffering». (b) In addition to being poor, they will be maltreated.

Ode CXCVH: Siao p'an.

1. Flying are those crows, they fly home and flock to rest; among the people

there are none who are not (good:) happy, I alone am in misery; what guilt have I

against Heaven, what is my offence? The grief of the heart, what can I do about

it? — 2. Even is the road of Chou, but it is (entirely rank grass:) all overgrown

with rank grass; my heart is grieved and pained, I am hungrily dissatisfied as if in

bowel-pains; I can only steal a moment's sleep, and long I am sighing; through

grief I grow old; oh, the grief of the heart! I am feverish, as if with a headache. —

3. The mulberry tree and the Catalpa tree, one absolutely has reverence for them

(a); nobody is to be looked up to if it is not the father; nobody is to be depended

on if it is not the mother; but I am not attached to (the garment's) outside, I am

not attached to (the garment's) lining (b); when Heaven gave me birth, (where

was my time =) at which (unlucky) time was it? — 4. Luxuriant are those

willows, the crying cicadas are chirping; there is a deep abyss, the rushes and reeds

are dense; I am like (the drifting of that boat = ) that boat which is drifting: I do

not know where it will (arrive:) go; oh, the grief of the heart, I have no leisure to

steal a moment's sleep. — 5. When the deer are running, their feet go tranquilly

(not laboriously); when the pheasant sings in the morning, it is still seeking its mate

(c); but I am like that decayed tree (d), it is sick and therefore has no branches;

oh, the grief of the heart, why does nobody (know:) understand it? — 6. Look

at that (thrown out =) started hare — there may still be somebody who steps in

front of him (to protect him); in the road there is a dead man — there will still be

somebody who buries him; but the heart (held:) possessed by the lord, it is callous;

oh the grief of the heart! My tears have fallen for it. — 7. The lord believes

the slander, he is as if responding by a thanksgiving-cup; the lord is unkind, he

does not calmly scrutinize it (sc. facts); when felling a tree, they pull it from the

side, when cleaving firewood, they follow the wood fibres (e); but he cares not

about those who have guilt, he lays the burden on me. — 8. There is nothing

high if it is not the mountain, there is nothing deep if it is not the spring (f); the

lord should not lightly (follow his words =) let the tongue run away with him:

ears are applied to the walls; do not go to my dam, do not open my fish-trap (g);

I am now not liked, how do I have leisure to be anxious about my future? (h).

(a) They represent the homestead. (b) Neither externally (by marriage) nor internally (by birth)

am I attached to a home, a family — I am quite alone in the world. (c) In the animal world

everything is easy and happy. (d) Or, with another school: ulike that sick tree». (e) Everything

should be done in an appropriate and rational way; but the lord is unreasonable and unfair. (f)

Coming from the deep bowels of the earth. These two lines are metaphors for the majesty and

wisdom of a true lord. (g) Do not encroach upon my rights and privileges. (h) The last four lines

are identical with the end of ode 35, and the ideas expressed are similar in both. There it was a

wife ousted from her favoured position, here it is a dissatisfied officer.
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Ode CXCVm: K'iao yen.

1. Oh, distant, great Heaven, you are called (our) »father and mother »; there

is no offence, there is no guilt, but the disorder is as great as this! Great Heaven

is very terrific, but I truly have committed no offence; great Heaven is tremen

dous, but I truly have no guilt. — 2. When disorder is first bred, the falsehoods

are first (reduced =) refuted; but when disorder is again bred, the lord believes the

slander; if the lord would show anger (sc. against the bad ones), the disorder would

(hoffentlich:) probably be quickly stopped; if the lord would bestow blessings (sc.

on the good ones), the disorder would probably quickly cease. — 3. The lord

frequently makes covenants, the disorder thereby grows; the lord believes the

scoundrels, the disorder thereby becomes violent; the words of the scoundrels are

very sweet, the disorder is thereby (baited forward:) elicited; they are not courteous

and respectful, they are the kings' grief. — 4. Grand is the temple, a lord has

made it; orderly are the great plans, wise men have laid them; other men have

their (hearts:) thoughts, but I can (measure:) understand them; jumping about

is the crafty hare, but (even) a stupid dog catches him (a). — 5. Tender are the

soft trees, the lord plants them (b); the current talk of goers and comers, in the

heart one (calculates:) evaluates them; (shallow = ) pretentious are the great words,

they come (only) from the mouths; the artful words are like a reed-organ; that

(is = ) shows the thickness of their face (their shamelessness). — 6. What kind

of men are those! They are situated on the brink of the river (c); they have no

strength or courage, they are simply the (steps of =) promoters of disorder; you

are small and (swollen:) inflated, what is your courage like? You make plans that

are great and many, but your (dwelling followers =) clients, how many are they?

(a) Even myself, a simple-minded subordinate, can see through the falsehoods of the bad men;

how much the more should the lord, who represents the traditional highest power and wisdom, be

able to distinguish the good from the bad. (b) He prefers trees with useful wood. (c) In a risky

position.

Ode CXCIX: Ho Jen si.

In the Wei Hung preface an anecdote is told of how a prince of Su j§£. who had been slandered

by the prince of Pao, in consequence composed this complaining ode. There is no mention whatever

in the ode text of any Su, and the word Pao occurs in st. 1 without any attribute which could indicate

that it is a place name. In Tso: Wen 8 it is said that a covenant was concluded »in Pao », which

the comm. state was a »place in Cheng», but there is no clue whatever to its ever having been a

fief. In any case a »prince of Pao » would not have been called simply »Pao », as in our ode. There

is, indeed, no reason to take the word pao as a name at all. This ode contains no very difficult

words or phrases, but the mode of expression is throughout so general and vague that it allows

of the most varying interpretations. All the commentators have accepted Wei Hung's yarn, which

has influenced their interpretation all through. Once this baseless anecdote is rejected, the whole

tenor of the ode will be quite different from the traditionally accepted one. The ode resembles many

other odes in which a lady complains that the gentleman she loves is unfaithful and does not come

to see her, as he did earlier. He passes close by her home ( »comes to her dam »), but does not enter;

or he steps inside her gate (on the c h ' a n g path leading from the gate to the hall), but only to send

a perfunctory message of polite inquiry ( s h e n g ), not coming to see her personally. There are

two other ladies who have taken the foremost place in his heart and ousted her from her place there.
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1. What kind of man is that! His heart is very intriguing; why does he come

to my dam, and does not enter my gate? Who are following him? I call them

cruel ones. — 2. Two persons are going in his suite, who are they that cause

(me) this distress? Why does he come to my dam, and does not enter and console

me? In the beginning it was not like now, I dare say he does not approve of me.

— 3. What kind of man is that? Why does he come to the path inside my gate?

I hear his voice, but do not see his (body:) person; he is not ashamed before men,

he does not fear Heaven. — 4. What kind of man is that? He is a whirl-wind;

why does he not come from the north, why does he not come from the south? (a)

Why does he come to my dam? He only disturbs my heart. — 5. When you go

leisurely, you yet have no time to (halt:) stop at night; when you go quickly, how

do you even have leisure to grease your cart (wheels) (to make a short pause)?

If you would come but once! Oh, how I am pained. — 6. When you come round

and enter, my heart is easy; when you come round and do not enter, that you do

not is difficult to understand; if you would come but once! You cause me (to be

ill:) to suffer. — 7. The Eldest lady plays the ocarina, the Second-eldest lady

plays the flute; they are as if strung together with you; you truly do not take cogniz

ance of me; I will bring out these three objects (for sacrifice), in order to bind

you by an oath. — 8. If you were a spectre or a demon, you could not be caught

hold of; but since you as a normal face have a countenance and eyes (b), I regard

you, the man, as (having no limit:) acting recklessly; I have made this good song,

in order to (exhaust =) express to the full my restlessness.

(a) He is not coming in a regular, calculable fashion, but like a whirlwind without fixed course-,

unsteady and unseizable. (b) Being an ordinary man, who should act responsibly.

Ode CC: Hiang po.

1. Rich and ornate is truly this shell-brodade; those slanderers, they are verily

too excessive. — 2. Great and large is truly that southern Winnowing Basket

(a); those slanderers, who likes to consult with them? —- 3. Tattling and glib-

tongued, you plan and would slander people; be careful about your words, one will

say that you are not reliable. — 4. Nimble-minded and versatile, you plan and

would speak slanderingly; how would one not accept you (sc. when coming with

your statements)? But afterwards one will remove you. — 5. The arrogant

men are pleased, the toiling men are anxious; blue Heaven, blue Heaven, look at

those arrogant men, pity these toiling men! — 6. Those slanderers, who likes to

consult with them? I will take those slanderers, and I will throw them and give

them to the wolves and tigers; if the wolves and tigers do not eat them, I will throw

them and give them to the (Lord of) the North; if the (Lord of) the North will not

receive them, I will throw them and give them to the (Lord of) the Great Spaces.

— 7. The road of the Willow garden (leans on =) is close to the acred hill; the

eunuch Meng-tsi has made this ode; all you many lords, carefully listen to it!
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Ode CCI: Ku leng.

1. In repeated gusts comes the East wind, there is wind and rain (a); when

there is to be fear and dread, there are only I and you (b); when there is to be peace

and joy, you cast me off. — 2. In repeated gusts comes the East wind, there is

wind and tornado; when there is to be fear and dread, you place me in the (bosom:)

heart; when there is to be peace and joy, you cast me off and throw me away. —

3. In repeated gusts comes the East wind, it is (even) on the scraggy heights;

there is no grass that is not dying, there is no tree that is not withering; you forget

my great (virtue:) goodness to you, you think of the small grievances against me.

(a) Symbolical of distress, cf. ode 35, note. (b) Then you keep together with me.

Ode CCII: Lu ngo.

1 . The tall ngo plants — they are not ngo plants, they are (merely) h a o

plants (a); alas, alas, father and mother, in bearing me you had great toil. — 2.

The tall ngo plants — they are not ngo plants, they are (merely) w e i plants:

alas, alas, father and mother, in bearing me you had toil and suffering. — 3.

That the bottle is empty is the shame of the amphora (b); the life of solitary people

is not so good as death long ago; if one has no father, on whom shall one rely? If

one has no mother, on whom shall one depend? Abroad one (carries in the mouth

= ) harbours grief, at home one has nobody to go to. — 4. Oh father, you begat

me, oh mother, you nourished me; you comforted me, you cherished me, you

brought me up, you reared me, you looked after me, you (reverted to =) constantly

attended to me, abroad and at home you carried me in your bosom; I wished to

requite you by goodness, but great Heaven (has no limit:) goes to excess (c). —

5. The Southern mountain (is rank-like =) has peak after peak, the whirl-wind

rushes (d); among the people there are none that are not happy, why am I alone

harmed? 6. The Southern mountain (is row-like =) has top after top, the whirl

wind rushes; among the people there are none that are not happy, I alone cannot

have a (good) end (e).

(a) Things are not so good as they may appear. (b) The smaller bottle is refilled from the larger

amphora: when one is in need, one should have a family that comes to one's aid. (c) Treats me

too cruelly: you are dead and I cannot requite you (that the parents were dead follows from st. 3).

(d) The mountains look imposing and terrifying, the wind is frightening: I feel very depressed. (e) P u

t s u 'not finish' = 'not reach the end of one's natural life', not live happily until a natural death (a

common expression).

Ode CCm: Ta tung.

A man from the Kast thinks longingly of the splendid Chou capital of the West: the rich banquets,

the fine roads frequented by elegant gentlemen. With this he contrasts the poverty and distress of

the people in the eastern states; particularly unfair he finds it that »the men of the West» not only

lead a life of luxury, but also, together with their henchmen, who are placed in lucrative offices.

are wholly incompetent, lazy and useless: he ends with a simile of various constellations which

are very bright and fine-looking but serve no useful purpose.
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1 . In full measure is the cooked grain in the k u e i vessels, long and curved

are the spoons of thorn-wood; the road of Chou is (smooth) like a whetstone, it

is straight like an arrow; that is where the noblemen tread, where the (small men:)

commoners look on; with longing regards I look towards it, flowingly I shed tears.

— 2. In the Smaller East and in the Greater East, the shuttles and warp-cy

linders are empty; but twisted are (the strands of) the dolichos shoes, with them

one can walk on hoar-frost (a) — the going and coming gentlemen, walking in the

road of Chou, they have been going and coming, they cause my heart to ache. —

3. Cool is the spring issuing from the rock — but it must not wet the cut fire

wood (b); distressed I he awake and sigh, alas for our exhausted people; when

we have made firewood of (i. e. chopped small) that cut firewood, may it be possi

ble to (load it =) convey it home (c); alas for our exhausted people, they also

should have rest. — 4. The sons of the men of the East, they only toil and are

not encouraged; the sons of the men of the West, they have beautiful clothes;

the sons of the men of Chou, they have the (skins of) black bears and brown -

and-white bears for furs; the sons of their petty henchmen, they (use:) are in pos

session of all the offices. — 5. They will use their wine, but they do not use

their congee (d); pure are the s u e i gems suspended at their girdles, but they

do not use their excellence (e): in the heavens there is the (celestial) Han (the

Milky Way), it looks down and is bright (f); (slanting =) triangular is the Weaving

Lady (g), during one day(-and-night) she is seven times removed (i. e. from one

»mansion» to another in the firmament). — 6. Although she is seven times re

moved, she does not achieve any interwoven pattern (h); brilliant is the Draught

Ox (i), but one does not yoke it to any carriage; in the east there is the Opener

of Light (Lucifer); in the west there is the Long Continuer (Hesperus); long and

curved is the Heavenly Fork (j), but it is just placed there in its row (k). — 7

In the south there is the Winnowing Basket (1), but one cannot winnow with it,

in the north there is the Ladle (m), but one cannot ladle wine or congee with it;

in the south there is the Winnowing Basket, it draws in its tongue; in the north

there is the Ladle, it raises its western handle.

(a) Light and comfortable and yet quite effective, fit for use even on frosty ground (cf. ode 107):

the fine gentlemen walking in the roads of Chou have dainty shoes, whereas in the poor East the looms

are empty, even the most necessary clothes are missing. (b) The pleasant life in the capital must

not endanger the livelihood of the toiling people; the cutting of firewood symbolizes the toil of the

poor people. (c) And have done with it. (d) They scorn a frugal fare. (e) They do not attend to

the useful work of their high offices. (f ) But does nothing else — so are the brilliant but useless officers.

(g) a in Vega and e. J in Lyra. (h) Though she passes through the whole firmament, like the

shuttle with the woof through the warp, she makes no useful stuff for our use — equally useless are

the fine men at court. (i) Certain stars in the Capricorn. (j) Eight stars in Hyades, see gl. 634.

(k) And is quite useless for practical purposes. (1) Certain stars in the Sagittarius. (m) Ursa major.

Ode CCIV: Si ytie.

1. In the fourth month there is summer, in the sixth month there it is the

(passing:) retreating heat; were the ancestors not men? Why are they callous to
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me? — 2. The days of the autumn are chilly, the many plants all (become sick:)

decay; the disorder and dispersion are painful, I will go and return home. 3. The

days of the winter are bitterly cold, the whirl-wind rushes; among the people there

are none that are not happy, why am I alone harmed? — 4. On the mountain there

are fine plants, and chestnut trees, plum trees; but greatly they destroy and da

mage (them), nobody knows their fault (a). — 5. Look at that spring water,

now it is clear, now it is muddied; I am every day incurring misfortune, how can

I have any luck? — 6. Amply-flowing are the Kiang and Han (rivers), they are the

leading threads of the southern states; exhausted am I with service, why does

nobody befriend me? — 7. I am not an eagle, I am not a hawk, who fly up

and reach heaven; I am not a s h a n sturgeon, I am not a w e i sturgeon, who

plunge and escape into the deep. — 8. On the mountain there are ferns and

w e i plants, in the swamp there are k ' i willows and y i trees; a nobleman

has made the song, in order to make known his woe.

(a) Why the trees should suffer — a metaphor for the oppression of the officers against the inno

cent people. Y u 'fault' has lent itself to various interpretations: Cheng: »None (of the miscreants)

know their own fault»; Chu: »Nobody knows whose fault it is». But y u regularly means 'blame, to

find fault with' (ode 54, bis), so the idea is that the trees are found fault with and hence punished

(unjustly).

Ode CCV: Pei shan.

1. I ascend that Northern mountain, I gather the k ' i willows; all the many

officers, morning and evening they (follow = ) attend to the service; the service

to the king must not be defective; but I grieve for my father and mother (a).

— 2. Under the vast heaven there is nothing that is not the land of the king;

of all the subjects (tributaries) on the earth, there are none who are not the ser

vants of the king; but the dignitaries are iniquitous, I alone, in my attending to

the service, am wise (b). —. 3. The four stallions go pu.dng-jnidng, the king's

(service, business =) expedition goes pang-p&ng (c); they think it fine that I am

not yet old, they find it good that I am just now (great =) powerful; my back

bone and sinews are just now hard, I regulate and dispose the (regions of) the

four quarters. — 4. Some are feasting peacefully and live at rest, some exhaust

themselves in serving the country; some rest and lie on their beds, some never

cease going on their (marches:) expeditions. — 5. Some (do not know of =)

never hear any calling or summons, some painfully toil and work; some are (roost

ing = ) resting and lie on the back, some are disconcerted (at their wit's end) by

the king's (service.) business. — 6. Some are steeped in pleasure and drink wine,

some are pained and fear blame; some criticize abroad and at home, some (have

no service which they must not do =) must perform every (service:) business.

(a) To whom I cannot attend properly. (b) The comm. have forced into this the meaning: »The

dignitaries are (iniquitous =) unfair, they (consider that) I alone am wise in the service», i. e. they

leave all the work to me! A curious straining of the text. (c) The w a n g s h I 'king's service' here

is a war expedition already referred to in st. 1: »the service to the king must not be defective». In
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all the odes where we have this phrase (w a n g s h i mi k u) it is a question of expeditions which

take the men away from their homes, e. g. in odes 121, 162,167, 169. Here, moreover, it is expressly

stated that the speaker goes out to »the regions of the four quarters », and he complains that »some

(i. e. himself) never cease in their marches».

Ode CCVI: Wu Hang ta ML

I. Do not (take, support:) help forward the great carriage, you will only make

yourself dusty; do not think of the many anxieties, you will only make yourself

ill. — 2. Do not help forward the great carriage, the dust will (darken =) blind

you; do not think of the many anxieties, you will not (be able to) come out in

the light. — 3. Do not help forward the great carriage, the dust will cover you;

do not think of the many anxieties, you will only weigh yourself down.

Ode CCVTJ: Siao ming.

1. Bright is the high Heaven, it shines down on the earth below; we went on

an expedition and marched west, we came to the remote wilderness; from the

first decade of the second month, we have successively passed through cold and

heat; oh the grief of the heart, its poison is greatly bitter; I think of those (cour

teous, polite men =) fine courtiers (a), my tears fall like rain; do we not long to

return home? But we fear this guilt (blame). — 2. Long ago when we marched,

the days and months were just (passing away, dwindling =) coming to an end

(b); when shall we return? The year will then be drawing to a close; I think

of how I am alone, my duties are very many; oh the grief of the heart, it ex

hausts me and I have no leisure; I think of those fine courtiers, with longing regards

I yearningly look towards them; do we not long to return home? But we fear

this reproof and anger. — 3. Long ago when we marched, the days and months

were just warm; when shall we return? The affairs of administration are ever

more pressing; the year will then be drawing to a close, they gather the southern

wood, reap the beans; oh the grief of the heart, I have myself (bequeathed to

myself =) drawn upon me this grief (c); I think of those fine courtiers, I rise and

go out and pass the night (d); do we not long to return home? But we fear

these (inculcations:) repeated orders. — 4. Oh you noblemen, do not constantly

live at ease! Quietly thoughtful, be respectful in your official positions; (asso

ciate with:) side with the correct and straight ones; the spirits will hearken to you,

in a good way they will (use you =) treat you. — 5. Oh you noblemen, do not

constantly take ease and rest! Quietly thoughtful, be respectful in your official

positions, love those correct and straight ones; the spirits will hearken to you (e)

and enlarge (increase) your great felicity.

(a) At home in the capital. (b) It was at the end of the year. (c) By accepting this charge, as officer

on an expedition. In gloss 89 I had translated: »You have yourself caused this grief », but the con

text here demands the first person, unlike the similar passage in ode 83. (d) I cannot sleep quietly

indoors. (e) Shen chi t'ing chi does not mean »When the spirits hear it », for 'to hear' is wen

IJfj, and t'ing means 'to listen, hearken to', as is proved by the par. in ode 165. Thus chi ^1,

ordinarily the pronoun of the 3rd person, here serves for the 2nd, ef. odo 230 and gl. 228.
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Ode OUVLU: Ku chung.

1. They strike the bells resoundingly; the waters of the Huai (river) are vo

luminous; I am grieved in my heart and pained; the good man, my lord, I think

of him and truly do not forget him. (a) — 2. They strike the bells harmoniously;

the waters of the Huai are cold; I am grieved in my heart and unhappy; the good

man, my lord, his virtue is (not deflected =) without fault. — 3. They strike

the bells and beat the big drum; in the Huai there are three islands; I am grieved

in my heart and agitated; the good man, my lord, his virtue is unequalled. —

4. They strike the bells solemnly; they (beat:) play the lutes, they (beat:) play

the guitars; the reed-organs and the musical stones blend their sounds; (with

them =) accompanied by them they perform the Ya, the Nan (b); they wield their

flutes without error (c).

(a) He is away on an expedition to the east, the Huai region. (b) Odes sung accompanied by ritual

dances. (c) The ritual dancers had a flute in one hand, a plume in the other, see ode 38.

Ode CCIX: Ch'u ts'i.

1. (Ample:) dense is the Tribulus, we remove its prickles; since times of old,

what are we doing? We plant panicked millet and glutinous millet; our panicled

millet is rich, our glutinous millet is (orderly:) growing in orderly rows; our

granaries are full, our stacks in the open are (sheaves) in myriads of myriads;

(thereby =) and so we make wine and food, we make offerings and sacrifice, we

make (the representative of the dead) sit at ease (a), we (assist him =) encourage

him to eat; and so we increase our great felicity. 2. Stately are the movements;

pure(-coloured) are your oxen and sheep (b); with them you go and perform the

winter sacrifice, the autumn sacrifice; some flay, some boil, some arrange (the meat),

some present it; the invoker makes offering by the (temple) gate; the sacrificial

service is very brilliant; the deceased ancestors are august; the divine protectors

(the spirits) enjoy the offerings; the pious descendant will enjoy happiness; they

will requite him with increased felicity, a longevity of a myriad (years) without

limit. — 3. They manage the furnaces with attentive movements; there are food-

stands that are very grand; some roast, some broil; the noble wives are reverently

quiet; there are t o u vessels that are very numerous; there are visitors, there are

guests, they pledge each other (crosswise:) in all directions; the rites and ceremonies

are entirely according to rule; the laughter and talk are entirely to the point;

the divine protectors arrive, they will requite us with increased felicity; by a long

evity of a myriad (years) we are rewarded. — 4. We are very respectful, our rules

and rites have no error; the officiating invoker makes the announcement, he goes

and presents it to the pious descendant; fragrant is the pious sacrifice, the spirits

enjoy the wine and food; they predict for you a hundred blessings; according to

the (how much =) proper quantities, according to the (proper) rules, you have

brought sacrificial grain, you have brought millet; you have brought baskets, you

have arranged them; forever they will give you the utmost (blessings); those will
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be in myriads, in myriads of myriads. — 5. The rites and ceremonies are now

completed, the bells and drums have given their warning; the pious descendant

goes to his place, the officiating invoker makes his announcement: »The spirits

are all drunk »; the august representative of the dead then rises, the drums and

bells (by their sound) escort away the representative; the divine protectors (the

spirits) then return (leave the temple); all the attendants and the noble wives clear

away (the stands and dishes) without delay; then all the ( »fathers and brothers » = )

male members of the clan celebrate the lay feast. — 6. The musicians all come

in and play, so that you can tranquilly enjoy the following blessings; your viands

have been set forth, nobody is dissatisfied, all are happy; they are drunk, they are

satiated; small and great bow their heads; the spirits have enjoyed the wine and

food, they will cause the lord to have a long life; you have been very compliant,

very (correct:) good, doing everything to the utmost; may sons and grandsons with

out interruption (prolong:) continue it.

(a) Who is expressly mentioned in st. 5. (b) K i e 'pure' could of course be taken as a verb

( »you purify your oxen «), but it is simpler to take it as an adjective in emphatic position, cf. st. 4

below: pi fen hiao si »fragrant is the pious sacrifice »; this construction is very common

in the Shi.

Ode CCX: Sin nan shan.

1. Extended is that Southern mountain, it was Yu who put it in order (for

cultivation); cleared into even plots are the highlands and lowlands, his descendant

cultivates them; we draw boundaries, we divide them into sections; running towards

the south or running towards the east are the acres (a). — 2. High Heaven (brings

together =) masses the clouds, the rain and snow are mixed; it adds to it drizzling

rain, it is ample, it is moistening, it is soaking, it is abundant; it gives life to our

(hundred =) many (kinds of) grain. — 3. The boundaries and divisions are (care

fully adjusted:) orderly, the panicled millet and the glutinous millet are luxuriant;

the descendant harvests them, and makes wine and food; he presents them to

our representative of the dead and to our guests; a longevity of a myriad years!

— 4. In the middle of the fields there are huts, by the boundaries and divisions

there are gourds; them we cut up, them we pickle, and present them to the august

ancestors; the descendant will have long life and receive Heaven's blessing. —

5. He sacrifices with clear wine, and follows it up with a red bull; he offers them

to the ancestors, he holds his bell-knife; with that he opens up the hair, and takes

the blood and fat. — 6. Those he presents, those he offers, it is odorous and frag

rant; the sacrificial service is very brilliant, the deceased ancestors are august; they

requite him by increased felicity, a longevity of a myriad (years) without limit.

(a) I. e. the furrows and the dividing dykes either go north-south or west-east. Cf. ode 101, st. 3:

»You make west -east and north-south (furrows on) the acre». For this meaning of lung 'east' - =

'to run towards the east'. to have the furrows and dykes going east, see fully Tso: Ch'eng 2, quoting

this ode.
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Ode CCXI: Fn t'ien.

1. Great are those (great:) wide fields, yearly we take (for ten, one thousand =)

a hundredfold harvest; we take our old (grain) and feed our husbandmen; from

of old we have had good years' crops; now we go to the southern acres, some weed,

some earth up (the plants); the panicled millet and the glutinous millet are luxur

iant, we are (increased =) enriched, we are blessed, we offer gifts to our fine offi

cers. — 2. With our pure grain and our victim-cattle and sheep, we sacrifice

to the Soil, to the (four) Quarters; our fields are good, that is the happiness of the

husbandmen; we play guitars, we play lutes and beat drums, in order to (meet,

welcome:) invoke the Father of husbandry, to pray for sweet rain, to increase our

glutinous millet and our panicled millet, to bring good to our men and women. —

3. The descendant comes, through their wives and children he sends food to

(the men in) those southern acres (a); the inspector of the fields comes and is

pleased: he thrusts aside his attendants and (himself) tastes whether it is good

or not; the grain is well-cultivated (on the length of the acres =) all over the

acres, it is both good and abundant; the descendant is not annoyed, the husband

men have been able to be prompt (in their work). — 4. The growing grain of

the descendant is like thatch (so thick), like poles (so sturdy and tall); the stacks

of the descendant are like islands, like hills; he will seek for a thousand granaries,

he will seek for ten thousand carts; the panicled millet and the glutinous millet.

the rice, the spiked millet, they are the happiness of the husbandmen; (Heaven)

rewards him with increased felicity; a longevity of a myriad (years) without limit!

(a) Cf. ode 154, note.

Ode CCXH: Ta t'ien.

1. The great fields give a large crop; we have seen to the seed-grain, we have

seen to the tools; when all is ready, we go to work; with our sharp plough-shares

we start (work) on the southern acres; we sow the (hundred:) many (kinds of)

grain, they (are =) grow straight and large; the descendant approves of it (is

satisfied with it). — 2. It is (regular:) evenly-growing, it is soft-kernelled, it

hardens, it becomes fine; there is no l a n g weed, no y u weed; we remove the

noxious insects from the ears and leafs, and the grubs from roots and stems; may

they not damage the young grain of our fields; the Father of husbandry is di

vine (a), he will take and deliver them to the blazing fire. — 3. (The sky) is

densely covered; the rain(-clouds) rise (b) amply; it rains on our public field, and

then comes to our private fields; there is some un-cut (young grain:) unripe grain,

here are some un-harvested bunches, there are handfuls forgotten, here are some

ears left behind; they are the gain of the widows. — 4. The descendant comes;

through their wives and children he sends food to (the men in) those southern acres;

the inspector of the fields comes and is pleased; he comes to worship the (four)

Quarters, and offer y i n and s I sacrifices; with his red ones and black ones

(sc. victims), and his panicled millet and glutinous millet, with them he brings

offerings, with them he sacrifices, so as to increase our great felicity.
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(a) For y u /fj in T ' i e n t s u y u ahen, cf. the yu in sin t'ai yu t s ' i (ode 43), s i

mu yu kiao (ode 57), Lu tao yu tang (ode 101) etc. (b) Or, with another school: The

clouds rise.

Ode CCXIII: Chan pi Lo yi.

1. Look at that Lo (river), its waters are deep and wide; the lord comes, feli

city and blessings are as if piled up (on him); the knee-covers of dyed leather

are red; and so he raises the six armies (of the king). — 2. Look at that Lo,

its waters are deep and wide; the lord comes; on the scabbard there it is an upper

ornament and also a lower ornament; may the lord have a myriad years, and pre

serve his house. — 3. Look at that Lo, its waters are deep and wide; the lord

comes; felicity and blessings are united (in him); may the lord have a myriad years,

and preserve his house and state.

Ode CCXTV: Shang shang chS hua.

1. Magnificent are the flowers, their leaves are luxuriant; I have seen this

young person; my heart is relieved, my heart is relieved, therefore there is joy

and tranquillity. — 2. Magnificent are the flowers, ample are the yellow ones; I

have seen this young person; just because he has refinement, just because he has

refinement, therefore there is happiness. — 3. Magnificent are the flowers, some

are yellow, some are white; I have seen this young person; he rides after his four

black-maned white horses, he rides after his black-maned white horses, the six

reins are (as if moist:) glossy. — 4. He swerves to the left, to the left, the noble

man does it properly; he swerves to the right, to the right, the nobleman (pos

sesses it =) knows how to do it; just because he knows how to do it, therefore

(he looks like it =) it shows in his whole appearance.

Ode CCXV: Sang hu.

This ode, like ode 222, problably describes how the feudal princes come to court and receive

their favours. The swarm of beautifully coloured s a n g - h u birds are a simile for these brightly-

dressed noblemen.

1. Crosswise fly the sang-hu birds, finely marked are their wings; the

lords are joyful, they will receive Heaven's blessing. — 2. Crosswise fly the

sang-hu birds, finely marked are their necks; the lords are joyful, they are

screening (protecting) the myriad states. —3. Them they screen, them they (prop

up = ) support (a), for all the (rulers:) chiefs they are a pattern; are they not con

cordant, are they not respectful, will they not receive much happiness! — 2.

The k u a n g vase of rhinoceros horn is long and curved, the good wine is

mellow; they associate without being haughty (b), a myriad blessings will come

and unite (in them).

(a) Chi p'ing chi han: the chi is the pronoun as object, as in ode 28

''The former princes, of them I think, ode 40 yen yuan chi k'iu "A beautiful one, him

she sought", etc. It is thus synon. with s h i in phr. like ode 2 shi yi shi huo "That
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I cut, that I boil" (etc., very common). So c h i p ' i ng does not, with Legge and Couvreur,

mean »these screens», for c h i in this sense occurs exclusively in the phrase ^f- in the Shi. (b)

Or, with Tso: »They. are not rude, not haughty », or, with Ts'i: »They are not in too high spirits, not

haughty ».

Ode CCXVI: YUn yang.

1 . The ducks go flying, we take them with hand-nets and spread-nets; may the

lord have a myriad years, may felicity and blessings come to him as his (right:)

due. — 2. The ducks are on the dam, they gather in their left wings; may the

lord have a myriad years, may he have as his (right:) due a far-reaching happi

ness. — 3. The teams of horses are in the stable, we give them cut fodder, we

give them grain; may the lord have a myriad years, may felicity and blessings

(regulate:) stabilize him. — 4. The teams of horses are in the stable, we give

them grain, we give them cut fodder; may the lord have a myriad years, may

felicity and blessings tranquillize him.

Ode CCXVH: K'uei pien.

The brothers and kinsmen of a lord go to feast with him.

1. There are leather caps with cleft bands (tied behind the neck), what does

it signify? Your wine is good, your viands are fine; it is for strangers? (No,) for

brothers, none else; the mistletoe and the dodder spread themselves over the pine

and the cypress (a); when we have not yet seen the lord, the (grieved heart = )

grief of the heart is very great (b); when we have seen the lord, there will surely

be joy and delight. — 2. There are leather caps with cleft bands, what (time:)

occasion is this? Your wine is good, your viands are (correct:) good: is it for

strangers? (No,) your brothers all come; the mistletoe and the dodder spread

themselves over the pine; when we have not yet seen the lord, the grief of the heart

is intensive; when we have seen the lord, there is sure to be (good =) happiness.

— 3. There are leather caps with cleft bands, they are on the heads; your wine

is good, your viands are ample; is it for strangers? (No,) for brothers, nephews,

uncles; it is like that snowfall: gathering before it is the sleet (c) —. death and

burial may come any day, only a short time can we see each other; may we

enjoy the wine this evening; the lord feasts!

(a) Cling to them — as the lord's brothers to the lord. (b) 'Grief, grieve, the grief of the heart'

etc. is used, throughout the Shi, as a strong expression for 'longing, to long for', and is particularly

common in describing the longing of a lady for her lover, cf. odes 14, 132, 168 etc. (c) So we first

grow old and weak and then die.

Ode CCXVm: KU hia.

A nobleman welcomes his bride, whom he goes to meet: modestly he depreciates what he has to

offer her — no great gathering of wedding guests, no very fine wine and food: and yet, he feels

confident, they will rejoice together.

1. Inserted are the linch pins of the carriage; I think of the beautiful young

girl and go (to meet her); it is not that I am hungry and thirsty (for her), but
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her fair reputation comes and binds us together (a); even though there are no fine

companions, we will feast and be glad. — 2. Luxuriant is that forest in the plain,

those who settle there are the pheasants; truly that grand lady with her good virtue

comes and (instructs:) guides me; we will feast and rejoice; I shall love you with

out becoming weary (of you). — 3. Even though I have no good wine, the drink

will be (approximate =) fairly good; even though I have no fine viands, the food

will be fairly good; even though I have no bounty to give you, we will have song

and dance. 4. I ascended that high ridge and split the firewood of the oaks; I

split the firewood of the oaks, their leaves were luxuriant (b); happily I (see:) meet

you, and my heart is relieved. —. 5. The high mountains, I look up at them, the

great road, I travel it (c); the four stallions run unceasingly, the six reins are

like (the strings of) a guitar; I (see:) meet you, my bride, and so I comfort my

heart.

(a) With her flawless reputation she will be a fine match. (b) I take great pains to obtain the

very best. (c) To meet you.

Ode CCXIX: Ts'ing ying.

1. The green flies go buzzing about, they settle on the fence; joyous and plea

sant lord, do not believe slanderous words. — 2. The green flies go buzzing

about, they settle on the jujube tree; the slanderous men (have no limit:) are reck

less, they bring into disorder the states of the four quarters. — 3. The green flies

go buzzing about, they settle on the hazel tree; the slanderous men are reckless,

they (entangle us two = ) bring us two into conflict.

Ode CCXX: Pin chi ch'u yen.

1. When the guests first go to their (mats:) seats, they go to left and right in

good order; the p i e n and t o u vessels are there in full array, the viands and

kernel(-fruits) are displayed; the wine is well-blended and good, they drink the

wine that is very plentiful; the bells and drums are set up, they poculate and offer

response cups at their ease; the great target is put up, the bows with their arrows

are stringed; the archers are assorted (into pairs or groups); display your skill

in shooting, shoot at that mark, and so (pray for =) strive for your t s ii e cup! —

2. With flutes they dance to reed-organs and drums, the musicians perform in

unison; they offer rejoicing to the illustrious ancestors, and so consummate the

(hundred:) many rites; the many rites are perfect, they are grand, they are numer

ous; they bestow on you a great abundance; the sons and grandsons may rejoice,

they may rejoice and be happy; one (performs music for = ) celebrates each of you

who has been capable (in the shooting); the guests then (lay hands on =) select

their partners (a), and the (man of the house =) host comes (in =) forward and

assists; then they fill that cup of rest, and one (performs music for =) celebrates

those of you who have been correct (in the shooting). — 3. When the guests

first go to their (mats:) seats, they are mild and courteous; when they are not

yet drunk, their deportment is grand; but when they are drunk, their deportment
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is (changeable, instable =) frivolous; they leave their seats and move away, they

(repeatedly dance =) keep dancing and capering; when they are not yet drunk,

their deportment is (repressed:) dignified; but when they are drunk, their deport

ment is reckless; for when they are drunk they do not know of any order. — 4.

When the guests are drunk, they shout and bawl; they upset our p i e n and t o u

vessels, they keep dancing like demon-mask dancers; for when they are drunk

they do not know their blunders; with slanting cap sliding, they keep dancing

round after round; if they, when drunk, go out (retire), they will receive the

blessing (of the feast) along with (the rest); but if they, when drunk, do not go

out (retire), then it is called destroying the (virtue =) beneficial influence; to drink

wine is very fine, but only with a good deportment. — 5. Of all these who

drink wine, some are drunk, some are not; (therefore) one has appointed an

inspector, and perhaps also given him for assistant a scribe; when those drunken

ones are (not good =) misbehaving, those who are not drunk are ashamed: do not

humour them (the drunken men), do not speak to them, do not cause them to

be too careless; what is not proper to say should not be said; what is not admis

sible should not be told; if you admit the speeches of the drunkards you cause

them to (bring out, display =) show themselves to be hornless rams (infantile

adults); with three t s ii e cups they (do not remember:) lose their memory, how

then dare they go on and (even more repeat =) drink still more!

(a) For a second bout of the shooting contest, with less rigorous rules, the archers being free to

select their partners at their own pleasure.

Ode CCXXI: YU tsao.

1. The fishes are there, among the tsao water-plants, big are their heads:

the king is there, in Hao, joyful and happy he drinks wine. — 2. The fishes

are there, among the tsao water-plants, (ample:) long are their tails; the king

is there, in Hao, he drinks wine, happy and joyful. — 3. The fishes are there,

among the tsao water-plants, they (lean on =) are close to the rushes; the

king is there, in Hao, ample is his abode.

Ode CCXXII: Ts'ai shu.

1. We gather the beans, we gather the beans, we put them in square baskets

and in round; the lords come to court for an audience, what will one give them?

Although there is nothing (much) to give them (a), there are state carriages and

teams of horses; what will one further give them? Black ceremonial robes and

embroidered skirts. — 2. Squirting is the straight-jetted fountain; we gather

the cress; the lords come to court for an audience, we see their banners; their ban

ners flutter, the bit-bells chime; there are teams of three horses, teams of four;

this is where the lords arrive. — 3. There are red knee-covers over their upper

legs, there are slantingly tied puttees below; they associate without being remiss

(b); they are rewarded by the Son of Heaven; happy be the lords, the Son of Heaven
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gave them their charges; happy be the lords, felicity and blessing (extend, prolong

them:) cause them to continue (in favour). 4. The branches of the oaks — their

leaves are abundant; happy be the lords, they protect the state of the Son of Hea

ven; happy be the lords, on whom a myriad blessings gather; their punctilious

attendants also (follow them:) go in their suite. — 5. Drifting is that willow-

wood boat, but the painter (ties it:) holds it fast; happy be the lords, the Son of

Heaven (measures, scrutinizes:) supervises them; happy be the lords, may felicity

and blessings (augment, make ample =) strengthen them; how pleasant, how

(rambling =) easy they are when arriving!

(a) In proportion to what they deserve. (b) Or, with Lu: »They are not rude, not remiss ».

Ode CCXXm: Kue kung.

An impeachment against unworthy officials: they are selfishly keeping the high charges for them

selves, not even showing affection for their relatives; greedy and arrogant, they do not let yonger

and better men come forward. And yet (st. 6), if the people only had good officials, they would

gladly cling to them.

1. Well-adjusted is the horn(-adorned) bow, but (oblique is its warping =)

awry it goes when warping; brothers and relatives should not be kept distant

(treated coldly) (a). — 2. If you keep them distant, the people will (be so=)

do the same; if you set an example, the people will imitate you. — 3. These good

brothers are generous and indulgent; but the bad brothers mutually do harm to

each other. —. 4. People who are not good bear a grudge against one another

(one-sidely =) unfairly; they receive high rank without ceding to each other;

when it comes to the end, they go to ruin. 5. The old horses (revert to being =)

think themselves colts, and have no regard to their future (b); if they (sc. the wicked

men) are served food, they insist upon being gorged; if they are served drink, they

take much (c). — 6. (Do not:) you need not teach a monkey to climb a tree (sc. to

cling to it); if you plaster, the plaster sticks tight; if the noble men have fine plans

(principles), the small men will cling to them. — 7. There falls snow that is very

ample, but when it (sees =) encounters the sun's heat, it melts (d); yet there is

nobody (sc. among the wicked men) who is willing to be rejected (left out of office)

(e), in their mode of living they are (empty =) worthless and arrogant. — 8.

There falls snow that is very abundant, but when it (sees:) encounters the sun's

heat it flows away; but they are like those Man and Mao barbarians; therefore I

am grieved.

(a) The family should not be allowed to »warp». (b) They overestimate their strength and

capacity, do not want to give way to younger ones. (c) They are always greedy. (d) Or, with

Han: »When it is clear weather and hot, it melts ». Thus the bad officers ought to be soon elimin

ated. (e) Or, with Han: »To fall down» (from the high position).

Ode CCXXIV: TO liu.

An official living in a wicked time among bad colleagues wishes that he could retire and take

rest, but he dare not shirk his duty, for fear that he would suffer the more in the end.
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1 . There is a luxuriant willow tree, would I not wish to rest under it! God on

High is very (mobile, shifting =) changeable, do not (bring yourself too near to

= ) obtrude yourself upon him (by being too active); yet suppose that I were to

acquiesce in it (and remain passive), afterwards I should be brought to extremes.

— 2. There is a luxuriant willow tree, would I not wish to rest under it! God

on High is very changeable, do not hurt yourself on him; yet suppose that I were

to acquiesce in it (and remain passive), afterwards I should be disfavoured (hated).

— 3. There is a bird flying high, it even (touches:) reaches heaven; the (hearts:)

minds of those men, what can they attain to? Why should I acquiesce in it? In

the end I shall thereby be miserable and pitiable.

Ode CCXXV: Tu jen ihL

1. Those officers of the capital, their fox furs are very yellow; their bearing is

unchanging, when they speak it is refined; they proceed to Chou, they are gazed

at by (the myriad people:) all the people. — 2. Those officers of the capital.

they have t ' a i - plant broad-hats or black caps; those noble ladies, how thick

and long their hair! When I do not see them, my heart is not glad. — 3. Those

officers of the capital, their ear-stoppers are of rich s i u stones; those noble ladies,

they call them straight and good; when I do not see them, my heart is (stopped

up and tied =) full of pent-up feelings. — 4. Those officers of the capital, they

train their sashes as if (a) (having) sash-trains; those noble ladies, their curling

hair is like (the tail of) a scorpion; when I do not see them, I walk along after them.

— 5. It is not that they (really) train them (sc. the sashes), it is because the

sashes (have a surplus =) are extra long; it is not that they curl it (sc. the hair),

it is because the hair (naturally) turns upwards; when I do not see them, oh how

I am grieved!

(a) Er = ju jug, as often, e.g.ode 47 hu jan er t'ien jljJJ ffe ffjj ^ »How is she

so like Heaven».

Ode CCXXVI: Ts'ai ltt.

1. The whole morning I have gathered the lu plant (»royal fodder »). but

it does not fill my joined hands; my hair is (curling:) rumpled, I go home to wash

it. — 2. The whole morning I have gathered the indigo plant, but it does not

fill my apron; five days was the appointed time, after six days I (still) do not see

(him). — 3. This gentleman went hunting, I encased his bow; this gentleman

went angling, I twisted the line for him. — 4. What is he angling? It is bream and

tench; it is bream and tench, it is a sight!

Ode CCXXVH: Shu miao.

1. Luxuriant is the young millet, the rain of the clouds fattens it; far away

we marched to the south, the prince of Shao has rewarded us. — 2. We loaded

our hand-carts, we put carriages to our oxen; our (march:) expedition was achieved:

and so we went home! — 3. We formed footmen escorts to our chariots, we

marshalled our cohorts; our expedition was achieved: and so we went home to
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rest. — 4. Swift was the work at Sie, the prince of Shao planned it; majestic

was the marching host, the prince of Shao achieved it. — 5. Highlands and

lowlands were cleared, the springs and streams were made pure; the prince of Shao

had (his work) achieved, the heart of the king was set at rest.

Ode CCXXVm: Si sang.

I. The mulberry trees of the lowlands are beautiful, their leaves are ample;

when I have seen my lord, how (great) is the joy! — 2. The mulberry trees of

the lowlands are beautiful, their leaves are (moist:) glossy; when I have seen my

lord, how should I not be happy! — 3. The mulberry trees of the lowlands are

beautiful, their leaves are dark; when I have seen my lord, his fine reputation

(greatly glues us =) closely unites us. — 4. In my heart I love him, why should

I not tell it? In the core of my heart I treasure him, (what day:) when shall I

forget him?

Ode CCXXIX: Po hua.

1. The white-flowered kien plant, with white grass one bundles it (a); this

gentleman goes far away (b), he causes me to be alone. — 2. Brilliant are the

white clouds (c), they shed drops on the kien plants and the (white) grass;

Heaven's course is calamitous; this gentleman is no good (d). — 3. The running

pools flow northward, they wet those rice fields; (crooningly:) wailingly I sing

with pained bosom, I am thinking of that tall man. — 4. They gather for fuel

that firewood of the mulberry trees, we burn it in the stove; oh, but that tall man,

he truly distresses my heart. — 5. They play the drums and the bells in the

palace, the sound is heard without; I think of you and am grieved, you look at me

with disfavour. — 6. There are storks on the dam, there are cranes in the forest;

oh, but that tall man, he truly distresses my heart. — 7. The ducks are on the

dam, they gather in their left feet; this gentleman has no goodness, he has been

very variable in his conduct (e). — 8. Flat and thin are those stones, if one

treads on them, one stands low (f); this gentleman goes far away, he causes me to

suffer.

(a) For things bundled as symbols of holding together (here two lovers) cf. odes 68, 92. (b)

Chi = 'to go", as in odes 113, 257 etc. (e) Or, with Han: »Flowing are the white clouds».

(d) pu y u ^ Jj§ = 5§* 'not equal to' (what he should be). (e) Properly: »made two and

three his ways of conduct» cf. ode 58, st. 4. (f) One does not come high enough to look for and

follow the departing lover with the eyes.

Ode CCXXX: Mien man.

1. Delicate are the yellow birds, they settle on the slope of the hill (a); the

way being so long, how tired we are! You should give us drink (b), give us food,

teach us, instruct us, give orders to those (after carriages:) baggage carriages and

tell them to carry us. — 2. Delicate are the yellow birds, they settle in the corner

of the hill; how dare we fear marching? But we fear that we shall not be able to

run on; you should give (etc., as in st. 1). — 3. Delicate are the yellow birds,
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they settle at the side of the hill; how dare we fear marching? But we fear that

we shall not be able to arrive (at the goal); you should give (etc., as in st. 1).

(a) When tired, they can take their rest. (b) Chi jJl, ordinarily the pronoun of the 3rd per

son: 'him, them', occasionally serves for the 1st person ('me, us') or the 2nd person ('you'), see gl.

228 and ode 207, note.

Ode CCXXXI: Hu ye.

1. Waving about are the gourd leaves, we gather them and boil them; the

lord has wine, he fills the cup and tastes it. -— 2. There is that hare, we bake

it, we roast it; the lord has wine, he fills the cup and presents it. — 3. There is

that hare, we roast it, we broil it; the lord has wine, we fill the cup and present

it in return. — 4. There is that hare, we roast it, we bake it; the lord has wine,

he fills the cup and pledges us a thanksgiving-cup.

Ode CCXXXH: Ch'an ch'an chi shL

1. The craggy rocks, oh, how high; the mountains and rivers are distant and far

away, oh, how toilsome; the warriors march to the east, they have no leisure to

take a (free) morning. — 2. The craggy rocks, oh, how high-pointed; the moun

tains and rivers are distant and far away, oh, how exhausting; the warriors march

to the east, they have no leisure to (get out:) leave off. — 3. There are swine

with white legs, in great numbers they wade through the waves; the moon (is

attached to = ) dwells in (the constellation) Pi (a), it causes a great flow (of rain);

the warriors march to the east, they have no leisure to do anything else.

(a) »The Heavenly Fork », see gl. 634.

Ode CCXXXm: T'iao chi hua.

1. Oh, the flowers of the Bignonia, ample are the yellow ones; the grief of the

heart, how painful it is. —. 2. Oh, the flowers of the Bignonia, their leaves are

luxuriant; If I had known that I should be like this, it would have been better not

to be born. — 3. The ewes have big (horned) heads (a); the Three Stars are (seen)

in the central roof-hole (b); even if people can get something to eat, there are few

who can be satiated.

(a) Our leaders are weak creatures, though apparently strong. (b) Our leaders are seen in their

splendour, far above the suffering people, doing nothing.

Ode CCXXXIV: Ho ts'ao pu hung.

1. What plant is not yellow; what day do we not march; what man is not going

(to help in) regulating and disposing the (regions of) the four quarters? — 2.

What plant is not dark; what man is not pitiable; alas for us men on war service,

we alone must be as if we were not men. — 3. We are not rhinoceroses, we are

not tigers, but we go along those wilds; alas for us men on war service, morning and

evening we have no leisure. — 4. There is a thick-furred fox, he goes along that

dark grass; there are the lath-box carriages, they march on that road of Chou.
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they settle at the side of the hill; how dare we fear marching? But we fear that

we shall not be able to arrive (at the goal); you should give (etc., as in st. 1).

(a) When tired, they can take their rest. (b) Chi ordinarily the pronoun of the 3rd per

son: 'him, them', occasionally serves for the 1st person ('me, us') or the 2nd person ('you'), see gl.

228 and ode 207, note.

Ode CCXXXI: Hu ye.

1. Waving about are the gourd leaves, we gather them and boil them; the

lord has wine, he fills the cup and tastes it. — 2. There is that hare, we bake

it, we roast it; the lord has wine, he fills the cup and presents it. — 3. There is

that hare, we roast it, we broil it; the lord has wine, we fill the cup and present

it in return. — 4. There is that hare, we roast it, we bake it; the lord has wine,

he fills the cup and pledges us a thanksgiving-cup.

Ode CCXXXII: Ch'an ch'an chi shL

1. The craggy rocks, oh, how high; the mountains and rivers are distant and far

away, oh, how toilsome; the warriors march to the east, they have no leisure to

take a (free) morning. — 2. The craggy rocks, oh, how high-pointed; the moun

tains and rivers are distant and far away, oh, how exhausting; the warriors march

to the east, they have no leisure to (get out:) leave off. — 3. There are swine

with white legs, in great numbers they wade through the waves; the moon (is

attached to =) dwells in (the constellation) Pi (a), it causes a great flow (of rain);

the warriors march to the east, they have no leisure to do anything else.

(a) »The Heavenly Fork », see gl. 634.

Ode CCXXXm: T'iao chi hua.

1. Oh, the flowers of the Bignonia, ample are the yellow ones; the grief of the

heart, how painful it is. —- 2. Oh, the flowers of the Bignonia, their leaves are

luxuriant; If I had known that I should be like this, it would have been better not

to be born. — 3. The ewes have big (horned) heads (a); the Three Stars are (seen)

in the central roof-hole (b); even if people can get something to eat, there are few

who can be satiated.

(a) Our leaders are weak creatures, though apparently strong. (b) Our leaders are seen in their

splendour, far above the suffering people, doing nothing.

Ode CCXXXIV: Ho ts'ao pu hung.

1. What plant is not yellow; what day do we not march; what man is not going

(to help in) regulating and disposing the (regions of) the four quarters? — 2.

What plant is not dark; what man is not pitiable; alas for us men on war service,

we alone must be as if we were not men. — 3. We are not rhinoceroses, we are

not tigers, but we go along those wilds; alas for us men on war service, morning and

evening we have no leisure. — 4. There is a thick-furred fox, he goes along that

dark grass; there are the lath-box carriages, they march on that road of Chou.
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